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Foreword
Welcome to the Nineteenth Workshop on Information Technologies and Systems (WITS 2009) being
held in Phoenix, Arizona, USA. The purpose of the workshop is to provide a forum for discussion and
interaction among scholars with research interests in cutting‐edge issues of information technologies
and systems.
The theme of the conference is "Interdisciplinary Frontiers in Information Technology Innovation."
Information technology is transforming every industry, be it health care, finance, tourism, retail,
entertainment, or education. While each industry is diverse and unique, innovation in IT has
transformed not only consumer expectations and the nature of products and services offered but also
the structure of the industry itself. The information systems innovations across these interdisciplinary
frontiers—both in research and practice—need to address several issues while being industry or
application “aware.” For example, challenges such as lack of interoperability, privacy and confidentiality,
and human‐computer interface issues that are addressed by our research need to be specific to each
industry, e.g., health care. The workshop invited papers that address the challenges and opportunities in
IT across industries from a wide variety of disciplinary and inter‐disciplinary perspectives: computing,
communication, economics, management science, and social and cognitive sciences.
Out of the 114 research papers that were submitted, 36 were accepted, resulting in an acceptance
rate of 32%. The papers published in the proceedings represent high‐quality research across a wide
range of topics, including collaborative filtering, information diffusion and personalized
recommendation, conceptual modeling, healthcare, data mining, product distribution and supply
networks, emerging e‐business models, data and knowledge management, text mining and web mining,
social computing, process management, and quality management.
The eight prototypes selected for the workshop demonstrate novel ideas and solutions based on
technologies such as data visualization, community source development, data provenance, social and
organizational networks, and agent‐based negotiation. The innovation in teaching session includes six
teaching modules in areas such as business intelligence, IT governance, business process integration,
and web services and service‐oriented architecture. We are pleased to introduce industry best‐of‐breed
from companies such as E&Y, rSmart, and SAP.
We are pleased to feature our keynote speaker, Alisa Wright, CEO, BioConvergence. She will discuss
how the life sciences industry needs to create solutions that link diagnostic, pharmaceutical, and
medical device companies.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who were instrumental in making WITS
2009 a success. We want to first thank the members of the Program Committee, who reviewed the
papers and helped us in making the acceptance decisions. We would also like to thank the members of
the following committees:
 Alok Gupta, Ramayya Krishnan, Salvatore March, Vijay Mookerjee, Jeffrey Parsons (chair), and
Carson Woo for being part of the committee that selected the best overall paper and best student
paper from among the ones that were nominated.
 Ram Gopal (chair), Hemant Jain, Kumar Mehta, and Veda Storey, who chose the best teaching
innovation submission out of finalist submissions.
 Prabuddha De (chair), Keng Siau, and Ramesh Venkataraman, who chose the best research
prototype submission out of the finalist submissions.
We are greatly appreciative of Alan Hevner and Sudha Ram for organizing the discussion panels. We are
grateful to Faiz Currim, the prototype, innovation in teaching, and industry best‐of‐breed coordinator,
who not only solicited and selected the submissions but also made appropriate arrangements for their
demonstration, and Valentin Dinu, the local arrangements chair, and the volunteers, Kyle Blocher and
Binny Samuel, who took care of every little detail associated with local arrangements. We are
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appreciative of the international liaisons—Matti Rossi, Amitava Bagchi, Guoqing Chen, Lihua Huang, Kar
Yan Tam, Paulo Goes, and Andrew Burton‐Jones—for promoting WITS in Europe, Asia, Latin America,
and Australia. We would like to thank Ram Gopal, Kumar Mehta, Sudha Ram, Ram Ramesh, Sanjukta
Das‐Smith, Ramesh Venkataraman, and Atish Sinha, who shared their own experiences and provided us
with very helpful advice throughout the year. Finally, a special word of thanks goes to Paulo Goes and
Vijay Vaishnavi, who invested a lot of time in advising us with various aspects of organizing this
workshop.
The smooth and efficient functioning of the workshop would not have been possible without the
support of our organizational sponsors. We are grateful to the following sponsors for their generous
support:
 David Eccles School of Business, University of Utah
 Department of Biomedical Informatics, Arizona State University
 Eller College of Management, University of Arizona
 Heinz College, Carnegie Mellon University
 INFORMS Information Systems Society
 Kelley School of Business, Indiana University
 Krannert School of Management, Purdue University
 School of Management, University of Texas at Dallas
 School of Information Systems, Singapore Management University
 Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business, University of Wisconsin‐Milwaukee
We hope that all of you will enjoy WITS 2009 and we look forward to your participation in future WITS
workshops.
Vijay Khatri, Indiana University
Huimin Zhao, University of Wisconsin‐Milwaukee
Co‐Chairs, WITS 2009
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BIPARTITE GRAPH SAMPLING METHODS FOR SAMPLING
RECOMMENDATION DATA
Zan Huang
Supply Chain and Information Systems
Smeal College of Business
Pennsylvania State University
zanhuang@psu.edu

Abstract
Sampling is the common practice involved in academic and industry efforts on recommendation
algorithm evaluation and selection. Experimental analysis often uses a subset of the entire useritem interaction data available in the operational recommender system, often derived by including
all transactions associated with a subset of uniformly randomly selected users. Our paper
formally studies the sampling problem for recommendation to understand to what extent
population-based algorithm evaluation results correspond with sample-based results using
different sampling methods. We use a bipartite graph to represent the key input data of user-item
interaction for recommendation algorithms and build on the literature on unipartite graph
sampling to develop sampling methods for our context of bipartite graph sampling. We also
developed several metrics for assessing the quality of a given sample, including performance
recovery and ranking recovery measures for assessing both single-sample and multiple-sample
recovery performances. Based on the empirical results from two real-world datasets we provide
some general recommendations for sampling for recommendation algorithm evaluation.
Keywords: Graph sampling, recommender systems, algorithm evaluation and selection

1. Introduction
Significant academic efforts have been devoted to recommender system-related research since the concept
of collaborative filtering, which makes recommendations only using the user-item interaction data, was
first implemented and popularized around 1995. There is also ever increasing industry interest and efforts
in improving the performance of real-world recommender systems, highlighted by the Netflix Prize
launched in October (Bennett et al. 2007). A wide range of recommendation algorithms have been
developed and numerous evaluation studies have been conducted to compare the performances of these
algorithms on different recommendation datasets. Many evaluative studies (e.g. Deshpande et al. 2004;
Huang et al. 2007) have collectively revealed that there seems to be no single best algorithm and relative
performances of different algorithms are largely domain- and data-dependent. For practitioners who need
to select the best algorithm to be applied to an operational recommender system, there is the need to
assess a wide range of algorithms on their data and choose the best. This requires numerous runs of the
recommendation data resulted from potentially very large set of candidate algorithms. For designing new
algorithms, numerous runs of the data on different versions of the new algorithm and benchmark
algorithms are also needed.
As recommender systems are being increasingly used in many application domains and become a key
competitive technology for many retailers and service providers, the scale of these systems increase
continuously as new users and items enter the system and user-item interactions cumulate over time. The
sheer size of recommendation data makes it prohibitively expensive and time-consuming to perform
algorithm evaluation on the entire dataset. For such large datasets of companies like Netflix and Amazon,
it is unacceptably time-consuming to assess the performance of even relatively simple algorithms such as
the commonly used user-based or item-based neighborhood algorithms, not to mention those more
complex model-based algorithms that require computationally intensive model estimation and prediction.
The common practice is to evaluate algorithms on a sample of the population data. The 100 million
ratings Netflix provided for the Netflix Prize Competition is a sample of about 480 thousand randomly-
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chosen users from the population data. Most research papers that use the Netflix dataset typically use a
subsample of that sample. Other datasets used in the literature are also samples of population data in
almost all cases. Although using the sample data has long been the standard practice, there is no formal
study on sampling of the recommendation data. Creating a sample by including a random subset of users
and all items they have interacted with (rating, purchase, browsing, etc.) seems to be the most common
approach to obtaining the sample data. The understanding on how well the algorithm evaluation results
obtained from such a sample correspond to the results would be obtained from the population data is
lacking. There are many alternative approaches for obtaining the sample. A straightforward second
approach would be selecting a random subset of items and include all users interact with them. There is
no formal investigation into these sampling methods and the quality of the samples the produce.
This paper formally studies the sampling problem for recommendation. Building on the literature on
network/graph sampling, we investigate a number of methods to sample the bipartite graph representing
the user-item interaction data. We also introduce various measures to assess the correspondence of a
sample with the population data with respect to recommendation algorithm performances. In this study,
we focus on collaborative filtering algorithms that only use user-interaction data (the bipartite graph itself
without the user/item attributes). We also focus on transaction-based recommendation where
recommendations are made based on observed transactions without rating information.
2. Background and Related Work
Subgraph sampling studies date back to 1960s in mathematics and sociology. Many sampling methods
were introduced and analyzed since then. These methods primarily focus on unipartite graphs where there
is only one type of nodes and links are possible between any pair of nodes. Frank (Frank 1978) studied
the random node sampling method, which obtains a random subset of nodes and includes all edges among
these selected nodes to form the sample graph. Capobianco and Frank (Capobianco et al. 1982) studied a
commonly used sampling method for studying social networks in sociology literature, the star or egocentric sampling method. Under this method, seed nodes are randomly sampled from the population and
then all neighbors of the seeds and the seed-neighbor and neighbor-neighbor links are included to form
the sample graph. Another commonly used sampling method in sociology studies called snowball or
chain-referral sampling was studied in (Goodman 1961). Under this approach, a seed node is selected and
the population graph is traversed in a breadth-first fashion (including all neighbors of the seed and then all
neighbors of the neighbors of the seed and so forth). Klovdahl (Klovdahl 1977) studied the method of
random walk sampling, which received substantial interest in follow-up studies. It differs from snowball
sampling in that only one neighbor of the current node is randomly chosen into the sample.
Several recent studies have addressed the graph sampling problem on large-scale graphs with a focus
on recovering more complex graph topological characteristics such as degree distribution, path length,
and clustering. Many of these studies focus on a single graph characteristic or focus on just a few
sampling methods (e.g., (Lee et al. 2006)). Several recent studies provide comprehensive assessment of a
wide range of sampling methods for recovering many graph topological characteristics. Leskovec and
Faloutsos (Leskovec et al. 2006) evaluate the samples generated from a large number of sampling
methods on a number of real-world networks. The sampling methods they studied include random node
selection, random edge selection, random walk, random jump, snowball, and a new method they designed
called forest fire sampling.
3. Sampling Recommendation Data
Given a population recommendation data, we define a bipartite graph G = (C, P, E) with the user node set
C = {c1, …, cM}, item node set P = {p1, …, pN}, and edge set E = {<ci, pj >} where ci  C and pj  P. The
recommendation sampling problem is to find what sampling method produces a subgraph of G that
provides best correspondence between the sample-based algorithm evaluation results and populationbased results. Sample size in the graph sampling literature typically refers to the number of nodes
included in the sample graph. In our context of sampling for recommendation, we chose to define sample
size as the number of edges (or user-item interactions) in the sample bipartite graph. Under this definition
the samples of the same size have comparable file size under the relational representation.
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The main departure from unipartite graph sampling in our study is that we have two sets of nodes to
sample from, users and items. For the current paper, we study three types of sampling methods: useroriented, item-oriented, and edge-oriented. Under the user-oriented sampling, we identify a subset C’ of
users from the population user set and include all items interacting with the selected users to form the
sample such that the sample contains λ|E| edges where λ is the pre-specified sampling ratio,. Under the
graph representation, this approach is to include C’, links from nodes in C’ and item nodes reached by
these links. Similarly, under the item-oriented sampling, we identify a subset P’ of items from the
population item set and include all users interacting with the selected items to form the sample such that
the sample contains λ|E| edges. Under the edge-oriented sampling, we select a subset E’ of the edges from
the population edge set with size λ|E| and include all user and item nodes incident on these edges.
In this paper, we study the following sampling methods: random, random walk, snowball, and forest
fire sampling methods under user-oriented, item-oriented, and edge-oriented sampling.
Random sampling: Under random sampling the subset of users/items/edges is selected uniformly
randomly from the population user/item/edge set under user-oriented/item-oriented/edge-oriented
sampling. Since we try to obtain a sample containing a specific number of edges, under the user-oriented
(item-oriented) sampling, we include one user (item) at a time and all user-item edges involved. When
adding a user (item) results in more edges than needed, a random subset of user-item edges involved with
that user (item) is included into the sample. The recommendation data used for Netflix Prize Competition
is obtained through user-oriented random sampling in our terms.
Graph exploration sampling: Under methods in this approach, we select the nodes to include in the
sample by navigating the population network following the links from a randomly selected starting seed
node, s. Under the user-oriented (item-oriented) sampling, we operate this graph navigation on the
projected user (item) graphs. A user (item) graph projected from the user-item graph forms an edge
between two users (items) if the two users (items) interact with at least one common item (user). Being
consistent with the user-oriented (item-oriented) random sampling, we include one user (item) at a time
and the user-item edge involved until reaching the sample size. Under the edge-oriented sampling, the
graph navigation is operated on the population user-item graph. Specifically, graph navigation sampling
works as follows. Starting from s, these methods select either a subset or the entire set of unselected
neighbors of s and repeat this process for each node just included into the sample. If the desired number
of edges cannot be reached (i.e., the exploration process has fallen into a small component of the
population graph isolated from others) a new seed node is selected at random to re-start the exploration.
There are several variations of the graph-exploration methods depending on how we select the
neighbors of a node v that is reached via the exploration process. The snowball method includes all
unselected neighbors of v. The random walk method selects exactly one neighbor uniformly at random
from all the unselected neighbors. These two extremes can also be understood as the well-studied breathfirst and depth-first searches from the graph search literature respectively. Between these two extremes is
the forest fire method (Leskovec et al. 2006), which selects x unselected neighbors of v uniformly
randomly. In our study we set this number x to be uniformly drawn from [1, 2, 3]. In our future study we
will investigate additional settings for x. When implementing these methods, due to the nature of the
snowball method, we can simply forbid revisiting the nodes. For random walk and forest fire, nodes need
to be revisited for the exploration to carry on. In order to avoid being stuck in a small component of the
population graph, we set the exploration process to jump to another randomly chosen seed with a
probability of 0.05.
4. Evaluation of Recommendation Samples
In the context of our study, the quality of a sample should reveal the extent to which the sample-based
recommendation algorithm evaluation results align with the population-based results. Given a
recommendation algorithm performance measure of interest, we consider two types of sample quality
measures, performance recovery measure and ranking recovery measures. We denote the chosen
performance measure as m and the measures obtained using a particular algorithm j on the sample si and
population data as mj(si) and mj(p), respectively. The performance recovery measure for measure m,
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algorithm j, and sample i is straightforwardly defined as: prm,j,i = mj(si) – mj(p). The ranking recovery
measure reflects the alignment between the ranking of the relative performances of J algorithms
considered for the sample and for the population data. We denote the ranks of algorithm j in terms of
measure m for the population p and sample si as rj,m(p) and rj,m(si), respectively. The ranking recovery
(r j ,m ( si )  r j ,m ( p )) 2 . Under this definition,
measure for measure m, and sample i is defined as: rrm,i 
j



we penalize large ranking differences. For example, suppose the ranking lists of four algorithms for
population data is [1,2,3,4] and two samples produce ranking lists of [2,1,4,3] and [2,3,4,1], the ranking
recovery measures for the two samples will be 4 and 12, respectively. We consider the first sample
recovers the rankings relatively better. For four algorithms, the ranking recovery measure ranges from 0
to 20. It may be argued that in the previous example, the second sample recovers the ranking better as the
ranking among the first three algorithms are the same as the population results. We leave investigation on
other definitions of raking quality to future work.
For given sample ratio and sample method, the quality of the sample may vary across different
instances of the samples obtained. In order to estimate the quality of single sample, we use multiple
samples in the experiment and use the average recovery measures across the samples to obtain an estimate
of the expected recovery measures. For the performance recovery measure, we define mean absolute
| m (s )  m j ( p) |
performance recovery measure for method m and algorithm j as: maprm , j  i j i
,
I
where I is the number of samples. In order to reflect the quality of each given sample rather than the mean
across multiple sample instances, we may also look at the worst apr among the multiple samples obtained
or a percentile apr measure that take the variance of multiple samples into consideration.
When multiple samples are available, there is yet another way to recover the population evaluation
results from the results on multiple samples. For performance recovery measure, we can average across
multiple samples and use the mean performance recovery measure. This makes intuitive sense as we
expect the mean to have smaller variance. Note this measure represents how a set of samples, rather than
a single sample, can recover the population evaluation results. Specifically, we define the mean
m (s )  m j ( p)
. We can
performance recovery measure for method m and algorithm j as: mprm, j  i j i
I
similarly obtain the ranking recovery measure based on multiple samples. We may obtain the ranking list
based on the mean performance recovery measure across multiple samples, which we denote as ranking
of mean recovery measure, rmrm.





5. Experimental Study
We used two datasets in our experimental study: a retail dataset provided by a leading U.S. online
clothing merchant and a sample of movie rating data from MovieLense project. The details about the
datasets we used are shown in Table 1. The movie dataset is treated as transaction data and our
recommendation is on the “Who Rated What” task.
Table 1. Population datasets
Dataset
Retail
Movie

# of Consumers
1,000
1,000

# of
Products
7,328
2,900

# of
Transactions
9,332
50,748

Density
Level
0.13%
1.75%

Avg. # of purchases
per consumer
9.33
50.75

Avg. sales
per product
1.27
17.5

For algorithm performance evaluation on the population datasets, we first randomly selected 2/3 of
the data into the training set. Within the remaining 1/3 of the transactions, only those involving users and
items appeared in the training set were included into the testing set. We applied the user-based and itembased neighborhood algorithm, spreading activation algorithm, and generative model algorithm and
compute the precision, recall, F, rank score, and AUC measures Huang, 2007 #152}. We have set the
number of recommendations for each user to be 10 in our study. Table 2 shows the population algorithm
evaluation results. With a given sampling ratio we obtain 20 samples using random (rand), random walk
(rw), snowball (sb), and forest fire (ff) methods under the user-oriented, item-oriented, and edge-oriented
sampling. With each sample data, we follow exactly the same procedure as the population data to obtain
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training and testing sets and obtain algorithm evaluation results with the four recommendation algorithms.
We then obtain the sample quality measures introduced earlier for comparison. In our study we focus on
relatively small sampling ratios as the performance of sampling methods for small samples are most
interesting. Specifically, we studied samples of sizes 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, and 20%.
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(b) Movie dataset
Figure 1: Recovery measures
Figure 2 shows the sampling results for the retail and movie datasets. We summarize the main
findings from these results below. We observe that the relative performances of individual sampling
methods from the results on the two datasets we studied are far from a clear picture. The best sampling
method varies with respect to dataset, performance measure interested (F or AUC), and whether
performance recovery or ranking recovery is the goal. We observe quite different patterns of relative
performance of the sampling methods for the retail and movie datasets. While further investigation is
needed on more datasets, we conjecture that the different results we see on the retail and movie datasets
may be due to the very different sparsity level of the two datasets.
Comparing the mapr and mrr measures with mpr and rmr measures we see that using mean from
multiple samples generally helps to recover performance measure and this is even more so the case for
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recovering ranking of algorithms. For example, for the F measure of the movie dataset, we see that the
four user-oriented sampling methods delivered best result for mean rank recovery measures and using
mean of multiple samples help these methods to reach perfect recovery of ranking fairly soon. All four
methods had perfect ranking of mean recovery measure for sample sizes greater than 6% and user
oriented random walk even had perfect ranking of mean recovery measure for sample size of 4%.
User-oriented random sampling is used in almost all academic studies and practical research on
recommendation algorithm evaluation (include the Netflix Prize dataset). Based on our results, this
sampling method is far from the overall best. Particularly for the retail dataset, it is among the two or four
worst methods for the four recovery measures for individual samples. When using mean from multiple
samples, it had the best performance for recovery of F measure and ranking based on F measure, medium
performance for recovery of AUC measure and worst performance for recovery of ranking based on AUC
measure. For the movie dataset, using user-oriented random sampling is acceptable for recovery of F
measure and ranking based on F or AUC measure but not for recovery of AUC measure using single
samples or mean from multiple samples.

6. Conclusion and Future Research
To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior formal study attempted to understand to what extent
sample-based algorithm evaluation results correspond with population-based results. Our paper introduces
this sampling problem for recommendation. We use a bipartite graph to represent the key input data of
user-item interactions for recommendation algorithms and build on the literature on graph sampling to
develop our analytical framework. We adapted the sampling methods reported to be of good quality on
unipartite graph to our context of bipartite graph sampling. The sampling methods included in our study
are random, random walk, snowball, and forest fire methods under user-oriented, item-oriented, and edgeoriented sampling. We also developed a series of metrics of the quality of a given sample with respect to
recommendation algorithm evaluation and selection. These metrics include performance recovery and
ranking recovery measures for assessing both single-sample and multiple-sample recovery performances.
Our key findings from preliminary empirical results are that for population data with different density
level different sampling methods are recommended: edge-oriented forest fire or edge-oriented random
walk for sparse data and user-oriented methods for dense data and that using mean from multiple smaller
samples often works better than using a single large sample. The current work is limited in several
aspects, each of which points to need for extensive future research. Firstly, we need to further our
understanding on why certain sampling methods excelled for certain algorithm evaluation goals.
Secondly, we need to use additional datasets of different characteristics and different scale to evaluate the
generalizability of our current conclusions. Thirdly, we also want to expand our study to include more
recommendation algorithms, to investigate the cases of rating-based collaborative filtering
recommendation and even hybrid recommendation methods that also utilize user/item attributes.
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Abstract
Personalization and recommendation systems are being increasingly utilized by ecommerce firms
to provide personalized product offerings to visitors at the firms’ web sites. Th ese systems o ften
recommend, at ea ch i nteraction, multiple items (referred to as an o ffer set) that mig ht be o f
interest to a visito r. Wh en making recommenda tions firms typ ically attemp t to maximize th eir
expected payoffs from the offer set. This paper ex amines how a firm c an maximize its expected
payoffs by leverag ing th e kn owledge o f t he profiles of visito rs to t heir site. We provide a
methodology that accounts for the interactions among items in an offer set in order to d etermine
the exp ected payoff. Identifying t he optimal o ffer set is a difficult p roblem wh en t he nu mber of
candidate items to rec ommend is large. We develop an ef ficient heuristic for this problem, and
show that it performs well for both small and large problem instances.
Keywords: Personalization, recommendation, e-commerce, probability theory

1. Introduction
Effective personalization can help firms reduce their customers’ search costs and enhance customer
loyalty. This, in turn, translates into increased cash inflows and enhanced profitability (Ansari and Mela
2003). Extant research has shown that in electronic shopping environments, personalized product
recommendation enable customers to identify superior products with less effort (Häubl and Trifts 2000).
These works have demonstrated that personalization can be an effective tool for firms.
The personalization process consists of two important activities, learning and matching. Learning
involves collecting data from a customer’s interactions with the firm and then making inferences from the
data about the customer’s profile. For instance, the relevant profile for a customer may be her
membership in one of several possible demographic or psychographic segments, which could be based on
age, gender, zip code, income, political beliefs, etc. (Montgomery et al. 2001, Wall Street Journal October
17 2007). Matching is the process of identifying products to recommend based on what is known about
the customer’s profile. Naturally, the quality of a customer’s profile should impact the ability of the firm
to provide high quality recommendations targeted towards sales (viz., the matching ability).
In this research, we examine how a firm can maximize its expected payoffs when making
recommendations to users by leveraging the knowledge of the profiles of visitors to the site. In order to
identify the best set of items to offer (e.g., links to a set of recommended items on a page that we call the
offer set), a firm would first need a methodology to evaluate the expected payoff given an offer set. Then,
the optimal offer set can be determined by selecting the set of items that maximizes the expected payoff
for each page requested by the visitor based on what the firm knows about the visitor’s item history
(denoted by IH) and the profile. To evaluate the expected payoffs from an offer set the firm would need to
evaluate the likelihood of each offered item being viewed and eventually purchased. The probability that
an item will be viewed when provided in an offer set depends not only on the probability parameters
associated with the item itself, but also on the other items in the offer set. Therefore, the interaction
among items in an offer set should be accounted for when evaluating the expected payoffs from that offer
set.
Extant literature has not formally analyzed the impact of the composition of an offer set on the resultant
expected payoffs. Existing approaches that consider multiple recommendations typically sort association
rules by some criteria like confidence or lift and simply take the top n items to recommend (Huang et al.
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2004, Zaïane 2002). A novelty of the proposed approach is that it explicitly studies the impact of an item
in the offer set on the probability of other items in the offer set being viewed and ultimately purchased
when calculating the expected payoffs from that offer set.
In the next section, we present the framework to evaluate the expected payoffs from an offer set. A firm
can evaluate all feasible offer sets using this framework and select the optimal one. We present in Section
3 an efficient heuristic approach to determine the offer sets quickly when the number of sets to evaluate is
large. Section 4 discusses experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Concluding
remarks are provided in Section 5.
2. Evaluating the Expected Payoff from an Offer Set
The interactions between a visitor and the site are iterative in nature, with the firm providing a new offer
set at each interaction (i.e., each time the visitor makes a page request). Figure 1 shows the choices faced
by the visitor when provided with an offer set.
Given an offer set, the visitor may either view
detailed information on one of the offered items
or ignore the offer set. When the visitor views
information on one of the items (say ij) by
clicking on the appropriate link, the site
provides detailed product information for item
ij, along with a new offer set (i.e., a new set of
recommendations) in case the visitor does not
like the product. If, on viewing the information
on item ij, the visitor decides to purchase that
item, it results in a payoff to the firm. If the
visitor does not purchase that item, then the
visitor has the option of selecting an item from
the new offer set for further evaluation, and the
process repeats.
A visitor’s decisions are driven by the visitor’s
profile and the items previously viewed by the
visitor. A visitor’s profile is represented by the
set of possible classes (ai) the visitor may be a member of, accompanied by the probability associated
with each class. At any point in time, the visitor’s item history is known to the site; and the site can drive
a probability distribution of the visitor’s profile information given the visitor’s item history, i.e., the
probability P(ai|IH) for each ai (details of the belief revision process are suppressed for lack of space). To
estimate the probability that a given visitor purchases an offered item ij, the site needs to estimate the joint
probability distribution of the visitor viewing the item (vj), purchasing the item (sj) and the visitor’s
profile, i.e., the site needs the joint probability P(sj,vj,ai|IH) for each ai. This probability can be expressed
as:
Figure 1. Interactions between a Visitor and the Site

P(sj,vj,ai|IH)= P(sj|IH,vj,ai)P(vj|IH,ai)P(ai|IH).
Given an offer set (O) and the knowledge about the visitor’s profile, the firm can calculate the expected
payoff from that offer set (EP(O)) in the following manner:

EP (O )    P ( s j IH , a i , v j , O ) P (v j IH , a i , O ) P ( a i IH ) j .
ai i j O

ωj is the profit realized from sales of item ij. To simplify the exposition the profit from each item is
assumed to be the same and equal to 1; we should point out that our approach can accommodate
differentiated values for ωj.
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To operationalize this framework, the firm would need to estimate the following probability parameters
associated with the choices made by the visitor.


The probability that a visitor associated with a given profile and item history will view item ij
when presented with an offer set O={i1,…,in}, i.e., P(vj|IH,ai,O).



The probability that such a visitor will purchase item ij after viewing information on that item,
i.e., P(sj|IH,vj,ai,O).

One approach to obtain the necessary parameters is by directly estimating them based on the historical
data on customer interactions at that site. While that could be feasible for some of the above parameters, it
would be very difficult for others because the number of feasible item histories and offer sets would be
typically very large.
To help estimate the probability that a visitor will view information about an item that is part of the offer
set we consider the use of association rules. For example, if a user has viewed items i1 and i2 and there
exists a rule of the form {v1,v2} vj this rule would provide P(vj|v1,v2).
To leverage the profile information of its visitors when making recommendations, a firm would need
profile specific probabilities associated with user actions. For instance, to make gender specific
recommendations a firm would need probabilities associated with male (m) and female (f) visitors’
decisions to view and to purchase each item. For example, for the aforementioned rule, the firm would
need the probabilities item ij will be viewed by male and female visitors who have previously viewed
items i1 and i2, i.e., P(vj|v1,v2,m) and P(vj|v1,v2,f). 1 Using the data from site’s log files, the firm can also
estimate the probability associated with item ij being purchased by male and female visitors who have
viewed the items in the rule antecedent, i.e., P(sj|v1,v2,m) and P(sj|v1,v2,f). The probability of purchasing
item ij is assumed to be independent of the other offered items conditioned on the visitor’s class, visitor
item history and the fact that the item has been viewed, i.e., P(sj|IH,vj,ai,O)=P(sj|IH,vj,ai).
We next illustrate using an example how a site can estimate the probability that a visitor with a specific
profile (e.g., gender) will view an item that is part of the offer set.
The firm chooses a set of items
to offer to a visitor based on the visitor’s item history; the item history can be used to identify the eligible
rules and the current belief about the visitor’s gender. A rule is considered to be eligible, if its antecedent
is a subset of the visitor’s item history and the consequent is not a subset of the visitor’s item history. We
first discuss the methodology where there exist several rules with antecedents that match the visitor’s item
history. The situation where antecedents of rules are proper subsets of the visitor’s item history is similar
and discussed later.
Imagine that the firm has two eligible rules R1: IH v1 and R2: IH v2, and is considering offering i1 and
i2. The site would need to determine the probability the visitor will view either of the offered items or
ignore the offer set. The class specific probabilities associated with these rules are P(v1|IH,m), P(v1|IH,f),
P(v2|IH,m), and P(v2|IH,f). A male visitor’s likelihood of viewing information on item i1 when presented
in offer set O is the probability P(v1|IH,O,m). Assuming that the visitor views one of the two items (event
V), the probability that the user will view item i1 is

P (v1 IH , m, O , V ) 

P (v1 IH , m )
P (v1 , IH , m )
.

P (v1 , IH , m )  P (v 2 , IH , m ) P (v1 IH , m )  P (v 2 IH , m )

1

A firm can estimate profile specific probabilities from the profile information of a subset of its users.
Such data is available from market research agencies like comScore or AC Nielsen which collect personal
information from a large panel of users and track their online behavior.
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Consequently, P(v2|IH,m,O,V) = 1–P(v1|IH,m,O,V). The corresponding probabilities for female visitors
are obtained analogously.
We next consider the situation where the visitor does not view either item. Based on the available rules,
the firm knows the probability that each item is of interest to a male user with item history IH, i.e.,
P(v1|IH,m) and P(v2|IH,m). Then, the probability that a male visitor with item history IH is not interested
in either of the items offered, denoted P(|IH,m,O), can be estimated as follows P(|IH,m,O) = 1 –
P(v1|IH,m) – P(v2|IH,m) + P(v1,v2|IH,m).
Using the chain rule, the term P(v1,v2|IH,m) can be written as P(v1|v2,IH,m)*P(v2|IH,m) or as
P(v2|v1,IH,m)*P(v1|IH,m). The joint probability P(v1,v2|IH,m) can be calculated directly if the firm has
rules of the form {IH, v1}v2 or {IH,v2}v1. If neither of these rules is available, this implies a weak
dependency between the two items given the profile and the item history. In that case, it is reasonable to
assume the probability of viewing item i1 is independent of the probability of viewing item i2 conditioned
on the profile and the item history, i.e., P(v1|v2,IH,m) = P(v1|IH,m). We then have P(v1,v2|IH,m) =
P(v1|IH,m)* P(v2|IH,m).
The probability that a male user with item history IH will view an offered link is then P(V|IH,m,O) =1 –
P(|IH,m,O). The unconditional probability that a male visitor with item history IH will view item i1 (i.e.,
without assuming the visitor must view an offered item), P(v1|IH,m,O), is then obtained as P(v1|IH,m,O)
=P(v1|IH,m,O,V)*P(V|IH,m,O). The probability P(v1|IH,f,O) can be estimated similarly. The above
analysis easily extends to offer sets comprising of any number of items, and for profile attributes that can
take any number of values.
As the size of the item history increases it will be difficult to find association rules with antecedents that
perfectly match the entire item history. However, there will usually exist many eligible rules when the
item history is large. The firm can then consider for inclusion in the offer set the consequents of eligible
rules which have maximal antecedents (an antecedent is maximal if there does not exist another eligible
rule whose antecedent is a superset of the target rule’s antecedent). The rest of the procedure will remain
unchanged.
3. Determining the Optimal Offer Set
The firm’s objective is to select the offer set (including a predetermined number of items n) that
maximizes its expected payoff. The items are chosen from consequents of eligible rules at each
interaction. An obvious way to identify the offer set that maximizes the firm’s expected payoffs would be
to evaluate all feasible offer sets and then provide the offer set that leads to the highest expected payoff.
However, when the number of items for consideration is large it may not be feasible to evaluate all
possible offer sets in real time. We develop an efficient heuristic approach to determine the offer set in
such situations.
3.1 Algorithm to Determine Offer Sets
Our approach selects items to include in the offer set in an iterative manner. It identifies items that have
high probability of being viewed and purchased by visitors of each class, so that they contribute highly to
the expected payoff from the corresponding class. It creates as many lists as the number of classes, where
each list includes items more likely to be viewed by members of that class, i.e., items for which
P(ai|IH,vj)>P(ai|IH). Then, items in each of the lists are sorted by their item value. An item’s value for a
given class is calculated by the product of an item’s likelihood of being viewed and purchased by
members of that class, i.e., item value of ij in the list associated with class ai is calculated as
P(sj|IH,vj,ai)P(vj|IH,ai). The algorithm then compares the expected payoffs from offer sets that are created
by adding the highest contributing item from each class. When comparing expected payoffs it disregards
the likelihood of a user ignoring the entire offer set. Otherwise, the algorithm would be overly biased in
earlier iterations to select links that have a high probability of being viewed.
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4. Experiments
To validate our approach we have performed simulated experiments (we do not have access to real world
data). We use expected payoffs from the identified offer sets as a measure of performance. We compare
the performance of the proposed approach with that of the optimal offer set for many problem instances.
In our experiments, we used a binary class attribute for a visitor’s profile. To generate the probabilities
associated with a member of a class viewing an item, we generated the distribution of the profile of
visitors P(ai|vj) who view each item and each item’s overall popularity P(vj) based on uniform
distributions. We then obtained probabilities associated with each item being viewed by members of a
specific class assuming a population prior P(ai)=P(a-i)=0.5.
We expect the profiles of visitors who view an item to be correlated with the profile of visitors who
purchase that item. The probabilities associated with purchasing the item P(sj|ai,vj) were generated by
mixing a uniform distribution with the distribution of P(vj|ai) associated with members of that class
viewing the item where specific levels of correlation were created between the two probabilities. Then,
the purchase probabilities were normalized to be between 0 and 0.3. We performed experiments on
different datasets which had correlation levels of 0.6, 0.8 and 1.
To determine the optimal solution, we evaluated the expected payoffs from all possible offer sets and
select the one that provides the highest expected payoff. In these experiments, the cardinality of the offer
set is 8 and there are 40 candidate items. This leads to 76,904,685 possible offer sets to evaluate. We
randomly generated 5 different datasets for each correlation level considered. On each dataset, for a given
profile distribution, the proposed approach was implemented first to determine the offer set. Then each
possible offer set was enumerated. The expected payoff from the offer set identified by the proposed
approach was compared with the expected payoff from each of the other offer sets. We recorded the rank
of the expected payoff from this offer set compared to all other offer sets and the percentage difference of
the expected payoff from this offer set from that of the optimal offer set. We repeated the experiments on
the same dataset for 11 different user profile distributions (profile probability for one class ranging from 0
to 1 in increments of 0.1). Then we conducted the same set of experiments on the datasets for each
correlation level.
Table 1. Comparison with Optimal
User Profile

Difference in Expected Payoff

Correlation Level

Correlation Level

0.6

0.8

1

0.6

0.8

1

0

25,652

22,326

203

-4.20%

-3.12%

-1.78%

0.1

3,186

3,572

30

-2.59%

-2.45%

-0.61%

0.2

1,028

1,391

6

-1.84%

-2.11%

-0.27%

0.3

295

284

5

-1.67%

-1.43%

-0.33%

0.4

351

388

35

-1.48%

-1.67%

-0.96%

0.5

11

716

19

-0.74%

-1.64%

-0.68%

0.6

37

975

8

-1.38%

-1.79%

-0.61%

Probability

11

Rank

0.7

71

134

5

-1.45%

-1.09%

-0.24%

0.8

627

641

83

-2.33%

-1.75%

-0.86%

0.9

1,446

1,373

235

-2.52%

-1.77%

-1.42%

1

5,745

2,617

237

-3.04%

-2.85%

-2.02%

Average

3,495

3,129

79

-2.11%

-1.97%

-0.89%
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The results of these five sets of experiments are averaged for each correlation level in Table 1. Each row
reports, for a given profile distribution, the rank of the solution in terms of expected payoff provided by
the proposed approach among all possible offer sets and the average percentage difference in expected
payoffs between the proposed offer set and the optimal offer set. The last row provides the results
averaged over the different correlations considered.
The proposed approach performs well in all the experiments. In the worst case, the rank of the solution
provided by the proposed approach is 25,652, which is in the top 1% of all possible offer sets. The overall
performance of the proposed approach is even better in the experiments where the correlation level is
higher, e.g., when the correlation is 1, the rank of the solution is within the top ten (out of more than 76
million) in several of the experiments. The performance can be explained as follows. Our approach
considers the potential value of an item for one class and ignores the potential value of the item for the
other class. In some cases, instead of including an item with the highest potential value for one class, it
may be more profitable to include an item that has slightly lower potential value for that class, but much
higher potential value for the other class. In such situations, because the proposed approach will fail to
identify and include such items, the expected payoffs for the solution provided by the proposed approach
may deviate more from the optimal solution. When the correlation level is high having items valuable for
both classes is less likely. Therefore, the items identified by the proposed approach are more likely to be
the most valuable items to include and the expected payoffs for the solution from the proposed approach
will be much closer to the optimal expected payoff.
The percentage difference in expected payoff between the solution provided by the proposed approach
and the optimal solution is quite small in general. It is around 2% or less on average. The performance of
the proposed approach degrades slightly compared to the optimal approach at more extreme user profiles.
5. Conclusion and Discussions
Firms typically make multiple recommendations to visitors traversing their sites. However, extant
research has not addressed how the multiple items in an offer set impact each other’s view and purchase
probabilities and hence a firm’s expected payoffs from an offer set. We study how a firm should compose
the offer set to maximize its payoffs from the recommendations. The framework presented would allow
the firm to select the offer set that maximizes its expected payoffs based on the visitor’s item history and
the current beliefs regarding the visitor’s profile. We propose an efficient heuristic algorithm to determine
the offer sets quickly when there are a large number of items that are considered for inclusion in the offer
set. Simulated experiments demonstrate that the heuristic performs well compared to the optimal
approach. Ongoing experiments (not reported here) show that the performance of the proposed approach
can be markedly better compared to that of a benchmark approach.
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Abstract
Personalized reco mmendations en able firms to effectively ta rget cu stomers with p roducts and
services. Su ch systems are often ba sed on association ru les. Wh ile th ere h as b een con siderable
work done on mining rules more efficiently, there is very little prior research that examines how to
use ru les eff ectively wh en ma king reco mmendations. Tra ditional a ssociation ru le-based
recommendation systems have relied on identifying one rule from the several eligible ones to make
the recommend ation. This i gnores i nformation fro m other elig ible ru les th at ca n p otentially
improve th e reco mmendation. We propose a met hod to co mbine multiple ru les wh en ma king
recommendations. In doing so, we also present an approach to select the best combination of rules
from the many that might be available.
Keywords: Personalization, Bayesian Estimation, Maximum Likelihood, Mutual Information

1. Introduction
As Internet based applications gain in popularity, firms are increasingly resorting to personalized
recommendations to improve their customers' online shopping experience. Several studies have shown
that personalized recommendations can enable firms to effectively target customers with products and
services (Häubl and Trifts 2000, Tam and Ho 2003). Personalization has been found to be an effective
tool for consumer marketing, building customer loyalty, improving merchandising and elevating the
online customer experience (Lovett 2007). Recognizing the benefits of personalization, many firms are
adopting technologies that provide useful recommendations.
Recommendation systems often use association rules (Hastie et. al. 2009). Association rules are
implications of the form {bread, milk}→ {yogurt}, where {bread, milk} is called the antecedent of the
rule and {yogurt} is called its consequent. In a typical dataset, millions of such implications are possible.
However, not all of them are useful for providing recommendations. Association rule mining (Agrawal et
al. 1993) identifies those rules where the items in the rules appear in reasonably large numbers of
transactions (termed the support of the rule), and where a consequent has a high probability of being
chosen when the items in the antecedent have already been chosen (termed the confidence of the rule).
Every mined rule must meet minimum thresholds for both support and confidence. Association rules
compactly express how products group together (Berry and Linoff 2004). Further, they can be used
unobtrusively in automated systems to provide recommendations to customers in real time.
When a customer is shopping online, the recommender engine identifies items to recommend based on
the customer's basket and available rules. While there has been considerable work done on mining rules
more efficiently, there is very little prior research that examines how to use rules effectively when making
recommendations. Zaïane (2002) proposed a method that finds all rules whose antecedents are subsets of
the basket and whose consequents are not (i.e., the eligible rules) and recommends the consequent of the
eligible rule with the highest confidence. Wang and Shao (2004) suggest considering only eligible rules
whose antecedents are maximal-matching subsets of the basket 1 ; we call such rules maximal rules.

1

An antecedent is maximal-matching if no superset of the antecedent is a subset of the basket.
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All these approaches focus on identifying a single rule from the eligible ones to make the
recommendation. The final recommendation, therefore, is often made on the basis of only a few items
from the basket, as items not present in the antecedent of the rule being used for recommendation are
ignored. If we consider the probability a customer will choose the recommended item given all the items
in the basket, it is possible that the item to be recommended will be a different one. Interestingly, the set
of eligible rules often contain multiple rules with the same consequent. The confidence associated with
each such rule conveys information about the probability of the customer choosing the consequent. The
quality of recommendations could be improved by combining such rules in an appropriate manner.
We propose a method to combine multiple rules in order to make recommendations based on as many
items in the basket as possible. We assume that the rules have been mined beforehand. For every item
that can potentially be recommended, we estimate the probability that it will be selected by the customer,
given the basket. In order to do so, it is necessary to identify the best combination of rules from the many
combinations that might exist, and we show how to identify such a combination. The consequent that has
the highest estimated probability is recommended to the customer.
We describe the problem in detail in the next section. Section 3 discusses the proposed methodology.
Section 4 presents results of experiments conducted to validate our approach.
2. Problem Description
We illustrate the problem using an example. Consider recommending an item to a customer who has three
items i1,i2 and i3 in her basket B. Table 1 shows the eligible rules in our example.
Table 1: Eligible rules for basket B = {i1,i2,i3}

Table 2: Maximal Rules

Rule

Items in
antecedent

Item in
consequent

Confidence

Rule

Items in
Antecedent

Item in
Consequent

Confidence

R1

i1,i2

x1

60%

R1

i1,i2

x1

60%

R2

i2,i3

x1

40%

R2

i2,i3

x1

40%

R3

i1

x1

54%

R5

i1, i3

x2

42%

R4

i3

x1

45%

R6

i2, i3

x2

50%

R5

i1,i3

x2

42%

R6

i2,i3

x2

50%

R7

i1

x2

58%

R8

i2

x2

62%

The approach proposed by Zaïane (2002) ranks the eligible rules based on their confidences, and the
highest ranked rule is fired to make the recommendation. In our example, rule R8 has the highest
confidence, and therefore item x2 would be recommended.
While Wang and Shao (2004) suggest using only maximal eligible rules, they do not discuss how to
identify the specific maximal rule to be used for making the recommendation. One approach could be to
use the maximal rule with the highest confidence. In that case, R1 would be used to recommend x1.
Another possibility is to use the maximal rule that has the largest number of items in the antecedent, with
ties being broken based on confidence. This approach would also result in rule R1 being used.
In each approach, items not present in the antecedent of the fired rule get ignored. For example,
recommending x2 based on rule R8 ignores the presence of i1 and i3 in the basket, even though another rule
exists with antecedent containing i1 and i3 (R5). Thus, even though the probability that x2 will be chosen
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given i1 and i3 is known, this information is ignored in this approach. Similarly, if x1 is recommended
using R1, the impact of i3 is ignored even though it is the antecedent of R4.
Our goal is to develop an approach that utilizes as much information from items in the basket as possible.
If we could somehow combine multiple rules to cover as many items of the basket as possible, and
estimate the probabilities of x1 and x2 for the complete basket before deciding which one to recommend,
our recommendation would be more informed. To do this, the question is how to combine information in
multiple rules to find the best item for recommendation.
Note that the antecedents of R1 and R4 together constitute the complete basket, as do the antecedents of R2
and R3. This raises another question. Which set of rules - {R1,R4} or {R2,R3} - should be used for
estimating the probability of x1? Similarly, should {R5,R8} or {R6,R7} be used to estimate the probability
of x2? Our methodology also shows how to compare alternative sets of rules that could be used to
estimate the probability of a consequent.
3. Proposed methodology for recommending an item
In our approach, the recommendation of an item is a three step process. The first step identifies all the
eligible rules and from them, the feasible consequents. The second step identifies, for each consequent,
the best probability estimate conditioned on the basket (given the relevant rules for that consequent). The
third step selects the consequent with the highest probability.
3.1 Identifying eligible rules and consequents
We first find all the eligible rules by ensuring that all items in the antecedent of a selected rule appear in
the basket while its consequent does not. The consequents of the eligible rules are added to a consequent
list M. In our example, the list M contains two consequents (x1,x2).
3.2 Computing the probability of a consequent given the basket
Suppose we have to estimate the probability that a customer with a given basket B will choose item xi
from M. Ideally, we would like to use a rule that has xi as the consequent and an antecedent identical to B.
However, when B includes several items, we are unlikely to find such a rule. On the other hand, we are
more likely to find multiple rules with consequent xi, whose antecedents are subsets of B and that together
cover many, if not all, the items in B. These rules can be used to arrive at a better estimate for P(xi|B) with
appropriate conditional independence assumptions.
Suppose r eligible rules with disjoint antecedents have the consequent xi. We denote the antecedent of
. We can then approximate P(xi|B) by P(xi|A) using conditional
rule Ri as Ai and use A to denote
independence assumptions as
P(xi|A)

|

∏

|
,

,

∏

|

|
∏

|

(1)

Consider x1 from our earlier example. We can use rules R1 and R4 to compute P(x1|B). Apart from the
confidences of rules R1 and R4, equation 1 requires some additional probability parameters - P(xi) and
P(Aj) which are primitives, and P(x ), ∀ j and P(Aj|x ) ∀ j. Using the primitives and rule confidences, all
other parameters required in equation 1 can be calculated. For example, if P(x1)=0.2, P(A1)=0.4 and
P(A4)=0.2, we obtain P(x1|B)=0.83 from equation 1. This illustrates how the probability of the customer
choosing x1 is quite different when both rules R1 and R4 are considered, relative to when either rule is
considered by itself.
3.3 Multiple ways of computing the probability of a consequent
The group of rules {R2,R3} in Table 1 can also be used to estimate the probability that x1 is chosen given
the basket B. To compute P(x1|B) using these rules, we need P(x1|A2), P(x1|A3) , which are available in
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Table 1, and the additional parameters P(A2) and P(A3). Suppose P(A2)=0.25 and P(A3)=0.21. Using
equation (i), we find P(x1|B)=0.76. We observe that this estimate for P(x1|B) is also quite different from
when rules {R1,R4} were used.
Given a set of eligible rules, typically we could combine the information from one or more groups of
rules to obtain better probability estimates for a feasible consequent. We call each such group of rules as
an admissible rule group (or admissible group for short). Formally an admissible rule group is defined as
a set of eligible rules that have the same consequent and disjoint antecedents. An admissible rule group to
which no other eligible rule can be added is called a maximal admissible rule group (or maximal
admissible group for short). When the union of the antecedents of the rules in the admissible group is
equal to the basket B, we say that the group covers the basket. The collection of all the eligible rules for a
given consequent xi is called a consequent rule set (or consequent set for short), and is denoted by G(xi) .
3.4 Comparing maximal admissible rule groups
As seen earlier, the confidence of xi can be computed using multiple admissible groups. We first discuss
how to compare maximal admissible rule groups that cover the entire basket; we then extend our findings
to maximal admissible rule groups that do not cover the basket. A natural question is, which admissible
group should be used to estimate P(xi|B)? Ideally, we would like to use that admissible group which can
best approximate the true underlying distribution of P(B,xi). Therefore, we compare the admissible groups
using the likelihood of each admissible group generating the true underlying distribution P(B, xi). In our
case, the likelihoods of interest are those that are associated with the probability models implied by the
collection of rules for each admissible group. Hence our problem can be viewed as one of maximizing the
likelihood that the observed data is generated from the competing probability models represented by the
admissible groups. We derive an important property of our problem that is summarized in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1: When admissible groups cover the entire basket, the admissible group that maximizes the
likelihood has the highest sum of mutual information (MI) terms associated with the participating rules.
(All proofs are suppressed for lack of space)
The MI can be pre-computed for every rule, and kept available for use at run-time. Given a consequent
rule set, finding the admissible group that maximizes ΣMI is a set packing problem, and therefore NPHard. In Section 3.5, we propose a heuristic to solve the problem.
So far we have considered maximal admissible groups that cover the basket. However, there may exist
maximal admissible groups that cover only a subset of the basket; indeed, it is possible that none of the
maximal admissible groups cover the entire basket. In such cases, when considering an admissible group,
we assume that the uncovered items and the consequent are independent of each other, and that the
corresponding MI terms are zero. While this may not be strictly true, the fact that such rules were not
retained after mining suggests that the dependence is weak at best.
3.5 Finding a good admissible group
Since the problem of finding the best admissible group is a hard one, we propose a heuristic to solve this
problem. The heuristic exploits the following properties of the optimal solution.
Proposition 2: The MI corresponding to a rule (Aj → xi) is always greater than or equal to the sum of the
MI corresponding to rules (Aj1→xi), (Aj2→xi),…, (Ajn→xi) if the antecedents Aj1, Aj2,…,Ajn are mutually
disjoint and
= Aj.
Corollary 1: An admissible group S1 will always dominate another admissible group S2 if the antecedents
of two or more rules in S2 are subsumed by a rule in S1.
The algorithm to find an admissible rule group for a consequent xi is as follows. The rules in the
consequent set G(xi) are sorted in decreasing order of their mutual information. Going down this list, a
rule is added to the admissible group if the rule’s antecedent does not overlap the antecedent of any rule
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that has already been included. The algorithm stops when no other rule can be added to the admissible
group.
4. Experiments
We have implemented the algorithm and performed experiments on a real dataset “Retail” available via
the FIMI repository (http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data/). From the dataset, 80% of the transactions are chosen
randomly for mining the rules (training data), and the remaining 20% are used for testing. Rules are
mined using a support threshold of 0.1% and three separate confidence thresholds: 20%, 30% and 50%.
We compute the MI and other required probabilities for all the rules generated at the different confidence
thresholds from the training data.
For testing purposes, we consider as the relevant basket half the items in each transaction of the test data
(transactions with only one item are removed from the test dataset). Our approach observes the basket,
identifies eligible rules, determines the consequent set, identifies for each feasible consequent a good
admissible group and computes its probability, and recommends the consequent with the highest
probability. If there are no eligible rules for a basket, our approach is unable to make any
recommendations. When a recommendation is made for a basket, it is considered successful if the
recommended item appears among the remaining items in the corresponding transaction. We compare our
approach with a benchmark which calculates from the training dataset the conditional probability
associated with every item not in the basket given the items in the basket, and picks the item with the
highest probability. The benchmark ensures that all items in the basket are explicitly considered when
making the recommendations. The benchmark cannot make any recommendations if the training data
does not include any transaction that covers the basket. Table 3 summarizes the results for the
experiments.
Table 3: Summary of results
Confidence thresholds

20%

30%

50%

Total number of transactions

17071

# (%) of instances heuristic can recommend

16,415 (96%)

15,522 (91%)

14,489 (85%)

# (%) of successes when heuristic recommends

5,986 (36%)

5,976 (39%)

5,868 (40%) 2

Aggregate success % for heuristic

35.06%

35.00%

34.30%

# (%) of instances benchmark can recommend

3,693 (22%)

# (%) of successes when benchmark recommends

609 (16%)

Aggregate success % for benchmark

3.56%

# of instances (RR) when both can recommend

3,633

3,235

3,045

# (%) of successes for heuristic in RR

759 (21%)

748 (23%)

736 (24%)

# (%) of successes for benchmark in RR

600 (17%)

585 (18%)

575 (19%)

The proposed approach vastly outperforms the benchmark both in terms of the ability to make
recommendations as well as the accuracy of predictions. For example, when rules are mined using a
confidence threshold of 50%, our approach can make recommendations for 85% of the test cases as
compared to only 22% for the benchmark. When our approach makes a recommendation it is correct 40%
of the time, whereas the benchmark is correct only 16% of the time it can make a recommendation. We

2

Our approach made correct recommendations 28% of the time when it used only one rule and 46% of the time
when it was able to combine two or more rules.
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also compared the performance of the two methods for test instances on which both could make
recommendations. Once again, our approach outperformed the benchmark 24% to 19%. The change in
the performance of our approach when rules are mined at different confidence levels are as expected.
When the confidence threshold is lower, the number of rules mined is higher and therefore
recommendations are made for more test instances. However, this comes with a reduced accuracy of
recommendations.
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Abstract
Establishing traceable links between the analysis a nd design of socio-technical work systems and
that of c omputerized tools re quired to support thos e work sy stems is necess ary part of
implementing systems in organizations. This paper explains aspects of a conceptual model related
to wo rk systems, pro cesses, a ctivities, a ctors, and techno logies th at esta blishes a lin k b etween
work system analysis by business professionals and analysis and design work by technical experts.
An approach for identifying scope of sociotechnical systems, esp ecially the extent of automation
for the activities identified using the work systems method, is described.
Keywords: work systems framework, conceptual model, systems analysis

1. Introduction
An important interdisciplinary frontier in systems analysis and design is the establishment of traceable
links between the analysis and design of socio-technical (ST) work systems and that of computerized
tools that support those work systems. Use case modeling and other common approaches for modeling
processes are widely used even though they do not fully capture many important aspects of ST work
systems, such as the characteristics and incentives of human participants, variability in the accuracy of
information, impacts of errors and exceptions, and so on. Work system concepts and the work system
method (Alter 2006, 2008a, 2008b) address the latter issues, but lack fully realized links with technical
analysis tools such as UML.
This paper demonstrates progress toward establishing interdisciplinary links between business analysis
using work system concepts and technical analysis using tools such as UML. After briefly summarizing
the work system framework, the core of the work system approach, it shows a conceptual model that
explicates a number of common confusions encountered in the past by business professionals trying to
use the work system framework to understand systems in their own organizations. This brief paper a)
explains aspects of the conceptual model related to work systems, processes, activities, actors, and
technologies, and b) describes an approach for identifying scope of sociotechnical systems, especially the
extent of automation for the activities identified using the work systems method.
Use of a work system approach for the business analysis differs from a number of other widely known
approaches. For example, BPM (business process modeling) creates precise models of process logic,
whereas a work system approach focuses initially on verbal models that help in discussing the scope of
sociotechnical systems and deciding what needs to be improved. With a work system approach, high
precision modeling comes at a later time. The work system approach differs from domain specific
modeling methods because it is designed to apply to almost any work system, regardless of domain. It
differs from discussions of corporate strategy and business models because it focuses on the operational
systems through which organizations operate.
2. Work System Framework
The work system approach was developed over many years in a design science research (Hevner et al.
2004) effort to develop systems analysis methods that business professionals can use with or without help
from IT specialists at any level of depth that is appropriate for their need to understand ST systems in
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their organizations. Figure 1 shows the work system framework, which identifies nine elements that
should be considered in even a rudimentary understanding of a work system. A work system is a system
in which human participants and/or machines perform work using information, technology, and other
resources to produce products and/or services for internal or external customers. Typical business
organizations contain work systems that procure materials from suppliers, produce products, deliver
products to customers, find customers, create financial reports, hire employees, coordinate work across
departments, and perform many other functions. Almost all significant work systems rely on IT in order
to operate efficiently and effectively. Table 1 lists a small subset of work systems analyzed recently by
employed MBA students looking at systems in their firms.
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Figure 1. The Work System Framework. Alter (2006), slightly updated

Table 1. Typical work systems selected and analyzed by employed MBA students
-- Calculating rates for insurance
renewals
-- Timekeeping for field
technicians for a public utility
-- Receiving materials at a large
warehouse
-- Control marketing expenses
-- Operating an engineering call
center
-- Managing software
development projects

-- Planning and dispatching
trucking services
-- Scheduling and tracking health
service appointments
-- Determining salary increases
-- Collecting and reporting sales
data for a wholesaler
-- Purchasing advertising services
through an agency
-- Performing pre-employment
background checks

-- Finding and serving sales
consulting clients
-- Performing financial planning
for wealthy individuals
-- Planning for outages in key real
time information systems
-- Approving real estate loan
applications
-- Acquiring clients at a
professional service firm
-- Invoicing construction work

Work system is a general case for thinking about systems within or across organizations. There are many
special cases that inherit the body of knowledge from the special case. For example, information systems
are work systems whose processes and activities are totally devoted to processing information.
Information systems can be totally manual, IT-reliant, or totally automated. In a totally automated work
system, all of the work being done by machines; people who create and maintain the work system are
outside of it.
A work system snapshot, a basic tool in the work system approach, (See example in Table 2.) is a one
page summary of a work system in terms of the central six elements of the work system framework. The
goal is to describe and attain agreement about the work system’s boundaries. Subsequent analysis looks at
all nine work system elements in more depth and produces a recommendation for improvements. Detailed
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analysis of a work system that occurs subsequent to initial work system modeling and analysis by
business professionals might use BPMN, UML, or other technically-oriented tools.
Table 2. Sample work system snapshot






















Customers
Products & Services
Hiring manager
 Applications (which may be used for subsequent
analysis)
Larger organization (which will have the applicant
as a colleague
 Job offers
HR manager (who will analyze the nature of
 Rejection letters
applications)
 Hiring of the applicant
Major Activities and Processes
Hiring manager submits request for new hire
Staffing coordinator defines the parameters of the new position.
Staffing coordinator publicizes the position
Applicants submit resumes.
Staffing coordinator selects shortlisted applicants and sends the list to the hiring manager.
Hiring manager identifies applicants for interview by browsing applicant resumes.
Staffing coordinator sets up interviews.
Hiring manager provides feedback from the interviews.
Staffing coordinator or staffing assistant sets up additional interviews with other employees
Hiring manager makes hiring decisions.
Staffing assistant sends offer letters or rejections.
Successful applicant accepts or rejects job offer
Participants
Information
Technologies
Hiring managers
 Word processor
 Job description / Advertisements
Staffing coordinator
 XYZ HR database
 Job applications, resumes
software
Applicants
 Short list of applicants
 Telephones
Staffing assistant
 Impressions from interviews
 Email
Other employees who perform
 Documentation of the interviews
interviews
 Job offers / Rejection letters

3. Conceptual model underlying the work system framework
Figure 2 presents the latest version of the conceptual model underlying the work system framework. This
model addresses occasional confusions that arose in the past use of the work system framework and work
system snapshot by many hundreds of MBA students. Typical issues include:





Is it possible for a customer to be a participant? (Yes, e.g., self-service)
Is it possible for a work system not to have a process? (Yes, if the work is a set of activities that are
not structured or sequential enough to call a process) (Hall and Johnson 2009, Hill et al. 2006).
Do all activities produce products/services? (Yes. Activities may produce internally directed
products/services used by other activities within the work system, and/or customer products/services
that customers use outside of the work system).
Is it possible for a work system to be totally automated? (Yes, e.g., a totally automated manufacturing
cell. In that case, all of the work within the work system is performed by machines and the work
system has no participants).

The conceptual model expands upon all of the elements of the work system framework because the basic
concepts in the framework need to be elaborated in order to support a traceable decomposition process
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that spans ST analysis by business people and technical analysis by IT specialists. Space limitations allow
us to explain only a few of the important distinctions in the conceptual model (Figures 3a and 3b).

Figure 2. Conceptual model underlying the work system framework

Role of technology. In relation to a work system as a whole or a specific subsystem of a work system,
technology can have one of two roles: It can be a tool used by work system participants or it can be an
autonomous agent that serves as the principal actor performing an activity. The only restriction is that an
activity must have one or more principal actors. In situations where a person “uses” technology, such as a
doctor using a stethoscope, the person is the principal actor and the technology is the tool. Technology
serves as an autonomous agent where it performs or totally controls (including subcontracting) an activity
after being triggered by a command, by a schedule, or by some other condition. For example, a doctor
prescribing a drug for a patient might issue a command to a computerized autonomous agent to find
potential drug interactions.
4. Decomposition of socio-technical (ST) work systems
Interdisciplinary links between ST and technical analysis occur at points where the decomposition of an
ST work system into subsystems yields one or more subsystems that are autonomous agents. For
example, consider a work system in which human planners use complex models to generate and analyze
manufacturing plans for an organization. The ST work system includes a number of activities or processes
performed by the planners and other people who negotiate with planners or provide information. The
decomposition of those activities or processes yields some subsystems in whose activities planners and
other human participants are still principal actors, and other activities that are performed by autonomous
agents. For example, a human planner might command a model to calculate projected performance vs.
schedule for a manufacturing plan. At that point, the model is an automated agent that performs a
calculation, perhaps with the help of other automated agents, and returns with an answer.
Figure 4 depicts different types of activities and shows that activities may be linked to form processes and
subsystems in a typical work system. Activities in the right block are completely automated and those on
the left block are completely manual activities. Alternative work system design scenarios can be
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described by moving the solid or dotted lines towards left (reducing automation) or right (increasing
automation). Thus, it is possible to identify or designate activities as automated completely, supported
partially, or totally manual. Cost-benefit analysis of such alternative scenarios is expected to clarify
requirements for technical systems.

Figure 3a. Work systems, processes and activities

Figure 3b. Work systems, participants, activities, and
technology

Tool support boundary

Automation boundary

Subsystems

Processes

Human activities

Activities that
employ technology
as a tool

Activities that
are automated
by technology

Figure 4: Processes and activities in a typical work system
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5. Conclusion
Development and elaboration of the conceptual model is a step toward creating rigorous links from a
readily usable form of ST description and preliminary analysis (the work system approach) to the rigorous
descriptions (e.g., in UML) that are desirable for programming. In contrast with the way use cases
typically treat “the system” as a technical tool that is “used” by “users,” the work system approach views
the system as a system of doing work, thereby allowing business professionals greater latitude in
describing business problems that they understand and can describe more effectively than they can
describe current or future tools. The development of traceable links between work system analysis and
technical analysis could be of substantial value in improving communication between business and IT
professionals (e.g., Luftman et al. 2006), in addressing long standing issues related to user participation in
system projects (e.g., Markus and Mao, 2004), and possibly in creating new tools that help IT
professionals validate technical requirements.
An analysis and design process linking a work system analysis by business professionals (possibly with
the help of technical experts) with a technical analysis and design by technical experts would proceed as
follows: First business professionals (possibly with help) would identify business problems and issues at
the work system level. They would use work system concepts and tools (such as the work system
snapshot in Table 2) and other tools mentioned in Alter (2008b) to clarify the scope of the work system,
understand the problems and issues in more depth, and develop a recommendation for improving the
work system. The results of this analysis could be used by technical experts, who would document the
results carefully and would fill in details that are best expressed in formalisms such as BPMN and UML,
especially at points where the decomposition of the business process reveals totally automated processes
and activities.
Development of the work system method has occurred over many years through iterations of concept and
tool revision followed by work systems analysis assignments in which MBA and Executive MBA
students tested whatever was the latest version. Most recently (not yet published), over 150 advanced
MBA students (averaging six years of business experience) at a large university in the United States used
a work system analysis template as the basis of their analysis. The research in this paper leads to new
ways to link that type of business analysis to technical analysis and design efforts.
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Abstract
Researchers in the requirements engineering discipline have been proposing goal modeling
techniques to capture business context as part of the information systems (IS) requirements.
Unfortunately, it is still unclear how to utilize the goals captured by goal modeling techniques in
IS design. To overcome this gap, we propose a systematic and structured set of guidelines to
translate goal-based requirements, which are represented in goal schemas, to UML diagrams. The
translation guidelines are grounded on Bunge’s ontology; good aggregation and decomposition
principles; and a goal structured approach developed by Rolland et al. The usefulness of these
guidelines was tested in an empirical study. The results illustrate that subjects using the guidelines
were able to generate more complete and precise UML diagrams.
Keywords: Goals, UML, requirements engineering

1. Introduction
Goals have long been considered as essential components in Requirements Engineering (RE).
According to van Lamsweerde (2001), a goal is an objective the system under consideration should
achieve and goal-oriented RE is concerned with the use of goals for eliciting, elaborating, structuring,
specifying, analyzing, negotiation, documenting, and modifying requirements. Goal models are built
during the early phases of the RE process. The activities carried out during this phase focus on how the
intended system would meet organizational objectives, why the system is needed, what alternatives might
exist, what the implications of the alternatives are for various stakeholders, and how the stakeholders‟
intentions and concerns might be addressed (Castro et al. 2002).
Although the importance of goals is well referenced in the RE literature, very few studies are
available to demonstrate how goals captured during the early requirements gathering phases can be
utilized in later information systems (IS) development. UML diagrams have long been adopted as a
modeling language that is commonly used by systems analysts and designers, but as stated by Cesare et
al. (2002), these diagrams lack the context of business. Often, UML diagrams only model the „what‟ and
„how‟ aspects of the organization, i.e., what are the tasks/agents/actions etc., and how they are related.
Very little is reflected on the „why‟ aspect, i.e. why the system is constructed or why the system is needed
in the organization. Goal modeling helps to address the „why‟ aspects.
In this paper, we propose an approach to develop UML diagrams from goal schemas, which is a
structured representation of a goal. If goal schemas are properly utilized, we should be able to show in
the UML diagrams that contextualization of the business domain is better represented, traceability to
strategic goals is achievable, and understanding of alignment between the intended IS and the
organization‟s strategy is clearer. To test this premise, we conducted a small empirical study comparing
UML diagrams developed from goal schemas with those developed from traditional guidelines.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses goal schemas that capture
goal-based requirements. Section 3 presents an overview of the theories and principles we used to develop
the translation guidelines. Section 4 presents an empirical study to evaluate the proposed guidelines.
Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 concludes the paper with directions for future research.
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2. Goal Schemas
A Goal Schema defines the ontological structure wherefrom goal instances are derived as concrete
expressions of a desired state (Stollberg et al. 2005). It is used in the RE discipline to capture goal-based
requirements (Anton 1996; van Lamsweerde 2001; Yu et al. 2001). A review of the literature suggests
that the most common attributes in goal schemas are: goal, its description, action, stakeholders, and
constraints. Concepts such as sub-goals, pre and post conditions, scenarios, priority, and resources can
also be found in a few of the goal schemas. Our decision to use the six attributes in Table 1 in our goal
schema was mainly influenced by their ability to: (i) adequately capture system requirements in terms of
stakeholders‟ goals and, (ii) provide the needed information for developing UML diagrams. The process
of eliciting goal based requirements often results in the creation of several goal schemas, one for each
goal. The goals in this work can be strategic level, operational, or task goals.
Table 1: Goal Schema attributes for translating goal-based requirements to UML diagrams
Attribute
Goal
Action
Agent
Description
Scenario
Stakeholders

Description of Attribute
Name and content of the goal that is realized by the agent through executing the action.
Service name or job responsibility that is executed by an actor in the organization to satisfy a goal.
Actor in the organization that claims direct responsibility of realizing the goal.
Decomposition of the action attribute, list detailed steps of executing the action.
Alternative ways of carrying out the action or realizing the goal.
Users of the information system that directly interact with the agent listed above during the
realization of the goal.

An example of a goal schema is illustrated in Table 2. It captures a sales manager‟s goal of increasing
sales in an auto-dealership.
Table 2: Goal Schema Example
Schema ID
Goal
Action
Agent
Description

Scenario
Stakeholders

#1
Increase vehicle sales
Set competitive prices on vehicles
Sales Manager
Under Vice President‟s (VP) supervision,
1. monitor auto-dealer market for competitive vehicle prices
2. adjust vehicle price accordingly
3. tier customers
1. Distribute free samples (vehicles) to customers
2. Set up a sales incentive program
Sales representatives, VP

3. Translating Goal Schemas into UML Diagrams
This section summarizes some of the theories and principles which were used to develop the
translation guidelines. These guidelines were developed based on the following steps: 1) identify
constructs in each UML diagram; 2) analyze goal schema to identify attributes in the schema that contain
information for UML diagram constructs; and 3) formalize the analysis process in step 2 to map goal
schema attributes to constructs in UML diagrams.
Summary of Theories and Principles used to derive the Translation Guidelines
When developing the guidelines, we found that some of the attributes were translated linearly. For
example, agent and stakeholders in the goal schema translate directly to actors in the use-cases and
classes in the class diagrams. Others, however, required some theoretical foundation since the translation
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was not straight-forward. Rolland et al.‟s (1998) goal structure, Bunge‟s ontology (Wand et al. 1999,
Wand et al. 2000), good aggregation and decomposition (Wand and Weber 1990) were some of the
theories and principles we used to anchor our work. The Rolland et al. goal structure helped to analyze the
components of a goal. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only structure that provides a detailed set
of semantics to explain a goal definition. Bunge‟s ontology was used to better understand and represent
the domain, and to formalize the constructs and translation guidelines. Aggregation and decomposition
principles were used as a means to translate goal schemas into UML constructs that are meaningful for
implementation of the IS.
According to Rolland et al. (1998), a goal is defined as a verb and one or several of four parameters,
namely target, direction, way, and beneficiary. Anchoring on this definition, goals in each schema were
categorized into a verb and its relating parameters. The parameters of the goal in each schema were
examined and analyzed to determine whether they can be mapped to the constructs in UML diagrams. We
found, for example, that the target parameter (entity affected by the goal) can be classified as classes or
attributes in the class diagram. A target parameter is split into an object type (existed before the goal is
achieved) and a result type (existed after the goal is achieved) parameter. To decide when to classify a
target parameter into a class or an attribute a translation guideline was developed, which states that a
target parameter is classified as a class if it is: (a) a static object and is manipulated by active objects; or
(b) an event that needs to be recorded so that stakeholders could retrieve stated information about the
event at a later time. Bunge‟s ontology was used to support this guideline. According to Wand et al.
(2000), static objects provide a way to model the state of things that users require to keep; they indicate
what information needs to be stored in the system. The state of a static object can only be changed by
active objects. These premises supported part (a) of the guideline. According to Bunge‟s ontology, an
event is a change of state of a thing and should not be modeled as an entity or object. However, from a
database design viewpoint, an event can be represented as a record and could be modeled as an entity in
an ER diagram or an object in an object-oriented diagram (Wand et al. 1999). These assertions supported
part (b) of the guideline. If the target parameter is neither (a) nor (b), then it is classified as attributes.
“Strong cohesion” criteria in Good Decomposition Model (Wand et al. 1990) was applied as a means
for developing some of the guidelines to translate attributes in goal schema to constructs in UML
diagrams. In the “strong cohesion” criteria, two output variables are cohesive if they depend upon at least
one common input. A set of outputs is maximally cohesive if the addition of any other output to the set
does not extend the set of inputs on which the existing outputs depend and there is no other output which
depends on any of the input set defined by the existing output set. This criteria derived guidelines to
account for the <<include>> attribute in the use-case UML diagram. Use-cases are developed from the
action and scenario attributes in the goal schema. The use-cases that have similarity in internal
transformations (similar processes) are associated through the <<include>> relationship.
Due to space limitation, we are unable to discuss all the theories and principles that were used in the
translation process. It should be noted that translating some of the goal schema attributes to constructs in
UML diagrams also required additional domain knowledge, which is not reflected in the goal schemas
and UML design knowledge. For example, in translating goal schemas to UML sequence diagram,
additional knowledge of activity sequencing in a business process is necessary to define message
sequencing between actors in the sequence diagram.
We are also unable to present all the translation guidelines in this paper. As such, we present below a
brief summary of the guidelines for translating goal schemas into use-case UML diagrams. When
appropriate, we highlight the theories and principles that were used in the development process.
Use-case Diagram Translation Guidelines
1. Identify use-cases.
Map goal schema attribute action in each goal schema to one use-case.
2. Identify actors associated with each use-case.
Actors listed in the attribute stakeholders in the goal schema are associated with the action in
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3.

4.

5.

terms of direct contribution or benefit, which is considered as a kind of relationship that actors
have with the system. Therefore, associations can be established between actors and use-cases.
Aggregate use-cases.
By analyzing the attribute description in goal schema, find similar actions (e.g., actions that are
continual) and combine them into a single action using the Wand et al. (1990) similarity
measures. Aggregate corresponding use-cases into one.
Identify <<include>> relationships.
Apply the strong cohesion criteria (Wand et al. (1990)) to associate or join use-cases that have
similarity in internal transformation by using <<include>> relationship.
Identify <<extend>> relationships.
Build <<extend>> relationships based on the information in the scenario attribute.

Table 3 summarizes the relationships between goal schema attributes and UML diagrams. In the last
column of the table, the additional domain and design knowledge that is required to complete drawing the
diagram is highlighted.
Table 3: Cross referencing goal schema attributes to UML diagrams
Goal Schema Attributes

Use Case
Diagram

UML Diagrams

Class
Diagram

Action
Mapped to
use cases

Agent

Goal

Mapped to
Agent
class‟s
operations

Mapped to
classes

Analyzed
to find
classes,
attributes,
associatio
ns

Sequence
Diagram
Collaborat
ion
Diagram
Activity
Diagram
State
Chart
Diagram

Mapped to
swimlanes
Mapped to
transition
events

Design
Knowledge
Needed

Description
Used to
aggregate
use case
Assist
analysis of
goal
attribute

Stakeholders
Derive actors
of each use
case
Mapped to
classes

Scenario
Derive
<<extend>>
relationships

Aggregated
to derive
messages
Aggregated
to derive
messages
Aggregated
to derive
activities
Derive
states of a
class

Mapped to
objects

Derive condition
expressions

Mapped to
objects

Derive condition
expressions
Derive branch
and/or merge

Sequence of a
business
process
Sequence of a
business
process
Sequence of a
business
process

4. Empirical Evaluation
To understand the usefulness of this work, we conducted a small empirical study. The purpose of the
study is to evaluate whether a goal-based approach, for e.g., goal schemas, will produce UML diagrams
that better represent the business domain than the traditional approach. For the study, we used an autodealership case adopted from a textbook. Two MSc and PhD students in the MIS Division of a large
North American University were recruited as controlled and treatment subjects. Both students possessed a
fair knowledge of UML modeling technique. They were asked to read the case (2 pages long – describing
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the company‟s strategic goals and workflow). After that, the controlled subject was asked to draw UML
diagrams in any order of preference, for the case. The treatment subject was asked to derive goal schemas
for the case. He was then presented with the translation guidelines and was asked to draw UML diagrams
in any order of preference from the goal schemas. The diagrams were then presented to an arms-length
expert who has several years of experience in using UML and is knowledgeable of the auto-dealership
industry. The expert was asked to compare the diagrams for completeness, representation of the business
domain, and reflection on the strategic needs of the organization.
A Brief Summary of Empirical Evaluation Findings
The use-cases drawn by the treatment subject contained 11 actors and 16 use-cases, while those
drawn by the controlled subject contained 7 actors and 11 use-cases. We found that the use cases
developed through the translation guidelines captured more precise relationships between use-cases and
actors than the use cases developed from the traditional approach. The inclusion of the goal schema,
which provides more structure to the requirements, is a possible explanation for this difference. The
subject adopting the traditional approach only depicted actors interacting with each other to complete a
task. In contrast, the goal schemas allowed the treatment subject to also depict the rationale for the
interactions because it helped him to further understand the system as a whole and how it contributes to
higher organizational objectives. When the expert was asked to evaluate the two use-cases, he claimed
that the abstraction level of the treatment use-case is higher and description is more informative.
The class diagram developed using the translation guidelines contained more classes (23 vs. 15),
more attributes (26 vs. 17), more operations (19 vs. 9), and more associations than the one by the
controlled subject. We found that some classes and operations that are considered crucial in terms of
meeting the strategic needs of the organization were missing in the diagram developed by the controlled
subject. For example, the parts manager who is responsible for maintaining parts inventory and sales
manager who needs to adjust prices to remain competitive in market are both important roles to realize
the organization‟s long-term strategy. These roles were not reflected in the controlled subject diagram, but
were found in the treatment subject diagram. In his comparison, the expert stated that the treatment class
diagram is more adequate than the controlled one because it provides more details, especially about
interactions (associations) between classes.
Similar findings were found in the other diagrams. In general, the UML diagrams developed by the
treatment subject provided more constructs and relationships than those by the controlled subject. All of
these additional constructs and relationships were found to be useful because they provided a better
representation of the business domain and were necessary for developing the IS. Overall, the expert felt
that UML diagrams derived from the translation guidelines are more precise, complete, and captures more
information about the domain. Though statistical conclusion cannot be drawn from this one study, we
believe that the findings are very promising.

5. Related Work
Tropos (Castro et al. 2002) is one of few approaches to map goal-based requirements to IS
development. Tropos uses i* framework to model both early and late requirements. Although i* supports
modeling and reasoning about organizational environments, it is not widely used when compared to
UML. Another limitation of Tropos is the lack of explicit guidelines to translate goal-based requirements
to more design level diagrams.
Eriksson and Penker (2000) proposes an extended version of UML for modeling a business. Several
business constructs were incorporated into the set of traditional UML constructs (e.g., business vision,
business processes, and business behavior). However, it offers little explanation on how business views
are connected to each other and integrated with traditional UML constructs. The goal schemas presented
in this paper acts as a bridge between the business view and UML diagrams.
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6. Conclusion and Directions for Future Research
Although goal-based approaches have been proposed to specify early requirements, we are unaware
of any systematic work that utilizes goals for IS design. To fill this gap, we developed a set of guidelines
to map attributes in goal schemas to constructs in UML diagrams. We did this with the help of some
theories and principles. Through a small scale empirical evaluation, we found that UML diagrams
developed by the proposed translation guidelines were able to better capture business requirements (e.g.,
through more classes), and our arms-length expert was able to better explain information captured in
UML diagrams and how it relates to the organization context.
The major limitation of this paper is the empirical evaluation which was conducted on one controlled
and one treatment subjects. In the future, we intend to repeat the study on a larger scale and have more
experts comparing the two sets of diagrams. Future research will also focus on goal evolutions in goal
schemas and translation guidelines of these goals to UML diagrams.
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Abstract
Data Modelers document their understanding of the users’ work domain via conceptual models.
Once a model has been developed, they ought to check that it has no defects. The literature has
little guidance about strategies and tactics to improve the effectiveness of model validation. In this
light, we propose a theory arguing that two factors have a major impact on the effectiveness of
validation–namely, the (a) ontological clarity of the models prepared, and the (b) extent to wh ich
a validation method engages users more with the semantics of the domain represented by a model.
We experime ntally tested th e theory in which we systematica lly vari ed the levels of these two
factors. Fo rty-eight exp ert da ta-modelers pa rticipated in our exp eriment. Th eir ta sk w as to find
defects in the model they were given. Our results showed that those who received the model that
had greater on tological cl arity o n average d etected more d efects. We obtained no effect fo r th e
validation method t hat we predicted w ould eng age participants mo re with th e seman tics o f th e
domain represented by the model they had been given.
Keywords: Data model validation, ontological clarity, experimental design

1. Introduction
A conceptual model is a representation (often graphical) of someone’s or some group’s perception of a
subset of the semantics of a domain. It may be the basis for a database design, or be used to evaluate and
select a package, or be used by a manager to guide query formulation on the data from a data warehouse.
There is value in validating models. Defects in models have costly consequences: database designers and
programmers may make serious errors; an organization may implement a package that does not meet their
needs; managers may make major decision-making errors by retrieving data incorrectly from a data
warehouse.
In this paper, we present results of an experiment into more effective ways to validate conceptual models.
Effectiveness means validation leading to finding defects in a model. The research we describe is part of a
program in which we (a) determining whether a particular approach conceptual modeling results in
models that are easier to validate, and (b) evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches
professionals might use when validating conceptual models (so they can then make better choices). The
paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents the theory and propositions that underpin our
empirical work. We then describe our research method. Subsequently, we show how we analyzed our data
and present the results we obtained. Finally, we discuss our results and present some brief conclusions.
2. Theory and Propositions
The theory we propose is what Gregor (2006) calls a Type-IV theory–a theory that has both explanatory
and predictive purposes and it has three constructs. One is an endogenous (outcome) construct: the
effectiveness of the conceptual model validation work undertaken. Two are exogenous (causal)
constructs: (a) how clearly the conceptual model represents the semantics of a domain (its ontological
clarity), and (b) the extent to which the validation method used forces the participant to engage with the
semantics of the domain represented by the model.
Effectiveness of Conceptual Model Validation Work: Validation work is more effective when a greater
number of defects (errors and omissions) are identified in a conceptual model’s representation of a
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domain’s semantics. The effectiveness of the validation can be seen in both a relative sense (one set of
work is more effective than another set if it produces a higher defect count) and an absolute sense (the
effectiveness of a set of work can be assessed in terms of the proportion of the total defect count). In
practice, an absolute measure is hard to determine because the total defects in a model is not known
(finding these is the goal). In experiments defects can be seeded in a model, thus allowing absolute
measures.
Ontological Clarity of Conceptual Model: The ontological clarity of a conceptual modeling grammar
(Wand and Weber, 1993) is a function of the extent to which a one-one mapping exists between the
constructs in the grammar and the constructs in a particular ontological theory (a theory that provides a
taxonomy of constructs that can be used to describe different generic types of phenomena that occur in
the real world). Wand and Weber (1993) identify four ways ontological clarity is undermined: Construct
overload: A single modeling construct maps to two or more ontological constructs; Construct redundancy:
Two or more modeling constructs map to a single ontological construct; Construct excess: A construct
does not map onto any ontological construct; and Construct deficit: An ontological construct exists that is
not the image of a mapping from any modeling construct. Where these exist in a modeling grammar, they
argue that the meaning of scripts generated (often diagrams) to represent a real-world domain may be
unclear or incomplete. This is because, where overload, redundancy, and excess exist, the meaning of
some constructs may be unclear. Thus, the semantics of a domain that are represented by using instances
of those constructs may also be unclear. As more instances of problematic constructs appear in a script,
the ontological clarity of a model decreases. In addition, where deficit exists, some types of domain
semantics cannot be represented via the grammar. Thus, the notion of ontological clarity covers both
clarity and completeness in a conceptual model. These ideas have been applied widely, mainly using
Bunge ontology (1977) (e.g., Bowen et al. 2006; Burton-Jones and Meso 2007; Green and Rosemann
2000; Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers 2002; Maes and Poels 2007; Shanks et al. 2008), but also
Chisholm’s (1996) (e.g., Milton and Kazmierczak, 2004).
Semantic Engagement Evoked by Validation Method: The construct of interest is the extent to which a
validation method forces an expert to engage with the semantics represented in a model. As the level of
engagement increases, experts are more likely to understand the semantics represented by the model.
Validation methods in the literature (e.g., Elmasri and Navathe 2004; Simsion and Witt 2005) are: (1)
independent study of the model by domain experts, (2) joint examination of the model by analyst and
expert, and (3) structured questioning of the expert by the analyst. Methods 2 and 3 need someone acting
as an analyst and so are unsuited to effect consistently in experiments. More recently, new methods have
been proposed (e.g., Shanks et al. 2003) that use (4) free recall of the semantics of a model by the expert
(once the model has been withdrawn), (5) completion of comprehension tasks by the expert as a way of
validating a model, and (6) problem-solving tasks to test a model. Problem solving tasks are like use-case
scenarios now provided with some techniques (e.g., Rumbaugh et al. 2005). Methods 4-6 evoke a higher
level of engagement with the task than methods 1-3.
3. Associations in the Theory
Our theory has three associations. The first two are direct (main) effects (a and b) and the third is an
interaction effect (c) between the two exogenous constructs.
(a) Ontological Clarity and Effectiveness of Validation Work: We hypothesize that as the ontological
clarity of a model increases, the effectiveness of the validation work will be higher (see, also, Shanks et
al. 2003). Specifically, when a modeling grammar has construct overload, redundancy, deficit, and
excess, Wand and Weber (1993) argue that models using these unclear constructs to violate ontological
clarity will have ambiguities between a model and its purported domain and thus be unclear. The reason is
that the meaning of some constructs that appear in the model is unclear. Thus, the domain semantics that
are represented by using an instance of the construct will be unclear. Domain experts will thus find
ontologically unclear models harder to understand, and so will fail to identify as many defects as an
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ontologically clear model's representation of the semantics. Proposition 1: Conceptual models that
possess higher levels of ontological clarity will enable higher levels of effectiveness of validation work.
(b) Semantic Engagement Evoked by Validation Method and Effectiveness of Validation Work: We
hypothesize that an effect exists between the extent to which a validation method forces an expert to
engage with the semantics represented in a model and the effectiveness of the validation work. As
engagement rises, domain experts are better able to understand the semantics that the model represents,
and so they are better able to evaluate whether these semantics correspond to the domain semantics that
the model is supposed to represent. Proposition 2: Validation methods that force stakeholders to engage
more with the semantics represented by a conceptual model will enable higher levels of validation work.
(c) Ontological Clarity, Semantic Engagement Evoked by Validation Method, and Effectiveness of
Validation Work: We hypothesize that an interaction effect exists between the ontological clarity of the
model, the engagement with validation, and the effectiveness of the validation. If a method evokes little
engagement with the model, the fact that the model is ontologically clear is likely to have little or no
effect on defect detection. But, as a method evokes more engagement with the model the ontological
clarity of the model is likely to have more influence of the effectiveness of the validation work.
Proposition 3: A validation method will be more effective when it is undertaken in conjunction with an
ontologically clear conceptual model.
4. Research Method
Our design had two factors. The first, called “ontological clarity,” had two levels: (1) high, and (2) low.
The second, called “semantic engagement of validation method,” also had two levels: (1) high, and (2)
low. The two were fully crossed (2×2) = four treatments. We used one outcome variable: the number of
defects correctly identified. A defect was an error or omission. An error was an incorrect representation of
any item of domain semantics that the model was intended to represent. An omission was any item of
domain semantics that the model failed to represent.
Four sets of materials were developed that instantiated the treatments and enabled us to measure the
outcome variable. The first set was for a warm-up task and comprised (a) a description of a humanresources domain, and (b) a model (drawn using entity-relationship constructs) that purportedly
represented the semantics of that domain. Two versions of the model were developed: one ontologically
clear (OC), and the other ontologically unclear (OUC).
The second set of materials comprised (a) a case description of a manufacturing domain with OC and
OUC models, and (b) a data dictionary describing each entity and attribute in the models. We first
employed a consultant data modeler widely acknowledged as an expert. Based on one of his consulting
projects, he prepared a case description, conceptual models, and a data dictionary for a medium-size firm
engaged in custom manufacturing of aluminum-based products (e.g., shower screens). We chose a subset
of his work for our primary materials: case description, conceptual models, and data dictionary for
recording the measurements of components of products built for customers. This subset was sufficiently
rich to allow us to test our propositions but not overly complex. We felt expert data modelers could
understand these materials. A high level of external validity was maintained because the materials were
also based on a real case. This second set was refined iteratively. Progressively we replaced those parts of
the consultant’s model that did not conform to Bunge’s (1977) ontology with instances of constructs that
did conform to his ontology. For instance, all entities had to represent classes of things (rather than
properties in general), and we removed optional attributes and relationships from his model. Care was
taken in preparation (9 months’) comprising five two-hour joint workshops and 30 hours of extra work by
the consultant. We settled on two models that were not so different from each other that they might be
deemed to represent fundamentally different domain phenomena.
We then seeded the models (OC and OUC) with defects (Table 1), so as to create materials to see if an
OC model facilitated defect detection and an OUC model inhibited defect detection.
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The third set was a table where the rows showed representative instances of phenomena in the domain of
the model. Each row can be conceived as a use-case, and was the means by which we instantiated the two
levels of the “semantic engagement” factor in our experiment. We predicted participants with the table
would engage more deeply in the semantics of the domain because they could match the table’s contents
against the model to tell whether each element of the table could map to a construct in the model.
Similarly, they could map constructs in the model to elements in the table. Correspondence between table,
model, and written case could be checked.
We would have preferred to have interactions between participants and someone acting as an analyst
(methods 2 & 3 from Section 2). But, we also wanted to use a case with high external validity. Thus,
participants would need time to come to grips with the case, which meant we had to limit the time they
would have to spend on the experimental tasks. We opted for the use-case approach as a way to constrain
the time required to perform the tasks but which we believed provided a moderately strong instantiation
of the semantic engagement factor (similar to method 6) but without the need for training such as required
by methods 4 and 5.
The fourth set was a summary sheet where participants listed defects identified.
Table 1. Defects Seeded into Conceptual Models
Def.
1
2

Explanation
Type
Cut-Component entity class is not shown as a subclass of Component entity class.
Omis.
Component-with-Surcharge entity class is not shown as a subclass of Component entity
Omis.
class.
3
Fact that a subassembly is composed of one or more other subassemblies and/or one or
Omis.
more parts is not shown.
4
Missing attribute “Base Price” in Built-Product entity class.
Omis.
5
Missing attribute “Model No.” in Built-Product entity class.
Omis.
6
Missing attribute “Surcharge Amount” (might have been shown in Cut-Component entity Omis.
class even though not all cut components have a surcharge).
7
Extra attribute “Dimension Computation Algorithm” in Sub-Assembly entity class.
Error
Participants were 48 expert data modelers in India (28) and Sri Lanka (20). We recruited them through the
local chapters of the Data Management Association or by contacting colleagues whom we knew.
Participants undertook the experiment with only one of us present (henceforth, the “experimenter”). On
average, the experiment took about 90 minutes to complete.
We collected data using a process-tracing technique (Ericsson and Simon 1984). Participants verbalized
their thoughts while performing the task. Using this, we traced each step in participants’ cognitive
processes. We believed that the protocols would allow us to confirm the defect count and provide us with
the richest data about the impact of the materials on performance outcomes (and for future analysis).
Participants were assigned randomly to one of the four treatments. Each was sent a sheet that explained
the aims and nature of the experiment, the generalities of the tasks, and the time the tasks would. Upon
arrival, the experimenter greeted each participant, reiterated the nature of the experiment, explained their
rights (e.g., withdrawal rights), and asked them to complete the consent form. The experimenter then
answered any questions that participants had about the experiment. When participants were ready to
begin, the experimenter explained the nature of process-tracing procedures, and administered the warmup task, and then answered any questions that the participant had about process-tracing procedures.
Participants then started the primary task. Depending on the assigned treatment, they received (a) either
the OC model or OUC model, and (b) either a use-case table or nothing extra. When they had finished,
they completed a sheet summarizing the defects after which the experimenter debriefed them. Finally, he
asked them to complete the personal-profile questionnaire. We pilot tested with eight professionals: Six
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expert data modelers and two academic colleagues who had expertise in and taught data modeling. No
concerns were identified.
5. Analysis and Results
Prior to analysis, we (1) prepared transcripts and checked them against the recordings, and (2) using the
defects list (Table 1), we independently compiled a list of defects for by eight randomly chosen
participants equally distributed across the treatments. In completing the list each of us used the summary
sheet, the transcript, and the model the participant validated (some marked defects on these). After coding
the eight, we compared our lists and checked differences. We found only a few in our coding, which
could be reconciled easily. As a result, only one of us coded the remaining 40 participants. Table 2, with
descriptive statistics for the defects that participants identified, is organized according to the two
dimensions of our design factors.
Table 2. Total –Mean and (Standard Deviation) – Defects Identified by Experimental Treatment

OntologicalClarity

Clear

Unclear

Total

High

3.080 (1.240)

1.580 (1.084)

2.330 (1.373)

Low

3.170 (1.467)

1.750 (0.965)

2.460 (1.414)

Engagement

Total
3.130 (1.329)
1.670 (1.007)
2.400 (1.380)
We used Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to analyze the main effects (props 1 & 2) and interaction effect
(prop. 3). The assumptions underlying our ANOVA models were satisfied. The dependent variable was
the total number of the defects identified. The results showed the main effect for ontological clarity was
significant (F=17.614, df=1/44, p<0.001); the main effect for semantic engagement of method was not
significant (F=0.129, df=1/44, p=0.721); and the interaction effect between ontological clarity and
semantic engagement of method was not significant (F=0.014, df=1/44, p=0.905); the adjusted R2=0.239.
We conducted Chi-square tests on each defect to see if the level of ontological clarity was linked with the
frequency with which a participant found a particular defect. These were significant for defects No. 3
(χ2=4.752, p=0.029), No. 4 (χ2=7.378, p=0.007); No. 5 (χ2=6.701, p=0.010); and No. 7 (χ2=7.378,
p=0.007). Those who had the clear model were more likely to detect these. These provide support for
Prop. 1 but not Props 2 and 3. Those who received the OC model were better able to detect defects. The
level of semantic engagement evoked had no effect on a participant’s ability to detect a defect.
6. Discussion
Our results provide some support for our prediction that OC models will be easier to validate than OUC
models, but not for our prediction that methods that lead their users to engage more with the semantics
represented by the model will find more defects in the model.
In an OC model entities only represent classes of things and we believe participants will check to see that
all attributes that “attach” to things in the class are “clustered” with the entity. In an OUC model,
however, the attributes that things in a class possess may be dispersed across multiple entities, and those
validating an OUC model may fail to detect missing attributes because the link between things and the
attributes the things possess is not simple. Results for defects 3, 4, and 5 support this. Further, those
validating an OC model should be able to detect duplicated attributes more easily. In our experiment the
attribute dimension computation algorithm is duplicated in the subassembly and cut-component entities.
Because the subassembly and cut-component entities clearly represent classes of things, we predict that
the duplicated attribute is easier to see. In the OUC model the duplicated attribute is with the subassembly
entity and a repeating-group attribute represented as an entity. This in turn is related to a cut-component
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entity. Cognitively, the duplicated attribute is “distant” from its entity. Thus, we suspect that the fact it is
a duplicate is more difficult to detect. Our results for defect 7 support this prediction.
Defects 1 & 2 were missing subclasses. Because OC models have attributes clustered around the things to
which they attach, we anticipated participants who received the OC model would see the value of subclassing the part and component entities. All protocols revealed participants paid little attention to classes
and subclasses. We suspect they concluded that subclasses could be represented implicitly by designating
some attributes and relationships as optional, but our case had no phenomena where optional attributes or
relationships would have led to a high level of confusion about the domain semantics. Also, the use of
optional attributes and relationships in practice is common, and participants might not have been aware of
the problems pointed out by Bodart et al. (2001) and Gemino and Wand (2005) that can arise when they
are used in a model.
We were surprised that semantic-engagement had no effect on the number of defects detected. When we
examined the protocols of participants who received the use-case treatment (24), they revealed that only
15 had used it in the ways we had predicted. In this light, we undertook Chi-square tests for the defects to
see whether semantic-engagement had any effect on the likelihood that the defect would be detected.
None of the tests were statistically significant.
Acknowledgement: We would like to acknowledge the invaluable contribution from John Giles, a
respected experienced practitioner, in the development of the case data upon which the experiment rests.
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Abstract
Fake on line ph armacies h ave become increasingly p ervasive, constituting over 9 0% o f online
pharmacy websites. Th ere is a need fo r fake web site d etection techn iques cap able of id entifying
fake online pharmacy websites with a high degree of accuracy. In this study, we compared several
well-known l ink-based detection t echniques o n a l arge-scale t est be d w ith t he hyperlink graph
encompassing over 80 million links between 15.5 million web pages, including 1.2 million known
legitimate and fa ke ph armacy p ages. We fo und t hat t he Qo C and QoL cla ss propagation
algorithms ac hieved an accuracy of over 90% on our dat aset. The results reve aled t hat
algorithms that in corporate dual class propagation as well as inlink and outlink information, on
page-level or site-level graphs, are better suited for detecting fake pharmacy websites. In addition,
site-level analysis yielded significantly better results than page-level analysis for most algorithms
evaluated.
Keywords: Fake website detection, pharmacy websites, graph-based models

1. Introduction
Online pharmacies represent an invaluable source of information and products for consumers and
individuals seeking health-related information. Accordingly, there has been considerable growth in the
usage of Internet pharmacies (Easton, 2007; Wilford et al., 2006). Unfortunately, they have been
accompanied by the proliferation of a large number of fake pharmacy websites (i.e., ones selling fake
drugs, providing fictitious information, and/or failing to ship the agreed upon goods altogether).
According to a Food and Drug Administration study, less than 10% of the 12,000 Internet pharmacies
examined were legitimate (Krebs, 2005). The number of users visiting fake online pharmacies has also
tripled over the past year (Greenberg, 2008).
Fake pharmacy websites are likely to offer a distinct set of challenges to standard fake website detection
methods due to a large number of internal links within a site. Though such internal links are typical within
an online store (like a pharmacy), they are not common in escrow, bank, and other e-commerce sites
examined by other spoof site detection studies (Abbasi and Chen, 2009; Liu et al., 2006). This provides
the motivation to study the performance of state-of-the-art algorithms on pharmacy sites. In addition,
since fake pharmacy website developers spend millions of dollars on black-hat search engine optimization
in order to make their websites more visible (Greenberg, 2008) we contend that they may be susceptible
to detection by link-based techniques designed to combat web spam (Gyongyi and Garcia-Molina, 2005).
However, it is unclear how effective web spam detection methods, which make specific assumptions
about the linkage between good and bad pages, would be on fake pharmacy websites.
2. Existing Link-Based Techniques
Several link-based techniques have been proposed for detecting web spam. Table 1 presents a summary of
select link-based algorithms used in prior fake website detection research. These techniques can be
categorized according to their propagation mechanisms, which are based on the assumptions they make
regarding how real and fake web pages are connected to one another. Single class propagation algorithms
begin with a seed set of known good or bad pages. These pages’ ‘goodness’ or ’badness’ is then
propagated through the graph via their inlinks and/or outlinks. Examples of single class propagation
algorithms include BadRank, TrustRank, AntiTrustRank, and ParentPenalty (Gyongyi et al., 2004;
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Krishnan and Raj, 2006; Wu and Davison, 2005). Dual class propagation algorithms, such as QoC and
QoL, utilize good and bad seed pages and also propagate scores through both inlinks and outlinks (Zhang
et al., 2006). A third class of algorithms like PageRank does not use any seed pages; it is a purely
unsupervised scoring algorithm that was not designed to detect bad pages (Page et al., 1998).
Nevertheless, it is effective at detecting fake web pages that do not utilize link farms and is therefore
often used as a baseline (Zhang et al., 2006).
However, it is unclear as to how these link-based algorithms designed for web-spam detection (Gyongyi
and Garcia-Molina, 2005; Gyongyi et al., 2004; Krishnan and Raj, 2006; Wu and Davison, 2005) would
perform on fake pharmacy websites. In addition, there is a gap in the understanding of the effect of inlinks
and outlinks and node granularity (webpage vs. website) on these algorithms. In this study, we explore the
following research questions to address these issues:
 How effective are existing link-based algorithms for the detection of fake online pharmacy
websites?
 What impact does the propagation mechanism, including the number of classes propagated and
whether the algorithm uses inlinks and/or outlinks, have on performance?
 Which granularity (page or site) is the most suited in this domain?
Algorithm
BadRank
(mentioned in
Wu and
Davison, 2005)

Seed Pages
E(A)  1,

Table 1: Selected Link-based Techniques
Propagation

for known bad pages
E(A)  0,
for all other pages

n

BR(Ti )
i 1 C(Ti )

BR(A)  E(A)(1  d)  d 

where :
E(A) is the initial BadRank score of A
BR(Ti ) is the BadRank score of Ti , an outlink of A
C(Ti ) is the number of inlinks for Ti
d is a tunable parameter between 0 and 1

TrustRank
(Gyongyi et
al., 2004)

E(A)  1,
for known good pages
E(A)  0,
for all other pages

TR(A) 

n
TR(I i )
E(A)(1  d)
 d
n
i 1 C(I i )

where :
E(A) is the initial TrustRank score of A
TR(I i ) is the TrustRank score of I i , an inlink of A
C(I i ) is the number of outlinks for Ti
d is a tunable parameter between 0 and 1

PageRank
(Page et al.,
1998)

Not applicable

PR(A) 

n
PR(I i )
(1  d)
 d
n
i 1 C(I i )

where :
PR(I i ) is the PageRank score of I i , an inlink of A
C(I i ) is the number of outlinks for Ti
d is a tunable parameter between 0 and 1
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AntiTrustRank
(Krishnan and
Raj, 2006)

E(A)  1,
for known bad pages

AR(A) 

n
AR(Ii )
E(A)(1  d)
 d
n
i 1 C(I i )

E(A)  0,

where :

for all other pages

E(A) is the initial AntiTrustRank score of A
AR(Ii ) is the AntiTrustRank score of I i , an inlink of A
C(I i ) is the number of outlinks for Ti
d is a tunable parameter between 0 and 1

ParentPenalty
(Wu and
Davison, 2005)

S(A)  1,
if the number of common sites in
A's inlinks and outlinks exceeds a
threshold t
S(A)  0,
for all other pages

QoL
(Zhang et al.,
2006)

EL(A)  1,
if the number of good pages A
points to is greater than the number
of bad pages, and the number of bad
pages is less than the threshold
parameter k
EL(A)  1,
for all other pages

QoC
(Zhang et al.,
2006)

EC(A)  1,
for known good pages
EC(A)  0,
for all other pages

S(A)  1, if

n

 S(Ti )  p
i 1

S(A)  0, otherwise
where :
S(Ti ) is the score of Ti , an outlink of A
p is a threshold parameter

 n  QoC(Ti )
QoL(Ti )  

QoL(A)  EL(A)(1  d)  d   β
 (1  β)


C(T
)
C(T
)
i
i



i
1

where :
EL(A) is the initial score of A
QoC(Ti ) is the QoC score of Ti , an outlink of A
QoL(Ti ) is the QoL score of Ti
C(Ti ) is the number of inlinks of I i
β and d are tunable parameters between 0 and 1
 n  QoC(Ii )
QoL(Ii )  

QoC(A)  EC(A)(1  d)  d   α
 (1  α)

C(I i )  
 i1  C(I i )
where :
EC(A) is the initial score of A
QoC(I i ) is the QoC score of I i , an inlink of A
QoL(Ii ) is the QoL score of I i
C(I i ) is the number of outlinks of I i
α and d are tunable parameters between 0 and 1

3. Research Testbed and Design
We collected 150 legitimate and 150 fraudulent online pharmacy websites. The URLs for these websites
were obtained from reputable sources including the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
(www.nabp.net) and LegitScript (www.legitscript.com). All pages within each website were collected
leading to an initial collection of approximately 1.2 million pages. Surprisingly, the fake pharmacy
websites were much larger than the legitimate ones, with nearly twice as many pages. The entire
hyperlink graph for these 300 seed URLs was collected over a 3-month period using link expansion. This
involved iteratively collecting all inlinks and outlinks of queue pages, adding the newly collected pages to
the queue, and repeating the process (where the initial queue contained all pages from the 300 seed
websites). The graph encompassed over 15.5 million pages from approximately 930,000
websites/domains, with 81 million unique links.
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We evaluated seven common algorithms for fake-website detection using our dataset - BadRank,
TrustRank, PageRank, AntiTrustRank, ParentPenalty, QoL, and QoC. A bootstrapping approach was
employed where the 300 websites were randomly split into 150 training and 150 test cases for 30
independent runs. For any particular run, the algorithms were only evaluated on the pages associated with
the 150 test websites. Each algorithm’s parameters were tuned extensively; the settings yielding the best
results on the testing data were utilized. Consistent with prior research (Wu and Davison, 2005), the
evaluation metrics employed included overall accuracy and class-level precision, recall, and F-measure.
In order to answer the third research question, we conducted two independent experiments using the
above methodology – one with page level and the other with site level data.
4. Experimental Results
In the first experiment, the algorithms were run on the page-level graph. The results, averaged across the
30 bootstrap runs, are presented in Table 2. Both, page-level and site-level results were computed. The
site-level results were aggregated, where a website was considered legitimate only if the majority of its
pages were deemed legitimate by the algorithm. QoC had the best overall performance, followed by QoL.
Single class propagation algorithms such as BadRank, AntiTrustRank, and ParentPenalty had higher
performance on legitimate websites but were highly ineffective on fraudulent ones (with low fake website
recall). Their inability to effectively propagate badness scores to fake pages resulted in many false
positives (i.e., fraudulent pages classified as being legitimate). Similarly, TrustRank performed poorly on
legitimate websites since it it could not effectively propagate goodness scores to many of the legitimate
websites. However, it performed well on the fraudulent websites, resulting in high overall page-level
accuracy (since the fraudulent websites comprised a much larger share of the web pages in the test bed).

Algorithm
BadRank
TrustRank
PageRank
AntiTrustRank
ParentPenalty
QoL
QoC

Algorithm

BadRank
TrustRank
PageRank
AntiTrustRank
ParentPenalty
QoL
QoC

Table 2: Site-Level Classification Performance using Page-level Graph
Site Level Performance
Overall
Legitimate Websites
Fake Websites
Accuracy
F-Meas.
Precision
Recall
F-Meas.
Precision
52.29
67.67
51.18
99.87
8.92
96.56
59.62
38.86
79.59
25.78
69.84
55.76
60.29
67.09
57.32
80.93
49.85
67.47
57.36
69.00
54.22
94.93
31.50
80.22
51.07
67.15
50.54
100.00
4.61
100.00
74.51
66.25
97.70
50.22
79.51
66.54
88.09
86.93
96.14
79.42
89.05
82.54

Overall
Accuracy
27.90
83.21
41.13
31.65
33.13
84.73
94.11

Page Level Performance
Legitimate Websites
F-Meas.
Precision
Recall
41.78
27.04
99.98
54.46
88.95
40.28
35.85
26.62
63.13
37.08
24.90
78.97
43.36
28.27
99.58
60.23
94.39
45.19
87.54
94.79
81.61

F-Meas.
3.61
89.32
44.98
22.56
15.23
90.22
95.94

Fake Websites
Precision
99.32
82.00
71.68
64.13
89.24
83.10
93.60

Recall
4.71
93.47
39.64
19.78
2.13
98.80
96.76

Recall
1.90
98.46
34.21
14.61
8.69
99.12
98.47

Figure 1 shows the accuracies on the pages ranked in the top 100,000 (good and bad) for each algorithm,
based on the algorithm’s scores. For instance, since BadRank assigns badness scores, the top 100,000
good pages using BadRank would be the ones with the lowest scores (while the top 100,000 bad pages
would be ones with the highest scores). The figure reaffirms the findings from Table 2, with the
performance of QoC and QoL near the top in both good and bad pages, while the other algorithms
performing well on only one of the classes. Both QoC and QoL are dual class propagation algorithms and
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they are also the only ones that incorporate inlink and outlink information during the propagation process.
Pair-wise t-tests conducted on the 30 bootstrap runs revealed that these two techniques significantly
outperformed the other 5 single class propagation algorithms (all 10 p-values < 0.001, n=30). Moreover,
QoC also significantly outperformed QoL (p-value < 0.001, n=30).
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Figure 1: Accuracy on Top 100,000 Ranked (a) Good and (b) Bad Pages

In the second experiment, the seven algorithms were run on the site-level graph. This graph contained a
single node for each website and only inter-site links, resulting in a smaller graph. The results, averaged
across the 30 bootstrap runs, are presented in Table 3. Once again, QoC and QoL had the best
performance, attaining over 90% overall accuracy. In general, the results using site-level graphs were
better. Five of the seven algorithms attained better results, with improvements ranging from 7% to 21%.
Pair-wise t-tests conducted on accuracy were significant for these five algorithms (all five p-values
<0.001, n=30). This suggested that internal links within a site may play an important role in this domain.
However, PageRank and ParentPenalty’s performance fell, with the decrease significant for PageRank.
We are in the process of examining the results closely to better understand the performance of these
algorithms.
Algorithm
BadRank
TrustRank
PageRank
AntiTrustRank
ParentPenalty
QoL
QoC

Table 3: Classification Performance using Site-level Graph
Overall
Legitimate Websites
Fake Websites
Accuracy
F-Meas.
Precision
Recall
F-Meas.
Precision
65.22
73.02
59.66
94.13
51.01
86.39
81.67
82.11
80.15
84.49
81.12
83.93
53.89
68.30
52.04
99.33
15.40
92.81
70.44
75.93
64.09
93.20
61.66
87.70
50.67
53.56
48.13
60.44
40.45
46.88
92.84
92.57
95.69
89.82
93.08
90.59
95.71
95.62
97.43
93.96
95.80
94.26

Recall
36.31
78.84
8.44
47.69
34.89
95.87
97.47

5. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this preliminary study, we investigated the effectiveness of several existing link-based algorithms for
the detection of fake online pharmacy websites. The results revealed that algorithm and graph
characteristics both play an important role in the accurate detection of fake pharmacy websites. The dual
propagation algorithms that considered inlink and outlink information for good and bad seed pages
provided the best performance. Further, site-level graphs yielded considerably better results than pagelevel ones for most algorithms evaluated.
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Based on these findings, we have identified some future research directions. We intend to bolster the
algorithm comparison analysis by incorporating receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves showing
the impact of different page and site-level thresholds on true and false positive rates. Given the large
imbalance between the number of legitimate and fake pharmacy websites in existence, we also intend to
explore the impact of using different ratios of legitimate and fake sites in the training data. Given the
strengths and weaknesses of these algorithms, we are also exploring various fusion strategies for
combining the algorithms in a manner that harnesses their collective discriminatory potential. These
include using them as features in machine learning classification algorithms (e.g., Decision trees, Logit
regression) or using the output of certain single class propagation algorithms with high class-level
precision as input for others. We are also evaluating the efficacy of hybrid classification approaches that
combine content analysis with link-based algorithms.
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Abstract
The advances in ub iquitous compu ting enabled b y Radio Frequ ency Id entification (RFID )
technologies a nd het erogeneous embedded sensors h ave a gre at impact on the de livery of
healthcare services in hospitals. RFID facilitates the capture of context information. In this paper,
we p ropose a Con text-embedded Intelligent Ho spital Ontology (CIHO) to supp ort seman tic
interoperability and context-aware applications using OWL-DL, a Web Ontology Language. The
CIHO mo del pro vides a formal description of the heal thcare do main an d supports logic-based
context rea soning. For illu stration and va lidation, we conduct sa mple ontology rea soning and
evaluate th e quality o f th e CIHO model with a semi otic metrics su ite. By ma naging t he
heterogeneous n ature of s oftware applications and p roviding c ontext-aware s ervices, h ospitals
can benefit a lot from improved patient safety and facilitated hospital personnel collaboration.
Keywords: Ontology, smart hospital, context-awareness, ubiquitous computing, reasoning

1. Introduction
The availability of wireless networking, a variety of sensors, and mobile technologies makes the transition
from the internet computing to ubiquitous computing a natural trend for the healthcare environment. This
results in major changes to the delivery of healthcare services. For example, RFID technology in a smart
hospital (Fuhrer et al. 2006) reduces human errors, improves patient flow efficiency, optimizes resource
utilization and enhances the quality of care services (Cangialosi et al. 2007). This technology can address
several challenges faced by hospitals as reported by the 2007 ACPE Quality of Care Survey (ACPE 2007).
Such pervasive computing technologies also make it possible to build context-aware applications where
entities can sense and automatically adapt to their changing contexts (Chen et al. 2004). As an example of
a highly dynamic environment, hospitals will soon deliver personalized, context-aware services in realtime to improve patient safety and quality of care. For instance, a monitor in a surgery room will be able
to display the information of a patient in that room to prevent misidentification and treatment errors.
However, the heterogeneous nature of software systems and embedded devices leads to interoperability
problems (Kataria et al. 2008). The data and information that are stored in various systems and embedded
devices are in different formats so knowledge sharing and communication becomes difficult. This will
hinder collaboration among healthcare professionals and experts. Furthermore, semantic interoperability
is needed to support context-aware services that enable an end user to utilize services at any time and at
any location. Otherwise, contextual reasoning would not be possible.
Recognizing that a well-designed ontology can enable information sharing, reusability, extensibility,
reasoning and inference, we present a Context-embedded Intelligent Hospital Ontology (CIHO) using
Web Ontology Language-Description Logic (OWL-DL) (Bechhofer et al. 2004) to define a common
vocabulary in the hospital domain and thus provide a shared understanding of the structure of information
among people and software agents with embedded contextual information. To test the feasibility of our
model, we implement CIHO in an ontology editing tool Protégé 3.4 (Stanford, 2009) and evaluate it.
Consequently, in Section 2 we introduce the architecture of an RFID-enabled intelligent hospital based
upon which our ontology is built. In Section 3 we present the CIHO model and illustrate its feasibility of
context reasoning for possible applications, followed by preliminary implementation and evaluation. The
last section summarizes this paper and discusses future work.
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2. The RFID-enabled Intelligent Hospital
We consider a ubiquitous healthcare environment enabled by RFID technology and present its
architecture in Figure 1. At the bottom level are a variety of sensors that are attached to objects in a
hospital such as persons, devices, and rooms. For example, a patient may wear an RFID wristband with a
temperature sensor so her identity, location and body temperature can be captured in real time. We can
also monitor the condition of a room by putting environmental sensors in it. These sensors are connected
to both wired and wireless networks such as WiFi, Bluetooth, and Ethernet so that the information they
capture can be shared and exchanged easily by different hospital information systems. Currently, in
hospitals, different departments usually have different information systems with separate databases. For
example, a clinical department may use a clinical information system and store related data in a clinical
database while a surgical department may use a surgical magement system and a surgical database. Thus
heterogeneous systems and devices do not communicate, which makes the provision of services across
these systems both time and effort consuming. Therefore, we need a shared ontology that integrates
heterogeneous information systems and devices, aiming to enable semantic interoperability for supporting
a variety of applications and services that need information across different departments. Such services
for an intelligent hospital can include resource planning, patient workflow optimization, context-aware
services, etc. As a result, interoperability across the network can support everyday hospital practices, and
users such as doctors and nurses can utilize these services to improve quality of care.

Figure 1. Architecture of RFID-enabled Intelligent Hospital Model

3. The Context-embedded Ontology Model
In this section, we describe the CIHO model, which captures the concepts of an RFID-enabled intelligent
hospital and supports knowledge sharing, semantic interoperability and context-aware services.
3.1 Knowledge Representation
We use OWL-DL, a semantic markup language with expressive power and inference capability, to
support semantic interoperability in context-embedded hospital knowledge among various entities.
OWL uses an object-oriented approach to describe the structure of a domain in terms of classes and
properties. Classes represent important objects or entities in the hospital and individuals are instances of
classes. The built-in OWL Property owl:subClassOf allows us to structure the hierarchical relationship
between super-class and sub-class entities. Further, each class is associated with its attributes through
Datatype property or other entities through Object property. Datatype properties link an individual to an
XML-schema datatype value while Object properties link an individual to an individual. Figure 2
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illustrates the representation of hospital knowledge. In Figure 2(a) Outpatient is a sub-class of the Patient
class and it is disjoint with Inpatient class. Figure 2(b) shows that Individual ‘Mary Liu’ with patientID
‘P003A’ is an instance of Outpatient class. Figure 2(c) and (d) show how Datatype properties and Object
properties are represented. Restrictions can also be defined to constrain the Classes.
<owl:Class rdf:ID="OutPatient">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Patient"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:disjointWith>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="InPatient"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</owl:Class>
(a) Class
<owl:DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="#Salary">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="#HospitalPersonnel"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001
/XMLSchema#float"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
(c) DataType Property

<OutPatient rdf:about="#">
<hasPatientID
rdf:datatype=http://www.w3.org/2001/XML
Schema#string> P003A</hasPatientID>
<hasPersonName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XML
Schema#string">Mary Liu</hasPersonName>
</OutPatient>
(b) Individual
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="#hasParticipant">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:inverseOf>
<owl:ObjectProperty
rdf:about="#participateIn"/>
</owl:inverseOf>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
(d) Object Property

Figure 2. OWL-DL representation of Class, Individual and Property

3.2 The Model
The CIHO model encompasses every conceptual entity that affects healthcare outcomes in an intelligent
hospital. It defines Person, Location, Activity, Document, Device and Medical Term as top-level classes
of the hospital. Figure 3 shows their main relationships and properties.
The class Person defines the general features of a person in a hospital, and has Patient and Hospital
Personnel as its sub-classes. The Patient class is further divided into Inpatient and Outpatient sub-classes,
and is associated with a Document class which includes the Electronic Heath Records (EHR) and other
medical documents. Hospital Personnel has Datatype Properties such as department, office and salary,
and has sub-classes including Doctor, Nurse, Lab staff and Non-medical staff. Interactions among persons
are important relationships in a hospital. For example, a Doctor treats a patient. In addition, the class
Person is associated with other classes such as Location and Activity since persons are mobile and
participate in a variety of activities. The Location class generalizes all types of locations in a hospital and
defines a set of properties consisting of readerID, locName, humidity, and temperature. Its sub-classes
include Ward, Office, Test facility, Waiting room, Surgery room, Building etc. The Device class defines
the general features of a device in a hospital and presents Bed and Mobile device as its sub-classes. A bed
is considered as a stable device since when it is placed in a ward, it won’t be moved for a long time. An
inpatient is assigned a bed for her stay in the hospital. Mobile device has sub-classes such as infusion
pump, wheel chair, OXRB etc. Persons and devices are the major objects we want to track in the hospital
with RFID technology. Thus, they have RFID tags attached, represented by tagID, and their real-time
locations are identified by a readerID with a property locatedIn. The interaction of patients, staff and
equipment is identified as a significant event – described by Activity class – at some place during a
specific time period (i.e., represented by startTime and endTime). Sub-classes of Activity include
Admission, Diagnosis, Testing, Treatment, Transfer and Discharge. These classes are further divided into
refined activity classes. The class Medical term defines the basic concepts for medical knowledge so as to
be used in documentation. It has Disease and Medicine as its sub-classes.
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Figure 3. CIHO model

A variety of healthcare applications can use the CIHO model to provide context-aware services. For
example, we can use an intelligent surgery monitoring system based on CIHO to improve the quality of
care. If an operation is scheduled for a patient named Mary Liu at 12 PM, then all information related to
this surgery reflects the contexts, such as the Mary’s medical record, location, her surgeon, or even the
temperature and lighting conditions of the scheduled Operating Room (OR). Prior to the operation, RFID
tracks Mary’s location and provides an alert if she is moved to the wrong OR. Once she is placed in the
right OR, the big screen in the OR will display her medical history to avoid misidentification errors.
During the operation, Mary’s physiological data are being monitored and analyzed in real-time so as to
respond quickly to possible emergencies. According to the user-defined rules, the system will send alerts
to the surgeon if certain emergent situations are detected (e.g., a heart attack). Other smart applications
can include automatic shut-off, patient self-diagnosis service, patient diet monitoring service, etc.
3.3 Context-aware Reasoning
Our ontology is populated by contextual data from heterogeneous sensors that represent attributes of
entities and their activities in the hospital. A context-aware application monitors input (i.e., context) from
external sensors and applications, and automatically adapts its behavior to the changing contexts. We use
first-order logic (with connectors AND, NEGATION, IMPLY, etc.) to express contextual information in
the form of (subject, predicate, value) which can be easily converted into OWL-DL language or other rule
languages for implementation. We consider ontology-based and rule-based reasoning as follows.
Ontology-based reasoning infers implicit contexts from explicit contexts based on class relationships and
property characteristics. Standard reasoning rules that support OWL-DL entailed semantics can be
defined for relationships like subClassOf, subPropertyOf, disjointWith, inverseOf, Transitive-Property,
and Functional-Property.
Objectproperty: (?hasPatient owl:inverseOf
Context 1 (explicit)
<Doctor rdf:ID=”John_Smith”>
<hasPatient rdf:resource=”#Mary_Liu”>
</Doctor>
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Context 2 (implicit)
<Doctor rdf:ID=”Mary_Liu”>
<treatedBy rdf:resource=”#John_Smith”>
</Doctor>

In our ontology, hasPatient is an inverse property of treatedBy. Context 1 is explicitly defined by the user
and it shows Doctor John Smith has a patient named Mary Liu. Through ontology reasoning, a new
context (context 2) that patient Mary Liu is treatedBy Doctor John Smith can be implicitly deduced based
the semantics of owl:inverseof. This can be very useful for a personalized patient care service.
Rule-based r easoning. Rule-based reasoning is a more flexible reasoning mechanism and allows
inference of new contexts based on user defined rules.
Rule R1: Automated patient identification before surgery
(?SurgeryRoom, hasPresence, ?Patient)
∧ (?SurgeryRoom, hasPresence, ?Doctor)
∧ (?ComputerScreen, locatedIn, ?SurgeryRoom)
→ (?ComputerScreen, ShowPatientInfo, ?Patient)

In rule R1 above, when a surgery room "detects" the presence of a patient and a doctor, the computer
screen located in this surgery room will display the patient’s medical information. Such application can
eliminate wrong patients or wrong OR in a surgery. Other examples of context-aware reasoning include
providing security alerts when a device or patient is in the wrong location, warning the nurse when a
patient’s body temperature rises suddenly, etc.
3.4 Preliminary Implementation
The CIHO model has been implemented with Protégé 3.4, and it follows a formal methodology (Noy et al.
2001). First, we enumerated healthcare use cases and checked existing ontologies. Then, we defined the 6
top-level classes and 40 sub-classes in the hierarchy. The third step involved creating all the properties for
the existing classes, including 47 Object properties and 106 Datatype properties. Their domain and range
were also defined accordingly. After that, 126 restrictions were created for all the classes to enrich the
ontology semantic. Our implementation is still preliminary, but it is available on the Web (Yao 2009) for
extension and improvement in future.
We evaluated CIHO with a semiotic metrics suite (Burton-Jones et al., 2005), a multidimensional
framework that defines overall ontology quality as the weighted sum of its syntactic, semantic, pragmatic,
and social qualities. We compared our ontology with reference to the results from their study. However,
at the outset it should be noted that CIHO is free from syntax errors since Protégé has error-checking
capability. The model contains 15 types of syntax (29% of available syntax vs. 17% on average in the
aforementioned study), such as class and subclass, property and subproperty, inverse, disjoint, and
cardinality. Thus it is rich in syntax. Semantic quality relates to interpretability, consistency, and clarity
of an ontology. We checked all the words of CIHO in a lexical database WordNet and the results show
that our model is interpretable (94% of words exist in WordNet vs. 63% on average in the aforementioned
study) and clear (62% average precision of words vs. 78% on average). The reason for a low percentage
of word precision might be some uncommon use of words, which needs to be improved in future. Besides,
CIHO is logically consistent because we used Pellet Reasoner (Sirin et al. 2007) to check the ontology for
inconsistencies in each round of development. Third, in terms of comprehensiveness, we have a total of
209 classes and properties. However, evaluating pragmatics, which consists of comprehensiveness,
accuracy, and relevance of an ontology, is not easy since it requires the assessment of domain experts.
Last, since our ontology is quite new, we are unable to evaluate its social impact at this moment. In future,
we might invite assessments from experts in the healthcare domain. Besides, we will improve CIHO by
referencing other authoritative and dependable ontologies to define our terms. For example, we can
reference time, space, medicine and disease ontologies to define our terms.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
An ontology-oriented approach can be used to build context models to support context awareness in
pervasive computing environments. ContextToolkit (Dey et al. 2001) provides a common framework and
many reusable components to support rapid prototyping of sensor-based context-aware applications.
Chen et al. (2004) defined a context ontology based on OWL to support ubiquitous agents in their
Context Broker Architecture and Gu et al. (2004) proposed an OSGi-based infrastructure to support
service delivery and provisioning. Although these models capture general concepts about contexts and
provide context reasoning, they are not specific for the healthcare domain. In one pioneering study, an
ontology named OntHos (Becker et al. 2003) was developed to model hospital scenarios and to facilitate
their interoperability. Kataria et al. (2008) proposed and implemented an ontology for an intelligent
hospital ward to address data sharing and semantic heterogeneity. However, these models that address
hospital needs do not support context-aware reasoning.
Our paper aims to fill the gap between general purpose context models and a healthcare domain specific
ontology. In this paper, we presented a formal and extensible hospital ontology to represent, manipulate
and access hospital information in "intelligent" environments. Our CIHO model represents important
entities, their relationships and properties to support semantic interoperability. It is specific for hospitals
that are embedded with contextual information. Examples of ontology reasoning and rule-based reasoning
are presented to show how context-aware services can be built. Our approach provides a feasible solution
to address current challenges in hospitals. Since the implementation is still preliminary, we will extend
the CIHO model by consulting more medical documents and existing medical ontologies. Furthermore,
we will implement advanced context reasoning in SWRL semantic language and test our prototype in an
empirical environment in future work.
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1. Introduction
The Dutch youth care sector is struggling with long waiting lists and long waiting times, while allocating
clients to care providers. The problem is considered and urgent societal problem and has received a lot of
media attention. Repeated government provided funding has not resulted in a permanent solution. In our
previous work (Giesen, Ketter & Zuidwijk 2009) we diagnosed that the real problem is not solely the
waiting list length or waiting time as such and we showed that the current allocation system as a whole
needs to be reconsidered. In our opinion, methods that solely address the symptom of long waiting lists
will be ineffective in the long run. We considered solution directions that not only focused on the
handling of contemporary waiting lists, but that may require structural changes in the system. We
elaborated on such structural changes by presenting an overview of multiple allocation strategies, based
on a combination of push/pull strategies and centralized/decentralized queuing strategies. The push and
pull strategies define the party which ultimately makes the actual allocation decision. Centralized and
decentralized queuing strategies define the moment at which the actual allocation will take place.
Allocation decision problems, as presented by the youth health care case, suit very well a multi-agent
simulation approach, as the allocation decisions depend on communication between the different parties
in the system. Furthermore, institutions and persons have their own objectives and the coordination
thereof needs to be addressed explicitly. The actual client flow through the system is the result of a
negotiation process between several parties in the supply chain. Indeed, a client allocation procedure
requires input from other parties in the sector on which the final decision can be based. Since a multiagent simulation is built of individual agents that pursue a specific personal goal, this approach fits this
complex domain and to research aim to evaluate alternative allocation strategies.
We study the effect of using different patient allocation preference behaviors in the Dutch youth health
care sector by performing a sensitivity analysis on an agent-based simulation model. This model is based
on an authentic business case and is parameterized with real world market data. This is in contrast with
most related research in health care where methods such as queuing theory are applied that fail to address
the complexity of the health care industry. Indeed, our simulation approach addresses the complexities of
the patient allocation that were found in the real world case and incorporates, among others, a withdrawal
and return mechanism, a non-stationary Poisson arrival process, and an algorithm to include the
preference behavior of the care providers. The analysis further includes various benchmarks such as an
empirical preference algorithm based on discussions with field expert to match the real world scenario,
and based on rational decision rules. In particular, we compare the performance when the patient
allocation preference is either based solely on waiting time or solely on expected treatment time or a
combined approach. We discuss the impact of choosing one preference model above the other when
studying real world behavior by means of simulation and show that the effect of using an elementary
preference algorithm in analysis can results in invalid conclusions or unacceptable recommendations. Our
model is loaded with an extensive amount of stochastic distributions based on actual market data and
successfully matches the performance of the real world benchmark system. We contribute to research in
resource allocation in health care by providing a novel approach to counter queuing related issues.
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Simulation of the resource allocation process helps to understand and test long term effects of varying
preference algorithms that are too risky to test in the real world.
2. Literature review
Information systems in healthcare organizations become increasingly instrumental as they drive down the
costs of services and support decision-making in complex environments. This is also high-lighted by the
current special issue in ISR about IS in healthcare organizations. Furthermore, Devaraj & Kohli (2000)
show that investing in IT in the healthcare industry does lead to organizational profitability. Our research
follows a design-oriented approach, as laid out by Hevner et al. (2004). With the design and
implementation of an agent-based (Wooldridge & Jennings 1995) resource allocation decision support
system we have created a valid artifact, which is relevant and necessary to solve existing problems in the
health care IS domain, because it has the potential to address each of the desired features identified in this
section. While patient waiting lines in the health care sector are an everyday problem, they have received
little attention in the scientific literature. A common approach taken by governments to tackle these
problems is the injection of capital which is used to increase capacity. This provides a short term solution,
as available capacity and queue lengths reach a new equilibrium after a short while (Postl 2006). Saulnier,
Shortt & Gruenwoldt (2004) identified five popular approaches to decrease waiting times: monitoring of
procedures, using priority scoring tools, setting waiting time targets, using an external advisory body, and
registering online. However, Rachlis (2005) argues that such methods do not work by themselves; better
coordination and flow control should increase performance at the public sector. Several studies showed
that the amount of time that a client is willing to wait for care is related to the urgency of the problem
(Goldman et al. 2005). More urgent problems are difficult to treat elsewhere, while they genuinely require
attention. These clients will accept longer waiting times. The converse holds for less urgent problems.
Most literature on waiting line management in health care is based on queuing theory and focuses mainly
on resource utilization and determination of the minimum required amount of treatment positions while
maintaining a high service level (Gorunescu, McClean & Millard 2002). Such studies show how queuing
theory struggles with phenomena like seasonal effects and withdrawal behavior. Brown et al. (2003)
argue that traditional queuing theory has a series of shortcomings like, among other things, the absence of
customer withdrawal behavior, time-dependent parameters or customer heterogeneity. We incorporated
these characteristics in our model as well and in addition calibrated it with real data to make it applicable
and comparable to real world scenarios, and to generate new insights into the patient allocation process
which weren’t possible before. Only a limited amount of literature studied the waiting line problem by
means of event-based simulation (Ridge et al. 1998, Bagust, Place & Posnett 1999). While these studies
include stochastic processes and basic withdrawal schemes, they still solely focus on utilization issues and
capacity planning. Agent-based approaches have successfully been applied to manufacturing supply-chain
management scenarios, such as Collins et al. 2002, but have not yet been used in health care systems.
3. The simulation model
As a baseline we use the agent-based model written on DSOL (Jacobs, Lang & Verbraeck 2002) as
developed in our previous research (Giesen, Ketter & Zuidwijk 2009). The base model has been enhanced
in this research by the implementation of alternative algorithms for client selection by the care provider
agents. Before we discuss this enhancement, we describe the basic structure of the agent-based model.
The model features three basic agent roles: a case manager agent, a care provider agent, and a child agent.
The description of the agents involves the role they represent, and the types of data that they use. We first
explain these types of data and then we describe the agent roles.
There are several types of data identified in the model. First, some data define fixed values like agent
names, the theoretical distributions, and the geographical home location of an agent. These parameters are
mined from real world health care data and health care expert interviews. Second, there are dynamic data
stores which hold process information upon which an agent can make decisions. This type of data can be
divided in two groups; the transactional data store and the decision data store. The transactional data store
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holds records of the overall process of an agent. For example, the agents that represent the institution for
youth health maintain an internal care database holding all relevant client information. The data store
holds factual information emulating historical record keeping. On the other hand, the decision data stores
hold time specific data relevant to the execution of the allocation strategy. The appraisal of this data
decays over time. For example, the decision on the most appropriate care location for a particular client,
as determined by the institution for youth health, is based on available information at a particular point in
time. Moreover, the agent-based model provides a communication platform enforcing straightforward
message based communication between the agents. All inter-agent communication passes this platform
such that only those pieces of information that are passed around become available to other agents.
We now describe the agent roles. The case manager agents act on behalf of the institution for youth health
care and they maintain a shared transactional data store for record keeping and private data stores for
allocation decisions. The care provider agents all operate on their own on behalf of a care provider. They
use private transactional and decision data stores for record keeping and client selection. The client agents
operate on behalf of individual clients and while they use both shared and private data stores, they merely
initiate the process of care inquiry at the institution for youth health care. A client agent may choose to
wait for care or may decide to withdraw after a certain amount of time.
The process of care provision is constructed around a strict activity path followed by all clients in the
system. The activity path includes allocation, waiting phase, and treatment mechanisms. It includes client
withdrawals during the waiting phase and client returns after treatment or withdrawal. An important step
in the activity path is the client allocation process for treatment at the care providers. When a care
provider selects the next client for treatment, he will evaluate the clients in the queue based on certain
characteristics in order to match the client with the available treatment location. While clients are to be
selected on a first come, first serve basis, this is often violated by the care providers because they prefer
clients that are easier to treat. Easier clients lead to higher throughput which increases profit. The model
as used in our previous work is configured to capture this behavior. This is done by an algorithm that
emulates strategic behavior and it will be described below.
The model facilitates four types of care present in the youth care system; Ambulatory care; in which a
client is attended at home or at a care provider by a professional social worker. Day care; in which the
client stays at the care provider during the day so that a secure and stable setting can be provided to treat
the client. Foster care; in which the client is actively moved from his/her parental home into a stable and
secure setting at a foster family. Residential care; in which the child is moved from his/her parental home
into a stable and secure setting at a location of the care provider. The latter is seen as the most drastic
intervention since it acknowledges that the client requires additional attention above the basic need to get
him/her away from the parental home. In practice it often happens that a client receives a combination of
these types; many clients who receive residential care are also supported with an ambulatory track which
sometimes even is used as a partial substitution for the heavier type of care. The model incorporates care
generation and allocation rules to accomplish comparable behavior. A political side effect of providing
multiple care types simultaneously is that it provides the health care sector with an method to decrease
client waiting lists; it is much easier to get a client into an ambulatory track than a residential one and by
doing so the client is already receiving basic care and is considered less an urgent problem than a client
who isn’t getting care at all.
Equation (1) describes the strategic ordering of the cases which has been developed by means of a
balanced scorecard technique (Kaplan & Norton, 2005), based on interviews with field experts and the
evaluation of real world data containing over 30,000 care trajectories. The observed constraints are
parameterized into the resulting equation which consists of two terms; the first term describes the impact
of the waiting time of the case and the second term describes the impact of the expected treatment time of
the case. Equation (1) contains two fixed threshold values which are initialized in such that the equation
resembles the desired behavior as explored in the interviews. To illustrate the strategic behavior defined
by Equation (1), Figure 1 shows an example of four potential cases [B,C,E,G] which is a subset of the
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actual waiting line [A-H] obtained by filtering on characteristics of both the clients and the open treatment
position. The order of the clients in terms of waiting time (horizontal axis) differs from the preference
order based on the acceptance values (right vertical axis). In Figure 1, the order of decreasing waiting
times is B-C-E-G, while the acceptance value increases along E-C-G-B. When solely looking at waiting
time, client B would be selected, however the acceptance function describes a preference for client E.

(1)

Figure 1

Indifference cu rves of t he st rategic de cision algorithm f or spe cific ac ceptance f actors
including an example subset of clients ready for allocation.

In our previous research (Giesen, Ketter & Zuidwijk 2009) we focused on four different strategies to
allocate clients to care in the youth care sector. According to the “Decentralized Push” strategy, the
institution for youth health care pushes a client after diagnosis immediately to one of the care providers.
This strategy is currently implemented in the youth care sector. In the “Centralized Push” strategy, the
moment of allocation is postponed until there is an actual location for treatment. In this manner, each
allocation performed by the institution of youth health care leads to an instant delivery of care. In the
“Centralized Pull” scenario, the care providers allocate clients in the central queue to available care
positions. The institution of youth health exercises some high level control over the waiting list but the
organization is not directly involved in the allocation of individual clients. According to the
“Decentralized Pull” strategy, care providers may pull clients from the queue at the institution for youth
health at any time. No care location needs to be available, but the care provider commits itself to
providing care to selected clients.
These strategies where studied with the same strategic decision making algorithm in place (Equation 1). It
was recognized that the algorithm would be ineffective in certain scenarios because of the requirement of
a queue at the care providers to select from. Moreover, it can be assumed that a high level of control,
exercised by the institution of youth health care in the “Centralized Pull” strategy, decreases the freedom
to select clients at will. Nevertheless, the care providers will exercise this type of behavior when the
design of the system permits them to do so and this phenomenon should therefore be studied accordingly
We perform a sensitivity analysis of this algorithm applied to the “Decentralized Push” allocation strategy
by measuring the direct effects on waiting time. The approach is based on the continuum between a focus
on the waiting time of clients, as promoted by the institution of youth health care and government, and a
focus on the expected treatment time, which aligns with the economic incentives felt by the care
providers. Indeed, governmental policies require that care is provided first to the clients that have been
waiting the longest. These policies are based on the recognition that clients cannot be distinguished based
on urgency, so that waiting time serves as a proxy. The rationale represents a “first come-first serve”
approach, which is in conflict with monetary incentives that favor clients that require the least treatment
time. In our model, we study balances between acceptance rationales following governmental policies, i.e.
which are based on waiting time, and acceptance rationales which are based on efficiency, i.e. treatment
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time. We analyze convex combinations of the two extreme rationales as described in Equation (2). By
increasing the • step by step, we introduce unfairness of client selection by the care providers. We also
added a benchmark rationale in which the allocation is fully random as defined in Equation (3).
(2)
(3)
4. Results and discussion
The simulation is set to run 20 years of simulation time therefore including over 160,000 clients per
replication on which a long running average waiting time is calculated. Each setting is run for 50 different
seeds therefore making it possible to calculate reliable average waiting time with a 95% confidence
interval per setting. Our analysis is focused on the waiting time and especially the relation between the
average overall waiting time and the average waiting time of the top 5% longest waiting clients. We chose
to focus on the top 5% group since we expect that these are the clients that are in the worst position of
ever getting treatment. The effect of different allocation methods can be best seen on a care type with
considerable queue lengths. Such queues are observed at day care for which Figure 2 shows the results.

Each sphere set represents the result of 50 replications for which the average waiting times are calculated. The
outer s pheres r epresent t he obs erved minimum and m aximum v alues f or a gi ven s etting w hile t he inner s pheres
represent the observed 95% confidence interval. The dot in the middle is the average o bserved waiting time. The
line illustrates the balance between the two extremes where 0.0 is full focus on waiting time and 1.0 is full focus on
treatment time. The random and benchmark sets represent random allocation and allocation observed in practice.

Figure 2

Waiting time analysis on the case preference continuum for day care in days.

It can be seen that waiting time on both axes can be significantly influenced by the setting the acceptance
rationale. Close inspection of Figure 2 leads to the following statements:
1. Introducing unfairness (moving from 0.0 towards 1.0 which increases non- ‘first come, first serve’
selection rates) in the client selection process has a high performance impact on the whole system.
2. Care providers are not deteriorating the waiting time performance of the system significantly when
they occasionally select a few preferable cases; overall waiting time is barely influenced in the first
half of the continuum [0.0-0.5]. However the waiting times of the longest waiting cases are already
starting to increase rapidly as a result of introducing preference for lower expected treatment times.
A little level of client preference already causes a group of clients who get neglected by the system.
3. When care providers are enabled to prefer clients based on expected treatment time instead of
waiting time it will lead to an overall increase of waiting time. It may also result in clients to be
ignored up to the point that these clients leave the system, while care should have been provided.
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4. The random method was expected to perform bad as no logic in selection was used. However, it
turns out that acceptance rationales that focus on treatment time perform just as bad or even worse.
5. The benchmark case of our previous work performs differently from the balanced approaches. The
benchmark features the lowest waiting time for the top 5% group against a considerable higher
overall waiting time.
These results show that the performance of the system is considerably sensitive to relative small
differences in the settings of the acceptance rationale. Contrasting the acceptance rationale derived from
strategic behavior observed in practice with rationales obtained from elementary considerations such as
waiting time only and treatment time only, or even random acceptance, shows very different outcomes.
As a result, using an elementary approach in this setting might lead to conclusions or recommendations
that result in deteriorated waiting time performance.
5. Conclusions and future work
Our approach shows the importance of agent-based modeling in complex environments like the youth
health care sector where much of the issues are related to coordination and communication between
different parties. We contribute to research in information systems and agent-based simulation by not
only showing its usability in such a setting but also showing the ability to study alternative scenarios
which couldn’t be studied otherwise with this level of complexity. We plan to study the model in
alternative configurations with varying settings for geographical distributions and number of agents in
such that we are able to assist in strategic decision making. The current model incorporates basic methods
to emulate interdependencies between the available care types. In the future we plan to extend these
dependencies is such that they catch up on the complexity of practice.
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Abstract
RFID technology has been recently adopted in retail environments to track consumer in-store
movements, bringing about new exciting opportunities for spatial data mining-enabled marketing.
In this paper, we propose a Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN)-based model of customer in-store
shopping trips and activities. This model infers a customer's product purchase interest given the
observations of customer in-store movement data collected through a RFID-based wireless
network. We also report a preliminary evaluation of our approach using a real-world dataset. Our
proposed approach can be potentially used to help create an intelligent shopping environment, in
which store operators can target their marketing efforts at providing effective location-aware
real-time product recommendation for individual customers.
Keywords: Dynamic Bayesian Networks, DBN, Radio Frequency Identification Devices, RFID,

Retailing, Shopping Activity Modeling
1. Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID) refers to technologies and systems that use radio waves
to transmit and uniquely identify objects (Finkenzeller, 2003, Heijden, 2006). In the retail industry, RFID
applications are traditionally centered on supply chain management and business integration (Koh et al.,
2006). Recently, a new class of RFID application involving customer in-store movement tracking is
emerging. In an RFID-enabled shopping space, each shopping cart is attached with an RFID tag. As a
customer pushes a cart around the store, RFID antennas mounted on both sides of the aisles can pinpoint
the cart’s location within inches. Several key companies deploying the in-store RFID systems for
customer movement tracking include Intelligentz and Sorensen Associates (Sorensen 2003; Swedberg
2006). Microsoft has also recently collaborated with MediaCart and ShopRite to develop “smart carts”
(Graham-Rowe, 2006).
Examining customer in-store shopping trips allows one to learn customer shopping behavior at an
unprecedented level of granularity and detail without being obtrusive or incurring large data collection
expenses. Recognizing and predicting customers’ shopping activities through modeling their travel
choices and buying decisions during shopping trips can lead to many innovative applications in a
pervasive retailing environment. One of these potential applications is in-store personalized product
recommendations delivered right “on the spot.”
This paper reports our research on modeling customer shopping behavior based on Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBN) with the aim to recognize and predict various types of customers shopping activities.
DBN-based methods have been widely used as a tool for human behavior modeling (Murphy 2002), and
are particularly suitable to study sequential actions and identify appropriate interpretations for such
actions. The objective of our research is to develop and evaluate DBN-based inference mechanisms for
in-store shopping trip modeling and prediction. We apply DBN to determine as early as possible which
product a customer is attempting to purchase, and to predict which store location a shopper might visit in
the next move. Formally, we model a shopper’s product interests and travel choices as a set of conditional
decisions. A shopper is assumed to decide first his shopping goal - what products to purchase, then,
conditioned on that choice, the travel choices, then the purchasing choices, and so on. Each choice is
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modeled separately, resulting in a set of models of conditional and marginal choice probabilities which
together can be used to express the choice probabilities for any type of shopping trips.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We first present our study’s theoretical background and
discuss some related modeling work. We then present in detail our DBN-based model and its inference
mechanism. A preliminary evaluation of our approach using a real-world dataset is then reported with
some encouraging findings.
2. Theoretical Background and Related Work
The existing literature supports the view of considering a shopping trip as a process of goal setting and
task accomplishment. One theory suggests that people like to be in situations in which they are constantly
making progress towards their goals (Deci and Ryan 1985). Takahashi (Takahashi 1988) points out that
there is empirical evidence that the choice of a destination depends substantially on the utility of possible
later destinations on the same trip chain. Although empirically such behavior was only studied in out-ofstore multi-destination shopping trip scenarios (Brooks et al. 2008), within a store, people are expected to
exhibit similar trip chaining behavior. Shopping trips should be carefully examined from a spatial
standpoint to shed lights on customer search and purchase behavior.
Limited work has been dedicated to studying in-store shopping behavior utilizing the traversal paths each
shopper makes. This is mainly due to the difficulty of accessing consumer in-store shopping trip data.
Recently, researchers start to leverage the datasets made available with RFID devices for shopping
behavior study (Hui et al. 2008). The effectiveness of these analytical models for real-time shopper choice
inference, however, is not yet clear.
We model customer purchase and in-store travel choice decisions using the DBN framework. A DBN
extends a Bayesian network (BN) by including a temporal dimension. It consists of a sequence of BNs to
represent the world. At each time slice, the same BN is used to model the dependencies among variables.
In addition to intra-slice dependencies captured in the BNs, inter-slice connections are used to represent
temporal dependencies in consecutive time slices (Murphy, 2002, Dean and Kanazawa, 1989).
An important property of DBN is that they readily support hybrid recommendation approaches
combining, for instance, content-based recommendation (based on a single customer’s historical
purchases) and collaborative recommendation (based on purchasing histories of multiple customers). User
characteristics of the training population can be learned as conditional probability distributions and the
initial beliefs of a BN in a collaborative manner. These beliefs can then be updated using a content-based
approach as transactional data concerning a particular user are collected. This hybrid approach enables a
predictive model to overcome the data collection problem associated with the content-based approach
which requires a large amount of historic data from a single customer. At the same time, it enables the
tailoring of a collaboratively-learned model for a single user. DBNs also exhibit adaptive behavior, as
they can update the probability distributions as the time slices roll forward.
Successful applications of DBN inference methodologies include speech recognition, plan recognition
(Lesh and Etzioni 1995), goal prediction from a given sequence of command actions in the UNIX domain
(Blaylock and Allen 2005). The most widely used are the ones embedded in Microsoft products (e.g.,
Office Assistant and Vista Operating System) (Heckerman, 1999).
3. DBN-based Shopping Activity Modeling
In our study, the development of the DBN-based inference methodology consists of the following steps:
(1) identify domain variables; (2) examine dependencies between the domain variables and the manner in
which these domain variables change over time; (3) describe how the conditional probability distributions
are constructed from the shopping trip data; and (4) develop the belief update procedural.
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0
k
Formally, we denote the finite set of purchase goals as G  {g ,..., g } (assuming there are k products
on shelf in the store). The finite set of visit locations during a shopping trip is denoted as

L  {L0 ,..., Ll } (assuming that the store space can be divided into l store regions where a shopper can

travel through, each region displaying one or more product categories).
Trip segment
switching
Purchase
goals

G0

Visit
locations

L0

Gz

G1

L1

Ln

Ln+1

Lk

Ll

Lq

Figure 1: A DBN-based model of shopper in-store purchase and travel choices

We model a customer’s shopping activities using a two-level DBN model shown in Figure 1. The nodes
represent different domain variables and the arcs indicate dependencies between the nodes (Murphy
2002). Temporal dependencies are represented by arcs connecting two time slices. The upper level of the
model describes a purchase sequence corresponding to a customer’s individual purchase goals at different
steps within a shopping trip. A purchase goal represents the product a shopper currently intends to
purchase during a trip segment. A trip segment is a sequence of visitation-purchase pairs, within which a
shopper completes a single shopping task, i.e., buys one product. The lower level of the model represents
the transitions between the location a shopper just visited and the location this shopper is about to visit.
The links from a goal node G to the locations nodes mean that a purchase goal is achieved by visiting a

Ln that a customer visits at time slice t depends on his
at the previous time slice, as well as the purchase goal G they are currently aiming

certain sequence of store locations. The location

L

or her location t 1
at. The Boolean trip switching node is set to be true whenever the customer reaches the purchase point
where a purchase is made, indicating the end of the current trip segment. The next trip segment is chosen
according to the segment transition conditioned on the current goal as well as the current visit location.
Once the next trip segment is active, the switch node is suspended. In the model reported in this paper, the
purchase goal of the customer can only change when the end of a trip segment is reached.
With the model specified, we now discuss the learning of the parameters, i.e., the conditional probability
distributions of the DBN nodes from training shopping trips. Observations of a shopper’s visit locations
or purchase decisions are added to the network as new evidence, and the probability distributions of the
current purchase goal and visit locations are inferred given the evidence in real time. We then update the
beliefs of a shopper’s next location and the product category he intends to purchase. The belief update
algorithm used to process one trip segment is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Belief update procedural: inference of the next location and the current
purchase goal within an individual trip segment

1. Update current location at time-slice #1:
p(l1 | g 0 , l0 ) 

 p(l | g , l ) p( g
1

1

0

1

| g0)

g1

p( g1 | g 0 , l0 , l1 )   p(l1 | g1 , g 0 , l0 ) p( g1 | g 0 , l0 )   p(l1 | g1, l0 ) p( g1 | g 0 )

, as g 0 d-

separates g1 and l0 , and   1/ p( g1 , g 0 , l0 )
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2.From time-slice #2 till the completion of a trip segment:
p( Ln 1  ln 1 | g1 , l0 ,..., ln ) 

 p(l

n 1

| g1 , l0 ,..., ln ) p( g1 | g 0 , l0 ,..., ln )

g1

L*n1  arg max p( Ln1  ln1 | g1 , l0 ,..., ln )
p(G1  g1 | g 0 , l0 , l1 ,..., ln1 )   p(ln1 | g1 , g 0 , l0 ,..., ln ) p( g1 | g 0 , l0 , l1,..., ln ) ,

  1/ p( g1 , g 0 , l0 ,..., ln , ln1 )

Applying the Bayes’ Rule
p(G1  g1 | g 0 , l0 , l1 ,..., ln1 )   p(ln1 | g1, ln ) p( g1 | g 0 , l0 , l1,..., ln )
G*  arg max p(G1  g1 | g 0 , l0 , l1 ,..., ln1 ) ,

i.e., G*  arg max p(ln1 | g1 , ln ) p( g1 | g 0 , l0 , l1,..., ln )
Note: If the trip segment begins as the shopper enters the store, G 0 and L0 are set to
NULL . Otherwise, if the segment begins upon a completion of one purchase, G 0 is set
to the purchase made in the last segment. The location the shopper visited at the previous
time step is assigned to L0 .

4. A Preliminary Evaluation
To evaluate our proposed DBN-based approach, we have conducted a preliminary computational study
using real-world data. We acquired 843 RFID-collected shopping trips from the PathTracker system
developed at Sorensen Associates, a retail marketing research firm. There are 1074 distinct products in
the dataset. They are categorized into 38 product categories. In this research, we study customer purchase
behavior at the product category level. It is an appropriate level of aggregation to deal with the data
sparseness problem commonly seen in marketing studies. For each shopping trip, the shopping cart’s twodimensional location coordinates are recorded at five-second intervals. The locations where a shopper
picks up an item are also recorded. Other available information includes the time-of-visit of the trip; the
length of the entire trip in seconds and in feet; the average travel speed over the trip, and the shopper’s
stay time and travel velocities at each location. Associated with each shopping trip, each purchased
product’s description, price and its category are also available.
Following the standard practice in the data mining literature, model performance is assessed using a 10fold cross-validation procedure (Devijver and Kittler 2001). To first show how the predictions are
updated during the process, we depict the predicted probabilities of the current goal (Figure 2(a)) and the
next locations (Figure 2(b)) for a single trip segment (trained on 90% of the data). The real example used
in Figure 2 represents a relatively successful prediction sequence performed for individual trip segments.
Less successful runs take longer for the predictions to improve, exhibiting more fluctuations. Figure 2(a)
shows that initially the model predicts a low probability for the purchase goal that is being attempted. The
predicted probabilities keep rising after the first few steps and get above 80% after about one third of the
trip segment are observed. The predicted probabilities of the actual goal and actual next locations in that
trip segment are shown as solid lines, while the predicted probability of the most likely purchase and next
locations are shown as dashed lines. As shown in Figure 2(a), the predicted most likely purchase matches
the actual purchase except a small percentage of the time (note that the solid line and the dashed line
overlap after 14 steps). Similarly, the predictions of the next locations turn out to be actual next locations
most of the time (Figure 2(b)).
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Figure 2 (a-left; b-right): A typical successful inference example showing the predicted probabilities of the
current purchase goal (left), and the predicted probabilities of the next locations (right). The solid lines
represent the probabilities of the actual current goal or next locations. The dashed lines represent the
probabilities of the most likely purchase or next locations.

We measure the prediction accuracy by computing the average hit rates. A hit is a prediction that matches
the product or the location that are actually purchased or visited as recorded in the testing dataset.
Formally, number - of - hits 

number -of - steps


i

1, the prediction matches the actual value at step i
Ii , Ii  
. Thus,
otherwise
0,

number - of - hits
suggests the prediction accuracy after a number of steps. We plot the average hit rates
number - of - steps

of the purchase and location predictions across all the testing trips in Figure 3. For evaluation purposes,
we also implemented as a benchmark method, the widely-applied Bigram method used in collaborative
filtering and language modeling. This method keeps frequency counts of the co-occurrence of any pair of
items and predicts the next item in a sequence given the preceding item. The visit location sequence and
the purchase sequence are modeled using Bigram separately, with the dependency between a purchase
goal and the visit locations removed. As shown in Figure 3, the DBN method outperforms the Bigram.

Figure 3: Performance Comparison: (left) average prediction acurracy of purchases by trip segment
percentage and (right) average prediction accuracy of locations by trip segment percentage.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
RFID applications have created many new exciting opportunities for spatial data mining-enabled
marketing. The reported study represents the first attempt to apply a DBN decision-theoretic approach to
modeling customer in-store shopping activities. The developed inference procedure is tested on a real
RFID-collected shopping trip dataset with promising results in terms of prediction accuracies of customer
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purchase goals and in-store visit locations. Our work can be potentially applied to help create an
intelligent shopping environment, in which store operators can target their marketing efforts at providing
effective location-aware real-time product recommendation for individual customers.
We are currently working on extending the reported work in several directions. 1) We are developing
more sophisticated DBN network structures to incorporate additional information encoded in the
PathTracker dataset, for example, the shoppers’ moving velocity, their deliberation time over each
purchase, and the price information. 2) We plan to add another network layer to differentiate different
shopping activities as identified in the marketing literature, e.g., impulse shopping vs. planned shopping.
3) In this study, we assumed that during each trip segment, a shopper’ travel choice depends on a single
purchase goal. We are now extending our model to handle multiple conjunctive shopping goals. 4) We are
experimenting with additional benchmark methods and performing comparative evaluation studies.
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Abstract
Data mining techniques have been widely used to extract useful knowledge (as mining models)
from data. The model and the supporting data often need to be published together to allow others
to verify the model or to use the data in their own research. However, the privacy of the published
data needs to be protected. Existing privacy protection methods can protect privacy, but they do
not guarantee that the same model can be built from sanitized data. Thus models cannot be
verified. This paper proposes a technique that not only protects privacy, but also guarantees that
the same model, in the format of decision trees, can be built from the sanitized data. Users can
also apply other mining techniques to the sanitized data to achieve good results. This technique
can be used to reduce research fraud and the cost of collecting research data.
Keywords: Privacy preserving data mining, data privacy, data mining

1. Introduction
Data mining techniques have been widely used to extract useful knowledge in the format of mining
models from data. These models often need to be published to benefit the general public or to prove the
effectiveness of a new product such as a new drug. The supporting data (i.e., the data used to create the
model) often needs to be published as well for the following benefits:




This can add credibility to the results and reduce research fraud. There has been high profile fraud in
medical research recently (Black April 18, 2006). Such fraud could have huge negative impacts.
Publishing supporting data allows others to verify the published results. This can reduce research
fraud because researchers cannot fake the results (they can still use faked data, but to catch faked data
the data needs to be made available as well).
This will allow other researchers to use the data in their own research (e.g., to try a different mining
technique). This will reduce the cost of collecting research data, which could be quite expensive. The
cost of clinical trials conducted in US for new drugs was $25 billion at 2006, and was about $100
million to $800 million per drug (Fee March 01, 2007).

For example, suppose a clinical trial has been conducted by a group of researchers to evaluate the
effectiveness of a new drug. They have built a decision tree to predict whether the new drug will be
effective for a patient based on the patient’s medical conditions and genes (Bellazzi et al. 2008). They
need to publish this decision tree in a medical journal. In addition, they will publish the raw data because
this allows others to verify their model using the supporting data and brings more confidence in the
results of research. Further, other researchers can use the clinical trial data in their own research, e.g., they
can try a different mining technique (Vickers 2006).
However, since the supporting data often contains privacy sensitive information (e.g., patient’s medical
conditions), it is necessary to protect the privacy before releasing the data. Actually, privacy issues have
prevented many companies or researchers from sharing raw clinical data (Vickers 2006).

1
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There has been a rich body of work on privacy protection techniques (Aggarwal et al. 2008). The existing
techniques are sufficient to protect privacy, but they usually do not guarantee that the same mining model
can be built from sanitized data. Thus other researchers cannot verify the published models.
For example, Figure 1 (a) shows a decision tree built from UCI Adult data set (Hettich et al. 1998), which
predicts whether the annual income of a US household is over 50k. Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (c) show the
tree built from data sanitized by two existing methods in (LeFevre et al. 2006a) and (LeFevre et al.
2006b), respectively. The trees in Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (c) are very different from the original one in
Figure 1 (a). In addition, the prediction accuracies of these trees are also lower than that of the original
tree.
This paper makes the following contributions:


We propose a technique that both protects privacy and guarantees that decision tree, a popular data
mining model, will be preserved (i.e., the tree built from the sanitized data is the same as that built
from the original data).
Experimental results show that users can apply other data mining techniques (e.g., Naïve Bayesian) to
the data sanitized using our approach to achieve reasonably good results.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes our
approach. Section 4 shows the experimental results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Capital Gain

Hours/week
>=5095

<5095
Education Num

>50k
>=12.5

<12.5

<41

<=50k

<27.5

<=50k

(a) original data, accuracy=0.84

…

>=43

Capital Gain
<264

<=50k
>=264

<=50k

>=40

<40

Hours/week
<43

>=27.5
…

>=41

<=50k

Age

Age

<=50k

Sample
weight

<140615

<=50k

>=14061
…

(c) Sanitized by (LeFevre
et
al.
2006b),
accuracy=0.76

(b) Sanitized by (LeFevre et al. 2006a),
accuracy=0.71
Figure 1. Decision trees built from original Adult data and sanitized data

2. Related Work
The two most popular privacy models are K-anonymity (Sweeney 2002) and L-diversity
(Machanavajjhala et al. 2007). K-anonymity prevents linking attacks, which link attributes (called quasiidentifier) such as birth date, gender, and ZIP code with publicly available data sets. K-anonymity ensures
that there are at least K people with the same quasi-identifier. This can be done by generalization, i.e.,
replacing specific values with more general ones. For example, the exact age of a patient can be replaced
with a range. Records with the same quasi-identifier values form an equivalence class. L-diversity further
requires that the people with the same quasi-identifier contain at least L well-represented sensitive values
such that attackers cannot discover the values of sensitive attributes easily.
There has been a rich body of work to enforce K-anonymity and L-diversity models (Aggarwal et al.
2008). A workload aware anonymization approach was proposed in (LeFevre et al. 2006b), where the
anonymization process is optimized for specific mining tasks. For example, the anonymization tries to
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maximize information gain (which is used in decision tree building) for classification. However, the
information gain computed in the original data is typically different from the information gain computed
in the sanitized data, due to the data distortion introduced by the anonymization process. Thus most
existing techniques, including those in (LeFevre et al. 2006b), do not provide guarantee on model
preservation. The only work we are aware of that preserves data mining models is to publish the
contingency table for Naïve Bayesian classifiers (Mozafari et al. 2009). However, it is unclear how that
method can be applied to other mining models such as decision trees.
3. Our Approach
We first define the problem. We then briefly describe the decision tree building algorithm and prove a
theorem that describes the conditions under which the decision tree model can be preserved. Finally we
present a method that preserves both privacy and the decision tree model.
Problem Definition: Let T be a table with attributes A1 to Am, K and L be two integers, and P be a
decision tree built from T. The goal is to create a sanitized table T’ such that T’ satisfies K-anonymity and
L-diversity, and at the same time P can be built from T’.
Decision tree building algorithms: Each internal node of a decision tree contains a test condition and the
branch represents the outcome of the test. E.g., from the root node of the tree in Figure 1 (a), those with
capital gains less than or equal to 5095 will go to the left child and those with capital gains greater than
5095 will go to the right child. The leaf will predict a class label.
The decision tree building algorithm recursively partitions rows in table T. At each step, an attribute Ai
other than the class label is chosen to optimize a splitting criterion. If Ai is numerical, a value v (typically
as the average of two consecutive Ai values) is selected such that those records with values less than or
equal to v go to left child and those with values greater than v go to right child. If Ai is categorical, either
binary split is used where Ai’s values will be divided into two disjoint sets, or multi-way split is used
where each value of Ai will become a child node.
There are three commonly used splitting criteria: information gain, gain ratio, and Gini index. Here we
just describe information gain while our approach also applies to the other two. Let S be the set of records
at an intermediate node in P, t be the number of child nodes, Sj (1≤j≤t) be the set of records in child j, Ai
be the split attribute, v be the split value, and C1,…,Cq be the q classes. Let f(Ci,S) be the frequency of
class Ci in S. The information gain equals
q

InfoGain( S , v)  
i 1

t | S | q
f (Ci , S j )
| Sj |
f (Ci , S )
|S|
  j (
)
log 2
log 2
j
i


1
1
f (Ci , S )
f (Ci , S j )
| Sj |
|S|
|S|

(1)

Conditions for preserving decision trees: The first sum in Equation (1) is constant for all splits, thus the
splitting criterion only depends on |Sj| and f(Ci,Sj), i.e., the size of each child node and the distribution of
class labels in each child node. This property also holds for gain ratio and Gini index.
Theorem 1: If the privacy protection algorithm satisfies the following 3 conditions, the decision tree
generated from the sanitized data will be the same as that generated from the original data.
1. It leaves the class labels unchanged.
2. Let Ai be a categorical attribute that appears in the tree.
a. If multi-way split is used, Ai cannot be generalized because each value of Ai forms a new
branch.
b. If two-way split is used, let VS1 and VS2 be the sets of Ai values in the child nodes S1 and S2.
Let VS’ be the set of values (including v) that will be generalized to the same value v’. v’
must belong to the same branch as v. That is, if v  VS1 (or VS2), then VS’  VS1 (or VS2).
3. Let Ai be a numerical attribute that appears in the tree. Both of the following two conditions need to
be satisfied.
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a. The order of values of Ai is preserved, i.e., if v1≤v2 in original data, v1’≤v2’ in the sanitized
data where vj (j=1,2) is a value of Ai and vj’ is the sanitized value of vj.
b. Let v be a split value and v1 (v2) be the maximal (minimal) value of Ai in the left (right) child
after the split, respectively. The sanitized values v1’ and v2’ must satisfy that v1+v2 = v1’+v2’.
This will preserve split value v because v = (v1+v2)/2.
Proof: These conditions ensure that both the child record sets (Sj) and distribution of class labels in each
Sj for all possible splits remain unchanged in the sanitized data. This ensures that the tree model will be
preserved. Due to space limits, we will just explain condition 3 (a).
Condition 3 (a) ensures that the order for a numerical split attribute Ai is preserved. The decision tree
building algorithm will check all possible splits on Ai, thus preserving the order of Ai will ensure that the
same set of child record sets (Sj) will be generated. Since condition 1 also preserves the class labels, the
distribution of class labels in Sj remains unchanged. Thus the decision tree algorithm will select the same
best split as in the original data.
For example, suppose there are six records P1, …, and P6. P1, P3, and P5 are in class C1 and P2, P4, and P6
are in class C2. Let Ai be “capital gains”. Suppose that in the original data, the order of capital gains is P1,
P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6. The class labels in the order of capital gains are thus C1, C2, C1, C2, C1, and C2. The
best split in the original data generates two Sj: {P1(C1), P2(C2), P3(C1)} and {P4(C2), P5(C1), P6(C2)}. If the
order on capital gains is preserved in the sanitized data, the class label in the order of capital gains is still
C1, C2, C1, C2, C1, and C2. Thus the best split will remain unchanged (between P3 and P4). However,
suppose the order of capital gains in sanitized data is changed to P1, P3, P2, P4, P5, and P6, the class label
in the order of capital gains becomes C1, C1, C2, C2, C1, and C2. The best split in the sanitized data
becomes {P1(C1), P3(C1)} and {P2(C2), P4(C2), P5(C1), P6(C2)}, which is different from the best split in the
original data.
Proposed Method: Next we describe the Decision Tree Preserving Algorithm.
DTP Algorithm: its input includes original data T, a decision tree P, privacy parameters K and L.
1. For each attribute Ai that is not the class label and is not used in P, replace its value with a single
value (for categorical, use ALL; for numerical, use mean of Ai).
2. For numerical attribute Ai that appears in the tree, do the following:
a) For each node x in P that uses Ai as split attribute, collect boundary values as the maximal Ai value
in the left child and the minimal Ai value in the right child.
b) Sort values of Ai and divide them into intervals using boundary values collected in step 2 a) and
compute the mean of each interval, let them be μ1, μ2, …
c) For each node x in P that uses Ai as split attribute, let v1 (v2) be the maximal (minimal) Ai value in
the left (right) child of x. Let I1 (I2) be the intervals with v1 (v2) as the right (left) boundary. Compute
δ = min{v1 - μ1, μ2 -v2}. Replace values in I1 with v1-δ, and values in I2 with v2+δ.
3. For each categorical attribute Ai that appears in the tree, if two-way split is used, divide values of Ai
into groups such that the values in the same group appear in the same branches in P (this can be done
by sorting values on the branches they appear). Replace values of Ai in the same group with the same
generalized value.
4. Group all records on quasi-identifier attributes. For each group, check whether it satisfies Kanonymity and L-diversity. If so, the sanitized data is returned. Otherwise, the users can call DTP
with a smaller tree until the privacy requirement is satisfied.
We have proved that DTP satisfies all conditions in Theorem 1 and thus preserves the decision trees.
Figure 2 shows how it works for the example of records P1 to P6. The best split in original data is between
P3 and P4. Thus step 2a) will pick the capital gains of P3 and P4 as boundaries (let them be v1 and v2,
respectively). In step 2b), two intervals get created: I1 containing P1 to P3 and I2 containing P4 to P6. The
mean of each interval is also computed. Step 2c) computes the gap between v1 (v2) and the mean of I1 (I2).
Let δ be the smaller of these two gaps. It then generalizes values in I1 to v1-δ, and values in I2 to v2+δ.
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Clearly, the new split value in the sanitized data (v1-δ+v2+δ)/2 is the same as the old split value (v1+v2)/2.
The order is also preserved because v1≤v2 and v1-δ≤v2+δ.
Privacy Protection: Step 4 will ensure that the
sanitized data satisfies K-anonymity and L-diversity.
One possible attack is when the attacker knows the
order of a numerical attribute (e.g., knowing P1 has
the smallest capital gains). DTP preserves the order
v1-δ
v2+δ
for such attributes. However, all values in the same
δ
δ
interval are generalized to the same value (e.g., P1 to
v
P3 all have the same capital gains after sanitization).
Figure 2. Sanitizing numerical attribute
Thus the attacker can only locate the group of rows
with smallest capital gains, but cannot decide which
one in the group is P1. Since there are at least K people in each group, the probability of identifying P1 is
at most 1/K.
P1

P2 P3(v1)

P4(v2)

P5 P6

Complexity Analysis: Let n be the number of rows and m be the number of attributes. The cost of DTP is
O(m n log n). Detailed analysis is omitted.
4. Experimental Evaluation
Data: We used the Adult data (Hettich et al. 1998) because it has become the de facto benchmark in the
literature. It contained 30,717 records (rows with missing values are excluded as in the literature), and 5
numerical attributes and 7 categorical attributes. We used “occupation” as the sensitive attribute and the
rest as quasi-identifiers. Our method was implemented in R. The experiment was run on a desktop PC
with 3.2G HZ CPU and 2 GB RAM, running Windows XP.
Methods: The decision tree is built to predict whether the income is over 50K. We compare our method
(DTP) to the InfoGain method in (LeFevre et al. 2006b) because it has the best prediction accuracy
among existing methods. InfoGain partitions data into groups such that information gain is maximized. It
then generalizes quasi-identifier attributes in each group. It does not satisfy Condition 3 in Theorem 1
(preserving order for numerical attributes), thus it does not preserve decision trees.
Metrics: We generated 10 pairs of testing and training data sets as 10-fold cross-validation. We assumed
that the training data would be published, and other researchers could apply the published decision tree to
the test data. For each pair of data sets, the training data was sanitized and a decision was built from it.
This tree was then applied to the test data and accuracy was computed. Finally the accuracy of all testing
sets was averaged. We used K-anonymity and L-diversity (averaged over 10 sanitized training sets) to
measure the degree of privacy protection. Larger K and L mean more protection. We also built a Naïve
Bayesian classifier on the sanitized data and computed its accuracy.
Results: The execution time of our method was less than 12 seconds in all experiments. Figure 3 reports
the accuracy of decision trees built from sanitized data. We varied the sizes of trees (as the number of leaf
nodes). The accuracy for the tree built from the original data is also reported as the baseline. The tree
using DTP has higher accuracy than the tree using InfoGain. More importantly, DTP always preserves the
decision tree model while InfoGain never preserves the model in all experiments. The accuracy using data
sanitized by DTP is the same as that using original data because the decision trees are the same.
Figure 4 reports K-anonymity results. K decreases as the tree becomes larger because as the tree grows,
more intervals will be generated by DTP and the degree of generalization becomes less. The K values for
DTP are slightly worse than those of InforGain for trees with 4 or 5 leaves, because DTP preserves the
tree model and thus does less generalization. This is the price we pay for preserving mining models. In
terms of L-diversity, the “occupation” attribute is not used in the decision tree and is thus suppressed by
both methods. This is the best a privacy protection method can do. The best strategy for the attackers is to
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assume that the “occupation” always has the most frequent value. We use the strong form of L-diversity
where the fraction of the most frequent values in each equivalence class must be less than 1/L
(Machanavajjhala et al. 2007). In all experiments, the values of L for both methods are quite close and are
in the range of 2 to 3.
When one applies our technique, he can decide the size of tree based on the tradeoff between prediction
accuracy and the degree of privacy protection. E.g., for this data set the tree with 4 leaves seems to give
the best tradeoff. Smaller tree is usually preferred because it is less likely to overfit the data. It also leads
to better privacy protection. Thus a rule of thumb is to use the smallest tree that provides sufficient
accuracy.
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Figure 5 reports the accuracy of Naïve Bayesian classification using sanitized data as training data. The
accuracy of using data sanitized by DTP is better than that of InfoGain, and is close to the accuracy using
the original data. Naïve Bayesian (as well as other mining techniques) relies on the correlation between
other attributes and class labels to predict class labels. DTP preserves the decision tree model, which
already captures such correlations.
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Figure 3. Accuracy of decision trees
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Figure 5. Accuracy of Naïve Bayesian

8. Conclusion
This paper proposes a privacy protection technique that both preserves decision tree models and protects
privacy. This allows users to verify the published models. Further, experimental results suggest that users
can also try other mining techniques on sanitized data and obtain good results. This technique can reduce
both research fraud and the cost of collecting research data.
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Abstract
In this paper, we empirically estimate the economic value of different hotel characteristics,
especially the location-based and service-based characteristics given the associated local
infrastructure. We build a random coefficients-based structural model taking into consideration the
multiple-levels of consumer heterogeneity introduced by different travel contexts and different hotel
characteristics. We estimate this econometric model with a unique dataset of hotel reservations
located in the US over 3 months and user-generated content data that was processed based on
techniques from text mining, image classification, and on-demand annotations. This enables us to
infer the economic significance of various hotel characteristics. We then propose to design a new
hotel ranking system based on the empirical estimates that take into account the multi-dimensional
preferences of customers and imputes consumer surplus from transactions for a given hotel. By
doing so, we are able to provide customers with the “best value for money” hotels. Based on blind
tests of users from Amazon Mechanical Turk, we test our ranking system with some benchmark hotel
ranking systems. We find that our system performs significantly better than existing ones. This
suggests that our inter-disciplinary approach has the potential to improve the quality of hotel search.
Keywords: Structural modeling, text mining, hotel search engine, user-generated content, ecommerce.

1. Introduction
It is now widely acknowledged that local search for hotel accommodations is a component of general Web
searches that is increasing in popularity as more and more users search and reserve their trips online. Online
travel search engines provide only rudimentary ranking facilities, typically using a single ranking criterion
such as distance from the city center, star ratings, price per night, etc. This approach has quite a few
shortcomings. First, it ignores the multidimensional preferences of the consumer in that a customer’s ideal
choice may consist of several hotel-specific attributes. Second, it largely ignores characteristics related to
the location of the hotel, for instance, in terms of proximity to a “beach” or proximity to a “downtown
shopping area”. These location-based features represent important characteristics that can influence the
desirability of a particular hotel. In this paper, using demand estimation techniques, we propose to estimate
the weight that consumers place on different internal (service) and external (locational) characteristics of
hotels. Thereafter, based on the estimation of consumer surplus we compute the “best value for money” of a
particular hotel. The eventual outcome of our analysis is to design a new ranking system for hotels based on
this concept. Such a ranking can be displayed in response to a user query on hotel search engines.
We undertake this study in the context of demand for hotel rooms using a unique dataset consisting of actual
transactions and different kinds of user-generated content such as product reviews describing hotel service
characteristics as well social geo-tags and on-demand annotations describing location characteristics. The
theory that product reviews affect product sales has received support in prior empirical studies (for example,
Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006). However, these studies have only used the numeric review ratings (e.g., the
valence and the volume of reviews) in their empirical analysis. An emerging stream of work has begun to
examine whether the textual information embedded in online user-generated content can have an economic
impact (Ghose et al 2006, Das & Chen 2007, Archak et al. 2008, Ghose and Ipeirotis 2008, Ghose 2009).
But these studies do not focus on estimating the impact of reviews in influencing real transactions nor do
they aim to design new IT systems based on economic variables. Hence, another research objective in this
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paper is to analyze the extent to which user-generated content can help us learn consumer preferences for
different hotel attributes.
Our work involves three stages. First, we need to identify the important hotel characteristics, both internal
(service) and external (locational) that influence demand. Second, we need to empirically quantify the extent
to which these characteristics influence demand. Finally, we aim to improve local search for hotels by
incorporating the economic impact of these characteristics on consumer surplus from hotel transactions and
designing a ranking system that incorporates “value for money” as a criterion for ranking. Any successful
attempt to address these issues needs to answer the following questions: How can we automatically extract
information about hotel attributes captured in textual content of product reviews and social tags, and visual
content of satellite images? How can we incorporate extracted variables in a structural demand estimation
model so as to be able to precisely identify parameter estimates?
A key challenge is in bridging the gap between the essentially textual and qualitative nature of review and
image content and the quantitative nature of structural demand estimation models. With the rapid growth
and popularity of user-generated content on the Web, a new area of research applying text mining
techniques product reviews has emerged (for example, Hu & Liu 2004, Pang & Lee 2004, Das & Chen
2007). Similarly, advances in image classification have been made using non-parametric classifiers such as
decision trees and support vector machines (Lu and Weng 2007). We use techniques from both these
streams of work in finalizing our dataset (see below).
2. Data Description
We have complete information on all transactions conducted over a 3 month period from 2008/11–2009/1
for 2117 hotels in the US via Travelocity. These hotels were randomly selected by Travelocity. Further, we
have data on hotel attributes from three sources: (i) service descriptions based on mining users’ hotel
reviews from Travelocity, (ii) location descriptions based on social geo-tags identifying different “external
amenities” (such as shopping malls, restaurants, tourist attractions, etc) from Geonames.org, and (iii) usercontributed opinions on important hotel characteristics from Amazon Mechanical Turk such as whether a
hotel is located “near the interstate highway”, “near public transportation”, etc. Since some location-based
characteristics, such as “proximity to the beach” and “distance from downtown”, are not directly measurable
based on reviews, tags or opinions, we use image classification techniques to infer such features from the
satellite images of the area. We extracted hybrid satellite images (sized 256 × 256 pixels) using the Visual
Earth Tile System, for each of the hotel venues, with 4 different zoom levels for each. These images were
then used to extract information about the surroundings of the hotels. We performed a study to examine the
performance of the classifiers. To perform the classification, we classified the out-of-sample images using
Amazon Mechanical Turk; our results show that our SVM classifier has an accuracy of 91.2% for “Beach”
image classification and 80.7% for “Downtown” image classification.
With regard to the service-based hotel characteristics, we extracted them from the website of TripAdvisor
using fully automated JavaScript parsing engines. Since hotel amenities are not directly listed on
TripAdvisor website, we retrieved them by following the link provided on the hotel web page, which
randomly directs to one of its cooperative partner websites (i.e., Travelocity, Orbitz, Expedia, etc.). We
looked into two text-style features: “subjectivity” and “readability” of reviews. In order to capture more
objectively the review text-style, we used a multiple-item method for subjectivity and readability. In order to
decide the probability of subjectivity for review text, we trained a classifier using as “objective” documents
the hotel descriptions of each of the hotels in our data set. We randomly retrieved 1000 reviews to construct
the “subjective” examples in the training set. We conducted the training process by using a 4-gram Dynamic
Language Model classifier provided by the LingPipe toolkit. Thus, we were able to acquire a subjectivity
confidence score for each sentence in a review, thereby deriving the mean and standard deviation of this
score, which represent the probability of the review being subjective. Finally, previous research suggested
that the prevalence of reviewer disclosure of identity information is associated with changes in subsequent
online product sales (Forman et al. 2008). Therefore, we decide to include one particular characteristic
capturing the level of reviewers’ disclosure of their identity information on these websites – “real name or
location.” These data sources were merged to create the main dataset (Table 1).
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Table 1. Summary of Different Sources for Extracting Hotel Characteristics
Category

Variables - Hotel Characteristics

Methods

Transaction Data

Transaction Price (per room per night)
Hotel Class
Internal Amenities (“ice machine,” “pets allowed,” “fitness
center,” “free breakfast”, “wheelchair accessible”, etc)
Number of Customer Reviews
Overall Reviewer Rating
Disclosure of Reviewer Identity Information
Mean Probability
Subjectivity
Std. Dev. of Probability
Number of Characters
Number of Syllables
Readability
Number of Spelling Errors
Average Length of Sentence
SMOG Readability Index

Travelocity

Service-based

Review-based

Near the Beach
Near Downtown

Location-based

TripAdvisor
Travelocity and
TripAdvisor

Text Mining Analysis

Image Classification

External Amenities (Number of restaurants, shopping malls,
historical sites, etc)
Number of Local Competitors Within 2 miles
Near the Interstate Highway
Near Public Transportation
City Annual Crime Rate

Geonames and Virtual
Earth Interactive SDK
Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT)
FBI online statistics

3. Model
In this section, we discuss how we develop our structural model and how we apply it to empirically estimate
the distribution of consumer preferences for different hotel characteristics.
3.1 Random Coefficients-Based Structural Model
We define a consumer’s decision-making behavior in the hotel market to be in accordance with the
following two-step procedure. In the first step, the consumer aims to find a subset of hotels that best
matches her travel context. For instance, if a consumer wants to go on a business trip, he would be more
interested in a subset of hotels that specialize in business services; while if he plans to take his four-year kid
for a family fun trip, he would be more likely to look for those hotels which are regarded as being kidfriendly. We have eight such unique category types in our data (Family Trip, Business Trip, Romantic Trip,
Tourist Trip, Trip with Kids, Trip with Seniors, Pets Friendly and Disabilities Friendly). Then, in the second
step, once the consumer has picked a corresponding subset of hotels which satisfy his travel requirement, he
makes a further decision based on his evaluation of the value provided by the hotels.
Let the utility u k for consumer i from choosing hotel j with category type k in market t be as in (1):
ij t
u

ij k t

X

jk t

i

i

Pk

j t

jk t

k
it

,

(1)

where, i represents a consumer, j k represents hotel j with category type k (1 k 7 ), and t represents a hotel
market which in our case is defined as a “city-night” combination. In this model, i and i are random
coefficients that capture consumers’ heterogeneous tastes towards different observed hotel characteristics, X,
and towards the average price per night, P, respectively. represents the set of hotel characteristics that are
unobservable to the econometrician. itk with a superscript k represents a travel context level “taste shock”.
Consistent with prior research (Berry and Pakes 2007), we assume that i and i are distributed among
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consumers per some known statistical distribution, i.e.,
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Our goal is then to

) of these two distributions. The means

correspond to the set of coefficients on hotel characteristics and on hotel price, which measure the average
weight placed by consumers; while the standard deviations provide a measure of the consumer
heterogeneity in those weights. Furthermore, these heterogeneities result from some particular demographic
attributes of consumers. Hence, we assume that ~ I I i , where I i represents the income whose distribution
can be inferred from consumer demographics;
~ v vi , where vi ~ N (0,1) represents some random factor that
will influences people’s preferences towards individual hotel characteristics. Therefore, we rewrite our
model in the following form:
k
(2)
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, represents the mean utility of hotel j with category type k in market t.
jk t

v

and

are the set of parameters to be estimated.

3.2 Estimtaion
Due to lack of space, we describe the estimation procedure very briefly. As mentioned before, our goal here
is to estimate the mean and variance of i and i . We apply estimation methods similar to those used in
Berry and Pakes (2007). This problem can be essentially reduced to a procedure of solving a system of
nonlinear equations. In general, with a given starting value of 0 ( I0 , v0 ) , we look for the mean utility
such that the model predicted market share equates the observed market share. From there, we form a
GMM objective function using the moment conditions such that the mean of unobserved characteristics is
uncorrelated with instrumental variables. Based on this, we identify a new value of 1 ( 1I , v1 ) , which is used
as the starting point for the next round iteration. This procedure is repeated until the algorithm finds the
optimal value of that minimizes the GMM objective function. To find a solution, we applied the
contraction mapping method suggested by Berry et al. (1995).
4. Empirical Analysis
4.1 Results
The estimation results are shown in Table 2. An important factor in influencing demand is the textual
content and style of customer reviews. We see that “Complexity”, “Syllables” and “Spelling Errors” have a
negative sign. This implies that most consumers would prefer to read reviews with shorter sentences, less
syllables and fewer spelling errors in total. On the other hand, variables “Characters” and “SMOG
Readability index” present a positive influence. This implies that consumers appreciate longer reviews with
more characters, and with a more professional writing style. For the subjectivity features, both “Mean
Subjectivity” and “Subjectivity standard deviation” turn out to be negative. Therefore, consumers prefer to
obtain as much objective information as possible from others’ experiences.
There are at least five location-based characteristics which have a positive impact on hotel demand:
“External Amenities,” “Near Public transportation,” “Near Highway”, “Near Downtown” and “Near Beach”
showing that consumers prefer to stay in hotels with these features. A few location-based characteristics
have a negative impact on hotel demand. Not surprisingly, one of them is the “Annual Crime Rate.” The
higher the average crime rate reported in a local area, the lower the desirability of consumers for staying in a
hotel located in that area. Another factor that has a negative impact is the number of ``Local Competitors”
within 2 miles. These estimates imply that controlling for price and content of user reviews, the
geographical and other location attributes of a hotel can make a big difference in attracting consumers.
Table 2. Estimation Results
Variable
Room Price Per Night
Number of Characters in Review
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-0.1768*** (.0289)
0.0155*** (.0020)

Coefficient (Std. Err)II
-0.0080 (.0144)
0.0108*** (.0015)
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Review Complexity
-0.0121*** (.0026)
-0.0070*** (.0020)
Number of Syllables in Review
-0.0482*** (.0063)
-0.0331*** (.0048)
***
SMOG Readability Index
0.1137 (.0280)
0.0650*** (.0195)
Number of Spelling Errors in Review
-0.1575*** (.0416)
-0.1250*** (.0318)
Mean Subjectivity of Review
-0.8268* (.3322)
-0.2265† (.1317)
**
Subjectivity Deviation of Review
-0.2298 (.0758)
-0.2221*** (.0576)
Hotel Class
0.0421*** (.0128)
-0.0049 (.0055)
Number of Competitors of Hotel
-0.0853*** (.0118)
-0.1435*** (.0147)
City Annual Crime Rate
-0.1523*** (.0174)
-0.0598*** (.0095)
Number of Internal Amenities
0.0022 (.0020)
0.0023* (.0010)
***
Number of External Amenities
0.0066 (.0019)
0.0052*** (.0011)
Near Beach or Not
0.0693* (.0335)
0.1035*** (.0178)
***
Near Public Transportation or Not
0.01495 (.0290)
0.00003** (9.61e-06)
Near Interstate Highway or Not
0.1332*** (.0272)
0.0848*** (.0153)
Near Downtown or Not
0.0275 (.0287)
0.0713*** (.0160)
***, **, *, and † denote significance at 0.1%, 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. Control variables
include volume and valence of reviews and whether reviewer disclosed his identity or not.

The above results are based on the dataset of hotels from Travelocity, which may or may not have online
customer reviews on its website. As a robustness check, we also collected reviews from a third party site TripAdvisor, which is regarded as the world’s largest online travel search engine. We therefore narrowed
down the sample to consist of those hotels that have at least one review from either Travelocity or
TripAdvisor. The estimation results from this filtered dataset (II) are shown in column 2 of Table 2. Further,
we conducted the similar estimations after incorporating the textual content of reviews from TripAdvisor.
All the results were qualitatively very consistent with our findings above.
4.2 Consumer Surplus-Based Hotel Ranking
After we have estimated the parameters in the model, we can derive the consumer surplus from our model.
The mean utility provides us a good estimation of how much consumers in general can benefit from
choosing this particular hotel, and the standard deviation of utility describes the variance of this benefits
from different consumers. In our case, we are interested to know what the excess utility, or consumer
surplus, is for consumers on an aggregate level to choose a certain hotel. We thereby propose a new ranking
approach for hotels based on the consumer surplus of each hotel for consumers on an aggregate level. This
ranking idea is based on how much “extra value” consumers can obtain after paying for that hotel, which is
what consumers really care about. If a hotel provides a comparably higher surplus for consumers on an
aggregate level, then it should appear on the top of our ranking list for that city.
4.3 Evaluation With User Study
To evaluate the quality of our ranking technique, we conducted a user study using Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT). First, we generated different rankings for the top-20 hotels, in various areas, according to a set of
baseline criteria: price low to high, price high to low, maximum online review count, hotel class, hotel size
(number of rooms), number of internal amenities, and popularity rank (generated by TripAdvisor). We then
computed the consumer surplus for each hotel, and ranked the hotels in each city according to their surplus.
Then, we performed blind tests, presenting various lists to 100 anonymous AMT users and asking them
which ranking list they prefer. Further, we asked users to compare pairs of lists and tell us which of the hotel
ranking lists they prefer the most. We tested the results for a few large cities like New York, Chicago,
Dallas, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Washington DC. The results were highly encouraging. For
example, in New York city, more than 80% of the customers preferred our ranking when listed side-by-side
with the other, competing baseline techniques (p = 0:001, sign test).
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We also asked consumers why they chose a particular ranking, to understand better how users interpret the
surplus-based ranking. In our NYC experiment, the majority of the users indicated that they preferred the
diversity of the returned results given that the list consisted of a mix of hotels cutting across several price
ranges. In contrast, the other ranking approaches tend to list hotels of only one type (e.g., very expensive
hotels). We found that a ranking system generated with “value for the money” returns a better variety of
hotels, covering 30% 5-star, 40% 4-star, and 30% 3-star hotels in a given city. It generally starts out with
lower class hotels and increases to 5-star hotels, providing a logical way to present the information on the
screen which will help customers in their decision-making procedure. Based on the qualitative opinions of
the users, it appears that diversity in hotel choices is indeed an important factor that improves the
satisfaction of consumers, and an economic approach for ranking introduces diversity naturally. This result
seems intuitive: if a specific segment of the market systematically appeared to be underpriced, then market
forces would move the prices for the whole segment accordingly. However, this effect may be less
pronounced with individual hotels, especially under a personalized consumer surplus calculation.
5. Conclusion
To summarize we show information about hotel characteristics captured from different sources of data can
be incorporated in a demand estimation model to empirically estimate the economic value of different hotel
characteristics, including both service based and location-based characteristics. Our research allows us to
not only quantify the economic impact of hotel characteristics, but also by reversing the logic of this
analysis, allows us to identify the characteristics that most influence the demand for a particular hotel. After
inferring the economic significance of each characteristic, we incorporate the economic value of hotels
characteristics into a local ranking function based on estimation of consumer surplus from transactions of
that hotel. The key idea is that hotels that provide consumers with a higher surplus would be placed higher
on the screen in response to consumer queries. We then conduct blind tests using users from AMT to
examine how well our ranking system performs and find that our system performs significantly better than
existing benchmark ones. We are currently working on extending our system into a more personalized
ranking system that incorporates surplus for each individual consumer of a hotel and then displays hotel
recommendations in a personalized manner for each consumer. We hope that our inter-disciplinary methods
and approach can improve the quality of results displayed for hotel search engines on the Internet.
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Abstract
Collaborative tagging sites allow users to bookmark and annotate their favorite Web contents with
tags. These tags provide a novel source of information for collaborative filtering (CF). Research
on h ow t o i mprove i tem r ecommendation q uality l everaging t ags i s emerging y et i nformation
hidden in tags is far from being fully exploited. In this paper, we aim at finding informative usage
patterns from tags by c onsistent c lustering o n t ags us ing n onnegative matrix f actorization. The
clustered subjects, r epresented by w eighed t ag v ectors, c an t hen be used t o b uild a s ubjectcentered us er i nformation seeking model f or i tem r ecommendation. E xperiments o n two realworld datasets show that our subject-based algorithms substantially outperform the traditional CF
methods as well as tag-enhanced recommendation approaches reported in the literature.
Keywords: Collaborative filtering, collaborative tagging, nonnegative matrix factorization, tag-enhanced

1. Introduction
Collaborative tagging or social bookmarking sites, such as Delicious (del.icio.us) and CiteULike
(www.citeulike.org), allow users to bookmark their favorite Web contents (or items) online and provide
tag-based annotations to facilitate future retrieval. Tagging data present interesting opportunities as well
as challenges to CF as tags are available as a novel source of data in addition to the typical user-item
interaction information.
Recently, there has been a growing number of efforts aiming to improve Web content or item
recommendation quality leveraging tags. Zhao et al. (Zhao et al. 2008) proposed to compute the similarity
of two users based on the semantic distance of their tag sets on common items they have bookmarked.
Tso-Sutter et al. (Tso-Sutter et al. 2008) presented an interesting approach to integrate tags into traditional
CF algorithms. They extended the item vectors for users and user vectors for items with tags and then
constructed the user/item neighborhoods based on the extended user/item profiles. Instead of exploring
tags for similarity computation, the topic-based method was proposed to take advantage of tags in a
probabilistic framework (Peng et al. 2009), viewing each tag as an indicator of a topic and then estimating
the probability of a user saving an item by summing up the transition probabilities through all tags.
However, none of the existing research has explicitly explored why and how a user chooses to bookmark
an item and assigns a certain set of tags. We hypothesize that exploiting such information embedded in
tagging activities could lead to better recommendation performance. A record in tagging data is a tuple
consisting of three fields in the form of <user, item, tag>. Some preliminary work (Halpin et al. 2007;
Lambiotte et al. 2006) has started to examine a tripartite graph structure of collaborative tagging, as
shown in Figure 1 (a). The topic-based method (Peng et al. 2009) assumes this structure implicitly.
Nevertheless, this tripartite structure suffers from the following problems: (i) A tag usually covers a wide
range of topics rather than a specific subject. (ii) Users may be linked to items that they are not interested
in at all due to polysemy of tags. (iii) Users may miss items they are actually interested in because
synonyms are used. (iv) There exists a large number of tags (e.g., “toread,” “***”) carrying no value to
users other than their originators.
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2. Consistent Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for Tag Clustering
Tag

STBM
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IT

Subject
US

ISCM
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UI

User

(a)

Item

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Tripartite graph structure (b) Subject-centered model

In order to overcome the above problems of associating each tag with a distinct topic under the tripartite
structure, we propose to cluster tags to gain a more compact and informative representation of the
underlying subjects that users actually intend with these tags. The common feature-based hard clustering
algorithms (such as k-means) are not suitable for clustering tags for two reasons. First, the tags do not
have a well-defined feature space associated with them. Second, many tags can be used to represent
different subjects. In our work, we employ Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) to perform soft
clustering on tags. NMF has been proved to be an effective technique to extract hidden structures in data
that can be represented as matrices (e.g., in image processing (Lee et al. 1999) and text mining (Lee et al.
1999; Xu et al. 2003)). Given a nonnegative matrix 𝐕𝐕, an NMF can be defined as 𝐕𝐕 ≈ 𝐖𝐖𝐖𝐖, where 𝐖𝐖 and
𝐇𝐇 are constrained to be nonnegative. The columns of 𝐖𝐖 are often restricted to be unit length so as to
make the factorization result unique. From the aspect of clustering, factor matrix 𝐖𝐖 contains cluster
centroids and 𝐇𝐇 contains cluster membership indicators. For notational convenience, a variant of the
standard NMF is adopted in this paper, that is, 𝐕𝐕 𝐓𝐓 ≈ 𝐇𝐇 𝐓𝐓 𝐖𝐖 𝐓𝐓 , where each row of 𝐖𝐖 𝐓𝐓 indicates a cluster
centroid and each row of 𝐇𝐇 𝐓𝐓 holds the cluster membership of this row’s corresponding object.
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Figure 2. (a) NMFs on user-tag and item-tag matrices (b) Consistent NMF on user-item-tag matrix

As shown in Figure 2 (a), two types of NMF can be applied to find the cluster centroids of tags with each
centroid representing a subject. UT and IT represent the user-tag and item-tag co-occurrence matrix,
respectively, with each entry being the frequency of the corresponding <user,tag> or <item,tag> pair in
the training set. Each row of STBM indicates a clustered subject and the entire matrix constitutes the bases
of the subject space. USCM/ISCM holds the coordinate values of users/items in the subject space.
Nevertheless, this NMF approach is only able to capture the cluster membership of one entity (either user
or item) on the clustered subjects. We argue, however, from both modeling and computational standpoints,
it is critical to consider these two types of cluster membership together. To this end, we propose a new
method called Consistent NMF (CONMF), as shown in Figure 2 (b), to capture both memberships as well
as gain consistent clustering result on tags. The computational definition of CONMF will be presented in
Section 3.2. Here we provide the basic intuition. NMF takes one matrix as input and produces two
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matrices whose product approximates the input matrix. CONMF takes two matrices as input and produce
two correlated factorizations to approximate the two input matrices. The imposed correlation guarantees
consistency, needed for reinterpretation of these two resulting factorizations in a meaningful manner in
the tagging domain.
Based on CONMF results, we are able to build a computational model for tagging data as shown in
Figure 1 (b), where USCM, ISCM and SIBM denote the user-subject, item-subject and tag-subject interrelationships, respectively. We called this model a “subject-centered” model. This model can be viewed
as a generalization of the tripartite graph. If no tag clustering is performed, the subjects are an identity
mapping to tags and the subject-centered model degenerates into the tripartite graph. In our subjectcentered model, subject becomes the driving force motivating a user to save an item and assign tags. In
other words, a user bookmarks an item because this item falls into her subject interests and a user assigns
a tag because this tag is able to describe her subject interest with the item being saving. The solid edges
shown in Figure 1 (b) indicate the presumed structure of tagging data, whereas the dashed edges indicate
the real-world observation of users’ tagging behavior. Since the clustered subjects are represented by
weighed tag vectors, the subject-centered model can help solve some of the key problems the tripartite
graph-based method is facing. More specifically, (i) the range of subjects is meaningfully reduced; (ii) tag
semantic ambiguity is lessened; (iii) synonymic tags are grouped together to describe the same subject;
and (iv) the noises from meaningless tags are discounted.

3. Subject-based Recommendation
In this section, we present how to make recommendations based on the subject-centered model. We first
extract the hidden subjects from users’ tagging activities via CONMF, and then estimate the probabilities
of items being saved by users based on the constructed subject-centered model.

3.1 Notation
We view users, items, tags, and subjects as four random variables and denote them by U, I, T, S,
respectively. The joint distribution of any two random variables X and Y is denoted as F(X,Y). The cooccurrence matrix of two entities is represented by the combination of their corresponding letters. For
example, UT stands for the user-tag co-occurrence matrix. We use different subscripts to distinguish
different types of matrices. Subscript “PM” indicates a transition probability matrix (e.g., USPM stands for
the probabilities of users getting interested in different subjects); subscript “BM” indicates basis matrix
(e.g., STBM stands for the basis matrix of subject space); subscript “CM” represents coordinate matrix,
(e.g., USCM holds the coordinate values of users in the subject space). In addition, the symbol furl(M)/
furs(M) means normalizing matrix M to unit row length/sum.

3.2 Subject Extraction
CONMF is employed to discover the subjects hidden in tagging data. In Figure 2 (b), the weights for
matrix UT and IT are assumed to be equal although different weights can be used as well. In our
approach, UT and IT are normalized to unit row length so that all users are equally weighed with the
weight for UT and all items are equally weighed with the weight for IT. We choose these weights such
that the sum of weights for UT and IT is 2. CONMF can then be formally written as:
�

𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔)
𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔
� ≈ � 𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂 � ∙ 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁 (1)
𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂
(2 − 𝑐𝑐) ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈)

where 𝑐𝑐 (0 < 𝑐𝑐 < 2) reflects the tradeoff between contributions from UT and IT to the extracted subjects.
In fact, combining UT and IT for factorization not only guarantees a consistent clustering result on tags,
but also enables the clustered subjects to aggregate information from both matrices. In our experiment,
CONMF is implemented with the Matlab library function nnmf. The desired number of subjects, k, is
selected manually before-hand and the optimum value of this parameter depends on the dataset. However,
according to our experiments, quite stable results can be obtained in a large range of k (e.g., 50~250).
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3.3 Recommendation Algorithm
The basic intuition of subject-based recommendation is that a user’s interest in an item can be expressed
through subjects. The probability of a user visiting an item is given by 𝑝𝑝(𝑖𝑖|𝑢𝑢) = ∑𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠|𝑢𝑢) ∙ 𝑝𝑝(𝑖𝑖|𝑠𝑠), where
𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠|𝑢𝑢) indicates the probability of user 𝑢𝑢’s interest in subject 𝑠𝑠 and 𝑝𝑝(𝑖𝑖|𝑠𝑠) represents the probability of
saving item 𝑖𝑖 when users are interested in subject 𝑠𝑠. This formula can be rewritten as 𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏 = 𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏 ∙
𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏 .

According to the above formula, estimating USPM and SIPM becomes another crucial step of our approach
besides CONMF. Since we already have the coordinate values of users in the subject space, USPM can be
computed by 𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏 = 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂 ), i.e., the probability that a user is interested in a subject is proportional
to her coordinate value on this subject. Likewise, ISPM can be calculated based on ISCM. However, simply
transposing ISPM will not generate SIPM. Since ISPM and SIPM are actually marginal probability matrices
of joint distribution F(I,S) on items and subjects respectively, we compute the joint distribution matrix of
F(I,S) from ISPM and then estimate SIPM based on F(I,S). The details of computing SIPM is illustrated in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Estimation of transition probability matrix SIPM

𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏 = 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ((𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(I) ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂 ))T ) (2)

In short, SIPM is calculated using equation (2). Finally, we can compute UIPM based on USPM and SIPM
and then recommend those items with the highest probabilities to each user (if the items have not been
bookmarked before).

3.4 Tag Generalization
As discussed in Section 1, some users tend to use tags which are meaningless to other users. These tags
are noises disturbing matrix UT and IT. Since UT records tag frequencies of individual users, there will
be considerable noises in it. However, IT is the aggregation of all users’ tagging behavior on items, thus it
is much more resistant to noisy tags. As a result of this different noise ratio in UT and IT, combining
them directly for factorization may lead to poor results. In order to generate a more reliable UT, one
possible approach (not without the loss of user-specific information) is as follows. For a user and an item
bookmarked by this user, we reset her tag vector as the corresponding tag vectors from IT, reflecting
crowd wisdom. In the matrix form, 𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔 = 𝐔𝐔𝐔𝐔 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐈). We call this idea tag generalization and have
tested its effectiveness in Section 4.

4. An Empirical Study

The datasets used in our study were crawled from Delicious, the largest social bookmarking site, from
June 2008 to December 2008. Two raw datasets consisting of bookmarking data from 5000 users each
were used for our reported experiments. To reduce the size of the raw data, we removed users that had
posted less than 15 URLs and items that had been saved by less than 15 users. To create an experimental
testbed that can highlight differences between recommendation algorithms, we removed the URLs that
had been bookmarked by more than 75 users, which accounted for about 1~2% of all URLs. This removal
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is based on the observation that recommending items that are extremely popular in the datasets is always
of high probability to be correct thus making algorithm comparison less sensitive. After all these
preprocessing steps, two datasets named as Small and Large were obtained. Table 1 provides key
statistics of these two datasets.
Table 1. Dataset characteristics
Dataset

Small

Number of users

485

Large
1097

Number of URLs

999

1872

Number of tags

11307

9608

Number of transactions

24612

44599

Density level (%)

5.08

2.17

Average number of URLs per user

50.75

40.66

Average number of users per URL

24.64

23.82

We randomly divided each of the datasets into a training set and a test set. The split was based on the
training-testing ratio between 20%-80% and was done at the user level. In the predication phase, all
methods recommended 5 items for each user and then compared them with the items in the test set. The
evaluation metrics adopted in our experiment were the commonly used ones including precision, recall, Fmeasure, and rankscore for ranked list prediction.
Twelve algorithms were evaluated in our experiments. RAND algorithm generates random
recommendations for every user, while POP algorithm recommends the most popular items to each user.
The user-based (UB) and item-based (IB) algorithms, as well as their variants namely tagging user-based
(TUB) and tagging item-based (TIB) (Peng et al. 2009) were implemented as the baselines. In addition to
the topic-based (TB) method, the SVD dimensionality reduction method (SVD) which finds hidden
structure using singular value decomposition and the fusion algorithm (FUS) extending user/item profiles
with tags are also included for comparison. Furthermore, to investigate the benefits of tag generalization,
we integrate it into the TB and SB algorithms, and rename them as GTB and GSB respectively. The
experiment was rerun for 10 times and the final results are averaged over all runs. Table 2 summarizes the
results on both datasets.
Table 2. Experimental results on the Small and Large dataset
Dataset

Small

Large
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Algorithm

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Rank Score

RAND
POP
UB
IB
SVD
TUB
TIB
FUS
TB
SB
GTB
GSB
RAND
POP
UB
IB
SVD
TUB
TIB
FUS
TB
SB
GTB
GSB

4.27
9.81
22.00
13.52
19.10
21.02
22.31
24.68
22.99
23.87
28.34
30.00
1.74
3.82
4.81
2.75
5.15
7.38
7.06
7.71
7.62
7.80
7.89
8.33

0.43
1.00
2.23
1.37
1.93
2.14
2.27
2.51
2.34
2.42
2.88
3.05
0.22
0.49
0.61
0.35
0.65
0.94
0.89
0.98
0.96
0.99
1.00
1.05

0.79
1.81
4.05
2.49
3.51
3.88
4.12
4.55
4.24
4.40
5.22
5.53
0.39
0.86
1.08
0.62
1.16
1.66
1.59
1.73
1.71
1.75
1.77
1.87

4.27
9.84
22.18
13.52
19.25
21.20
22.27
24.76
23.15
23.98
28.50
30.28
1.73
3.82
4.85
2.76
5.17
7.45
7.06
7.75
7.67
7.87
7.99
8.39
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It can be seen from Table 2 that the proposed GSB algorithm outperforms other algorithms significantly
on both datasets, which demonstrates the effectiveness our approach. According to t-test, GSB is
significantly better than the second best algorithm GTB, with p<0.001 on all evaluation metrics for both
datasets. Despite its simplicity, tag generalization has led to quite sizable improvements on both the
subject-based and topic-based algorithms, confirming our hypothesis about the reliability of matrix UT
and IT. The fusion method focuses on occurrences of tags rather than their weighing values, thus are not
able to benefit from tag generalization. The subject-based algorithms, with or without tag generalization,
have shown superiority over the topic-based algorithms, demonstrating the advantages of extracting
subjects for recommendation. In general, the tag-enhanced algorithms outperform the traditional CF
approaches strikingly, especially on the sparser Large dataset. It implies that it is of great potential to
improve item recommendation quality leveraging tagging information, especially when the dataset is
sparse. The prediction accuracy of the implemented algorithms on the Small dataset is much higher
compared with that on the Large dataset, which may due to the fact that the Small dataset is much denser
than the Large dataset and more data are available for training/profiling.

5. Conclusions and Future Research
This paper discusses a subject-centered model of collaborative tagging, in which subjects are assumed to
play the key role in determining users’ tagging behavior. We propose the concept of Consistent
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization and use it to discover the hidden subjects and inner relations within this
model from tagging data. We also propose a preprocessing technique called tag generalization to remove
noises stemming from meaningless tags. An evaluation study using two real-world collaborative tagging
datasets from Delicious has demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach. For future work, we plan to
design more sophisticated techniques for tag generalization, and apply it to matrix IT as well. We will
also investigate how to optimize various control parameters of our approach (e.g., c in Equation 1, k, the
target number of subjects to be clustered) automatically.
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Abstract
Recommender systems are becoming increasingly important to individual users and businesses for
providing personalized recommendations. However, while the majority of algorithms proposed in
recommender systems litera ture have fo cused on imp roving reco mmendation accuracy (a s
exemplified by the rece nt Netflix Prize competition) , other important aspects of rec ommendation
quality, such as th e diversity of recommendations, have often been overlooked. In this paper, we
introduce a nu mber of item re-ran king methods tha t can g enerate sub stantially more d iverse
recommendations across all users w hile m aintaining comparable l evels of rec ommendation
accuracy. Empi rical resul ts con sistently show t he di versity gai ns of t he pr oposed re-ranking
methods for several real-world rating datasets and different rating prediction techniques.
Keywords: recommender systems, collaborative filtering, recommendation diversity, ranking functions.

1. Introduction and Motivation
In recent years, recommender systems have become an important research topic in academia and industry
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005). However, in most cases, new techniques are designed to improve the
accuracy of recommendations, including the most recent algorithms from Netflix Prize competition
(netflixprize.com); other aspects, such as the diversity of recommendations, have often been overlooked
in evaluating the recommendation quality. The importance of diverse recommendations has been
emphasized in several recent studies (Adomavicius and Kwon 2008, Bradley and Smyth 2001,
Brynjolfsson et al. 2007, Fleder and Hosanagar 2009, Zhang and Hurley 2008, Ziegler et al. 2005). These
studies argue that one of the goals of recommender systems is to provide a user with highly idiosyncratic
or personalized items, and more diverse recommendations result in more opportunities for users to get
recommended such items. With this motivation, some studies proposed new recommendation methods
that can increase the diversity of recommendation sets for a given individual user (i.e., individual
diversity), often measured by the average dissimilarity between all pairs of recommended items (Bradley
and Smyth 2001, Zhang and Hurley 2008, Ziegler et al. 2005).
More diverse recommendations could be beneficial for some businesses as well (Brynjolfsson et al. 2007,
Fleder and Hosanagar 2009). For example, it would be profitable to Netflix if their recommender system
can encourage users to rent more “long-tail” type of movies (i.e., more obscure items that are located in
the tail of the sales distribution) because they are typically less costly to license and acquire from
distributors than new-release or highly-popular movies of big studios (Goldstein and Goldstein 2006).
Few recent studies (Brynjolfsson et al. 2007, Fleder and Hosanagar 2009) started examining the impact of
recommender systems on sales diversity by
Table 1. Accuracy-diversity tradeoff: example
considering
aggregate
diversity
of
Quality Metric:
recommendations across all users, which will be
Accuracy
Diversity
the focus of this paper.
Note that high Top-1 recommendation of:
individual diversity of recommendations does
Popular Item (item with the largest
49 distinct
82%
number of known ratings)
items
not necessarily imply high aggregate diversity.
For example, while recommending to all users
“Long-Tail” Item (item with the
695 distinct
68%
smallest number of known ratings)
items
the same five best-selling items that are not
similar to each other will result in high
Note. Recommendations for 2828 users by a standard itemindividual diversity, the aggregate diversity will based collaborative filtering technique on MovieLens data.
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be very low (because only five distinct items are recommended across all users).
Higher diversity (both individual and aggregate), however, can come at the expense of accuracy. The
example in Table 1 (based on the MovieLens dataset that is publicly available at grouplens.org) shows
that it is possible to obtain higher diversity simply by recommending less popular items; however, the loss
of recommendation accuracy in this case can be substantial. Some prior work (Adomavicius and Kwon
2008) has attempted to overcome this accuracy-diversity trade-off by filtering out less promising
recommendations; as a result, however, such approaches often can offer only a fraction of possible
recommendations to users. In contrast, we explore new recommendation approaches that can increase the
diversity of recommendations with only a minimal (negligible) accuracy loss using different
recommendation ranking techniques, without losing any recommendations. While the traditional
recommender systems typically rank the relevant items by their predicted rating and recommend the most
highly predicted item to each user, resulting in high accuracy, the proposed approaches consider
additional factors, such as item popularity, when ranking the recommended item list to substantially
increase recommendation diversity while maintaining comparable levels of accuracy.
2. Related Work
Recommender systems typically operate in a two dimensional space of users and items. Let U be the set
of users of a recommender system, and let I be the set of all possible items that can be recommended to
users. Then, the utility function that represents the preference of item i∈I by user u∈U is often defined as
R:U×I→Rating, where Rating typically represents some numeric scale used by the users to evaluate each
item. Also, we use the R(u, i) notation to represent a known rating (i.e., the actual rating that user u gave
to item i), and the R*(u, i) notation to represent the system-predicted rating for item i and user u.
Numerous metrics have been employed for measuring the accuracy of recommendations (Herlocker et al.
2004). In particular, precision is one of the most popular decision-support metrics that measures the
percentage of truly “high” ratings among those that were predicted to be “high” by the recommender
system. The ratings in the data that we used for our experiments are integers between 1 and 5, inclusive,
and accordingly we define the items with ratings greater than 3.5 (threshold for “high” ratings, denoted by
TH) as “highly-ranked”, and the ratings less than 3.5 as “non-highly-ranked.” Furthermore, in real world
settings, recommender systems typically recommend the most highly-ranked N items since users are
usually interested in only several most relevant recommendations, and this list of N items for user u can
be defined as LN(u) = {i1, …, iN}, where R*(u, ik) ≥ TH for all k∈{1, 2,.., N}. Therefore, in our paper, we
evaluate the recommendation accuracy based on the percentage of truly “highly-ranked” ratings, denoted
by correct(LN(u)), among those that were predicted to be the N most relevant “highly ranked” items for
each user, i.e., using the precision-in-top-N metric (Herlocker et al. 2004), as written formally as follows:

precision - in - top - N = ∑ | correct ( LN (u )) |
u∈U

∑| L

N

(u ) | ,

u∈U

where correct(LN(u)) = {i∈LN(u) | R(u, i) ≥ TH}. However, as mentioned earlier, relying on the accuracy of
recommendations alone may not be enough to find the most relevant items for a user (McNee et al. 2006),
and another important aspect can be measured by the diversity of recommendations. Since we intend to
measure the recommendation quality based on the top-N recommendation lists that the system provides to
its users, in this paper we use the total number of distinct items recommended across all users as an
aggregate diversity measure, which we will refer to as diversity-in-top-N and can formally express as:
diversity - in - top - N = ∪ LN (u ) .
u∈U

3. Improving Diversity By Re-Ranking Recommendation List
As mentioned earlier, traditional recommender systems recommend to user u a list of top-N items, LN(u),
selected according to some ranking criterion. More formally, item ix is ranked ahead of item iy (i.e., ix ≺
iy) if rank(ix) < rank(iy), where rank: I → R is a function representing the ranking criterion. The vast
majority of current recommender systems use the predicted rating value as the ranking criterion (i.e.,
rankStandard), and it shares the motivation with the widely accepted probability ranking p rinciple in
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information retrieval systems literature that ranks the documents in order of decreasing probability of
relevance (Robertson 1997). Note that, by definition, recommending the most highly predicted items is
designed to help improve recommendation accuracy, but not recommendation diversity. Therefore, new
ranking criteria are needed in order to achieve diversity improvement. Recommending less popular items
intuitively should have an effect towards increasing recommendation diversity, as illustrated by the
example in Section 1. Following this motivation, we explore the possibility to use item popularity as a
recommendation ranking criterion and its impact on the recommendation accuracy and diversity.
3.1 Re-Ranking Recommendation List By Item Popularity
We define item popularity as the number of known ratings for each item, and item popularity-based
ranking approach (denoted as rankItemPop) recommends the least popular items to users. The results in
Figure 1 show that the item popularity-based ranking approach increased recommendation diversity from
385 to 1395 (i.e., 3.6 times); however, recommendation accuracy dropped from 89% to 69%, as compared
to the standard ranking approach. Here, despite the significant diversity gain, such a significant accuracy
loss (20%) would not be acceptable in most real-life personalization applications. Therefore, in the next
subsection we introduce a general technique to parameterize recommendation ranking approaches, which
allows to achieve significant diversity gains while controlling accuracy losses (e.g., according to how
much loss is tolerable in a given application).
3.2 Controlling Accuracy-Diversity Trade-Off: Parameterized Ranking Approaches
Item popularity-based ranking approach as well as other ranking approaches proposed in this paper are
parameterized with “ranking threshold” TR∈[TH, Tmax] (where Tmax is the largest possible rating on the
rating scale, e.g., Tmax=5) to provide user the ability to choose a certain level of recommendation
accuracy. In particular, given any ranking function rankX(i), the ranking threshold TR is used for creating
the parameterized version of this ranking function, rankX(i, TR), which is formally defined as:

⎧⎪ rank x (i ),
rank x ( i , TR ) = ⎨
⎪⎩ αu + rankStandard (i ),

if R* ( u ,i )∈[TR ,Tmax ]
if R* ( u ,i )∈[TH ,TR )

,

I * (T ) = {i ∈ I | R * (u, i ) ≥ T R },

where αu =R max rank (i )
u
x
i∈I u* (TR )

.

Simply put, items that are predicted above ranking threshold TR are ranked according to rankX(i), while
items that are below TR are ranked according to the standard ranking approach rankStandard(i). In addition,
all items that are above TR get ranked ahead of all items that are below TR (as ensured by αu in the above
formal definition). Therefore, choosing different TR values in-between TH and Tmax allows the user to set
the desired balance between accuracy and diversity, as shown in Figure 1. For example, the item
popularity-based ranking approach with ranking threshold 4.4 could minimize the accuracy loss to 1.32%,
but still could obtain 83% diversity gain (from 385
to 703), compared to the standard ranking approach.
An even higher threshold 4.7 still makes it possible
to achieve 20% diversity gain (from 385 to 462)
with only 0.06% of accuracy loss. Also note that,
even when there are less than N items above the
ranking threshold TR, by definition, all the items
above TR are recommended to a user, and the
remaining top-N items are selected according to the
standard ranking approach. This ensures that all the
ranking approaches proposed in this paper provide
the same exact number of recommendations as their
corresponding baseline technique, which is also very
important from the experimental analysis point of MovieLens data, top-5 items, item-based CF, 50 neighbors
view in order to have a fair performance comparison Figure 1. Performance of item popularity-based
of different ranking techniques.
approach with its parameterized versions
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3.3 Additional Ranking Approaches
We here introduce four additional ranking approaches that can be used as alternatives to rankStandard to
improve recommendation diversity, and the formal definitions of each ranking approach as well as
standard and item popularity-based ranking approaches are provided in Figure 2. As seen from the
empirical analysis on the positive relationships between average item popularity and predicted ratings in
(Adomavicius and Kwon 2008), we also consistently observed that popular items, on average, are likely
to have higher predicted ratings than less popular items, using different traditional recommendation
techniques. Therefore, it can be suggested that recommending not as highly predicted items (but still
predicted to be above TH) likely implies recommending, on average, less popular items, potentially
leading to diversity improvements; following this observation, we propose to use predicted rating value
itself as an item ranking criterion. Based on similar empirical observations, we propose a number of
alternative ranking approaches, including the ones based on average rating , absolute likeability , and
relative likeability, as defined in Figure 2.
4. Empirical Results
The proposed recommendation ranking approaches were tested with MovieLens (grouplens.org) and
Netflix (netflixprize.com) data sets. We pre-processed each dataset to include users and movies with
significant rating history, which makes it possible to have sufficient number of highly-predicted items for
recommendations to each user (in the test data). For each dataset, we randomly chose 60% of the ratings
as training data and used them to predict the remaining 40% (i.e., test data).
4.1 Performance of Proposed Ranking Approaches
All five proposed ranking approaches were used in conjunction with one of three widely popular
recommendation techniques for rating prediction, including two heuristic-based (user-based and itembased “nearest neighbor”) and one model-based (matrix factorization) collaborative filtering (CF)
techniques (Sarwar et al. 2001, Funk 2006), to generate top-N (N=1, 5, 10) recommendations to each
user. We set predicted rating threshold as TH = 3.5 (out of 5) to ensure that only relevant items are
recommended to users, and ranking threshold TR varied from 3.5 to 5.0. The performance of each ranking
approach was measured in terms of precision-in-top-N and diversity-in-top-N and, for comparison
purposes, its diversity gain and precision loss with respect to the standard ranking approach was
calculated. Consistently with the accuracy-diversity tradeoff discussed in the introduction, all the
proposed ranking approaches improved the diversity of recommendations by sacrificing the accuracy.
However, with each ranking approach, as ranking threshold TR increases, the accuracy loss is significantly
minimized (smaller precision loss) while still exhibiting substantial diversity improvement. Therefore,
with different ranking thresholds, one can obtain different diversity gains for different levels of tolerable
precision loss, as compared to the standard ranking approach. Following this idea, in our experiments we
compare the effectiveness (i.e., diversity gain) of different ranking techniques for various precision loss
levels (0.1-10%).
• Standard, i.e., ranking the candidate (highly
predicted) items by their predicted rating value,
from highest to lowest.
rankStandard(i)=R*(u, i)-1.

• Item Average Rating, i.e., ranking by an average of
all known ratings for each item:

• Item Popul arity, i.e., ranking by item popularity,
from lowest to highest, where popularity is
represented by the number of known ratings that
each item has .
rankItemPop(i)= |U(i)|, U(i) = {u∈U | ∃R(u, i)}.

• Item Ab solute Lik eability, i.e., ranking by how
many users liked the item (i.e., rated it above TH):
rankAbsLike(i) = |UH(i)|, UH(i)={u∈U(i)| R(u,i) ≥ TH}.

• Reverse Pred icted Ra ting Va lue, i.e., ranking by
predicted rating value, from lowest to highest.
rankRevPred(i) = R*(u,i).

rankAvgRating(i) = R(i) =

∑ R(u, i)

| U (i ) | .

u∈U (i )

• Item Rela tive Lik eability, i.e., ranking by the
percentage of the users who liked an item (among
all users who rated it).
rankRelLike(i) = |UH(i)| / |U(i)|.

Figure 2. Various ranking functions
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Table 2. Diversity gains of proposed ranking approaches for different levels of precision loss
Precision Loss
-0.1
-0.05
-0.025
-0.01
-0.005
-0.001
Standard:0.892

Item Popularity
Diversity Gain
+800
3.078
+594
2.543
+411
2.068
+270
1.701
+189
1.491
+93
1.242
385
1.000

Reverse Prediction
Diversity Gain
+848
3.203
+594
2.543
+411
2.068
+234
1.608
+173
1.449
+44
1.114
385
1.000

Item Avg Rating
Diversity Gain
+975
3.532
+728
2.891
+513
2.332
+311
1.808
+223
1.579
+78
1.203
385
1.000

Item Abs Likeability
Diversity Gain
+897
3.330
+642
2.668
+445
2.156
+282
1.732
+196
1.509
+104
1.270
385
1.000

Item Rel Likeability
Diversity Gain
+937
3.434
+699
2.816
+484
2.257
+278
1.722
+199
1.517
+96
1.249
385
1.000

(a) MovieLens dataset, top-5 items, heuristic-based technique (item-based CF, 50 neighbors)
Precision Loss
-0.1
-0.05
-0.025
-0.01
-0.005
-0.001
Standard:0.834

Item Popularity
Diversity Gain
+314
1.356
+301
1.341
+238
1.270
+156
1.177
+128
1.145
+64
1.073
882
1.000

Reverse Prediction
Diversity Gain
+962
2.091
+757
1.858
+568
1.644
+363
1.412
+264
1.299
+177
1.201
882
1.000

Item Avg Rating
Diversity Gain
+880
1.998
+718
1.814
+535
1.607
+382
1.433
+282
1.320
+118
1.134
882
1.000

Item Abs Likeability
Diversity Gain
+732
1.830
+614
1.696
+464
1.526
+300
1.340
+247
1.280
+89
1.101
882
1.000

Item Rel Likeability
Diversity Gain
+860
1.975
+695
1.788
+542
1.615
+385
1.437
+288
1.327
+148
1.168
882
1.000

(b) Netflix dataset, top-5 items, model-based technique (matrix factorization CF, K=64)

Notation: Precision Loss=[Precision-in-top-N of proposed ranking approach]–[Precision-in-top-N of standard ranking approach]
Diversity Gain (column 1)=[Diversity-in-top-N of proposed ranking approach]–[Diversity-in-top-N of standard ranking approach]
Diversity Gain (column 2)=[Diversity-in-top-N of proposed ranking approach]/[Diversity-in-top-N of standard ranking approach]

While the results were very consistent across all experiments, for illustration purposes and because of the
space limitations, we present two experiments in Table 2: each using all possible ranking techniques on a
different dataset and a different recommendation technique. For example, Table 2a shows the
performance of the proposed ranking approaches used in conjunction with item-based CF technique to
provide top-5 recommendations on the MovieLens dataset. For instance, one can observe that, with the
precision loss of only 0.001 or 0.1% (from 0.892 of the standard ranking approach), item average ratingbased ranking approach can already increase diversity by 20% (i.e., absolute gain of 78 on top of the 385
achieved by the standard ranking approach). If users can tolerate precision loss up to 1%, the diversity
could be increased by 81% with the same ranking technique; and 5% precision loss can provide diversity
gains up to 189% for this recommendation technique on this dataset. Substantial diversity improvements
can be observed across different settings and, thus, system designers have the flexibility to choose the
most desirable ranking approach based on the data in a given application.
4.2 Impact of Proposed Ranking Approaches on the Distribution of Recommended Items

Since we measure recommendation diversity as the total number of distinct items that are being
recommended across all users, one could possibly argue that, while the diversity can be easily improved
by recommending a few new items to some users, it may not be clear whether the proposed ranking
approaches would be able to shift the overall distribution of recommended items towards more
idiosyncratic, long-tail recommendations. Therefore, in this subsection we explore how the proposed
ranking approaches change the actual distribution of recommended items in terms of their popularity.
Following the popular “80-20 rule” or the Pareto principle, we define the top 20% of the most frequently
rated items in the training dataset as “bestsellers” and the remaining 80% of items as “long-tail” items.
We calculated the percentage of long-tail items among the items recommended across all users by the
proposed ranking approaches as well as by the standard ranking approach.
For example, with the standard ranking approach, the long-tail items consist of only 16% of total
recommendations (i.e., 84% recommendations were of bestsellers) when recommending top-5 items to
each user using item-based CF technique on MovieLens dataset, confirming some findings in prior
literature that recommender systems often gravitate towards recommending bestsellers and not long-tail
items (Fleder and Hosanagar 2009). However, as shown in Figure 3, the proposed ranking approaches
are able to recommend significantly more long-tail items with a small level of accuracy loss, and this
distribution becomes even more skewed towards long-tail items if more accuracy loss can be tolerated.
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For example, with 1% precision loss, the
percentage of recommended long-tail items
increased from 16% to 21% with item average
rating-based ranking approach, or to 32% with
item popularity-based ranking approach. And
with 5% precision loss, the proportion of longtail items can grow up to 58%, using the latter
ranking approach.
This analysis provides
further empirical support that the proposed
ranking approaches increase not just the number
of distinct items recommended, but also the
proportion of recommended long-tail items,
MovieLens data, top 5 items, item-based CF, 50 Neighbors
thus, confirming that the proposed techniques
truly contribute towards more diverse and Percentage of Long Tail Items = Percentage of recommended
idiosyncratic recommendations across all users. items that are not among top 20% most popular items
Figure 3. Proportion of long-tail items
5. Conclusions and Future Work
We believe that the diversity of recommendations should be given more weight in evaluating the
recommendation quality, and more research is needed to further explore the tradeoff between accuracy
and diversity in recommender systems. In this paper, we proposed new ranking approaches that can
significantly increase diversity with a small amount of accuracy loss by re-ranking candidate items (that
have traditionally been ranked by recommender systems according to the predicted rating values) based
on several alternative item ranking criteria. The experimental results show that, at the expense of a
negligible accuracy loss, recommendation ranking approaches represent effective techniques for obtaining
the desired levels of diversity. As a possible direction for future research, we plan to investigate how the
improvements in the recommendation diversity will affect users’ behavior in e-commerce settings.
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Abstract
Shilling attacks have b ecome a ma jor th reat to on-line reco mmender systems emp loying
collaborative filtering (CF) techniques. The attack can efficiently influence the prediction results
and mislead customers by introducing biased ratings. In this paper, we propose a Bayesian game
theoretic framework to analyze the interactions between malicious attackers who conduct shilling
attacks an d defenders/monitors wh o a ttempt to mitig ate a ttack effects. Fu rthermore, we
investigate the decision making process for the detection strategy selection based on the concept
of mixed strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium.
Keywords: Recommender systems, shilling attacks, game theory

1. Introduction
Recommender systems allow companies to exploit the massive amount of information gathered from
historical transactions and social behaviors. Based on the extracted patterns from a significant number of
users, business decisions and recommendations are subsequently made. Collaborative filtering (CF)-based
recommender systems have seen tremendous successful commercial applications (Burke et al. 20006,
Huang et al. 2007, Mobash et al. 2007, Zhu and Lee 2009). A major assumption of the CF-based method
is that a group of users showing similar patterns over a set of items will share similar preferences for other
items. By casting the profile set collected by the recommender system into a user-item preference matrix,
the CF method constructs a statistical model over this matrix and can generate future predictions based on
the built model. The CF-based recommender system is vulnerable to the so-called shilling attack, which
injects a set of carefully designed profiles to the profile set and hence changes the statistical model. As a
result, the objectives of attackers may be reached by upgrading or downgrading the rating for one or more
items.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we review the different models of
shilling attacks to provide necessary background on our work. In section 3, we formulate the shilling
attack detection as a Bayesian game and subsequently studied the mixed strategy solution. The
discussions on the ongoing and the related works are also included at the end of this section. Section 4
concludes the paper.
2. Shilling Attacks in CF-based Recommender Systems
Collaborative filtering in recommender systems is inherently a prediction method based on statistical
models built from the profile sets. Each profile corresponds to a user’s rating over a set of items. Suppose
the system has N users and M items, then the profile set is represented as a N  M matrix. The predictive
performance of the CF-based recommender systems relies on the assumption that each participating agent
contributes correct profile information, which should reflect the real opinions of users. Otherwise, the
recommendation will be made based on a wrong statistical model. This structural property indicates that
the CF-based system is vulnerable to attacks of injection types, which are referred to as shilling attacks.
A malicious attacker can inject a set of carefully-designed profiles to affect the underlying statistical
model and further influence the recommendations to be made.
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A variety of shilling attacks have been designed to exploit the vulnerabilities of CF-based recommender
systems. Typically, there are four types of shilling attacks: random attack, average attack, bandwagon
attack and segment attack. Figure 1 illustrates a generic attack format, which captures the basic structure
for all four different attacks (Mobasher et al. 2007). In general, a specific shilling attack generates a set of
profiles and injects them into the target profile set. With respect to each generated profile, a set of items
are chosen and assigned with calculated values.

Figure 1. The general form of attacker profile
The selection mechanism of these items and the calculation formula of the associated values depend on
the attack strategy that is being used. For instance, for the random attack, the selected items are assigned
with some random variables that follow the normal distribution where mean and standard variations are
obtained from the target profile set. In order to build a trustworthy CF-based recommendation system,
previous research has focused on designing detection schemes to defend against the shilling attacks
(Burke et al. 2006, Mobasher et al. 2007). Since different shilling attacks design their respective injected
profiles according to different probabilistic models, a prior knowledge on the attack strategy is required to
design the corresponding detection strategies. For instance, a detection scheme for the average attack type
may not perform well on the profile set polluted by a segment attack.
Designing a robust detection strategy that can perform well for different types of attacks is the ideal
solution for the ultimate shilling attack detection. From the statistical point of view, this amounts to
designing a classification scheme that is independent of the underlying models, which can become quite
a challenge. This research aims to design a robust shilling attack detection system from another
viewpoint. We assume that there exists an efficient detection scheme for each specific shilling attack
model. This assumption is more relaxed compared to designing a work-for-all detection schemes model.
In fact, some successful results have been reported for many model specific detection schemes (Mobasher
et al. 2007).
In our research, the CF-based recommender system is assumed to have a shilling attack defender that can
gain access to four detection strategies dedicated to the four attack strategies respectively. A given profile
set can either consist of a set of normal profiles or be polluted by attackers employing one of the four
attack strategies. A brute force solution for the defender is to iterate through all four detection strategies
and mount each of them against the profile set. This can be time consuming since the worst scenario
corresponds to trying every available detection strategy. Moreover, this approach can even increase the
defending cost from the economic perspective. For instance, a lot of Web applications, such as the
recommender system, are moving to the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) (Li et al. 2007). In this
type of framework, each specific detection strategy can be owned by an independent service provider who
shows more expertise in fighting against the attacks of a specific type. The defender will buy the detection
strategies from the respective service provider when needed. The brute force solution implicitly requires
the defender to buy the detection service from all of these different service providers, which causes the
defender more security-related budget. Therefore, from the defender’s view, once a given profile is
estimated to be a polluted one, they need to decide which specific detection strategy should be purchased
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to maximize the detection likelihood while avoiding paying extra cost. Meeting this goal is the major
motivation of our research. In practice, both attackers and defenders can be assumed to be intelligent and
rational, i.e., they will behave strategically (Myerson 1997, Li et al. 2008). Hence, we are going to
investigate a game theoretic-based decision making process.

3. Bayesian Game-based Evaluation Framework for Detecting Shilling Attack
Game theory provides a theoretical framework to investigate the interactions among a group of agents
who have their own objective and autonomous decision making process. In this section, we model the
shilling attack intrusion detection system as a Bayesian game and study the related attack and detection
strategies.
3.1 Bayesian Shilling Attack-Detection Game
In the context of a shilling attack detection system, two players, the profile set constructor and the
defender, interact with each other through exerting their influences on a given profile set. The profile set
constructor embodies two types of characteristics: normal and polluted. The latter indicates that a
malicious attacker injects a set of designed profiles to modify the underlying statistical model that the CFbased recommend system relies on. On the other side, the defender has a single type, normal. In the
context of Bayesian game formulation, the type space is denoted as T , and t  T : t  {t1 , t 2 } is a type
profile instance, while t1 is for the profile set constructor and t2 is for the defender. In this research, there
are two type instances: {t1= normal, t2 =normal} and {t1 =polluted, t2 = normal}. The defender has two
action choices, i.e., leaves the profile as it is or launches a detection strategy. From the defender’s
viewpoint, which choice to make depends on his or her estimation over the profile’s nature (e.g. normal or
polluted). This kind of uncertainty and the resulting interaction dynamics are captured by the concept of
belief in the Bayesian game theory (Myerson 1997). We use β to represent the probability of the
defender’s belief that the constructor’s type is normal. This kind of belief is estimated by the defender
based on the accumulated records and his expertise.
As discussed above, a polluted profile set can be affected by one of four types of attack strategies.
Meanwhile, a detection strategy can be identified in terms of its most effective target attack strategy. To
simplify the notation, we identify the profile sets polluted by the four attack strategies (e.g. random attack,
average attack, bandwagon attack, and segment attack) as “1” to “4” respectively. The corresponding
detection strategy is identified using the same number. In order to quantify the effect of a chosen
detection strategy on a given attack strategy, we introduce the metric Pij , which represents the probability
of not being detected when the attack strategy is i and the detection strategy is j. A normal profile set
constructor is identified as “0” while the defender chooses not to launch any detection strategy is
identified as “0” as well. In the context of the shilling attack detection game, we define the strategy space
as S  S1  S 2 , where Si is the strategy space for the i-th payer and consists of the available strategies for
this player. An instance s  S : s  {s1 , s2 } where s1  S1 & s2  S 2 is a pair and consists of strategies
for both agents. s1 is for the profile set constructor while s2 is for the defender.
Game theory guides the strategy designing process for the participating agents that are aiming to
maximize their own utilities, which captures the preferences of the agents in a quantitative approach. In
the context of shilling attack-detection problem, the utility function of a profile set constructor is defined
in Eq.1.

U c (i, j )  U c (i, j )  Pij  B  (1  Pij )  La  Ci
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i  1,2,3,4 and j  1,2,3,4
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In Eq.1, B denotes the collected benefit after successfully mounting the attack and La stands for the
incurred lost when detected by the defender. Cia is the operation cost for employing attack strategy i.
Meanwhile, the corresponding utility function for the defender is defined in Eq.2.

U d (i, j )  U d (i, j )  (1  Pij )  G  Pij  Ld  C j

d

i  1,2,3,4 and j  1,2,3,4

(2)

In Eq.2, G denotes the collected benefit after successfully detecting the attack and Ld stands for the
incurred loss after failing to detect the attack. Cjd is the operation cost for employing detection strategy j.
Besides the above scenarios, a pair (i  0, j  0) represents that the defender does not launch any
detection strategy for a given attack, and hence the attack will not be detected, i.e., Pij = 1. Therefore,

U c (i  0, j  0)  B  Ci

a

and U d (i  0, j  0)   Ld . A pair (i  0, j  0) represents that the
defender launches a detection strategy over a nonexistent attack, which is due to the wrong belief over the
d

profile set. Therefore, U d (i  0, j  0)  0 and U d (i  0, j  0)  C j . The utilities of both sides
equal to 0 when i=0 and j=0. Table 1 illustrates the payoff matrix for the built Bayesian game.
Table 1. Strategic form of the shilling attack detection game
(a)The profile set constructor is normal (with
probability β )

(b)The profile set constructor is polluted by an
attacker (with probability 1- β)

d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3
d=4
a=0 U(0,0) U(0,1) U(0,2) U(0,3) U(4,4)

a=1
a=2
a=3
a=4

d=0
U(1,0)
U(2,0)
U(3,0)
U(4,0)

d=1
U(1,1)
U(2,1)
U(3,1)
U(4,1)

d=2
U(1,2)
U(2,2)
U(3,2)
U(4,2)

d=3
U(1,3)
U(2,3)
U(3,3)
U(4,3)

d=4
U(1,4)
U(2,4)
U(3,4)
U(4,4)

In Table 1, U (i , j ) is a pair and is equivalent to (U c (a  i, d  j ),U d (a  i, d  j )) . Bayesian-Nash
equilibrium is a strategy profile, s  {s1 ,...., sn } , and none of the players can gain a higher expected
payoff by unilaterally deviating from their strategy stipulated in s*. This requirement is formulated in the
following.
*

*

*

E[U i ( si , s i ) | t ]  E[U i ( si , si ) | t ] si  si
*

*

*

*

& t  T & i  1,..., n

E[U i ( si , s i ) | t ]   P(t )U i ( si , s i | t ) & E[U i ( si , s i ) | t ]   P(t )U i ( si , si | t )
*

*

*

tT

*

*

*

(3)

tT

In Eq.(3), si  {s1 ,..., si 1 , si 1 ,..., sn } and t  {t1 , t2 } is a type profile instance. In the context of the
shilling attack detection game, the existence of multiple attack strategies and corresponding detection
strategies constitutes another inherent uncertainty. To address this issue, we solve this game using the
mixed strategy solution (Osborne et al.1994; Myerson 1997). A mixed strategy solution
mi  {mi ,1 ,..., mi , j ,..., mi , n } is a probabilistic distribution over the strategy space Si, and mi,j represents the
*

*

*

*

*

probability of employing the j-th strategy for the i-th player. By introducing the probability distribution,
mixed strategy protects the players from being exploited of their actions by the counterparts. In practice,
this piece of probability-related information can be captured through the learning process in the
framework of a repeated game. This feature fits the mixed strategy well into the dynamic game, which is
powerful in modeling the strategic behaviors in a dynamic environment. Besides this practically useful
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feature, a well-known result in the game theory is that every finite strategic form game has a mixed
strategy equilibrium, while a pure strategy solution maybe not always existent.
The strategy of the normal profile set constructor is trivial. In the following, we are going to investigate
the mixed strategy design for a polluted constructor and the defender. Assume the probability vector
associated with the attack strategies is denoted as P a  {1 , 2 ,3 , 4 } & 1  2  3  4  1 , where

i stands for the probability that the attacker employs the i-th attack strategy. From the standpoint of the

defender, the expected payoff of employing strategy d=j is computed as
4

E[ s2  j ]    U d (0, j )   (1   )   j  U d (i, j )

(4)

i 1

Pa constitutes the mixed strategy Bayesian-Nash equilibrium if the defender is indifferent among different
detection strategies, which is represented as

E[ s2  i ]  E[ s2  i ' ] i '  i

(5)

Based on the expected payoff computed in Eq.4, the relationship given in Eq.5 represents a collection of
equations that can be used to obtain  j .
On the other hand, the probability vector associated with the detection strategy is denoted
as P d  {0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } & 0  1  2  34  1 , where  j stands for the probability that the
attacker employs the j-th detection strategy. The expected payoff of a contributor employing attack
strategy a=i is computed as follows:
4

4

E[ s1  i]    jU a (i, j )  ( B  Ci )0    j ( Pij B  (1  Pij ) La  Ci )
j 0

a

a

(6)

j 1

Similarly, Pd constitutes the mixed strategy Bayesian-Nash equilibrium if the attacker is indifferent
among different attack strategies, which is represented as E[ s1  i ]  E[ s1  i ' ] i '  i and can be used

to get i . The computed probability distributions guide both agents to decide their respective actions
against a given profile set. Discussions have been given on how to implement a randomized device to
realize this probability-based action selection in practice (Osborne et al. 1994; Myerson 1997).
3.2 Discussion
This research reports our preliminary work on building a robust shilling attack detection system. From the
perspective of applying the Bayesian game theory to design intrusion detection systems, some extensive
research results have been reported in (Liu et al. 2006, Li et al. 2008). Our research differs from others in
both the realized game formulation and the underlying motivations. Due to the existence of multiple
attack and detection strategies associated with the shilling attack-detection our studied game formulation
is more complicated and embodies physical meanings capturing the characteristics that are unique to this
issue. The correlation between the attack strategy and the detection strategy, quantified as Pij, plays an
essential role in formulating the game. Our ongoing work includes extensive empirical studies to obtain
an exact value for Pij.
In the current model setting, the strategy spaces for both the attacker and defender consist of four typical
shilling attack types along with their respective detection strategies. In practice, the injected profile set
can includes profiles of different attack types, which can be created by a single attacker who get access to
multiple attack strategies or just multiple attackers. We refer to this type of attack as hybrid attack. A
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natural extension of the current game formulation is to let the strategy space incorporate different hybrid
attack types. Due to the variety of hybrid attack types, e.g, a combination of random attack and segment
attack, the strategy spaces for both attacker and defender can be enlarged, which causes the numerical
difficulty of computing the equilibrium strategies. How to develop the detection strategy against the
hybrid attack is the focus of our next-step work.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a game theoretic approach to build a robust shilling attack detection system, which
considers uncertainties of attacker’s choice over the attack strategies and economic constraints on the
detection strategy employment. The latter factor makes it inefficient if not infeasible to simply try every
detection strategy. This approach has significant implications for future development of SOA-based
shilling attack detection systems. Extensive empirical study is required to investigate the metric value of
Pij, which is essential for the game formulation. In addition, we plan to move forward from the model
development perspective. At present, the game model only allows the attacker to mount a single type of
attack strategy which is selected by the mixed strategy solution. In practice, a given profile set can be
polluted by multiple attack strategies at the same time. How to address this issue from the perspective of
game theoretic approach is a challenge that we are going to meet in the next step.
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Abstract
There i s gr owing em phasis on gl obal collaboration i n t he busi ness w orld a nd greater
interdependence between organizations while ma king technology adoption decisions. Hence, it is
critical to better understand the effect of network structure on the social behavior of organizations
and ec onomic out comes. I n t his p aper, w hile con sidering open source sof tware ( OSS) as a n
exemplar, we propose and illustrate an investigation of diffusion of OSS based on the literature on
social networks. The objective is to understand what determines the strategic importance of a firm
within a network and how does it in fluence the diffusion of OSS across the network. Results from
an agent-based si mulation sug gest t hat a) st rategically si tuated n odes i n a net work ca n
significantly a ffect th e d iffusion of OSS ; b) th e mea sure o f stra tegic impo rtance of a firm in the
context of software diffusion is dependent on other factors such as network topology and network
density.
Keywords: social network analysis, open source software, diffusion of innovations

1. Introduction
The acceptance of open source software (OSS) in private and government organizations has increased
over the last few years (Shiels, 2009). Researchers have tried to explain this phenomenon from various
theoretical perspectives, including an innovation/standard diffusion perspective (Bonacorsi et al 2006)
and a pricing and competition perspective (Kim et al, 2006). However, these studies have not modeled the
effect of the organizational social networks within which a firm is embedded, in driving the adoption and
diffusion of OSS. Given the growing emphasis on global collaboration in the business world and the
interdependence between organizations while making technology adoption decisions (Weitzel et al,
2006), it is imperative to develop a better understanding of the effect of network structure on the social
behavior of organizations and economic outcomes (Jackson, 2008). Therefore, in this paper we illustrate
an investigation of OSS diffusion based on the literature on social networks.
In the analysis of social networks, entities being studied are viewed as nodes in a network. Two nodes are
connected via an edge if they have a relationship between them. Network-wide phenomena can then be
investigated based on an analysis of the various structural characteristics of the network. There are
numerous studies in prior literature that have investigated inter-organizational relationships or networks
of organizations and their impact on firm performance, resource utilization, firm innovativeness, etc. (see
for example, Capaldo, 2007). Our objective is to investigate
how different inter-organizational
relationships can influence OSS diffusion. This knowledge can then be exploited by vendors as they target
influential nodes in the network to kick start or promote the diffusion of their software. In the context of
our research, firms using an open source or proprietary alternative of a desktop operating system are
viewed as nodes in a network. Links between firms indicate that business transactions are conducted
between pairs of firms (or partners). Firms have to decide whether to upgrade their existing desktop
operating system or switch to the alternative. The premise is that the choice of software used in the
transactions with a firm’s partners should in part be influenced by a firm’s inter-organizational
relationships. Therefore, important nodes in the network need to be identified based on various structural
characteristics and their impact in driving diffusion of software needs to be investigated. We pose the
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following research questions: a) Can node-level structural measures affect the diffusion of OSS? b) What
is the relative importance of various node-level stru ctural measures in explaining the dif fusion of OSS?
While we focus on OSS, these questions and the approach presented in the paper are applicable to
diffusion of other types of software as well.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. The next section provides a brief review of the
literature on OSS, diffusion of OSS and analysis of social networks. This is followed by a description of
an agent-based simulation model, analysis and results. The paper is concluded with a brief discussion of
the contribution to both research and practice.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Open Source Software (OSS) and Its Diffusion
Open source software (OSS) is any piece of software whose source code is made publicly available under
various terms and conditions that follow the ‘Open Source Definition’ (Perens, 1999: pp 171-188).
Generally, such software is freely available online. However, companies such as Red Hat and Ubuntu
charge a fee for providing support and complementary services. There are certain aspects of OSS that are
distinctly different from proprietary software. These include zero or low license costs, very low upgrade
costs, demand-driven upgrades, no threat of withdrawal of support for older versions (Economides and
Katsamakas, 2006; Guth, 2007) etc. There is some understanding of the factors that could explain firmlevel adoption and diffusion of OSS: perceived value, network effects, total cost of ownership, level of
technical expertise etc. (Bonaccorsi et al, 2006; Kim et al, 2006; Zaffar et al, 2008). In a recent study,
Zaffar et al (2008) developed a more comprehensive model for examining the diffusion of OSS based on
both social and economic aspects. Their investigation highlighted that network topology, network density
and interoperability costs were crucial factors other than price that could individually and jointly affect
the diffusion dynamics of OSS. Given that network topology and network density are very high level
measures of network structure, we intend to investigate the effect of network structure on the diffusion of
OSS in more detail. An economics of social networks perspective seems most appropriate for this
investigation since it allows the investigation of the effect of network structure on the social behavior of
organizations and economic outcomes. In the following subsection, the literature on social network is
reviewed in the context of our research problem.
2.2 Social Networks
The analysis of social networks is concerned with the investigation of relationships between social entities
(Wassermann and Faust, 1994). In the context of inter-organizational relationships, these structural
patterns are intertwined with the economic outcomes (Jackson, 2008). Research suggests that the structure
of a network can influence a firm’s actions, its innovative capabilities, as well as performance. These
structural patterns “can also be used to study the process of change within a group over time”
(Wassermann and Faust, 1994, p 10). The choice of a suitable structural measure is dependent upon the
context of the research problem (Haythornthwaite, 1996). Prior research does not present a taxonomy of
appropriate measures in the context of software diffusion. Therefore, the following commonly used
structural measures in the literature on social networks were employed in this study: degree centrality,
closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality (Wassermann and Faust, 1994).
Degree centrality measures the importance of a node based on its number of links – the more links a node
has the more important it is in terms of degree centrality. A firm’s degree centrality has a dual effect: a)
an individual decision made by a high degree centrality firm will potentially influence the decision of a
greater number of other firms (its immediate neighbors or direct partners) than it would in the case of a
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low degree centrality firm, b) if a firm’s partners are using a different software and the resulting
interoperability costs for transacting with those partners are very high, there could be greater pressure
from the immediate neighbors on a high degree centrality firm than there would be on a low degree
centrality firm, in adopting a technology different from that of its neighbors. Closeness centrality
measures the importance of a node based on how close a node is, on average, to other nodes in the
network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). From a software diffusion perspective, firms with high closeness
centrality are likely to indirectly influence the decision of other firms faster than firms with low closeness
centrality. Betweenness centrality “measures how often a node falls on the geodesic paths among pairs of
other nodes” (Guo and Chang, 2007, p. 3); where a geodesic path is the shortest path between two nodes.
Consider a network in a star formation where one node is connected to all other nodes and all other nodes
are only connected to this one node. This node in the center will have the highest betweenness centrality
value. From the perspective of a network of firms, high betweenness centrality firms could represent
intermediaries. Such intermediaries can facilitate rapid network wide diffusion by virtue of being
connected to different groups of firms. Eigenvector centrality measures the importance of a node based on
how many other important nodes the node in question is connected to (Wassermann and Faust, 1994). It
can be defined as the principal eigenvector of the adjacency matrix of a network. The idea is that even if a
node influences just one other node, who subsequently influences many other nodes (who themselves
influence still more others), then the first node in that chain is highly influential. From a software
diffusion perspective, there are two effects to be considered: a firm with high eigenvector centrality a) has
the potential to indirectly influence a host of other firms, b) is susceptible to influence from a host of other
firms.
3. Experiment Design
In a recent study, Zaffar et al (2008) developed an agent based simulation model of the diffusion of OSS.
The model simulated a market of interconnected firms using a proprietary (e.g. Windows) or open source
(e.g. Linux) desktop operating system. Simulation parameters were based on empirical/practitioner data
whenever available. The proprietary software was the more dominant software at the start of the
simulation. Each agent’s (firm’s) software adoption decision depended on different types of costs and the
influence of other firms it transacted with. The effect of a series of key, yet under researched factors was
investigated on the diffusion of OSS throughout the network. The model demonstrated strong interaction
effects between network topology, network density, and interoperability costs on the diffusion of OSS. In
this study we decided to further investigate the effect of network structure on the diffusion of OSS by
systematically assigning OSS at the start of the simulation to “socially important” firms in the network.
Firms’ social importance was measured by a series of firm-level structural characteristics defined earlier:
degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the simulation. For each one of the network structures, two simulation
runs were performed. In the first run, OSS was randomly assigned to a predefined proportion of the
network population and the diffusion of OSS was monitored over the course of the simulation (Zaffar et
al, 2008). The simulation ran for 100 time periods. In the second run, OSS was selectively assigned to the
same proportion of the network population based on node-level structural measures: degree, closeness,
betweenness and eigenvector centrality – each time the simulation was run for 100 time periods. For
example, if the initial proportion of OSS adopters was defined to be 30%, then in case of individual
degree centrality, the firms were sorted by degree centrality and 30% of firms with the highest degree
centrality were designated as initial OSS adopters. The structural characteristics were measured using
UCINET (Borgatti et al, 2002): a tool commonly used in social network analysis. The rate of diffusion of
OSS, defined as the time it takes for diffusion to occur, was measured at the end of each run and
compared across the different runs. Diffusion was said to occur when the number of OSS adopters
doubled during the course of the simulation (Dalle and Jullien, 2001). Zaffar et al (2008) conducted an
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extensive set of experiments with multiple parameters chosen for six variables. Based on their results, key
parameter values for the variables were chosen for designing our experiments which demonstrated the
effect of network topology and network density. The following experiments were run to investigate the
effect of social structural measures on the diffusion of OSS: 2x3x2x3x2x2x5=720 – network topology
(random and small-world), network density (low, medium and high), OSS support costs (low, high),
interoperability costs (low, medium and high), duration of PS upgrade cycle (short, long), initial
proportion of OSS adopters (low, high) and OSS assignment criterion at the start of the simulation
(random assignment, degree centrality based assignment, betweenness centrality based assignment,
closeness centrality based assignment and eigenvector centrality based assignment). For each parameter
combination, fifty replications were made for each random variable and the average time for diffusion to
occur was recorded.





A network (with pre-specified topology and density) of 1000 firms is generated based on Watts
and Strogatz algorithm (1998)
Network-level attributes such as frequency of proprietary and open source software upgrades,
strength of interoperability costs etc. are assigned
Firm-level attributes such as size of the firm, current choice of software, level of OSS technical
expertise etc. are assigned
For each firm the following steps are repeated for 100 simulated time periods
Step 1: If the firm is at the beginning of its planning horizon, proceed to step 2, otherwise proceed
to step 4
Step 2: The firm evaluates its decision function to decide whether to upgrade existing software or
switch to the alternative software. The decision function takes into account economic
factors (such as costs in case of upgrading/switching the software) and social factors (such
as the decision of the firm’s neighbors)
Step 3: If the firm switches to the alternative software, it obtains new costs (setup, training,
license, support costs etc.); otherwise, it upgrades existing software
Step 4: Proceed to next simulated time period
Figure 1. Simulation process. See Zaffar et al (2008) for details

Given their computationally expensive nature, the simulations were run on a Linux-based cluster which
had over 200 CPU cluster blade servers, Intel Xeon CPUs and gigabit Ethernet interconnections with
2TBs of dedicated network attached storage. The results were analyzed using repeated measures
ANOVA. All results being reported in the following section are statistically significant at p < 0.0.
4. Results and Discussion
Diffusion occurred in 234 or about 33% of the 720 experiments. Diffusion did not occur in most cases
when the interoperability costs or OSS support costs or both were too high or when the initial proportion
of OSS adopters at the start of the simulation was low. Eigenvector centrality based assignment of OSS
at the start of the simulation resulted in the most number of diffusion cases (64 or 27%), followed by
closeness (20%), degree (20%), betweenness (18%) and random assignment (15%). Diffusion occurred
more in small-world networks (150 cases) than in random topology networks (84 cases). Within the
random topology network, diffusion never occurred when the initial proportion of OSS adopters was low.
Furthermore, the duration of PS upgrade cycle did not change the impact of the strategic assignmen t
criteria on OSS diffusion.
Table 1 presents an overview of the diffusion cases based on the OSS assignment criteria and different
network topologies. The column headers to the right in the table show the five different OSS assignment
criteria: betweenness centrality (BC), closeness centrality (CC), degree centrality (DC), eigenvector
centrality (EC) and random assignment (RD). The numbers in the third row sum up to 84 which is the
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total number of diffusion cases in random topology networks. These numbers show that the centralitybased assignment criteria are more effective than ra ndom assignment. For example, in 18 out of 360 (or
5% of the) experiments with random topology networks, diffusion occurred when OSS was assigned to
the starting population based on betweenness centrality. On the other hand, there were only 12 such cases
of diffusion when OSS was randomly assigned to the starting population. Since time for diffusion to
occur was used as the dependent variable, the term fastest here means that diffusion occurred, on average,
in the shortest amount of time. It can be seen that betweenness centrality clea rly outperforms not only
random assignment, but all other strategic assignment criteria in a random network. This result suggests
that in a random network, where firms do not form a very cohesive group, a fi rm’s strategic importance
may not be determined by its sheer number of neighbo rs (degree centrality), or its connections to other
significant firms (eigenvector centrality), or even
its average distance from other firms (closeness
centrality). Rather the i mportance is determined by how central a firm is to the
network-wide
communication between various other pairs of firms.
Table 1. Diffusion cases across OSS assignment criteria and network topologies

OSS Assignment Criteria

Network Topology

Random

Small World

BC

CC

DC

EC

RD

Number of times diffusion occurred

18

18

18

18

12

% cases in which diffusion occurred

5%

5%

5%

5%

3.3%

Number of times diffusion was fastest

18

0

0

0

0

Number of times diffusion occurred

24

28

28

46

24

% cases in which diffusion occurred

7%

9%

9%

14%

7%

2

6

11

32

0

Number of times diffusion was fastest

The lower half of Table 1 summarizes the effectiveness of various OSS assignment criteria in small world
networks. The numbers in the sixth row add up to 150 which is the total number of diffusion cases in the
small world networks. Eigenvector centrality-based assignment of OSS resul ts in the highest number o f
diffusion cases (46), followed by degree centrality (28), closeness centrality (28), betweenness centrality
(24) and random assignment (24). Furthermore, eigenvector cent rality-based assignment appears to be
most effective in small worlds with 32 cases resulting the fastest diffusion of OSS. Interestingly, in small
worlds, unlike random net works, betweenness centrality is almost as ineffective as random assignment of
OSS. In small worlds, most firms are tightly clustered and some have global connections or less clustered
connections (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Therefore, betweenness centrality of most firms will be
somewhat the same. On the other hand, given the presence of some global connections, some firms will
be more influential than others i.e. the eigenvector centrality of some of the firms will be substantially
different from those of the other firms in the network. In the context of software diffusion, this means that
in small worlds, firms with both local (clustered) as well as global (random) connections are more
important as they will drive the diffusion of OSS both locally and globally throughout the network.
Notice also that having more connections (high de gree central ity) is more valuable i n a small world
network than in a random topology network. This is understandable because large cohesive set of firms of
OSS adopters are more likely to drive diffusion of OSS than large number of firms that are not well
integrated. When neighboring firms are not well integrated (random network) then intermediaries (firms
with high betweenness centrality) are more effective in driving diffusion of OSS. These results indicating
the superiority of centrality-based assignment over random assignment and the relative importance of the
various centrality measures were robust even when diffusion was said to occur with a 50% increase in the
number of adopters.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
The results demonstrate that the strategic location of a firm in a network can significantly influence the
diffusion of OSS. These results enrich our understanding of network effects in the context of software
adoption and diffusion. First, if the strategic importance of firms can be established based on some criteria
(betweenness, closeness etc.) in the context of software diffusion, vendors can take advantage of such
insights and improve their targeted marketing and sales practices. Our results i ndicate that betweenness
and eigenvector centrality based targeting outperform other types of targeting in random and small world
networks r espectively. Although the model was parameterized based on unique aspects of OSS, the
framework itself can be extended to the investigation of other types of software as well. Second, we hope
to extend the literature on social network analysis by a) developing a better understanding of software
diffusion processes in this context and b) identifying appropriate centrality measures that can be used in
the investigation of software diffusion. In our opinion this economics of social networks perspective is a
valuable addition to software diffusion theory for two reasons. First, globalization and technology trends
are driving a greater degree of interconnectivity among organizations and software diffusion needs to be
studied in this context. Second, increasing delivery of software as a service over network facilitates a high
degree of data mining by vendors, potentially leading to more sophisticated marketing. We hope our
research contributes to theory building in this context. Finally, it is important to note that the unit of
analysis in our study was a firm. Although firm-level decisions may not always be made regarding
various software solutions, the model and its findings can be extended to other levels of analyses. For
example, the unit of analysis could be a department within a network of departments or a project in a
portfolio of projects within an organization. At such levels of analysis the actual numbers adopted in the
simulation model may vary, however, the behavior of the agents, the components of their decision
functions and the nature of ‘social’ interdependence between agents (whether they be departments or
projects) would still permit the application of the model.
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Abstract
We develop new robustness metrics for supply networks. We also propose the new ReWiSe supply
network topology based on the re-wiring of the scale-free network and show that it outperforms a
pure scale-free topology in some aspects when both random and targeted disruptions are likely to
occur. The unique feature of our approach is that by tuning the rewiring parameter of ReWiSe it
is possible to design networks with good performance on new robustness metrics in the presence
of bo th t ypes of di sruptions. O ur m odel is d escribed an d t he e xperimental r esults and i nsights
about choosing the right topology for achieving robustness are discussed in detail. At 20% failure
rate, the ReWiSe model has higher availability and connectivity than the scale-free network by 7
to 8% and lower proximity by the same percentage. These tradeoffs are explored further.
Keywords: Robustness, connectedness, metrics, supply network, re-wiring, simulation.

1. Introduction
With globalization and the development of information technology, supply chain systems are becoming
more complex and dynamic. Conceptually, a supply network is a graph of nodes and edges, where the
nodes are of two types: supply (or supplier) and demand (or requester) nodes. These networks have
heterogeneous nodes as opposed to homogeneous networks where all nodes are peers. Most research in
the area of complex networks has focused on homogeneous networks. However, notions of network
connectedness are different in these two types of networks. Therefore, metrics of connectedness, such as
path length, the largest connected component, etc, have a different meaning in a supply network than they
do in a homogeneous network. For example, from a supply point of view, a disconnected network where
each partition contains a supply node is still fully connected because all nodes can receive supplies.
Moreover, supply networks, especially large or global ones, are vulnerable to a variety of disruptions,
such as natural disasters and terrorist attacks. The impact of disruptions can get propagated, sometimes
even with amplifications (Lee et al. 1997), among inter-connected entities. Occasionally, failures in a
small portion of the system may cause the catastrophic failure of the whole system (Rice et al. 2003),
seriously affecting the flow of people, goods, information and funds with adverse consequences.
Therefore, designing supply chains that are robust against disruptions has high priority, and it has drawn a
lot of attention from managers, shareholders and researchers (Kleindorfer et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2007).
Traditional research on supply chain robustness focuses on strategies and technologies to identify, assess,
and mitigate risks and problems caused by disruptions (Chopra et al. 2004; Kleindorfer et al. 2005; Wu et
al. 2007). However, there is little work on the effect of topology on robustness along the lines of
(Thadakamalla et al. 2004).
In this paper, we study the robustness of heterogeneous supply networks from a topological perspective,
and how the network topology affects connectedness metrics of a supply network in the presence of both
random and targeted disruptions. Previous research on scale-free networks (Albert et al. 2000), which are
complex networks (Albert et al. 2002; Newman 2003) with power-law degree distributions, has shown
that such networks perform well under random disruptions but their performance is poor under targeted
disruptions. Even a few disruptions targeted at the major high-degree hub nodes can devastate these
networks. One key goal in this research is to find a network design that can provide satisfactory
performance under both types of disruptions. In Section 2, we first propose a new set of robustness
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metrics for heterogeneous supply networks. Then a new customizable network growth model based on the
re-wiring of scale-free networks is introduced. Next, in Section 3, the robustness of our new supply
network topology is evaluated and compared along with other supply network topologies, through
computational simulations. Section 4 provides a discussion and concludes with directions for future work.
2. Proposed approach
In this section, we present new robustness metrics for supply networks and also introduce a new general
and customizable supply network growth mechanism.
2.1 New Robustness Metrics
Robustness of a network is its ability to maintain operations and connectedness under the loss of some
structures or functions. A robust supply network should be able to maintain the flow of supplies even
when facing disruptions. Existing robustness metrics for homogeneous networks are generic metrics from
graph theory, such as characteristic pat h l ength, size of t he largest connected component, average pat h
length i n the l argest c onnected c omponent and t he m aximum pa th l ength i n t he l argest c onnected
component. We have developed a new set of metrics for supply networks, recognizing that there are two
types of nodes in such a network, supply and demand nodes, and preserving supply-demand connectivity
in disruptions is critical for sustaining operations. Table 1 shows the taxonomy of system- and topologylevel metrics.
Table 1. Taxonomy of the new robustness metrics for supply networks
System-level metric

Topology-level metric

Description

Availability

Supply availability rate

The percentage of demand nodes that have access to
supplies.

Proximity

Inverse average minimum
supply path length

The reciprocal of the average of each demand node’s
shortest supply path length to its nearest supply node.

Accessibility

Adjusted average inverse
supply path length

The average inverse supply path length for all possible
demand-supply node pairs, adjusted by an exponent.

Connectivity

Size of the largest
functional sub-network

The number of nodes in the largest functional sub-network
with at least one supply node present.

Availability is interpreted as supply availability rate, which is the percentage of demand nodes that have
access to supply nodes. Consider a supply network as an undirected graph G(V,E) with node set V and
edge set E, where 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐸𝐸 denotes an edge between nodes 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 , 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 . V is the union of two nonoverlapping subsets of demand nodes (set 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 ) and supply nodes (set 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 ) as defined in Equation 1.
𝑉𝑉 = 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 ∪ 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 , where 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 ∩ 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 = ∅
(1)
Then the set of demand nodes that have access to supply nodes in the network is defined by Equation 2:
𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷′ = {𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 | ∃𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 : ∃ 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 }

(2)

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = �𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷′ �⁄|𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 |

(3)

where 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 denotes a path between nodes 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 and 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 . Thus 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷′ is the set of demand nodes that have
access to supply nodes through the supply network. Consequently, the supply availability 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 for a supply
network is defined as the ratio between the cardinalities of sets 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷′ and 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 (Equation 3).
Our second metric is proximity, which measures the distance between a demand node and its nearest
supply node. The average of this distance across all demand nodes (Equation 4) is a measure of how fast
supplies can be delivered to demand nodes across the supply network.
1

�𝑉𝑉 ′ �

𝐷𝐷
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = �𝑉𝑉 ′ � ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚{𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 , 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 �, ∀𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 }, where 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷′
𝐷𝐷
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To make the proximity metric more intuitive, we define it as the reciprocal of 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, i.e.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 1⁄𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

(5)

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗=1 [(1⁄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 )1/𝑓𝑓(𝑗𝑗 ) ]

(6)

While 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 measures distance to the nearest supply node from a demand node, it does not capture the
trade-off between having access to two support units, each at a distance of 5, versus only one support unit
at a distance of 1. Thus we want another metric that combines both the number of supply units that can be
accessed and their distance from demand nodes. We call this new metric accessibility. This metric must
satisfy the following three axioms: (1) if a demand node cannot access any supply node, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴=0; (2) if two
demand nodes can access the same number of supply nodes, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 should be higher for the demand node
with shorter supply paths; (3) if two demand nodes have the same shortest distance to a set of supply
nodes, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 should be higher for the demand node which can access more supply nodes. We designed
supply accessibility 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 of demand node 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 to satisfy these requirements as follows:

Above, k is the total number of support units that 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 can access, and 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 represents the shortest path
length from 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 to its 𝑗𝑗th nearest supply node. 𝑓𝑓 (𝑗𝑗 ) is a customizable weighting exponent that specifies the
relative importance of successive supply paths. Due to the page limit, we are unable to discuss how 𝑓𝑓(𝑗𝑗 )
can be defined here. Thus the supply accessibility for the whole supply network is the average of 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖
over all demand nodes in the supply network, as shown in Equation 7.
1

|𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 |
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = |𝑉𝑉 | ∑𝑖𝑖=1

(7)

𝐷𝐷

Lastly, network connectivity is also important. Topological connectivity is often measured by the size of
the largest connected component. Here, we incorporate the idea of availability into this metric and will
use the size of the largest functional sub-network instead of the size of the largest connected component.
Nodes in the largest functional sub-network are defined as the set 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , which satisfies the following two
requirements:
∀𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 , 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , ∃ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 and ∃𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 : 𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆

(8)

2.2 Topology Designs

We consider three different supply network topologies and evaluate them with our metrics:
(1) Scale-free network (Barabasi et al. 1999). In this network, the degree distribution of nodes follows a
power-law distribution, where the number of nodes of degree k is proportional to 𝑘𝑘 −𝑟𝑟 , where r is a scaling
exponent. The edge attachment rule for a new node follows the degree-based preferential attachment, i.e.,
an edge is more likely to connect to a high-degree node (Equation 9).
𝑃𝑃 (𝑘𝑘) = 𝑘𝑘 −𝑟𝑟 , (𝑟𝑟 > 0)

(9)

(2) Erdos-Renyi random (ER-random) network (Erdos et al. 1959). In this network, edges are connected
between nodes randomly.
(3) A re-wired scale-free network (ReWiSe). In this proposed network topology, we start with a scale-free
network, and then randomly re-wire some edges. We iterate through all edges and get the pairs of nodes at
both ends of each edge. With a pre-determined re-wiring probability 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 , an edge will disconnect from one
of its two endpoints, the one with higher degree, and re-wire to connect with a randomly chosen node. If
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =0, no re-wiring will take place and the network remains a scale-free network. On the other hand, if
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =1, all edges will go through this random re-wiring process. The re-wiring aims at adding randomness
to a scale-free network. A higher 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 will bring more randomness to the network.

Supply networks with lattice and small-world topologies (Watts et al. 1998) are not included in our
experiments, because they have degree distributions that are close to that of random networks. Thus their
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robustness is similar to that of random networks (Thadakamalla et al. 2004). In the next section, we
discuss our experimental results.
3. Experimental Results
Since test attacks on real-world supply networks are inadvisable, we rely on computational simulation
experiments. Agent-based simulation has become a popular choice in the study of supply chains
(Swaminathan et al. 1998). In this section, we will describe our method for evaluating and comparing the
robustness of different supply network topologies using agent-based computational simulations.
3.1 Simulation Settings
Our simulation scenario is based on the military supply network example in (Thadakamalla et al. 2004).
The supply network consists of 1000 nodes, including 166 supply nodes and 834 demand nodes or
battalions. This supply-demand ratio was estimated from a real-world military logistic system. We will
compare the robustness of ER-random, scale-free, and ReWiSe supply networks with different 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 values.
All the networks will have the same numbers of nodes and edges to enable a fair comparison.

(a)70-node, 120-edge
ER-random supply network

(b) 70-node, 120-edge
scale-free supply network

(c)70-node, 120-edge ReWiSe
supply network with pr=0.25.

Figure 1. Supply networks with different topologies. Supply (demand) nodes in black (white).

When calculating distance between nodes, all edges are given a weight of 1, which means the shortest
distance between nodes will be the geodesic distance in the network. For the accessibility of supply
networks, we use 𝑓𝑓 (𝑗𝑗 )=1 for Equation 5, i.e., we don’t assign relative importance to supply paths. For
illustrative purposes, we show the snap shots of three 70-node 120-edge supply networks with ERrandom, scale-free and ReWiSe (with 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =0.25) topologies in Figures 1(a), (b), and (c). The dark dots are
supply nodes and the light ones are demand nodes. Notice the lower degrees of supply nodes in Figure
1(c) versus Figure 1(b) as a result of rewiring.
Table 2. Simulation settings
Number of nodes

1000

Supply-Demand nodes ratio

1:5

Avg. number of edges per node

3.6

Accessibility weighting exponent

𝑓𝑓(𝑗𝑗)= 1

Next, we simulate random and targeted disruptions. In random disruptions, random node failures are
simulated, while in targeted disruptions high degree nodes fail. We only consider disruptions at the supply
nodes. In our agent-based simulation, an agent represents a node in the supply network. Disruptions are
simulated by the removal of agents that represent supply nodes. When an agent is removed, its
connections are also removed from the multi-agent system. To simulate random disruptions, randomly
chosen supply agents are removed. For targeted disruptions, supply agents are removed in decreasing
order of their node degree; i.e. higher degree ones are removed earlier. 5% of all the supply nodes are
removed between successive observations. We simulate disruption scenarios where the percentage of
supply nodes removed lies in the 0% to 20% range. During the process of node removal, we track the
robustness metrics for each network topology. Table 2 summarizes our simulation settings.
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3.2 Simulation Results
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0.6
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Figure 2. The four networks’ responses to random and targeted supply disruptions, plotted as
(a) supply availability, (b) proximity (c) accessibility and (d) connectivity. (Average of 20 runs)

Figure 2 shows the responses of four network topologies, including scale-free, ER-random and two
ReWiSe networks with 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =0.5 and 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =1. We averaged the results for random and targeted disruptions,
assuming both types of disruptions are equally likely. The horizontal axes denote the percentage of supply
nodes that have been removed, while the vertical axes show values of the proposed robustness metrics.
ER-random has relatively low values on all the four metrics, but its slope is also small. ER-random has an
initial disadvantage on all metrics mainly because even when no nodes are removed the randomly
generated initial network is not fully connected. The scale-free supply network excels in proximity, and
its accessibility is reasonable, although its relative advantage drops when more nodes are removed.
Higher 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 for ReWiSe networks leads to better availability and connectivity, but at the cost of proximity
and accessibility.

We also found surprisingly good availability and connectivity from the ReWiSe network with 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =1. The
ReWiSe supply network offers much better availability and connectivity than scale-free networks. Figure
2(a) shows that random d isruptions of e ven 20% of s upply un its hav e ne gligible impacts on its
availability, which decreases less than 1%. Connectivity is also well preserved as almost all the remaining
nodes are still connected in a functional sub-network. In terms of accessibility and proximity, its
performance is not as good as scale-free but better than ER-random. Compared with scale-free networks,
the ReWiSe network with higher 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 generally have a lower initial proximity and accessibility but a lower
deterioration rate. 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =0.5 offers a good in-between option between the fully rewired ReWiSe network
with 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 =1 and scale-free network.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

In recent years, there has been growing interest in the research on complex networks. Studies have
revealed network topologies underlying real-world complex networks. Network growth mechanisms that
lead to those topologies and their properties have been studied (Albert et al. 2002; Newman 2003).
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In this research, we have developed four new metrics to evaluate the robustness of heterogeneous supply
networks. We also proposed the new ReWiSe topology, a supply network design that overcomes some of
the drawbacks of the scale-free and ER-random networks and provides balanced robustness against
disruptions. Using simulations, we compared it with scale-free and ER-random supply networks for
robustness on the new metrics. Average values on the metrics for a combination of random and targeted
disruptions (assuming both are equally likely) were used for understanding the trade-offs in robustness.
We found that the topology choice affects robustness; ReWiSe outperforms other topologies considerably
in availability and connectivity and thus is a good alternative in situations where both random and
targeted disruptions can occur. It was also observed that the performance of the ER-random topology is
bad. We also studied the effect of varying the re-wiring probability 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 on the performance. Increasing 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 ,
i.e., bring more randomness into the network, will lead to better availability and connectivity, but often at
the cost of accessibility and proximity. This is intuitively meaningful. To decide the optimal value for 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 ,
a supply network designer should consider the trade-off between the higher cost of accessing supply
nodes because of longer distances when 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 is high, versus the cost of stock outs if some nodes cannot
obtain supplies when 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 is low. The research also clearly shows that supply networks that may face
targeted disruptions, such as a military supply network, should avoid high-degree hub nodes.

The implications of this research are not limited to supply networks. Our robustness metrics may be
modified and applied to other complex networks and infrastructure networks. For example, for a
computer network like the Internet, we can use the time to transmit information between computers, as a
surrogate for physical distance between nodes in our metrics. In future work, we intend to consider the
effect of disruptions of edges in addition to nodes on robustness, e.g., a road that connects a manufacturer
and a retailer may be blocked. Thus, it would be useful to study the effect of edge failure on the
robustness of the supply network. Finally, analytical approaches for determining robustness should also
be explored.
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Abstract
New f orms o f i mplicit c onsumer c ollaborations i n online c ommunities and s ocial n etworks
influence demand preferences as consumers (1) increasingly exchange information about products
and providers ( thus r educing i nformation as ymmetry) and ( 2) i ncreasingly participate i n t he
creation of cultural goods themselves by contributing user-generated content (thus complementing
and competing with firm offerings). While research findings on these issues vary there is strong
evidence f rom theoretical and e mpirical r esearch t hat, overall, piracy hurts p roducers a nd t hat
the i ncreased i nformation endowment c hallenges t he profitability o f c onventional pr oducer
strategies t hat ar e b ased on p ushing product designs t o l arge s egments of c onsumers w hile
ignoring t o s ervice t he s ubtle n uances in c onsumer demand p atterns. W e c ontribute an
experimental e conomics s tudy t hat f inds t hat c onsumer-based c o-creation i ncreases eco nomic
efficiency and that social welfare benefits are robust in the presence of moderate consumer piracy.
We also discuss some business implications of our results for content producers.
Keywords: digital culture goods, piracy, transmutation, co-creation, digital component reuse

1. Introduction
The present paper contributes three novel perspectives to the literature on user-generated content. First,
for the purpose of this study, we conceptualize user-generated content primarily as the co-creation of
cultural content. We introduce a new theoretical construct called consumer transmutation to explain the
co-creation process in which users work digitally with existing cultural artifacts in order to generate
derivatives. We define transmutation as the reuse, modification, and recombination of content. It is the
general term that describes co-creation activities across cultural domains, including remix (music),
mashups (video), mods (games) etc. Second, we integrate concepts from the piracy literature with the
newly emerging co-creation literature and consider the effects of co-creation in the presence of consumer
sharing. Third, we offer an experimental study using the methods of experimental economics to examine
in the laboratory the welfare effects of introducing reuse licenses that permit consumers to access prior
works and reuse existing components in the creation of new product derivatives.
In this research project we model digital culture products in a stylized manner focusing primarily on
capturing the four key properties that enable the emergence of co-creation markets: component-based
design, transmutability, differences in consumer demand preferences, and differences in production cost
structure. Our experimental results indicate that consumer transmutation creates surplus through increased
product selection and higher prices for core products. Introducing piracy reduces but not necessarily
destroys producer profits. At moderate levels of piracy, producers who respond strategically and shift
their focus to offering core products retain their profitability. But if piracy becomes rampant it creates a
wealth transfer away from producers and ultimately destroys the market. We conclude that cultural goods
markets can tolerate certain levels of piracy if creative consumers focus on producing derivatives for the
long tail whose demand would otherwise go unfulfilled. Producers and consumers become strategic
partners who need to collaborate in order to cost-effectively increase differentiation and also to contain
piracy.
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2. Related Literature
In terms of piracy research, it is widely accepted that piracy hurts sellers when consumers substitute
legitimate with illegitimate products. It is also known that piracy can benefit sellers through increased
product exposure which may generate new sales later on. The precise measurement of the impact of
consumer sharing is complex and imprecise and the net effect of piracy remains inconclusive [Liebowitz
(1985), Bakos, Brynjolfson & Lichtman (1999), Clemons et al (2002), Chen & Png (2003), Rob &
Waldvogel (2006), Oberholzer-Gee & Strumpf (2007), Khouja & Park (2008), Liebowitz (2008)].
The co-creation literature, on the other hand, looks at accessing content for the purpose of remaking it
into something new and different. This constitutes a different form of piracy than copying just for sharing
with other consumers [Liebowitz (1985), Landes & Posner (1989), Varian (2000), Liebowitz (2008)].
Transmutation describes generally activities that take one or several pieces of input, process it by
applying methods of decomposition, modification and recombination, and generate a piece of output that
derives from the original input in a creative process that is based on co-creation [Choi et al (1997), Lessig
(2004), Hughes & Lang (2006), Arakji & Lang (2007)].
3. Experimental Design
Designing and implementing innovative IT artifacts offers an opportunity to study problems and issues
that are addressed by the innovative features of the new artifact (Hevner 2004). To investigate the impact
of consumer content co-creation and sharing on digital content markets, we have designed, implemented,
and evaluated different market variants that were derived from the previous literature.
We ran four experimental treatments and compared their impact on market performance. (1) The baseline
treatment (Baseline) represents the currently predominant copyright and licensing practice in the cultural
goods industry. Consumers purchase protected digital content goods, and there is no consumer sharing.
(2) The consumer transmutation without sharing treatment (CT1) allows consumers to modify products in
the post-purchase environment. Consumers now acquire transmutation rights as part of their user license
when they buy a product, the direct transmutation costs are zero, and there is no consumer sharing. (3)
The consumer transmutation with medium sharing treatment (CT2) is like CT1 but introduces consumer
sharing at medium levels (50% piracy rate). (4) The Consumer transmutation with high sharing treatment
(CT3) is like CT2 except that piracy is rampant (100%).
Experimental economics, that is, using experiments with economically motivated human subjects, has
been accepted as a legitimate research method to evaluate alternative market designs [Kagel & Roth
(1995), Kauffman & Wood (2008)]. Using this methodological framework, laboratory experiments allow
the researcher to study relevant phenomena in a controlled environment with complicating environmental
context-related conditions removed.
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Our demand functions, shown in figures 1 and 2, model three product categories based on degree of
specialization. This resembles a long tail distribution described by Anderson (2006). The products –
“boa”,”end”,”sit”, etc. – represent digital content that is comprised of (three) components. Even though
the niche products are the least popular and least profitable, in aggregate they rival the total demand for
mainstream products. Our experimental economy includes ten consumers and four producers. From a
market design perspective, the literature has shown that about five sellers and five buyers are sufficient to
simulate a perfectly competitive market (Smith 1962). Since in our case we are modeling market
arrangements that are less competitive, it is adequate to use only four producers.
We allow different valuations (and thus willingness to pay) across consumers and products. As prescribed
by induced value theory, we assign heterogeneous values, randomly drawn from a uniform distribution, to
each buyer for each product. All producers incur a relatively high fixed production cost for developing the
new product and making the first copy of it. Assuming digital reproduction, there is a zero marginal cost
for making additional product units.
A co-creation process requires three major elements: transmutable content, transmutation methods, and
transmutation tools. As transmutable content, we chose to use a set of words from the English language,
the simplest and most common component-based cultural content product we can think of,. Each word
comprises of three letters which serve as content components. A simple form of character processing –
copying words, decomposing words into letters, and recombining letters – was used as the transmutation
method to support co-creation of new words (of three letters). The transmutation tools used in the
experiment were automated with software and included the needed character processing functions and a
decision aid that helped users identifying transmutation possibilities and performing the transmutation
steps. We also model three levels of consumer sharing (piracy): low, medium, and high. The economy’s
trading institution is a version of the continuous double auction (Coursey & Smith 1983). The trading
rules are identical to those used by Smith (1962) in his classical market experiments.
4. Results and Discussion
Market performance was measured as total consumer surplus (TCS) and total producer surplus (TPS)
over the ten rounds of the experiment. If a buyer has a value v for a product and buys that product at price
p, then her profit will be v – p. Her surplus, CS, in a round is the sum of the profits from all her five
products. Profits (producer surplus), PS, are calculated by adding up the prices of all sold copies minus all
fixed costs incurred in the production process. It is possible that revenue does not recoup production cost
and that producers incur losses.
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We compared producer surplus, consumer surplus, and total surplus between the four treatments
(Baseline, CT1, CT2, and CT3) using the ANOVA Single Factor t-test (df =59, alpha=0.05). Each
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treatment has 30 observations (3 sessions with 10 rounds each). Our findings (figure 3) show that average
total surplus in all three consumer modification treatments (CT1, CT2 and CT3) is significantly (p-value
< 0.01) higher than in the Baseline. Granting consumer modification rights, the average total consumer
surplus in the three consumer modification treatments is significantly (p-value < 0.01) higher than in
baseline treatment. The consumers benefit from transmutation rights and, therefore, they were willing to
pay more for the products they demand. Consistent with previous piracy research (e.g. Clemons et al
2002), we find that consumer surplus significantly increases as piracy becomes strong (p-value < 0.01),
indicating a substantial wealth transfer away from producers.
Producers in this study find that it is difficult to be profitable in the markets. This actually does resemble
the current state of the music industry. In addition, we see that subjects tend to show weaker performance
in early rounds than in later rounds, which is typical for market experiments and also consistent with
market participants in the real economy where experience usually leads to better performance over time.
Average total producer surplus in CT1 treatment is also significantly (p-value < 0.01) higher than in the
Baseline treatment, mainly because producers were able to charge higher prices for allowing consumers
to engage in transmutation-based content co-creation. However, the benefits for producers decrease as
piracy increases and higher prices could not make up for lost sales through consumer sharing. But as long
as piracy is contained at low or medium levels, producers were able to protect their profits for mainstream
products if they chose to produce the right product mix and, in an implicit collaboration process, let
consumers co-create products they could no profitably make (figure 4).
These results have interesting business implications. Accepting the reality of a participatory culture in
which consumers of digital content goods get increasingly involved with co-creation activities, producers
can sustainably and profitably pursue strategies that allow consumers to access and modify the contents of
their mainstream products under appropriate licensing settings. In the presence of a long tail demand
curve, profit-maximizing content producer need to focus on the production of mainstream products. And
by giving consumers transmutation-based co-creation rights, producers can indirectly generate profits
from the long tail as some niche demand will transfer to mainstream products, which co-creators need as
a source for input materials to make specialized derivatives. Low and medium levels of consumer sharing
attenuate but do not necessarily destroy the benefits from this practice.
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Co-creation can help to produce long tail products that would otherwise be unavailable in the market
(Figure 5). Since prices for cultural content goods are less differentiated and typically do not allow to
charge high premiums for specialized designs, it is expensive and often unprofitable for content providers
to produce for the long tail. Thus, many possible products do not get made by traditional cultural goods
providers.
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Finally, looking at the market performance over the ten rounds of the experiment (Figure 6), we see that
the market exhibits high demand for mainstream products, and thus the market helps producers discover
which products cater to mainstream consumer tastes. The product mix that producers choose to offer in
the first three treatments (Baseline, CT1, CT2) gradually, over the ten experimental rounds, converges to
the set of the mainstream products identified earlier in figure 1 (p-value < 0.02). In the CT3 treatment,
however, producers have problems identifying the correct set of mainstream products. Market
transactions do not reflect actual demand and send misleading signals to producers. Hence, consumer
sharing distorts the price signals and damages the basic market function of providing valid information to
producers so that resources can be allocated in the most efficient way.
5. Conclusion
In this study we introduce the concept of consumer-based transmutation as a new IT-based capability that
enables consumers to effectively engage in content co-creation and then examine how the benefits of cocreation are affected by the presence of piracy. However, we look at piracy in a new context, namely we
extend the piracy concept to affect the production process as well. We show in this paper that consumer
transmutation creates surplus through increased product selection and higher prices for core products and
that introducing piracy reduces producer profits. Nevertheless, producers who respond strategically and
shift their focus to offering core products retain their profitability even when there is (some) piracy. This
finding is consistent with Bhattacharjee et al (2007) who have shown, for the particular case of the music
industry, that high quality products retain their market share even in the face of piracy. Our results show
that cultural goods markets can tolerate certain levels of piracy and that producers and consumers become
strategic partners who need to collaborate in order to cost-effectively increase product differentiation but
also to contain piracy. Digital culture goods may vary significantly across cultural domains, so more
specific studies need to be considered in future research to tease out the unique characteristics that may be
present in music, games, video, and other industry segments. Our experimental design does not model the
possibility that piracy increases product exposure, which could trigger additional sales. Increased
exposure is often cited as a positive effect of piracy that can offset (some of) lost sales. However, this
may not hold true for consumption-based digital products, such as movies and music. Hence, it is
important to differentiate the digital products and study the impacts of these constructs on these different
products. It would be interesting to consider the effects of product exposure in future experiments.
Finally, cross-validation of our findings by using a different research method would be desirable, and we
suggest multi-agent simulation as another promising direction for future research.
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Abstract
The generalized second-pri ce (G SP) mech anism is th e mo st wid ely-used au ction format in
sponsored search markets . However , figuring ou t how to bi d on GSP auctions presents major
theoretical and computational challenges due to the complex nature of the auction format and the
infinite nu mber o f equ ilibria. Ou r stud y cha racterizes vario us eq uilibrium bidding behaviors in
GSP auctions. We develop an algorithm t o identify all pure-strategy Nash equilibria and discuss
their d istribution in th e pure-strategy sp ace. Th is eq uilibrium d istribution can h elp advertisers
formulate bidding strategies, and help search engines calculate their expected revenues.
Keywords: Keyword auctions, Nash equilibrium, generalized second-price, equivalence relation

1. Introduction
Keyword advertising is the fastest-growing sector in Internet advertising market. In the US market, the
total revenue of Internet advertising market in 2008 is $23.4 billion, 45% of which came from keyword.
The increase rate of keyword advertising is 20%, while the entire Internet advertising market increased
only 10.6%, according to IAB. In the Chinese market, the revenue of keyword advertising is about $430
million in the first half year of 2009, with a 29.9% increase over the same period of the previous year,
while the revenue increase rate of the entire Internet advertising market is only 2.9%, according to DCCI.
Meanwhile, keyword advertising is also the most important and fast growing revenue source for
auctioneers. According to the financial report provided by Google, its revenue for the second quarter of
2009 is $5.52 billion, about 95% of which came from keyword advertising. While Yahoo! reported its
revenue for the same quarter to be $1.14 billion, of which $359 million came from keyword auctions.
The Generalized Second-Price (GSP) mechanism is the mainstream auction format used by search engine
companies to sell keywords to advertisers. In a GSP auction, advertisers compete for keyword-specific
sponsored search slots offered by the search engine. When a user performs a Web search, the winning
advertisements will be displayed in the sponsored search region of the Web search engine interface and
the winning advertiser pays the search engine an amount equaling the next-highest bid below this
advertiser’s bid if his or her link is clicked by the user (Jansen et al. 2008; Muthukrishnan 2008).
Despite its tremendous commercial success, figuring out how to formulate a bidding strategy on a GSP
auction poses serious academic and practical challenges from the point of view of advertisers. At the
same time, auctioneers or search engine companies also find it difficult to evaluate the performance of the
GSP mechanism. These challenges stem from the complicated nature of the GSP auction format and the
existence of an infinite number of pure-strategy equilibria. Although several auctioneers and third-party
companies (e.g., Keyword Country, adSage, etc.) provide various services and software tools to help
advertisers make bidding decisions, most of these services or tools are heavily based on ad-hoc heuristics
and human intelligence without a proper theoretical or computational foundation (Kitts et al. 2004).
In this paper, we will analyze the Nash equilibria of the GSP auction. Several papers have been published
on this topic but they all focus on developing solutions based on Nash equilibrium refinements. (Edelman
et al. 2007) shows that GSP has no dominate strategy and “truth-telling” may not always be a Nash
equilibrium. Locally Envy-Free (LEF) (Edelman et al. 2007) and Symmetric Nash Equilibrium (SNE)
(Varian 2007; Varian 2009) are proposed as the refinements of Nash equilibrium. LEF and SNE are found
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to be able to explain certain bidding behavior observed on Google markets. (Borgers et al. 2007) provides
the existence conditions for SNE in a non-separated model and uses an example to show that inefficient
Nash equilibria exist in GSP auctions.
We present an algorithm to characterize and identify all pure-strategy Nash equilibria of a GSP auction
and discuss their distribution in the pure-strategy space. We find that all these equilibria can be divided
into several distinct classes and each class forms a convex polyhedron. With an understanding of this
distributional property, an advertiser can determine which equilibrium polyhedron serves his best interest,
and calculate the best bid adjustments according to the distance between his best-response equilibrium
polyhedron and other equilibria. Auctioneers, on the other hand, can compute the minimum and
maximum revenue based on this equilibrium structure and can compare these values with revenues from
other kinds of auction mechanisms, such as the VCG mechanism, in order to evaluate the relative
performance of the GSP mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study the
entirety of the Nash equilibria of GSP auctions and examine their distribution structure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce the basic model of GSP auctions in
Section 2. Section 3 discusses the problem of classifying and characterizing all Nash equilibria and
analyzes their distribution. We provide two examples in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5
with a summary of our findings and our future research directions.

2. A Model of GSP Auction
There are N bidders competing for a single keyword. Let N  {1 2  N } denote this bidder set.
Each bidder n evaluates and determines the average value of a single click on his advertisement link to
be vn . We assume that v1  v2 ,  ,  vN . The search engine provides K slots. Let
K  {1 2  K } denote this slot set. If the bidder n ’s advertisement is allocated in slot k , this
advertisement will be visited with a click-through rate cnk . We assume that n  N ,
1) c1n  cn2    cnK ; 2) cn  cn 1    ,   1 2  K  1 .

We consider the problem of allocating K slots to N bidders. Let bn be the bid that bidder n submitted
and b  (b1  b2    bn ) be the bidding vector of all N bidders. Denote the GSP auction mechanism as
M  (  p) , where   K  N is the allocation rule, such that k  l  K , b k  b l hold, if k  l ,
where  k is, short for  (k ) , the bidder who gets slot k ; p  K  R is the payment rule, such that
pk  p ( k ) is the price which the bidder allocated in slot k must pay when his advertisement is clicked.
Under the GSP mechanism the price a bidder pays is equal to the bid of the bidder who allocated just
below him, pk  b k 1 . Thus, if bidder n is allocated in slot k and his advertisement is clicked, he will
k
receive an expected profit of un  cn (vn  b k 1 ) .
To be convenient, let  K 1 be the bidder who loses in this auction with the highest bid, with b K 1 being
the highest lost bid;  () be the inverse of  () ;  (K ) be the set of bidders who get a slot (thus all
bidders in set N   (K ) lose in the auction). We assume pk  0 k  K and that the reserve price is
zero. Furthermore, we assume that all bidders are rational, risk-neutral, and do not have any budget
restrictions. Using the notation developed above, we describe a GSP keyword auction as a 5-tuple:

 N  K M  C v 

(1)

where C  {cnk | n  N ,  K} is the set of all click-throughs; v  (v1 , v2 ,  , vN ) is the vector of
all bidder’s value. As typical with the existing GSP models, we assume complete information.

3. All Nash Equilibria of the GSP Auction
In this section, we characterize all pure-strategy Nash equilibria of the GSP auction as defined by Model
*
(1) and analyze the distribution of these equilibria in the pure-strategy space. A bidding vector b is a
Nash equilibrium iff it satisfies the following fixed-point conditions (Fudenberg et al. 1992).
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bnå  arg max un  cnk (vn  b k 1 )
bn

n  N

(2)

At a Nash equilibrium point, no bidder in set  (K ) wants to raise or lower slot, and no bidder in set
N   (K ) has incentive to change his bid to get a slot. These properties can be formulated as the
following inequalities.

vn  b

n 1

 0

n   (K )

cn n (vn  b 1 )  cnk (vn  b k )
n

n

cn (vn  b 1 )  cnk (vn  b k 1 )
n

vn  b k  0

 1  k   n , n   (K )
  n  k  K , n   (K )

(3)

k  Kn  N   (K )

Past analyses of SNE and LEF have shown that there are an infinite number of Nash equilibria (Edelman
et al. 2007; Varian 2007; Varian 2009). Let E denote the set of all Nash equilibria in a GSP auction.
3.1 Classification of Pure-Strategy Nash Equilibrium
All inequalities that a Nash equilibrium needs to satisfy are in linear form. However, the problem of
finding all Nash equilibria cannot be solved by employing solvers of linear inequalities, such as those
methods introduced in (Solodovnikov 1979), because the implicit allocation rule is nonlinear. In practice,
the GSP allocation mechanism is realized by the following two steps:



Sorting the bidders according to their bids in the decreasing order.
Allocating the first slot to the first bidder, the second slot to the second bidder, and so on.

Tie-breaking is needed in cases which more than one bidder submit bids in the same amount, this
situation is typically handled through assigning these bidders slots with equal probability. Fortunately, tiebreaking does not need to be considered in equilibrium bidding analysis if the bidders’ values are all
distinct, based on the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose v1  v2 ,
of GSP auction (1) is



 ,  vN , b , a necessary co ndition for b to be an Nash equilibrium

If N  K , b satisfies b1  b 2    b N
If N  K , b satisfies b1  b 2    b K  b K 1

The proof of Theorem 1 is omitted due to the page limit. It indicates that a tie in a GSP auction is not a
Nash equilibrium. With ties safely ignored, we can find all Nash equilibria in two steps. First, we define
an equivalence relation on E and partition E into a finite number of equivalence classes according to
this relation. Second, since each equivalence class determines a unique allocation, we can substitute this
allocation into inequalities (3) and transform them into linear inequalities on bids (given that the
allocation rule  is fixed). The inequality methods introduced in (Solodovnikov 1979) can then be used
to compute all solutions. (Note that linear programming techniques can be used to quickly determine
whether feasible solutions exist but in many cases they cannot fully characterize these solutions.) We now
define one such equivalence relation we have identified in our research, which is able to provide a simple
yet surprisingly powerful framework for both theoretical analysis and computation with respect to GSP.
Definition 1. “  ” is a relation (also referred to as the “same-slot” relation) on E , such that b1 , b 2 E ,
b1  b2 iff  1 ( k )   2 ( k ) k  K , where  1 and  2 denote the allocation corresponding to b1 and
b2 , respectively. Intuitively, this relation groups all bidding vectors together so long as they deliver the
same allocation. Proof of the following result concerning the same-slot relation is straightforward, here it
has been omitted.
Theorem 2. “  ” is an equivalence relation on set E .
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Now, we can partition E into distinct equivalence classes based on relation “  ”. For b  E , the
equivalence class generated by b is

Eb  {b  b  bb  E}

(4)

All different equivalence classes of set E form the factor (quotient) set

E   {Eb  b  E}  {E0  E1  EM 1}

(5)

where M is the number of different equivalence classes. E0 is a special and the most important
equivalence class, in which the allocation is the identity mapping, i.e.,  0 (i )  ii  K . It is obvious
that only Nash equilibria in E0 are efficient and all others are inefficient.
Consider an equivalence class Em . If a bidder, say i , revises his bid (given no changes from other
bidders) but the revised bid vector is still in the same equivalence class Em , then his bid revision has no
impact on the allocation and his utility. As such, all equilibria in the same equivalence class are
indifferent from this bidder’s point of view (unless other factors such as risk are considered). However,
bidder i ’s action affects (and can only affect) the utility of the bidder assigned just above him, say j . A
reduction of i ’s bid will increase j ’s utility and an increase will reduce j ’s utility.
3.2 Computing all Nash Equilibrium Classes
First, we designate an upper bound for the possible number of equivalence classes (proof omitted).
Theorem 3. In any GSP k eyword auction, the number of different equivalence classes is at most N , if
N  K ; or K ! ( N  K )( K  1)! , if N  K .
In order to find all Nash equilibrium classes, there is a direct, naive algorithm as follows:




Begin
1) Set m  0
2) Choose an equivalence class Em (determine an allocation)
3) Find all Nash equilibria of Em (solve inequalities)
4) If m  M , m  m  1 , goto step 2)
End

In the worst case, M  K !  ( N  K )( K  1)! ( N  K ) or M  N ! ( N  K ) , the above procedure
can be exponential. Our future work will focus on improving this algorithm.
3.3 Characteristics of Equilibrium Classes
In GSP keyword auctions, any equilibrium class is defined by a series of linear inequalities. From the
viewpoint of geometry, it determines a convex polyhedron in RN . This result is summarizes in the
following proposition.
Proposition 1. Em  E /  , Em is a convex polyhedron.
Because a non-empty convex polyhedron may be a point, a line segment, or a rectangle, etc, in a GSP
auction, an infinite number of inefficient Nash equilibria might exist. Next, we consider two distinct
polyhedra Em and En , where m  n . We make the following observation.
Proposition 2. Em , En  E /  , m  n , their intersection is the null set, that is Em  En   .
By combining proposition 1 and 2, the separating hyper-plane theorem guarantees that any two distinct
polyhedra can be separated by a hyper-plane (Boyd et al. 2004). Note that, the polyhedron determined by
inequalities (3) is closed, but the allocation rule as governed by a series of strict inequalities (see Theorem
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1), may define an open polyhedron. Thus, the intersection between these sets may be a half open
polyhedron such that some boundaries are open whereas others are closed. Proposition 2 guarantees that
two distinct equivalence classes do not share any point but they may share a common open boundary. If
this is possible, a Nash equilibrium could change from one equivalence class to another through
infinitesimal bid modification. We show that this is impossible (proof omitted).
Proposition 3. Em , En  E /  , m  n , the intersection of the closures of these two polyhedra is null
set, that is Em  En   , where Em is the closure of set Em .

4. Illustrating Examples
We provide two examples on the distribution of equilibria in GSP auctions and discuss how advertisers
and auctioneers can make use of this distribution structure.

(a) sv1 > v2

(b) sv2 > v1

Figure 1. Equilibrium classes/polyhedra of a GSP auction with two slots and two bidders.

Case: N = 2, K = 2.
Here, there are at most two distinct allocations:  and  , where  is the identity mapping:  0 (1)  1 ,
 0 (2)  2 , and  1 (1)  2 ,  1 (2)  1 . Define s  1  1 /  1 . If sv1  v2 , then the distribution of the two
polyhedra is shown as in Figure 1(a). Otherwise, the distribution is illustrated as in Figure 1(b). In both
0
figures, the shadowed regions E0 and E1 are equilibrium polyhedra that correspond to allocation  and
1
 , respectively. In Figure 1(a) truth-telling (v1 , v2 ) , point D , is a Nash equilibrium but not a dominant
one. However, in Figure 1(b), truth-telling (v1 , v2 ) , point D ' , is not a Nash equilibrium. This illustrates
the fact that truth-telling may not always be a Nash equilibrium as proposed in (Edelman et al. 2007).
0

1

0

In E0 the bid of bidder 1 can be arbitrarily large, whereas in E1 the bid of bidder 2 has the same
characteristic (indicated by the arrows). In practice, no bidder will bid a very large value. Although doing
so may guarantee a higher slot, the risk of his opponent raising their bids is high as well.
In E0 , the profits of bidder 1 and 2 are c11 (v1  b2 )  c11 (v1  sv1 )  c12 v1 and c22 v2 , respectively. In
E1 bidder 1 has a profit of c12 v1 and bidder 2 has a profit of c12 (v2  b1 )  c12 (v2  sv2 )  c22 v2 . So, bidder
1 prefers E0 but bidder 2 prefers E1 . As such, bidder 1 will bid more than sv2 and bidder 2 will bid more
than sv1 . This resulting bid vector is no longer a Nash equilibrium. After a period of bids adjustments, the
final outcome will be in either E0 or E1 .
As to the auctioneer, his revenue varies from 0 to sv1 and 0 to sv2 in E0 and E1 , respectively.
Case: N > 2.
In case N = 3, K = 3, the number of polyhedra is at most 6, see Figure 2(a). In case N  3 , K = 2, the
0
number of polyhedra is at most N (Theorem 3). The possible allocations are:  :  0 (1)  1 ,  0 (2)  2 ;
 1 :  1 (1)  2 ,  1 (2)  1 ;  i :  i (1)  1 ,  i (2)  i  1 , i  2, 4, , N  1 . Figure 2(b) illustrates an
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example where N = 3, K = 2. In both figures, arrows attached to each polyhedron indicate that the
corresponding bidder can announce an arbitrarily large bid in the sense of Nash.

(a) Three slots, v1 = 120, v2 = 100, v3 = 80

(b) Two slots, v1 = 300, v2 = 130, v3 = 90

Figure 2. Equilibrium classes/polyhedra of a GSP auction with three bidders.

5. Conclusions and Future Researches
In this paper, we characterized all pure-strategy Nash equilibria of a GSP auction. By using the same-slot
equivalence relation, the nonlinear allocation rule implicated in the definition of Nash equilibrium can be
eliminated from consideration. Well-developed inequality methods can then be employed to identify all
Nash equilibria. Generally, each equivalence class of Nash equilibria is a convex polyhedron and all of
these polyhedra are distributed in the pure-strategy space separately. In our ongoing work, we are focused
on improving the current equilibrium-finding algorithm in terms of efficiency. We are analyzing bidding
strategies in repeated GSP auctions and we aim to characterize the corresponding equilibria. On an
empirical front, we are collecting data and plan to validate the predictive value of our work.
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Abstract
We examine two of the most widely used ranking mechanisms in sponsored search. The first,
where bidders are ranked based on their bids (rank-by-bid, or RBB) was used by Yahoo! until
recently. The other mechanism ranks bidders based on the product of their bids and quality scores
of their advertisements (rank-by-revenue, or RBR), and was initiated by Google. Existing
literature has implicitly assumed the quality score to be exogenous. Advertisers can usually
improve the quality scores of their advertisement at some cost, and the quality score should
ideally be endogenous to the decision being made. We identify conditions under which one
ranking mechanism is more profitable to the search engine than the other when an advertiser
optimizes the quality score of his advertisement and when it does not.
Keywords: Sponsored search, keyword auctions, ranking mechanism, Symmetric Nash Equilibrium

1. Introduction
Sponsored search is a form of online advertisement where advertisers (bidders) bid for certain keywords
and the search engine (auctioneer) allocates available slots to the advertisers following a pre-determined
ranking mechanism. Since the launch of this business model in the late 90’s, different search engines have
applied different ranking mechanisms for slot allocation. For example, Yahoo! used to rank
advertisements (ads) by the Cost-Per-Click (CPC) bid submitted by advertisers, where the ad with a
higher bid was displayed at a higher position (Rank-By-Bid, or RBB). Google ranks ads by the product of
the CPC bid and a “quality score” (called ad rank), where ads with higher ranks appear in higher
positions (Rank-By-Revenue, or RBR). In February 2007, Yahoo! switched to its own version of RBR
rankings. Although several studies have analyzed the performances of both the RBB and the RBR
mechanisms under different settings (e.g., Feng et al. 2007, Lahaie 2006), they have implicitly assumed
that the quality score used in the RBR ranking is exogenous to the advertiser - implying that the quality of
ads are fixed. However, in reality, search engines encourage advertisers to provide high quality ads, with
higher quality ads being rewarded with a higher position for the same bid amount. Higher quality ads
enable advertisers to place relatively lower bids, which in turn increase their ROI. Google determines the
quality score for an ad rank using several factors, including the historical click-through rate (CTR) of the
ad and the matched keyword, the relevance of the keyword and the ad to the search query, the account
history of all the ads and keywords in an advertiser’s account as measured by the CTR, and other relevant
factors. Note that the quality score is different from the quality of the products or services of the
advertisers.
In order to improve the quality score (referred to as "quality" where appropriate), advertisers can invest
some effort to better target each ad in their ad campaign. This could be through the use of auctioneerprovided resources, or by hiring professional help from a host of firms that have emerged to cater to such
needs. By incurring these additional costs, an advertiser can affect the quality scores assigned to his ads
and thereby impact their rankings. We examine how the two ranking mechanisms – RBB and RBR –
affect the quality choices and bidding behaviors of advertisers, and impact the revenues to the auctioneer
as a result. We use a stylized model that has one slot and two advertisers. We allow the two advertisers to
have the same valuations (Scenario 1) or different valuations (Scenario 2) for a potential click. Under
each scenario, we first analyze outcomes where the quality score is exogenous, (i.e., advertisers cannot
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improve the quality of their ads even by incurring a cost), and then revisit the analyses where advertisers
optimally choose their quality by considering the improvement cost. Our research shows the following.
Under Scenario 1, the RBB mechanism performs at least as well as the RBR mechanism when quality is
exogenous. When advertisers choose their quality, one or both of the advertisers may have an incentive to
improve the quality of their ads under RBR; further, RBR generates at least as much revenue as RBB, and
does better for a wide range of cost and other parameter values. Under Scenario 2, we find that the
revenue comparison depends on the correlation between valuation and quality when the advertisers
cannot improve quality. If the advertisers have the ability to improve quality, either mechanism may be
better depending on the relative magnitude of cost and other parameters. Our analysis demonstrates that
RBR is superior to RBB only when RBR induces a sufficient level of quality competition to offset the
less intense bid competition among advertisers.
Many researchers have studied various aspects of these mechanisms (Edelman et al. 2007, Feng et al.
2007). Ghose and Yang (2009) find that keyword attributes (which impact the quality of an
advertisement) affect click-through rates and conversion rates. Kempe and Mahdian (2008) examine the
externality effect in search ads where the value of an ad to the user is affected by the set of other ads on
the page. Two papers closely related to our work are Varian (2007) and Lahaie (2006). Varian (2007)
considers a simultaneous game with complete information and analyzes equilibria under RBB and RBR.
He also introduces the concept of Symmetric Nash Equilibria. Lahaie (2006) analyzes RBR and RBB
under both complete and incomplete information for first and second price payment rules. He shows via
example that no general revenue ranking of RBB and RBR is possible, and surmises that multiple Pure
Strategy Nash Equilibria may exist under the complete information setting in the second price payment
rule. By allowing advertisers to incur a cost and set their quality, we extend the scope of the bidding
game. As search engines provide feedback and incentives to improve ad quality, the quality-setting
decision should be endogenous to the game being played, and this work represents the first step in that
direction.
We provide an overview of our model in Section 2. The analyses for the equal and different valuation
scenarios are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Model Description
We consider a search engine that auctions a single slot to two advertisers A and B. The advertisers make
their CPC bids simultaneously. Advertiser i has a value of Vi per click and bids bi for a slot; we assume bi
≤ Vi. We use qi, the probability that advertiser i’s ad is clicked given it is displayed at the slot as the proxy
for his quality score. The search engine uses the generalized second price auction to determine p, the price
paid by the winning bidder if his ad is clicked. Under RBB, p is equal to the bid of the next highest
bidder, and under RBR, p is equal to the minimum bid he needs to retain his position.
We focus on two scenarios: in Scenario 1, the bidders have the same valuations, i.e., VA=VB=V; in
Scenario 2, we assume VA>VB WLOG. For each scenario, we examine the cases when quality is
exogenous, and when it is endogenous. We consider two levels of quality, High (H) and Low (L).
Advertisers are initially at the Low level, and do not incur a cost to stay there. They can, however, incur a
cost of c and move to the High level. We assume that all exogenous parameters are common knowledge
(this assumption is widely used in prior research, e.g., Edelman et al. (2007), and Varian (2007). We
consider a planning horizon with n expected auctions, and assume that the bid and ad quality do not
change within this planning horizon.
3. Scenario 1: Equal Valuations
3.1 Exogenous Quality Score
Here, the advertisers cannot alter the quality score. The sequence of events is as follows.
Stage 1: Bidders place their bids;
Stage 2: A search query is entered by a user;
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Stage 3: The search engine allocates the slot using its ranking mechanism (RBB or RBR), and
the advertiser whose ad is clicked pays the search engine.
RBB ranks advertisers by bids. Therefore, the higher bidder gets the slot irrespective of quality, and pays
an amount equal to the bid of the other bidder. We identify the equilibrium bids using the Symmetric
Nash Equilibrium (SNE) concept (Varian 2007), whereby every bidder prefers to stay in his assigned slot
in equilibrium. If A is the winner, we have the following inequalities:
A does not want to move down: n(V – p)qA  0  p = bB  V.
B does not want to move up: 0  n(V-p)qB  p = bB  V.
Therefore, B bids V. Since A gets the slot in the equilibrium, bA  bB = V, but bA  V by assumption,
which implies bA = V. Using similar reasoning, we can show that both A and B bid V if B gets the slot in
the equilibrium. That is, irrespective of the equilibrium ranking order, both bid their valuations. The
search engine is indifferent between the two rankings. We assume that the Search Engine breaks the tie by
choosing either one with probability 0.5. Therefore, the expected revenue to the Search Engine under the
RBB ranking mechanism, RRBB = nV(q +q )/2.
A

B

In RBR, advertisers are ranked by the product of their bids and the quality scores of their ads. If A wins,
A pays an amount equal to bBqB/qA. We have:
A does not want to move down: n(VqA – bBqB)  0
B does not want to move up: 0  n(VqB – bBqB)  bB  V
We obtain bB = V and qA > qB. Similarly, if B is the winning bidder, then bA = V and qB > qA. Thus, in
equilibrium, the advertiser with the higher quality score wins the slot and the one that does not win the
slot bids his valuation. If qA = qB, then either advertiser may be assigned to the slot with probability 0.5.
Therefore, the revenue to an auctioneer is RRBR = Min{nVqB, nVqA}. Table 1 summarizes the results.
Comparing revenues under RBB and RBR yields the following:
Proposition 1: When advertisers have equal click valuations and the quality score is exogenous, (i)
RRBR  RRBB; (ii) Neither advertiser is worse off under RBR relative to RBB.
Table 1: Revenue Comparison When Quality is Exogenous under Equal Valuations

Rank order
A
Payoff
to
B
Revenue

RBB
ranking
AB or BA
0
0
RRBB = nV(q + q )/2
A

B

q >q
A

B

AB
nV(qA-qB)
0
RRBR = nVq < RRBB
B

RBR ranking
q >q
B

A

BA
0
nV(qB-qA)
RRBR = nVq < RRBB
A

q =q
A

B

AB or BA
0
0
RRBR = nV(q + q )/2= RRBB
A

B

3.2 Endogenous Quality Score
The sequence of events when quality is endogenous is the same as earlier, except that bidders determine
the quality of their ad before placing their bids. We use backward induction to determine the sub-game
perfect equilibrium, first determining the optimal bids for the advertisers in Stage 2 for a given set of
quality choices, and then determining the optimal quality choices in stage 1 using the optimal bids.
We derived the optimal bids under RBB for any combination of quality scores in Section 3.1. We use
these to construct the payoff matrix for the two advertisers for the quality-setting game in Stage 1. Recall
that under RBB, both advertisers bid V and are equally likely to be assigned the slot irrespective of
quality. For the quality choice (qA = qB = qH), if A is assigned the slot, his payoff uA= n(V–V)qH – c= – c,
and the payoff to advertiser B is – c. By symmetry, if B gets the slot, the payoffs are again uA = uB = – c.
A similar analysis for the other quality choices yields the payoff matrix in Figure 1 for the advertisers. We
observe that choosing Low quality is a dominant strategy for both advertisers and therefore (qA = qB = qL)
is the Nash Equilibrium and the expected revenue to the auctioneer is nVqL.
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B

We follow a similar procedure as before to derive the
A
High Quality Low Quality
equilibrium qualities. For the choice (qA = qB = qH),
(q H )
(q L )
either A or B will be assigned the slot with a
probability 0.5. The winning bidder pays V to the
(-c, -c)
(-c, 0)
High Quality (q H )
search engine if his ad is clicked. If A is randomly
(0, -c)
(0, 0)
assigned the slot, his payoff is uA= n(V – V)qA – c = –
Low Quality (q L )
c and the payoff to B is uB = – c. Similarly, if B is
Figure 1: Quality Game under RBB for Equal Valuations
randomly assigned to the slot, the payoffs are uA =
A
uB = – c. The complete payoff matrix for RBR is
High Quality
Low Quality
presented in Figure 2.
(q H )
(q L )
In the following we consider the case where cost c
(-c, -c)
(nV (q - q ) - c, 0)
High Quality (q H )
is either higher or lower than nV(qH – qL). When c
> nV(qH – qL), Low quality is the dominant strategy
(0, nV(qH - qL) - c)
(0, 0)
Low Quality (q L )
for both advertisers. The revenue for the search
engine is RRBR = nVqL. When c < nV(qH – qL), there
Figure 2: Quality Game under RBR for Equal Valuations
are two Pure Strategy Nash Equilibria: (qA = qH, qB
= qL) and (qA = qL, qB = qH). The expected revenue under either equilibrium is RRBR = nVqL. In addition,
there is also a mixed strategy with probability θA = 1- c/[nV(qH – qL)] = θB for either advertiser to choose
High quality. Under the mixed strategy, the revenue to the auctioneer is RRBR = nVqL + nV(1- c/[nV(qH –
qL)])2(qH-qL) and the expected payoffs to the bidders are uA = uB = 0. Table 2 summarizes the above
analyses. A comparison of RBB and RBR yields the following.
L

B

H

Proposition 2: When advertisers have equal click valuations and the quality score is endogenous, (i)
RRBR  RRBB; (ii) Neither advertiser is worse off under RBR relative to RBB.
Table 2: Revenue Comparison When Quality is Endogenous under Equal Valuations
c > nV(q – q )

(qL, qL)

(qL, qL)

(qH, qL)

(qL, qH)

Mixed Strategy

0
0

0
0

nV(qH-qL)-c
0

0
nV(qH-qL)-c

RRBB = nVqL

RRBR=nVqL

RRBR=nVqL

RRBR=nVqL

0
0
RRBR= nVqL+ nV(1c/[nV(qH-qL)])2(qH-qL)

H

Nash Equil.
Payoff
to
Revenue

A
B

RBR Ranking
c < nV(q – q )

RBB Ranking

L

H

L

4. Scenario II: Unequal Valuations
Next, we analyze how RBB and RBR perform in an asymmetric valuation scenario. WLOG, we assume
VA > VB. Since the steps in the analyses are identical to those in Scenario I, we present only the results.
4.1 Exogenous Quality Score
Under RBB, since VA>VB, A always wins the slot. B bids his valuation VB. Therefore, the revenue to the
search engine is nVBqA. The payoff to advertisers A and B are, respectively, n(VA – VB)qA and 0. Under
RBR, either A or B can win the slot depending on whose ad has the higher ad rank. The advertiser who
does not win the auction bids his true valuation. The revenue to the search engine and the payoffs to the
advertisers under various conditions are shown in Table 3. We observe that, depending on the correlation
between valuation and quality, either RBB or RBR can yield higher revenue. If the two are sufficiently
negatively correlated such that VAqA ≤ VBqB, we have RRBR = nVAqA > RRBB = nVBqA. On the other hand, if
valuation and quality score are positively correlated, i.e., qA >qB while VA >VB, then RRBR = nVBqB < RRBB
= nVBqA. These results are consistent with the simulation results of Feng et al. (2007).
Proposition 3: When advertisers have unequal valuations and quality is exogenous, (i) RRBR>RRBB if
valuation and quality are sufficiently negatively correlated so that VAqA ≤ VBqB, and (ii) RRBR<RRBB if
value and quality are positively correlated.
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Table 3: Revenue Comparison when Quality is Exogenous under Unequal Valuations
RBB Ranking
Rank order
A
Payoff
to
B
Revenue

AB
n(VA-VB)qA
0
RRBB=nVBqA

RBR ranking
VAqA<VBqB
VAqA=VBqB
BA
AB or BA
0
0
n(VBqB-VAqA)
0
RRBR=nVAqA
RRBR=nVBqB=nVAqA

VAqA>VBqB
AB
n(VAqA-VBqB)
0
RRBR=nVBqB

4.2 Endogenous Quality Score

B

B

Under RBB, A wins the slot because VA > VB and
A
B bids VB in the Symmetric Nash Equilibrium.
High Quality
Low Quality
We obtain the payoff matrix in Figure 3 for the
(q H )
(q L )
quality-setting game between advertisers. It
(n (V A - V B )q H -c, -c)
(n (V A - V B )q H -c, 0)
High Quality (q H )
shows that B always chooses Low quality. If c <
(n (V A - V B )q L , -c)
(n (V A - V B )q L , 0)
Low Quality (q L )
n(VA – VB)(qH – qL), (qA = qH, qB = qL) is the Nash
Equilibrium and the revenue for the search
Figure 3: Quality Game under RBB for Unequal
Valuations
engine is RRBB = nVBqH. Otherwise, (qA=qB= qL)
is the equilibrium and the revenue is RRBB=nVBqL.
A
Our analysis implies that A has an incentive to
High Quality
Low Quality
improve the quality of his ad as long as c is small,
(q H )
(q L )
even though quality is not explicitly considered by
(n (V A - V B )q H -c, -c)
(n (V A q H - V B q L )-c, 0)
High Quality (q H )
the search engine for ranking. However, a smaller
Low Quality (q L ) (n (V A q L - V B q H )-c, -c) if VA >VBq H/q L (n (V A - V B )q L , 0)
(0, n(V q -V q )-c) otherwise
difference between VA and VB makes c > n(VA –
VB)(qH – qL) leading to a Low quality choice for
Figure 4: Quality Game under RBR for Unequal
both advertisers.
Under RBR, A is guaranteed to win except when (qA = qL, qB = qH). When (qA = qL, qB = qH), B can win
the slot if VA ≤ VBqH/qL, and A wins otherwise. The matrix for the game is in Figure 4. When VA >
VBqH/qL, B always chooses Low quality. If c < nVA(qH – qL), (qA=qH, qB=qL) is the Nash Equilibrium and A
is better off by providing a High quality ad. If c > nVA(qH – qL), (qA=qB=qL) is the Nash Equilibrium.
When VA ≤ VBqH/qL, either (or both) may choose High quality in equilibrium. We have the same Nash
Equilibrium as in the case of VA > VBqH/qL for the same cost threshold of nVA(qH – qL), except for a
possible sub-region within the region of c < nVA(qH – qL). When c falls within the sub region of n(VA –
VB)qH < c < n(VBqH – VAqL), there is an additional Nash Equilibrium (qA=qL, qB=qH) and a mixed strategy
Nash Equilibrium. Under both of these new equilibria, RRBR is strictly better than RRBB. The revenue to
the search engine and the advertiser payoffs are summarized in Table 4.
B H

A L

Proposition 4: When advertisers have unequal valuations and the quality is endogenous, (i) RRBR >
RRBB if the difference in the valuation of a click of the advertisers is sufficiently small, i.e., VA <
Min{VB + c/(nqH), VBqH/qL – c/(nqL)}, and (ii) RRBR ≤ RRBB, otherwise.
Table 4: Revenue Comparison when Quality is Endogenous under Unequal Valuations
RBR ranking

RBB ranking

Nash
Equi.
Payoff
to
Revenue

VA<VBqH/qL

c < n(VAVB)(qH-qL)

c > n(VAVB)(qH-qL)

c<
nVA(qH-qL)

c>
nVA(qH-qL)

(qH, qL)

(qL, qL)

(qH, qL)

(qL, qL)

(qH, qL)

(qL, qH)

MS*

n(VA-VB)qL

n(VAqH-VBqL)
-c

n(VA-VB)qL

n(VAqHVBqL)-c

0

(1-θB)n(VAVB)qL

0

0

0

0

A n(VA-VB)qH-c
B

VA>VBqH/qL

0
RRBB=nV q

B H

RRBB=nV q

B L

RRBR=nV q

B L

RRBR=nV q

B L

if n(VA-VB)qH < c < n(VBqH-VAqL)

RRBR=nV q

B L

*: Mixed Strategy Nash Equilibrium ; : RRBR=nθAθB(VBqH-VAqL)+nθB(VA-VB)qL+nVBqL
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RRBR=nV q

A L
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Figure 5 shows the regions where one
mechanism outperforms the other. We find that
in region 1 (where VA > VB + c/(n(qH – qL))), RRBB
= nVBqH > RRBR = nVBqL. In region 2 (where VA <
VB+c/(nqH) and VA < VBqH/qL – c/(nqL)), RRBR 
RRBB. In all other regions RRBB = RRBR. We
summarize the findings below:
5. Conclusions

VA

VA=VB+c/(n(qH-qL))
VA=VB+c/(nqH)

1

c/(n(qH-qL))
c/(nqH)

2

Our results can be explained through the quality
VB
and bid competition between the advertisers
VA=VBqH/qL-c/(nqL)
-c/(nqL)
induced by the two mechanisms. The mechanism
that generates greater competition between
Figure 5: Quality is Endogenous under Unequal Valuations
advertisers yields more revenue for the search
engine. When the quality score is exogenous, the advertisers engage in bid competition only, and the
competition is more intense under RBB than under RBR unless the low valuation advertiser has
sufficiently higher quality relative to the high valuation one. When quality is endogenous, the advertisers
engage in both quality competition and bid competition. The intensity of quality competition is mitigated
when the cost to improve quality is either too low or too high, or when the difference in the valuations of
the advertisers is large. In such cases, the bid competition determines whether RBR or RBB yields higher
revenue for the search engine (just as when quality score is exogenous). If the cost to improve quality is
moderate and the advertisers have similar valuations, then the intensity of quality competition is higher
under RBR than under RBB, which results in a higher revenue for the search engine under RBR than
under RBB.
We have also investigated a multiple slot setting with equal valuations. Preliminary findings show
that under exogenous quality, either mechanism can generate greater revenue depending on parameter
values, while under endogenous quality, RBR is guaranteed to generate more revenue if there are two or
more high quality advertisers. Future work will examine scenarios where different advertisers face
different costs to improve quality. Our research questions can also be examined under an incomplete
information setting.
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ABSTRACT
Online peer to peer (P2P) lending has received great coverage in media but little attention from
academic researchers. In this study, we focus on risk and return of investments on prosper (P2P
lending website). We find that on average, loans through prosper provide negative return. We then
use decision tree analysis to segment loans in term of different return and risk profiles. We further
determine the efficient frontier for investments on prosper and calculate the efficiency of loans in
various segments. We found that (1) within each credit grade, there exist subgroups which give
positive return and for these subgroups risk is aligned with return and (2) group of loans with lower
credit grade are more efficient in terms of risk and return than higher credit grade. Our study
provides investment guidelines for lenders and design implications for online peer to peer lending
websites.
Keywords: Peer to peer lending, risk and return, decision tree, efficient frontier

1. Introduction
Online peer-to-peer (P2P) lending is a new e-commerce phenomenon where individual lenders provide
unsecured loans directly to individual borrowers without the traditional intermediaries such as banks. Since
2006, many internet-based lending services have emerged and online consumer lending has attracted
millions of investors and have become increasingly popular alternative channel for consumers to get
personal loans. They demonstrate how web 2.0 can facilitate creation of new markets competing with
traditional providers such as credit card issuers leading to disintermediation of the financial services
industry. According to a Wall Street Journal article (Kim 2007), the amount of new P2P loans issued in
these lending websites was around $100 million in 2007 and will increase to as much as $1 billion by 2010.
As P2P lending bypasses the intermediaries and thus the associated cost, it can provide investors an
opportunity to earn return that may be higher than that available from traditional investments. It also
provides loans to borrowers who are not able to get loan from traditional financial markets or who get loans
at higher rate in traditional markets. However, as the individual lenders are short of experience and
monitoring capabilities compared to banks, these benefits are accompanied with high uncertainty and risk.
Also, since most borrowers in these P2P lending sites are one-time borrowers, there is no reputation
mechanism that can be built up over time to convey borrowers’ credibility like the one used for sellers on
eBay. It is therefore essential for lenders to draw similarities on loans across borrowers based on available
information to judge on expected risk and return of a new loan request.
In this research we focus on risk and return associated with loans. In particular, how can we segment
loans in term of different return and risk profiles based on available loan and borrower characteristics? How
is the return aligned with the associated risk? What are the factors that influence the efficiency of different
loan segments in terms of return and associated risk? Answers to these questions will contribute to the
understanding of this new and rapidly growing lending market. Our findings can direct lenders towards
ways to optimize their investment strategy and help these online lending service providers improve
consumer welfare.
As a relatively new phenomenon, online P2P lending has received great coverage in media, but little
attention from academic researchers. Two recent studies (Freedman and Jin 2008; Lin, Prabhala and
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Viswanathan 2008) studied the impact of social connections on the likelihood of loan requests being
successfully funded, the resulted interest rates and loan default rates. Herzenstein et al. (2008) further
compared the effects of demographic attributes on the likelihood of funding success for online lending to
those documented for the practices of traditional financial institutions. While these three studies examined
this market from the borrower’s point of view, we set out our analysis from the lender’s point of view and
focus on risk and return alignment in P2P lending
2. Background and Data
In this paper we did our analysis on the Prosper.com (online peer to peer lending website) market place.
Prosper was opened to the public on February 13, 2006 and as of August 1, 2008, Prosper has registered
750,000 members and originated 26,273 loans that total over 164 million US dollars. All prosper loan are
fixed rate, unsecured, three year, and fully amortized with simple interest. Borrowers create listing on
prosper and specify the amount of loan requested (from $1000 to $25,000) and maximum interest rate they
are willing to pay. Lenders also have access to information related to borrowers’ credit history provided by
prosper and other additional voluntary information (pictures, purpose of the loan etc.) provided by
borrowers. The auction process is similar to proxy bidding on the eBay. Lender can bid on any listing by
specifying the lowest interest rate he is willing to accept and the amount he wants to contribute (any amount
above $50). A listing gets fully funded if the total amount of bids exceeds the amount requested by
borrower. Minimum interest rate specified by the first lender excluded from funding the loan becomes the
contractual rate for the loan.
Our study utilizes the publicly available data downloaded on August 1, 2008. This data set includes
listings that began on or after June 1, 2006 and ends on or before July 2008. We focus on all the loans that
were listed from February 2007 to July 2007, which leaves the first few months of the market and ensures
that we have at least two year of repayment data for any loan. The final dataset has 4504 loans.
3. Methodology
3.1 Return on Investment (ROI) calculations
To compare the performance of different loans, we first calculate return on investment (ROI) based on
monthly discounted payments over 2 year period for each loan in our dataset. Since we do not have data on
actual payments and can only observe principal balances, we use the following information from prosper
and some assumptions for the payment calculations:
1. As such, interest accrues on each loan's principal balance on a daily basis.
2. For simplicity, we assume that all payments for loans with status being “current” are paid at the
scheduled day.
3. If there is no change in principal balance in a particular period (the loan status will change from
“current” to “late”), we assume no payment has been made in that period.
4. On prosper any time borrowers make a loan payment, funds are applied to their loan balances in this
order: (1) late fees (2) accrued interest (3) loan principal balance. If change in principal balance is
positive (the status changes from “n-month late” to “current”), we assume late fee and interest accrued
are paid in full. Late fee charged by prosper is calculated as the maximum of $15 or 5% of the
outstanding unpaid payments and is passed on to lenders.
5. The service fee is charged to the lenders based on the current outstanding principal balance and its rate
varies from 0.5% to 1% depending on the lenders’ credit grades. This policy has been changing over
time. For simplicity we use 1% as the service fee rate for all the loans. Service fee is charged only in
those periods when lenders receive payments.
The return on investment is given as:
 
 
where L is the loan amount and CDP is the cumulative discounted payment. The CDP is calculated as
follows:
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where  is the net payment lenders receive at the end of n month,  is the remaining principal balance
at the end of nth month and d is the discount factor. If a loan does not get defaulted or paid earlier, then n is
24; otherwise, n is the month in which the loan gets defaulted or paid in full.  is the interest rate for the
loan,  is the length of time period in days (e.g. l is 31 for January),  is the late payment and  is the
service fee charged in period n.
  ∆   

3.2 Decision Trees to Group Loans Based on ROI
Our calculations in previous section suggest that prosper loans vary significantly in their return. While this
may have attracted attention from both academic researchers and practitioners, what has been missing is
whether the significantly varied return is aligned with the associated risk. To study this, we need to group
loans with similar characteristics together (to create the distribution of ROI) and calculate both the return
(the mean ROI) and risk (the variance of ROI) within each group to see if they are aligned when compared
across groups. In this study, we first rely on the decision tree methodology to divide loans into groups such
that loans within the same group have similar characteristics and distribution of RIO. We then calculate risk
and return for each group and examine their positions in the composition of optimal investment portfolios.
When applying the decision tree methodology to divide loans into different groups, we use variables1
related to borrower and loan characteristics which lenders can observe before making their investment
decisions as explanatory variables and use ROI as the dependent variable. We use F-test as the splitting
criteria when dividing groups such that loans that are not significantly different in ROI will be pooled in the
same group. We partition the data set into training and validation data sets. The training data set is used to
generate the rules to segment the data set. The validation data set is then used to compare the mean predicted
value and mean target value of ROI to assess the performance of these rules. Figure 1 depicts the
comparison of target and mean value of ROI for the validation data set.

Figure 1. Comparison of target and predicted value of ROI for validation data set

1

For brevity the list of variables used and their definition are not provided. This list is available upon request from the
authors.
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3.3 Efficient Frontier
The groups identified using decision tree has different distributions of ROI and represent different
investment opportunities. Each group will give different return but will also have different risk associated
with it. The mean of ROI within each group will give the expected return from the investment in that group
and the variance of ROI will give the associated risk. For an efficient market the risk and return should be
aligned i.e. the loans with high risk should give high return.
Lenders can combine loans from different groups as portfolios to achieve optimal return based on the
amount of risk they are willing to take. To assess the efficiency of each group, we first calculate the efficient
set which gives maximum return for a given risk. The expected return and variance for an investment
portfolio containing loans from different groups are given as:
E#ROI' (  w E*ROI +  w E*ROI +    w, E*ROI, +    w- E*ROI- +
V#ROI' (  *w + V*ROI +  *w + V*ROI +    *w, + V*ROI, +   *w- + V*ROI- +
where /#0 ( and 1#0 ( are the return (mean value of the ROI) and risk (variance of ROI) obtained
by investing w, % fraction of total investment in nth group. /* + and 1* + are the mean and
variance of ROI for nth group. Since the groups are disjoint (in terms of decision rules), we assume that the
covariance between ROI of different groups is zero. To get the maximum return for a given level of risk, we
solve the following optimization problem:
max

subject to

56 ,56 ,589

E#ROI' (

V#ROI' ( : K
∑,= w, :=1

(1)
(2)

The first constraint ensures that the risk of the investment portfolio is less than the given level of risk (K)
and the second constraint is a budget constraint (it ensures that the sum of the proportion of total money
invested in different groups is not over 1). After solving this optimization problem we are able to calculate
the maximum return for a given risk. Hence for each group we calculate the efficiency measure as follows:
Eff, 

E*ROI, +

E  #ROI' (

where E*ROI, + is the return (mean value of the ROI) for the nth group and E  #ROI' ( is the maximum return
for the level of risk (variance of ROI) associated with nth group.

4. Results and Conclusions
We find that on average, loans through prosper provide negative return. The result is different from previous
studies (Freedman and Jin 2008) and Prosper website which found positive estimated rate of return on
prosper. In our study we use only those loans which have at least 24 months of loan history to calculate
return whereas other studies have used loans of all ages including loans which have only few months of
history. Since on prosper a loan becomes defaulted only if it is more than 4 months late , including the loans
with only few months of history to calculate the overall return will give biased results.
Credit grade is the most used variable to analyze the loans performance on Prosper both by lenders and
by Prosper. For example, initially borrower with any credit score can list loans on Prosper. However from
February 2007, borrowers with credit score less than 520 were not allowed and from October 2008 onwards
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borrowers with credit score less than 560 (credit grade HR) are not allowed to list loans on Prosper.
However, we found that the average return for loans within each credit grade (including credit grade AA
(credit score greater than 760) is also negative. We then use the decision tree analysis to determine groups
within each credit grade which were different from each other in term of ROI. Except for credit grade HR
(which has now been discontinued by prosper), within each credit grade, there exist subgroups which give
positive return. Table 1 provides the borrower and loan characteristics for which a loan within each credit
grade will provide positive results. The observed mean and variance of ROI provides the risk and return
associated with these segments. Hence, lenders on prosper should make their decisions based not only on
credit grades but should also take other variables in to account.
We further found that for groups which give positive return; risk is aligned with return i.e. as return
increases risk also increases. We then derive the efficient frontier for investments on prosper and determine
the optimal portfolio for investments for a given level of risk. The maximum possible return for given risk is
summarized in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes the optimal % investment in each subgroup to maximize return
at various levels of risk. The key finding of this analysis is that sub group of loans with lower credit score
are more efficient in terms of risk and return i.e. they give more return for a given risk as compared to loans
with higher credit score. We also found that borrowers, who are not willing to take high risk, should
diversify their portfolio (i.e. invest in subgroups of loans of all credit grades) to maximize return, whereas
borrowers who are willing to take more risk can maximize their return by investing in only subgroups of
loans with lower credit grade. Thus prosper market will be more efficient for lenders who are willing to take
more risk.
Table 1. Positive ROI subgroup within each Credit Grade
Positive ROI subgroup
Credit
Grade
(Credit
Score)

Mean
ROI

Total
Loans

Mean
ROI
(Return)

Standard
Deviation
ROI
(RISK)

Total
Loans

Min
ROI

Max
ROI

AA
(760+)

-0.01

532

0.02

0.10

341

-0.88

0.34

A (720759)

-0.05

475

0.03

0.11

178

-0.55

0.14

B (680720)

-0.09

594

0.03

0.11

39

-0.55

0.12

C (640679)

-0.12

857

0.05

0.21

94

-0.72

0.28

D (600639)

-0.12

924

0.06

0.19

94

-0.76

0.28

E (560599)

-0.16

483

0.09

0.28

56

-0.96

.37

-0.25

639

-

-

-

-0.12

4504

HR
(520559)
Total
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Splitting Criterion

Inq6m (Inquiries in last 6
Months) < = 1
BMR (Borrower
Maximum Rate) < 0.155
and RCB (Revolving
Credit Balance) between
1251 and 16886
Listing open for duration
and AB (Amount
Borrowed) < 2500
Owns House and RCB
between 2007 and
5579.5
Inq6m <= 1 and BMR <
0.195
AB < 3000 and BCU
(Bank Card Utilization)
between 0.465 and 0.955

Max
ROI
for
given
RISK

Efficiency

0.059

0.377

0.062

0.062

0.485

0.485

0.083
5

0.647

0.081

0.737

0.092

1

-

772
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Table 2. Optimal investment for given risk
Group2
( A credit
grade
subgroup)
0.2198

Group3
(B credit
grade
subgroup)
0.1995

Group4
(D credit
grade
subgroup)
0.1807

Group5
(C credit
grade
subgroup)
0.1328

Group6
(E credit
grade
subgroup)
0.1490

Return

Risk

0.0476

0.0050

Group1
(AA credit
grade
subgroup)
0.1180

0.0590

0.0100

0.0000

0.1531

0.1304

0.2711

0.1896

0.2557

0.0660

0.0150

0.0000

0.0693

0.0465

0.3290

0.2236

0.3315

0.0713

0.0200

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.3632

0.2367

0.4001

0.0750

0.0250

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.3276

0.1712

0.5012

0.0777

0.0300

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.3013

0.1232

0.5755

0.0799

0.0350

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.2796

0.0833

0.6371

0.0818

0.0400

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.2606

0.0484

0.6910

0.0836

0.0450

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.2435

0.0171

0.7394

0.0852

0.0500

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.2143

0.0000

0.7857

0.0866

0.0550

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.1697

0.0000

0.8303

0.0880

0.0600

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.1286

0.0000

0.8714

0.0892

0.0650

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0905

0.0000

0.9095

0.0904

0.0700

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0547

0.0000

0.9453

0.0915

0.0750

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0208

0.0000

0.9792

0.0921

0.0782

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

1.0000

0.0921

0.0782

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

1.0000
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Abstract

We describe the ReKon platform. It contains granular knowledge units that can be combined, as needed, to
support effo rts to bu ild systems in tegration so lutions. They a re crea ted fro m mo re t han 1,200 templa tes
contributed by f our IT c onsulting organizations. T he granularity of k nowledge units represe nts a di rect
response to the emergent nature of systems integration projects that defies a one-size-fits-all approach. The
paper devel ops the underlying c onceptual model and ope rations for ReKon, desc ribes a pr ototype
implementation, and reports results from a two-phase evaluation that point to its potential.
Keywords: Knowledge Units, Method Fragments, Method Engineering, Systems Integration

1. Introduction
We have reached a threshold. Software systems are no longer conceived and constructed as monoliths [1].
Instead, they are often envisioned as complex entities that facilitate interoperations among autonomous
systems aka systems-of-systems [2]. The difficulties lie in efforts needed to convert these envisioned
solution sketches into workable solutions [1, 3, 4]. It is a challenge that further exacerbates conventional
problems of cost overruns and project failures [1, 5]. There are few prescriptive methodologies for
constructing such entities. However, the tasks required for constructing these entities tend to be illspecified, emergent and difficult to anticipate [6]. Addressing these [7, 8] requires a key ingredient:
knowing what to do and how. Coarse-grain, abstract and prescriptive software engineering methodologies
cannot meet this need. The research question we address is, therefore, the following: Is it possible to
devise a plat form that can provide gr anular knowle dge assets t hat project members ma y combine, as
needed, to address the unique needs of different projects to build systems-of-systems?
This paper develops such a platform. It contains Template Chunks extracted from more than 1,200
Project Templates made available for this research project by four IT consulting organizations. The paper
describes the process followed for chunking and codification; the conceptual model that underlies the
platform; and a prototype implementation. A two-phase evaluation with potential users demonstrates
potential usefulness of the approach.
2. A Motivating Example
Consider the following scenario faced by John, Mary and Sam, for a systems integration effort at Painters
R Us. It requires constructing a catalog of services from a scheduling application. Their concerns revolve
around scalability, security and aligning the outcomes against current processes. None is directly
addressed by the templates codified from earlier efforts. These templates, often running into scores of
pages, contain instructions and worksheets for tasks such as requirements gathering, designing, and
testing. The team realizes that their project is likely to benefit from these. They would ideally like to
leverage parts of several templates best suited for this project. The sheer number of templates, and
conflicting and overlapping choices, however, means that they are not sure how to move forward. The
problems faced by John, Mary and Sam are not new. Templates have been traditionally used in several
organizations. They represent, among other things, rules, routines and best practices accumulated from
past projects [9, 10]. To understand their concerns better, we first review prior work from several streams.
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3. Related Work
Building Systems of Systems: Systems of Systems (SoS) represent “a collection of … systems that
(are brought) … together to obtain a new, more complex (entity) [6, 11].” The track record of building
large and complex systems-of-systems continues to be sub-par [2, 3] with few pointers to antecedents of
success [3, 4, 6, 12-14] in spite of prior work elsewhere [12-14]. Failures have been attributed to several
reasons including unsuitability of approaches for the intended task [8, 15-17]. Anecdotes, lessons learned
and best practices, however, continue to be accumulated because of the lengthy and complex nature of
these projects – often codified as templates, forms, and checklists. Yet, the unique needs of new projects
often tend to be out-of-sync with routines suggested by these project templates (like the problems faced
by John, Mary and Sam). This mismatch between knowledge needs of a project and availability of
knowledge from prior efforts (and its potential impact) remains unexplored [5, 6, 11].
Knowledge Management: Definitions of knowledge management (KM) vary based views of
knowledge such as ‘state of mind’, an ‘object to be stored and manipulated [18].’ We define KM as
‘concerned with identifying and leveraging the knowledge in an organization [19].’ Prior significant
research related to KM enablers and reasons for failure [9, 18, 20-23] may be understood in terms of the
framework from Nonaka and Takeuchi [26], who distinguish individual versus collective knowledge, and
tacit versus explicit knowledge [24]. Knowledge creation is then described as a process that begins with
the tacit knowledge of an individual [24-26], and moves forward as a spiral through the phases of
socialization, externalization, combination and internalization (returning to individual tacit knowledge)
[24-26]. In the context of projects to build systems-of-systems, the tacit and explicit knowledge tends to
be ‘mutually dependent’ [18, 27] and can have reinforcing qualities that are not exploited if KM efforts
focus on codifying explicit knowledge alone [18, 28].
Method Engineering: Method engineering (ME) asserts that methods should be constructed to meet a
particular project need to overcome limitations posed by general approaches [29-33]. Following ME, a
method consists of several fragments (such as DFD or ER) [34-36] identified from existing
methodologies (the body of knowledge about methods) [29, 31, 32]. A method engineer creates a
personalized method in response to the project needs [29]. ME, however, faces two significant concerns:
granularity, and the inherently abstracted nature of knowledge about methodologies, limiting the
usefulness of ME in practice. In situations like the one faced by John, Mary and Sam, the ME mandate
requires them to return to prescriptive methodologies, ignoring the Templates, and a substantial effort that
may still result in integrity issues.
4. Recombinable Knowledge Assets
A key distinguishing feature of this research from ME is the knowledge sources it leverages. It views
project templates, instead of abstract methodologies (such as DFD or ER), as carriers of knowledge [25,
26]. Consider, for example, templates for specifying requirements or code review (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Project Templates for (a) Gathering Requirements, (b) Code Review

These templates do not contain method fragments. Instead, each provides an instance of systemic
knowledge, i.e., explicit knowledge systematized and packaged in forms such as documents,
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specifications and manuals [25]. From a KM perspective, such systemic knowledge assets stand in
contrast with tacit knowledge, which is obtained through work experience, i.e. experiential knowledge or
articulated in symbolic form [25]. For this research, more than 1,200 such templates were provided by
four IT consulting organizations. The research challenge, then, involves designing a platform that allows
recombining knowledge units to facilitate building of SoS, where the knowledge needs tend to be unique
and difficult to anticipate.
4.1 The ReKon Model
The ReKon model builds on these foundations. It conceptualizes components needed for a systems-ofsystems effort, for example, an interview protocol (logical knowledge unit ) for conducting interviews
(task) during gathering requirements (phase). Interview protocols available (physical knowledge units) in
multiple Project Templates (project templates ) can be separated and made available. Project members
may access these (retrieval) and combine to create new templates (target template). Figure 2 formalizes
the ReKon model.
Knowledge Units and Systems-of-Systems Development Efforts
pP
Phases in a Systems of Systems Development Effort
t,u  T
Tasks in a Systems of Systems Development Effort
l,m  L
Logical Knowledge Units
need (l,t,p)
Knowledge Unit l is needed for Task t, Phase p {0,1}
Templates and Fragments
sS
Project Templates contributed by four Consulting Organizations
j, k  K
Physical Knowledge Units constructed from Project Templates
part (k,s)
Physical Knowledge Unit k is part of Project Template s {0,1}
ReKon Repository
instance (k,l) Physical Knowledge Unit k is an instance of Logical Knowledge Unit l {0,1}
Target Template
dD
Templates constructed by combining Physical Knowledge Units
Operations on ReKon
{ k | (retrieve (instance (k,l) | need (l,s,t)) }
Retrieval of a set of Physical Knowledge Units {k} that represent instances of
Logical Knowledge Units (l) needed for task t, phase p
k {k}
Selection of the appropriate Physical Knowledge Unit instance k
d = concatenate (j, k), where j  {j | (retrieve (instance (j,l) | need (l,s,t))) }
k {k | (retrieve (instance (k,l) | need (l,s,t)) }
Concatenation of Physical Knowledge Units j and k to form a new template d
Figure 2. The ReKon Model
The objective of ReKon platform is not merely storing and codifying templates in small units. The intent
is to empower users to leverage fine-grained templates to respond to the emergent knowledge needs, i.e.
allow recombination and appropriation to bridge the institutional and fluid domains [37]. The utility of
ReKon lies in the knowledge units and operations. Implicit in the model is the manner in which meeting
the knowledge needs of SoS projects is seen as KM instead of ME with a focus on leveraging systemic
assets created in one/ more organizations.
4.2 Creating Knowledge Units to Populate ReKon
To populate ReKon, templates (~1220) contributed by four leading IT consulting organizations were
used. Each was ‘chunked’ and ‘classified’ in a matrix of ‘Phases’ and ‘Tasks’ constructed from PMBOK
[14], a prescriptive methodology [38] and a characterization of systems-of- systems [1]. The process
followed for deriving knowledge chunks from the templates involved multiple raters, lead by an
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experienced practitioner who was then working on a graduate degree. No direct bias was introduced in the
coding process by any employees of the organizations who contributed the templates. A random sample
of 122 documents (approximately 10% of the set) was chosen for initial classification. Prior to coding, the
coders established common terms. After the first round, the classifications were compared to check
consistency, differences were resolved via discussion, and the common terms were enhanced. For the
second round, another coder was added, and coding was done on another random sample of 122
documents, and the process was repeated. Inter-coder agreement during the two rounds increased from
78% to 86%. The complete set (~1220 templates) was then divided and randomly assigned to coders who
assessed the fit for each template to a particular cell in the matrix. Finally, the templates assigned to each
cell were examined to select the best templates with rules such as size, thoroughness and availability of
examples.
4.3 A Prototype Implementation
The knowledge units were used to populate and implement the ReKon platform. The prototype shows
Tasks and Phases, and at their intersection, the
relevant template chunks (Knowledge Units). For
example, a client interview protocol represents a
Tasks, t,u  T
logical knowledge unit for conducting interviews
(task) during gathering requirements (phase).
Knowledge units were available for 36 cells. The
total
number of knowledge units was 92, with an
Physical Knowledge
average
of 2.5 knowledge units for each nonUnits, j, k  K
empty cell. A browser-based implementation
allowed users access to the Knowledge Units (see
Phases, p  P
Figure 3).
Figure 3. ReKon Prototype Screenshot

5. Evaluation
Formative evaluation proceeded in two phases. A
Pre-ReKon phase assessed a Standard (comprehensive) Project Template, aimed at establishing the need
for ReKon. A Post-ReKon phase assessed intrinsic properties of knowledge units in ReKon such as
granularity, size, appropriateness of classification, relevance of knowledge units, and usefulness for
project needs. Subjects were recruited from an Advanced Enterprise Integration course, engaged in realworld integration projects. They used ReKon during their projects and to construct final project
deliverables. The utility of ReKon was not directly assessed because the evaluation was formative and
controls related to project or users were not possible. Selected results from the pre-Rekon assessment
(n=28), summarized in Table 1, point to ambivalence among users.
Table 1. Pre-ReKon Assessment Reflecting on a Standard (Comprehensive) Project Template
Question (Average Score, 1=Agree)
Representative Comments
Although I may not have used all sections,
(+) … useful to have the template .. so to have a guide
it is useful to have the complete template
(-) … difficult to determine if a section is relevant.
(1.42)
It is better to have each section …
(+) Most … will not use all sections …and it may be
separately, so we can create [what] … we
easier to make your own document.
need by combining the sections relevant to
(-) … Having sections … poses the risk of missing
our project (2.42)
something
Post-ReKon Assessment: Table 2 shows selected results from the post-ReKon assessment. The first two
(ability of a knowledge unit to satisfy knowledge needs, and relevance of the knowledge unit) were
assessed based on a knowledge unit that the participants randomly chose. Many participants suggested
that meta-data (e.g. “further explanation may be needed in the templates. … to have a better
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understanding”) would be useful. One suggested that a“… quick view feature that open it up i n a tiny
thumbnail to view” would let users locate appropriate information quickly. Several commented that some
knowledge units need to be more granular as “some of the "chunks" … should possibly be re-worked to
make them easier to understand.” A few felt that it was more helpful “to have one complete document to
look (at) and …then fill in the sections that are relevant to our project.
Table 2. Post-ReKon Assessment
Criteria
1. Knowledge Needs satisfied by a Knowledge Unit (1 – All; 5 – Very few)
2. Relevance of Knowledge Unit (1 – All relevant ; 5 – None relevant)
3. Size of Knowledge Unit ( 1 – Too Small ; 5 – Too Long)
4. Number of Knowledge Units in a Cell (1 – Too Many ; 5 – Too Few)
Instance 1 – Several units
Instance 2 – Some units

Outcome (N=29)
2.71 (SD = 1.01)
2.82 (SD = 1.02)
2.65 (SD=0.93)
4.27 (SD = 0.64)
3.27 (SD = 1.1)

Together, these provided formative suggestions that we continue to incorporate. The results are also
encouraging because they allow operationalizing rules such as size of knowledge unit (Criterion 3), and
number of knowledge units (Criterion 4).
6. Conclusion
The results suggest that it may be possible to address pathologies such as unnecessary reuse [10] created
by excessive emphasis on knowledge codification. This is particularly relevant for building systems-ofsystems where knowledge needs tend to be unique and difficult to anticipate. We have described the
ReKon platform (from a KM, instead of ME perspective). It has been implemented as a prototype and
populated with the help of more than 1,200 Project Templates contributed by four IT consulting
organizations. The platform is underpinned by a ReKon model that is simple and extensible. Formative
evaluation shows that ideas underlying ReKon are likely to be valuable; further work continues to
improve the platform. At the workshop, we hope to report on its ongoing progress and obtain feedback
from colleagues.
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Abstract
Information lifecycle management is of critical importance to organizations with burgeoning data.
As different groups of data assume d ifferent priorities within a firm, tiered storage emerges as a
necessary and viable mec hanism for data manageme nt. We c onsider the case of online vide o
downloads and m odel d ata as a n etwork where rel ationships between d ata nodes c apture t he
impact on c ontent us age and browsi ng habits. We devise a bi-level programming approac h to
solve the buye r’s and the sel ler’s problems by t aking into consideration both direct and indirect
hits to the spe cific data nodes. We model the seller as a revenue maxi mizer while the buye r is
interested i n maximizing t he o verall hits, esp ecially to reven ue generating data co ntent. We
provide a detailed analysis of the choices made by these two en tities and provide a ro admap for
the empirical analysis to be accomplished in future.
Keywords: Information lifecycle management, tiered storage, data management, data networks

1. Introduction and Motivation
Tiered storage management is increasingly becoming a critical component of Information lifecycle
management. This trend is driven by the exponential growth in data and significant variations in data
priorities based on factors such as recency of data, frequency of use, relevance of the data to recent events
of importance to the firm or other such factors. Tiered storage management necessitates moving groups of
data between more expensive high quality online storage and a far less expensive option of archival
storage. A recent survey (Castagna 2009) finds that the percentage of those respondents that
“implemented a tiered storage architecture (excluding tape libraries)” increased from 49% in 2008 to 59%
in 2009. The survey also shows that 42% of the respondents chose “classifying data so that it’s sent to the
right tier” as their “biggest pain point related to their tiered storage system”. Indeed this is the focus of our
research. Industry reports (such as Lebeck 2004, Arrington 2006 and others) do discuss policies for
classifying data for tiered storage architectures. However, they fail to take into account the cost and
Quality of Service (QoS) implications inherent in that trade-off. Our research fills this important lacuna.
We consider the case of online video downloads which have a tremendous storage appetite and whose
relative importance of specific video content changes over time. Early academic research (Little and
Venkatesh 1995 and Brubeck and Rowe 1995, among others) in developing the technology for Video on
Demand (VOD) proposed the use of hierarchical architecture of tiered storage, where media objects are
stored permanently on tertiary storage devices, and either moved to video servers on demand or delivered
directly to viewers depending on the popularity of the videos. In this paper, we are motivated by the
emerging business model of storage grids market. Enabled by such a market, a VOD provider can
purchase storage capacity from a storage grids supplier based on demand. This buying practice requires
the VOD provider to include a new factor, the storage pricing on various tiers, into its decision making on
how to allocate the media objects in the tiered storage grids.
Further, we model data as a network where relationships between data nodes capture the impact on
content usage and browsing habits. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been considered in the past
literature. But this is important as the decision to place a data object in a tier hinges on its status and
relationship vis-à-vis other data objects. Some of the data nodes (a node is analogous to a video in our
setting) are revenue generating. We devise a bi-level programming approach to solve the buyer’s and the
seller’s problems by taking into consideration both direct and indirect hits to the specific data nodes. We
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model the seller as a revenue maximizer while the buyer is interested in maximizing the overall hits to its
contents, especially revenue generating content. We provide a detailed analysis of the choices made by
these two entities and provide a roadmap for the empirical analysis to be accomplished in future.
2. Model Setup
We consider a storage grid with two tiers, both online. Tier I has a faster average response time of t I , and
Tier II has a lower average response time of t II per GB. The storage grid provider, called the seller
hereafter, offers storage in Tier II for free (this is done primarily for ease of exposition and our analysis
continues to hold for cases where Tier II storage also has a price) and asks a price of π for a unit of
capacity in Tier I. The VOD provider’s data network is a graph G = (V , E ) . The VOD provider is
referred to as a buyer in our analysis. We denote the set of nodes as a vector ( v1 , v2 , …, v|V | ). Each node

vk needs capacity ck for storage. Each node vk can generate hkI and hkII hits by itself when it is stored
in Tier I and Tier II respectively. This takes into account QoS degradations that might happen as a result
of pushing the content to a tier of poorer quality. Note that these are direct hits coming from specific
searches performed by the end users. We also model indirect hits as follows. When there is a
recommendation link from node i to node j , we say that there is a probability pij that a user would
browse node j if s/he browses node i . The link is illustrated as below in Figure 1.

ci

i

cj

pij

j

Figure 1: Indirect Hits between Data Nodes

Let H i be the total number of hits to node i , and hi be the number of hits generated by node i itself.
Then H i = hi +

∑

i∈V

H j p ji . The above expression ignores cycles in the data network. Let xi denote the

percentage of ci stored in Tier I. Then 1 − xi is the percentage of ci stored in Tier II. Then

H i = hiI xi + hiII (1 − xi ) + ∑i∈V H j p ji . If an object has to be stored in one tier in its entirety, then xi is

binary. When xi = 1 , node i is stored in Tier I, otherwise Tier II.
2.1. The Buyer’s Problem
We model three kinds of VOD providers, based on their objectives. The objective of the first kind of
buyer is to maximize total hits on its website, akin to YouTube. The second type maximizes revenue in
the absence of a budget constraint while the third type does so under a budget constraint. An example of a
VOD who maximizes revenues earned from the distribution of videos is Amazon VOD. We put forward
the decision problem for all three cases and discuss their respective implications below.
The first type of buyer (YouTube) faces the following optimization problem:
Max

∑

s.t.

H i = hiI xi + hiII (1 − xi ) + ∑i∈V H j p ji

∑

i∈V

i∈V

Hi

πci xi ≤ C

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 , ∀ i ∈ V
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where C is the budget constraint faced by the buyer for buying storage. Without this budget constraint,
the buyer would put all its data objects in Tier I and the problem becomes trivial.
The second type of buyer (Amazon VOD, no budget constraint) has the following optimization problem:
Min

∑

s.t.

H i = hiI xi + hiII (1 − xi ) + ∑i∈V H j p ji

∑

i∈V

i∈V

πci xi

Hi ≥ H

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 , ∀ i ∈ V
where H is the constraint on the desired total number of hits that the buyer would like to attract from the
viewers. This is a constraint pertaining to QoS. Without this QoS constraint, the buyer would simply put
all its data objects in Tier II and the problem becomes trivial again.
For the third type of buyer (Amazon VOD, budget constrained), we consider S , S ⊆ V , as a set of
revenue-generating nodes with ri as the unit price for node i . The problem for the buyer is as follows:
Max

∑

s.t.

H i = hiI xi + hiII (1 − xi ) + ∑i∈V H j p ji

i∈S

H i ri − ∑i∈V πci xi

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 , ∀ i ∈ V
Here we do not have a separate QoS constraint. However, the QoS factor is accounted for in the first term
of the buyer’s net profit maximizing objective function,
H i ri . The net profit is determined by gross
i∈S

∑

income less gross cost. Gross income is the income from the revenue-generating nodes. Thus the buyer
has the incentive to increase the hits to those nodes by putting them and the nodes linking to them in Tier
I. However, the gross cost of storing nodes in Tier I,
πci xi in the objective function, may limit the
i∈V

∑

buyer to only putting some of those nodes in Tier 1. As this type of buyer has a number of interesting
nuances to its problems, we analyze the different ways to price such buyers in Section 2.2.
2.2. Pricing Alternatives
First, consider the possibility of lump-sum transfers from the buyer to the seller. When the seller charges
a lump sum price, he can design it in such a way that the buyer would put all its objects in Tier I and thus
pay for all its storage demand. We study this problem by first identifying its lower bounds. The buyer’s
worst case is when xi = 0 , ∀ i ∈ V . Let z = i∈S H i ri − i∈V πci xi . Then the buyer’s worst case is that

∑

∑

the buyer’s revenue is W = z ( xi = 0, ∀i ) . On the other hand, the seller’s problem can be rewritten as:

max π ∑i∈V ci xi

π ∑i∈V ci xi

s.t.

∑

i∈S

H i ri − ∑i∈V πci xi = W + (premium) = W '

Note that since the seller charges a lump sum price, its decision making variable is π

∑

i∈V

ci xi . Then the

seller’s problem can be further simplified as follows:

max ∑i∈S H i ri − W '
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s.t.

H i = hiI xi + hiII (1 − xi ) + ∑i∈V H j p ji

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 , ∀ i ∈ V
The buyer’s optimal solution becomes xi* = 1 , ∀ i ∈ V .
The solution for the lump sum price is no longer optimal for the seller when a unit price is charged instead
for the storage on Tier I. A counter example to this is that a buyer will always put isolated less popular
nodes in Tier II. The pair of the seller’s and the buyer’s problems becomes a bi-level programming
problem when deriving unit prices. In the seller’s problem, the decision variable is the unit price π for
storage in Tier I, and the buyer’s allocation variables xi ’s are given parameters to that problem. In the
buyer’s problem, the decision variable is the allocation variable xi and the seller’s unit price π are given
parameters. To get an understanding of how to solve such a bi-level programming problem, we first take a
look at a simple problem with just one node. When there is only 1 node, the buyer’s problem is
Max

H1r1 − πc1 x1

s.t.

H 1 = h1I x1 + h1II (1 − x1 )

0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1
into
the
buyer’s
objective
function,
we
get
H 1 = h1I x1 + h1II (1 − x1 )
I
II
II
I
II
max( h1 r1 − h1 r1 − πc1 ) x1 + h1 r1 . When h1 r1 − h1 r1 − πc1 > 0 , the buyer would put all of node 1 in Tier I,
i.e. x1 = 1 , otherwise, the buyer would put all of node 1 in Tier II, i.e. x1 = 0 . Then the maximum π that
Substituting

the seller could charge is when h1I r1 − h1II r1 − πc1 = 0 , i.e. π * =

( h1I − h1II ) r1
. Accordingly, the buyer’s
c1

solution is x1* = 1 .
For a network of nodes, similarly, the buyer’s objective function can be rewritten as

∑

i∈V

f i (π ) xi , for

example, f1 (π ) = h1I r1 − h1II r1 − πc1 for the single-node case above. Consider another example. Suppose
the buyer’s objective function is

∑

i∈V

f i (π ) xi = (5 − π ) x1 + (24 − 3π ) x2 + (12 − 2π ) x3 , then the seller’s

revenue under different unit prices are as in Table 1.
Table 1: Seller’s Revenue under Different Pricing Choices

In general,

∑

i∈V

π ($/GB)

Seller’s revenue ($)

0

0

5

10

6

1

8

0

f i (π ) xi is a non-monotonic function. Suppose there exists a critical value of π that

makes f i (π ) xi = 0 for some i . Then between two adjacent critical prices, the function

∑

i∈V

f i (π ) xi is

linear and either monotonically increasing or decreasing. This feature enables us to compare the value of
f (π ) xi at all these critical prices, and find the global solution.
i∈V i

∑
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2.3. Impact of Popularity and Other Factors on Choice of Tiers
To get a better understanding of how the buyer allocate nodes among the Tiers based on both the
popularity factor and the economic factor, including pricing and object sizes, we study a simplified
network structure with two nodes, one of which is revenue-generating.

p12

1

2

Figure 2: Two Node Network Example

H1 = h1I x1 + h1II (1 − x1 )

Then,

and

H 2 = h2I x2 + h2II (1 − x2 ) + H1 p12

= h2I x2 + h2II (1 − x2 ) + (h1I x1 + h1II (1 − x1 )) p12 . If S = {1} , the buyer’s objective function
I
II
II
is H1r1 − πc1 x1 − πc2 x2 = ((h1 − h1 )r1 − πc1 ) x1 + h1 r1 − πc2 x2 . Then the optimal pricing for the seller is
I
II
determined by (h1 − h1 )r1 − πc1 = 0 ⇒ π * =

(h1I − h1II )r1
. The buyer’s allocation decision is x1 = 1
c1

x2 = 0
S = {2}
.
If
,
the
buyer’s
objective
function
is
I
II
I
II
II
II
H 2r2 − πc1x1 − πc2 x2 = ((h1 − h1 ) p12 r2 − πc1 ) x1 + ((h2 − h2 )r2 − πc2 ) x2 + h2 r2 + h1 p12 r2 . Then the two
(h I − h1II ) p12 r2
I
II
critical points for the seller’s prices are (h1 − h1 ) p12 r2 − πc1 = 0 ⇒ π # = 1
, and
c1
and

(h2I − h2II )r2 − πc2 = 0 ⇒ π ## =
If π # ≥ π ## ,

(h2I − h2II ) r2
.
c2

h1I − h1II
c
p12 ≥ 1 (1)
I
II
h2 − h2
c2

Then at π # , the buyer’s allocation decision is x1 = 1 and x2 = 0 , and the seller’s revenue is

π #c1 x1 = (h1I − h1II ) p12 r2 ; and at π ## , the buyer’s allocation decision is x1 = 1 and x2 = 1 , and the
⎛c
⎛ c1 ⎞
⎞
+1⎟⎟ . If (h1I − h1II ) p12 ≥ ( h2I − h2II )⎜⎜ 1 +1⎟⎟ ,
⎝ c2 ⎠
⎝ c2 ⎠

##
seller’s revenue is π (c1 x1 + c2 x2 ) = (h2I − h2II )r2 ⎜⎜

h1I − h1II
c
p12 ≥ 1 + 1
I
II
h2 − h2
c2
The optimal price
when

(2)

π * should either be equal to π # or π ## . Putting (1) and (2) together,

h1I − h1II
c1
c1 h1I − h1II
c
#
p
≥
+
1
,
the
seller’s
optimal
price
is
π
,
and
when
≤ I
p12 < 1 + 1 , the
12
I
II
II
h2 − h2
c2
c2 h2 − h2
c2

seller’s optimal price is π ## . If π # < π ## , i.e.

h1I − h1II
c
p12 < 1
I
II
h2 − h2
c2
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Then at π # , the buyer’s allocation decision is x1 = 1 and x2 = 1 , and the seller’s revenue is

⎛ c1 ⎞
+ 1⎟⎟ ; and at π ## , the buyer’s allocation decision is x1 = 0 and
⎝ c2 ⎠
⎞
⎛c
c
c
x2 = 1 , and the seller’s revenue is π ##c1 x1 = (h2I − h2II )r2 1 . If (h1I − h1II ) p12 ⎜⎜ 1 + 1⎟⎟ ≥ (h2I − h2II ) 1 ,
c2
c2
⎝ c2 ⎠

π # (c1 x1 + c2 x2 ) = (h1I − h1II ) p12 r2 ⎜⎜

h1I − h1II
1
p12 ≥
I
II
h2 − h2
1 + c2 / c1
Putting (3) and (4) together, when
when

(4)

1
h I − h II
c
≤ 1I 1II p12 < 1 , the seller’s optimal price is π # , and
1 + c2 / c1 h2 − h2
c2

h1I − h1II
1
p12 <
, the seller’s optimal price is π ## . Conditions (1) – (4) therefore give us the
I
II
h2 − h2
1 + c2 / c1

optimal pricing policy for the seller under this scenario.
Note that when S = {2} , the condition

h1I − h1II
c
p12 ≥ 1 + 1 implies that the hits from node 1 (nonI
II
h2 − h2
c2

revenue generating) are so high and the storage size for node 2 (revenue generating) is so large, that it is
optimal for the seller to set a high price to induce the buyer to buy Tier I storage only for node 1 rather
than setting a lower price to incentivize Tier I storage purchase for both nodes. In other words, sometimes
it is optimal for the buyer to put a non-revenue generating node in a tier with higher QoS at a higher cost,
and drive traffic to a revenue-generating node stored in a Tier with lower QoS at a lower cost.
3. Conclusion and Future Research
We proposed an analytical framework for pricing tiered storage architecture in the presence of networked
data and have provided insights pertaining to factors such as QoS and the popularity of connected nodes.
We utilized a bi-level programming approach to solving this problem. We are currently conducting an
empirical study to validate our analytical discussion by analyzing the network of Amazon VOD. Data
collection pertaining to this is underway and will be bolstered by trace-driven simulations and sensitivity
analysis pertaining to the various parameters such as transition probabilities across pages. We will have
the empirical analysis completed and ready to be presented at the Workshop.
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Abstract
In today’s data centers, typically thousands of
enterprise applications with var ying workload
behaviors are hosted. As energy usage is one of the key cost drivers in data centers, workload
consolidation is increasingly used to host m ultiple applications on a single server, sharing and
multiplexing a server’s capacity over tim
e. To m inimize the num ber of required, energy consuming servers, IT managers need to decide which applications should be combined on which
server. For that purpose, typically application workload levels are predicted for a planning period
such as a month in a defined granularity (e.g., over 5 -minute intervals). Then integer programs
are used to minimize the amount of required servers, while for each interval constraints ensure
that the aggregated workloads of applications a ssigned to a server must not exceed a serv er’s
capacity. As such problems are NP -hard and comput ationally intractable for data centers with
hundreds of servers and fine-grained workload data, approximations are applied to find at least a
good solution, often abandoning the chance to find the optim um. In this paper we propose a novel
approach based on applying Singular Value D ecomposition to the workload data to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem by capturing wo rkload features in order to m ake the problem
computationally tractable. W e interpre t the coor dinates of the time-seri es projections along the
first right singular vectors as indicators for workload levels and complementarities and propose a
model to solve the consolidati on problem with these few indica tors only. W e evaluate the model
using industry data.
Keywords: Workload Management, Virtualization, Consolidation, Multivariate Data Analysis, SVD

1. Introduction
In today’s data centers, typically thousands of enterprise applications like ERP modules or databases with
complex and varying workload behaviors are hosted. Server virtualization based workload consolidation
is increasingly used to raise server utilization levels. Server virtualization allows for hosting multiple
virtual servers (or virtual machines (VM)) including application plus underlying operating system on a
single physical server (target). A target’s capacity is then shared and multiplexed over time amongst
VMs. As specifically energy costs account for 30–50% of the total data center operation costs, IT
managers need to decide which VMs should be combined (consolidated) on which target to minimize the
number of required, energy-consuming targets (Filani et al. 2008).
Existing consolidation decision models typically first predict VM workload over a planning period such
as a day or a month in a defined granularity (e.g., maximum workload over 5-minute intervals) based on
past observations. Usually, workloads show recurring patterns on a daily or weekly basis. For example,
payroll accounting is performed at the end of the week, while workload of an OLAP application has a
daily peak in the morning when managers access their reports. More advanced consolidation models
leverage these cycles by first determining representative e.g. daily VM workload profiles describing the
workloads expected in each time interval (e.g. maximum over a 5-minute interval) for different resource
types such as CPU and memory. Second, an integer program (IP) attempts to assign those VMs together
on targets whose workloads are complementary, i.e. peaks are at different times of the day to smoothen
and increase overall target workload in order to reduce the number of targets. One constraint per resource
and interval ensures that the aggregated workload of VMs assigned to a target must not exceed the
target’s capacity.
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As an example consolidation model we describe the Static Server Allocation Problem considering
Varying Workload (SSAPv) model published by Bichler et al. (Bichler et al. 2006). Suppose that we are
{1,… J } to be hosted by I or less target servers i, i
{1,… I }. Different types of
given J VMs j, j
resources k, k {1, …, K}, may be considered and each target has a certain capacity sik of resource k. yi is
a binary decision variable indicating if target i is used, ci describes the cost of a target (e.g. energy costs
over a planning period), and the binary decision variable xij indicates which VM is allocated to which
target. The planning period is divided into time intervals indexed by t={1, …, }. Let further ujkt describe
how much capacity j requires of k in t. Techniques how to derive ujkt are described in (Bichler et al. 2008).
The resulting consolidation problem is formulated in equation (1).
min  c i y i
i

s.t.

x

ij

(1)

=1

j  J

x ij  sik y i

i  I, k  K, t  

i I

u

jkt

jJ

y i , x ij  {0,1}

j  J, i  I

The objective function minimizes server costs, the first constraint ensures that each VM is allocated
exactly once, and the second constraint ensures that the aggregated workload of multiple VMs does not
exceed a target’s capacity.
As the problem is strongly NP-hard, it cannot be solved optimally for larger instances, in particular as the
number of constraints grows linearly with  multiplied by K (Garey et al. 1979). Therefore, usually
intervals are coarsened to reduce the number of constraints, e.g., hourly workload intervals are used by
taking maxima over 12 5-minute intervals. However, coarsening intervals reduces the problem size but
also the ability to exploit workload complementarities and therefore impacts the solution quality.
Additionally, there are inherent inefficiencies with time intervals: for a certain period of time an interval
might be coarse for VMs with volatile workload during that period, while it might be unnecessarily finegrained for other VMs with smoother workload during that period (v.v. in other periods).
In this paper we propose a consolidation model based on multivariate statistics to circumvent the
computational problems resulting from fine-grained workload data as well as the trade-off between fineand coarse-grained time resolution. In section 2 we apply truncated Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
to the original workload matrix (with workload time series as row vectors) and project the time series
onto data points in the space spanned by the first right singular vectors of the SVD. In section 3 we give
an interpretation of these points, where coordinates along the first right singular vector indicate workload
levels, and subsequent coordinates indicate workload complementarities. Subsequently we develop a
mathematical model to solve the consolidation problem with only the few indicators derived. In section 4
we evaluate the model using industry data. Related work is discussed in section 5. In section 6
conclusions are drawn and future work is discussed.
2. Dimensionality Reduction of Workload Data
The K-dimensional tuples describing VM workload time series can be represented as points in a Kdimensional space, where a VM workload level of a resource k in t is indicated as a coordinate along a
dimension (k, t). To reduce dimensionality, these points need to be projected into an E-dimensional space
so that E<<K. We apply truncated SVD for that purpose as it is applicable to non-square and not fullranked workload matrices and fast SVD approximations exist.
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Let R be the original J by K matrix of J VMs, with time series (per k) of length  as row-vectors
(elements of R are ujkt). Let U  VT be R’s factorization using standard SVD, where R’s singular values e
in  are ordered in non-increasing fashion, U contains the left singular vectors, and VT contains the right
singular vectors. The intuition of this factorization is that the right singular vectors are the axis of a new
space, the associated singular values are scaling factors for these axis, and the row-vectors in U represent
the coordinates of VM workloads in the new space. As an illustration, consider workloads ujkt of VMs j
for  =2 (maximum during daytimes (t=1) and nighttimes (t=2)) for one resource k=1. The resulting data
points are shown in Figure 1.

uj12

uj1

uj2
uj11
Figure 1: Workload Time Series Projections

For each j, coordinates uj are calculated by perpendicular projection of the points onto u1, the first right
singular vector. These coordinates show the best 1-dimensional approximation of the data because u1
captures as much of data variation as possible by one direction. VM coordinates uj2 regarding the second
right singular vector u2 (u2u1) captures the maximum variance after removing the projection of the data
along u1 (in this 2-dimensional example, u2 captures all of the remaining variance; in general the number
of singular vectors equals R’s rank).
1

What makes SVD practical is that variation below a particular threshold E can be ignored as the singular
values associated with the right singular vectors sort them in “goodness” order with explained variation
from most to least. This is the idea of truncated SVD where only the first E column vectors of U and the
first E row vectors of VT are considered.
3. Dimensionality Reduction of Workload Data
A Principal Direction of Workload and Capacity Limits
As a regression line running through the data points, u1’s direction approaches dimensions (k, t) with high
aggregated workload where overload situations are likely to appear. Hence, we interpret u1 as major
workload direction. Consider the scenario depicted on the left-hand side of Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Major Workload direction and Complementarity
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The coordinate uj1 of a VM j along u1 fully describes j’s workload as e = 0  e > 0. Here, the problem
can be solved as a variant of the bin-packing problem, with uj1 as object sizes, and the projection of the
target capacity limits as bin sizes. We determine the bin sizes as follows: for each of the K original
dimensions the capacity constraint for resource k of target i is sik (for all t). Hence, for each target we
obtain hyperplanes which form a convex polyhedron indicating its capacity limits (the grey lines in the
pictorials show the hyperplanes of a target i=1; a rectangle in the 2-dimensional case).
As a point (e.g. the aggregated uj1- coordinates of combined VMs) outranging this rectangle indicates
target overload, the capacity limit is the intersection point Pi of u1 and a hyperlane of target i. Hence, i’s
bin size equals ||Pi||, the Euclidian norm of the vector from origin to Pi.
B Workload Complementarities
However, usually 2, 3, ... are non-zero and u1-based workload estimation is inaccurate. In the scenario
depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 2, additional VMs A-D with equal uj1 but different uj2
coordinates are considered. uj2 captures “distances” to u1, i.e., u1 workload approximation errors.
Workload in t=1 (t=2) is overestimated (underestimated) by uj1 for VMs with positive uj2 (A and B); the
opposite for VMs with negative uj2 (C and D). Hence, when combining VMs with positive and negative
uj2 - for example A and D – A’s workload is overrated in intervals where B’s workload is underestimated
and v.v., which reduces a target’s aggregated u1 workload estimation error. For example, when combining
A and D, A’s higher workload in t=1 is compensated by D’s lower workload in t=1 in order to avoid
overload due to u1 approximation errors. Therefore, VMs j with uj2-coordinates that add to zero can be
considered as complementary.
C Model Formulation

On the other hand, combining VMs with positive uj2 like A and B on a target further intensifies u1
workload underrating in t=2. Let zi2 be the absolute sum over uj2 values of VMs assigned to a
target. To avoid target overload when using a bin-packing formulation, zi2 must be added to the
aggregated uj1 coordinates of assigned VMs to ensure sufficient capacity in all time intervals. The
resulting IP entitled Thin Workload Consolidation Model (ThinWCM) is shown in equation (2).
min  c i y i
i I

s.t.

x

ij

=1

j  J

(2)

i I
1

 (u j x ij ) + zi2  Pi y i i  I
jJ

 (u

2
j

x ij )  zi2 = 0

i  I

jJ

y i , x ij  {0,1}
zi2 > 0

j  J, i  I
i  I

Again, the objective is to minimize server costs and the first constraint ensures that each VM is allocated
exactly once. The second constraint ensures that the aggregated u1 workload estimate of VMs assigned to
a target plus zi2, their aggregated u2-coordinates do not exceed the target’s capacity limit. The third
constraint calculates zi2 required in the second constraint (replacing the third constraint by two linear
constraints is straightforward). Although not shown for reasons of clarity, variation along u3, u4, … is
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considered just as variance along u2. For each ue, 2 < e < E, we introduce a constraint to determine zie, and
add each zie to zi2 in the second constraint. As a conservative estimator for the remaining variance in uE+1,
uE+2, … for each j we add the sum of j’s absolute coordinates uje, e>E, to ujE, and ignore further
complementarity in ue, e>E.
4. Experimental Analysis
From a professional data center we obtained data describing 5-minute averages for CPU and memory
workload of hundreds of VMs over multiple months. Most of these workloads exhibit rather deterministic
daily patterns without a significant trend. Thus, we consider daily workload profiles. We consider
scenarios from 10 to 160 VMs to be consolidated, where each scenario consists of 10 arbitrarily chosen
VM subsets. We assumed targets with identical capacity.
In our experiments we analyze ThinWCM regarding solution quality (no. of targets) and computational
time to solve the model using SSAPv as a benchmark. We set E=5 as over 90% of total workload variance
was described in the directions of the first 5 eigenvectors. As SSAPv with 5-minute intervals (SSAPv 5
minute) is intractable for larger problem instances, we solve SSAPv additionally for 1-hour (SSAPv
hourly) and 1-day intervals (SSAPv daily ). For 1-hour intervals we derive maxima over 12 5-minute
intervals and for 1-day intervals workload is represented by its maximum. As mentioned before, the
ability to exploit complementarities decreases with increasing interval lengths. Using SSAPv daily for
each scenario an upper bound I for the number of targets was obtained; solutions of SSAPv 5 minute
indicated lowest bounds. Calculations were performed on a 2.4Ghz Intel Duo, 4GB RAM using R for
SVD calculation and Lp_solve v.5.5 (with defaults) as solver. Figure 3 shows the aggregated
experimental results.
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Figure 3: Aggregated Experimental Results

In the diagram on the left-hand side, for each model variant the average number of required targets per
scenario is displayed as bar height. Missing bars indicate that no solution was computable within four
hours. In most experiments, ThinWCM derived the optimal solution and dominated SSAPv hourly (and
obviously SSAPv daily ). The graph on the right-hand side of Figure 3 shows, on a logarithmic scale, the
average computational time per scenario required to solve a model (for ThinWCM, time to compute the
SVD is included). The exact model SSAPv 5 minute could be solved for up to 100 VMs, while SSAPv
hourly could be solved for up to 120 VMs. SSAP daily and ThinWCM could be solved within a minute
even for 160 VMs, with a much higher solution quality when applying ThinWCM instead of SSAPv daily.
5. Related Work
While there has been a lot of work on capacity planning in IS, little work has focused on efficient server
consolidation. Closest in spirit to our work is the work by Bichler et al. (Bichler et al. 2008) and by Rolia
et al. (Rolia et al. 2003), both use integer programs to exploit workload complementarities and
statistically multiplex resources over time to minimize the amount of targets while ensuring sufficient
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capacity in each time interval. They apply approximations such as time-slot coarsening and metaheuristics such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) to make their solutions computationally tractable. (Rolia et al.
2005) and (Cherkasova et al. 2006) describe an approach based on statistical multiplexing using GA that
penalize low target utilizations and target overload to minimize the number of targets. (Seltzsam et al.
2006) also forecast workload profiles to multiplex server resources. (Urgaonkar et al. 2002) analyse bestfit and worst-fit heuristics to bundle complementary services on common servers.
In contrast to our work, we did not find approaches in the literature that apply multivariate statistics like
SVD to reduce the dimensionality of the consolidation problem in order to transfer and solve the problem
in a low-dimensional space.
6. Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper we introduced ThinWCM, a server consolidation model based on truncated SVD of workload
data to derive indicators for VM workload levels and complementarities. In first experiments with
industry data, ThinWCM found the optimal solution in most cases and solved much larger problems than
decision models with a comparable solution quality.
To the best of our knowledge, there is now previous work on how to apply multivariate statistics in order
to solve IT problems such as server consolidation more efficiently.
In our future research we plan to evaluate larger sets of workload traces and we will explore additional
heuristics for server consolidation. Furthermore, as today IT service management suffers from the
complexity of handling vast amounts of high-dimensional data, we plan to apply multivariate statistics to
dynamically control and visualize data center workload with a few indicators only. In particular, we plan
to predict trends and detect workload anomalies that require intervention like moving a VM to another
target before an anticipated overload situations occurs.
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Abstract
The Wo rld Wi de Web is ra pidly b ecoming t he tagg ed web a s citizen s t ag resou rces to fa cilitate
retrieval. We argue t hat t hese t ags ca pture i ndividual, often i ncomplete, kn owledge ab out a
domain. Aggregated across a large number of contributors, they contain the potential to id entify,
in a bottom-up manner, key constructs in a domain. This research develops a set of heuristics that
aggregates and analyzes web tags to extract domain-level constructs. In addition to inferring their
existence, the heuristics distinguish entities, attributes and relationships. This paper presents the
heuristics and demonstrates their usefulness with tags from Del.icio.us.

1. Introduction
The vast amounts of information available on the Web have prompted user behaviors that are
transforming the Web with user-contributed Tags. These Tags (annotations) act as a memory aid for
future retrieval and to communicate with others the unique meanings imparted to these resources (Mika
2007; Wu et al. 2006). This large and growing layer of user-contributed Tags appears in folksonomy sites
(Kipp and Campbell 2006), such as del.ic.ious. Tags have the potential to represent semantics about an
underlying domain by leveraging the wisdom of the crowds. The objective of this research is to: analyze
and aggregate user-contributed tags to extract domain-level constructs that can be used in future design
efforts. The contribution of the research is to develop an approach to discovering domain constructs and
distinguishing them as entities, attributes, and relationships. A set of heuristics is developed to extract
domain-level constructs and to distinguish them as entities, attributes or relationships, relying upon a
lexical resource. An application with Tags drawn from Del.icio.us illustrates the heuristics.
2. Prior Work on Tagging and Domain Constructs
Contemporary web technologies (such as Flicker, Del.icio.us, Blogs) follow a decentralized model to
facilitate ad hoc networking and collaboration. The mass of data (Tags) generated on these platforms also
provides another opportunity. Techniques such as term-frequencies, hub discovery, and link analysis
(Pokorny 2004) can help organize resources on the web. Tags, in essence, capture meanings assigned to
these resources by the individual contributors. For example, a Tag such as ‘good location’ may represent
a property of a hotel appreciated by the tag contributor. On the other hand, domain-level constructs such
as Entities, Attributes and Relationships represent agreed-upon meanings of terms in a domain that reflect
a consensus among potential users. For example, in a hotel business, domain-level constructs may be
Guest, Reservation, and Room (entities); Date, Number and other attributes; and Guest-makesReservation, Maid prepares Room and others relationships. An effort to move from individual-level Tags
to domain-level Constructs must take into account the different perspectives, meanings and opinions of
the users. Prior work (Sunstein 2006) identifies: (a) independent opinions, (b) decentralization, (c)
diversity of opinions, and (d) a mechanism to turn diverse, independent opinions into an aggregate as
essential elements to realize wisdom of the crowds. Platforms such as Del.icio.us, capture and represent
Tags from a large number of users, and can provide a pool of Tags that reflect the first three properties.
These Tags provide clues to the domain-level constructs. Deriving such constructs in the form of a
folksonomy (Vander Wal 2007), however, requires the last property, “mechanisms to turn diverse
independent opinions into an aggregate” - the focus of this research.
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3. A Heuristic Approach to Identifying Domain-level Constructs
This paper proposes an approach to identifying domain level constructs that consists of several phases,
each assisted by a set of heuristics. Figure 1 outlines the approach.

Identify
Concepts and
Connectedness
(Phase 1)

Tags from
web citizens

Distinguish
Entities and
Relationships
(Phase 2)

Tentative
Domain
Model

Identify
Attributes and
Properties
(Phase 3)

Figure 1. A Heuristic Approach to Identify Domain-level Constructs

Figure 2a shows an example of a resource tagged with ‘corporate sustainability.’ Figure 2b shows other
tags associated with that resource: Corporate, Sustainability, Change, Green, Green-IT, Energy, Training,
Frost, Marketing, Research, Consumer, Behavior and others.

Resource Title

Other tags

Resource Location

Resources

Figure 2a. An example of Tagged Resource

Screen Names
of taggers
Comments
Other
tags
attached
to this
resource

Date
tagged

Figure 2b. Multiple Tags associated with the Resource
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3.1 Phase 1: Identifying Concepts and Connectedness
This phase is supported by five heuristics that use information such as number of users contributing a
Tag, as well as the number of resources that use the Tag. They are aimed at assessing the probability (mn)
that a Tag is a Candidate domain-level construct and identifying pairwise Candidate connections.
Table 1. Heuristics to Identify Concepts and Connectedness (see Appendix for notation)
Heuristic
Heuristic 1: Number
of Users using a
Tag.
Heuristic 2: Number
of Resources tagged
with a Tag
Heuristic 3:
Frequency of Tag
Use
Heuristic 4:
Centrality of Tag
Heuristic 5:
Connected-ness of
Tags

Description
The heuristic assigns a base probability that the Tag represents a domain-level concept if
the number of users using a Tag exceeds a threshold.
∑ (taggedrtu) ≥ Threshold-U, ∀ u ∈ U, r ∈ R candidatet = mn | n=1, m1 > 0 (1)
The heuristic increases the probability the candidate tag is a domain-level construct if the
number of resources tagged with that Tag exceeds a threshold.
candidatet = mn+1 (2)
num (tagrt) ≥ Threshold-R | candidatet = mn ∀ u ∈ U, r ∈ R
The heuristic bounds the search to resources from the previous heuristic. It increases the
probability if the frequency of Tag use within these resources exceeds a threshold.
∑ freq (tagrt) ≥ Threshold-F, ∀ r ∈ R | ( (resrt) = 1 ∀ t ∈ T | candidatet = mn)
candidatet = mn+1 (3)
The heuristic examines the position of a Tag in the Tag Cloud using Centrality as an
indicator of the importance of Tags to further augment the probability.
candidatet = mn+1 (4)
centralityt > Threshold-C ˄ candidatet = mn
The heuristic assigns a base probability of connectedness if the frequency of co-existence
of two candidate Tags exceeds a threshold.
If freq (co-existst > Threshold-T) ∀ s,t ∈ T | candidates = mn ˄ candidatet = mn
connectedst = mn+1 (5)

3.2 Phase 2: Distinguishing Entities and Relationships
Seven heuristics, drawing on lexical sources (Fellbaum 1998) support this phase to improve the
probability that a Tag, identified as a Candidate, represents an Entity or a Relationship.
Table 2. Heuristics to Distinguish Entities and Relationships
Heuristic
Heuristic 6: No
Match in a Lexicon
Heuristic 7: Wordsense=Noun
Heuristic 8: Wordsense=Adjective
Heuristic 9: Wordsense=Verb
Heuristic 10:
Connected (Non-)
Synonyms - I

Heuristic 11:
Connected (Non-)
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Description
The heuristic reasons that if a Tag is not in the Lexicon (e.g. Wordnet), then it is a proper
noun (and thus, an instance), and therefore, not a relationship.
instancet = mn+1 ˄ relationshipt = mn-1 (6)
dominant-senset = Null ˄ candidatet = mn
The heuristic reasons that if the dominant word-sense of a Tag is a Noun, then it is a likely
to be an Entity, not a relationship.
entityt = mn+1 ˄ attributet = mn+1 ˄
dominant-senset = ‘noun’ ˄ candidatet = mn
relationshipt = mn-1 (7)
The heuristic reasons that it the dominant word-sense is an Adjective, then it is a likely to
be a Value of an Attribute, not a relationship.
dominant-senset = ‘adj’ ˄ candidatet = mn valuet = mn+1 ˄ relationshipt = mn-1 (8)
The heuristic reasons that if the dominant word-sense if a Verb, then it is likely to be a
Relationship, not an Entity.
relationshipt = mn+1 ˄ entityt = mn-1 (9)
dominant-senset = ‘verb’ ˄ candidatet = mn
The heuristic reasons that if two connected Candidates that are not synonyms increases the
probability that they represent separate entities. If they are synonyms, it removes one
arbitrarily and increases the probability of the other as a candidate concept.
connectedst = mn ˄ entitys = mn ˄ entityt = mn ˄ synonymst ≠ 1
entitys = mn+1 ˄ entityt = mn+1 (10a)
connectedst = mn ˄ entitys = mn ˄ entityt = mn ˄ synonymst = 1
(10)
subsumesst = 1 ˄ entityt = m1 ˄ entityt = mn+1
The heuristic leverages the connected-ness of tags to improve the probability of a tag as an
Entity and a Relationship if they are connected.
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Synonyms
Heuristic 12: Need
for a Relationship

connectedst = mn ˄ entitys = mn ˄ relationshipt = mn ˄ synonymst ≠ 1
entitys = mn+1 ˄ relationshipt = mn+1 (11)
The heuristic reasons that if two Candidates are connected, are not synonyms and if both
are entities, then a relationship is needed to connect the two.
candidatet´= 1 ˄ relationshipt´ = mn
connectedst = mn ˄ synonymst ≠ 1
where t´ (t-prime) is a new, un-labeled, tag (12)

3.3 Phase 3: Identifying Attributes and Properties
The three heuristics in this phrase distinguish Entities and Attributes, and identify additional Attributes
based on the Candidate Tags available as Concepts and their Connectedness.
Table 3. Heuristics to Identify Attributes and Properties
Heuristic
Heuristic 13:
Word-sense
combination (with
Null)
Heuristic 14:
Word-sense
combination
(Noun-Adjective)
Heuristic 15: Tag
Sets

Description
The heuristic reasons that if (a) two Tags are connected, (b) the dominant word-sense for
one Tag is Null, suggesting a proper noun (see equation (6)), and (c) the other is a Noun
(see (7) above), then the first tag is likely to be an Entity, not an Attribute.
connectedst = mn ˄ dominant-senses = Null ˄ candidates = mn instances = mn+1 ˄
entityt = mn+1
entityt = mn+2 (13)
dominant-senset = ‘noun’ ˄ candidatet = mn
The heuristic reasons that If (a) two Tags are connected, (b) the dominant word-sense for
one Tag is Noun (see (7) above), and the (c) other is an Adjective (see (8) above), then the
first tag is likely to be an Attribute and not an Entity.
connectedst = mn ˄ dominant-senset = ‘noun’ ˄ candidatet = mn instancet = mn+1 ˄
dominant-senset = ‘adjective’ ˄ candidatet = mn attributet = mn+1 attributet = mn+2 (14)
The heuristic utilizes set membership prediction (see http://labs.google.com/sets) to
identify additional terms when multiple are present. Starting with a single term produces
too many spurious outcomes but starting with two terms reduces the search space
considerably, providing several useful suggestions.
connectedst = mn ˄ dominant-senses = ‘noun’˄ candidates = mn attributes = mn+1 ˄
dominant-senset = ‘noun’ ˄ candidatet = mn attributet = mn+1 attributes = mn+2 ˄
attributet = mn+2 ˄ candidatet´= 1 ˄ attributet´ = mn | t´∈ { t´} where { t´} set of t-prime are
new tags predicted (15)

4. Application
This research may be considered design science (Hevner et al. 2004) in that it involves constructing a
novel artifact (our proposed approach) to extract domain level constructs based on the notion of designing
with crowds. The approach was applied to tags from the site Del.icio.us, which allows searching tags and
tagged resources. Searching for a term returns resources tagged with it. For each resource returned, the
number of people who have tagged this resource, the most commonly used tags for the resource and the
URL are provided. For each tag, associated tags are also listed. The heuristics developed for Phase 1
allow identifying candidate concepts from this information by taking into account frequency of the tags
(number of resources that contain this tag, or the number of people using a particular tag) to determine
whether it is an important concept. Using the connectedness heuristic (heuristic 5), initial relationships
between concepts can be established. These important concepts and relationships can be visually
represented as a graph.
Using the heuristics defined in Phase 2, candidate entities and relationships are identified using lexical
resources. The heuristics contained in Phase 2 attempt to distinguish between Entities and Relationships.
They also attempt to improve the probability that a tag, identified as a candidate domain-level construct,
represents an Entity or a Relationship. Each heuristic has the following effect. If greater support is found
for the interpretation that a tag is an Entity, it improves the probability that the tag represents an Entity,
and simultaneously lowers the probability that the tag is a Relationship. Word senses and synonyms
obtained from lexicons such as WordNet are also used to find common nodes for integration. The
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heuristics were applied to several domains. Table 4 demonstrates the feasibility of the heuristic approach
to generating domain-level constructs.
Table 4. Summary Results for Four Different Domains
Domain

Resources

Contributors

Initial Tags

Domain Level Constructs

Corporate Sustainability
Air Travel
Online Auction
Emergency Response

2614
11760
4635
1664

318
15547
14340
2102

561
495
341
748

168
150
102
225

The candidate entities and relationships
identified using Phase 2 heuristics can be
used to generate a graph. Figure 3 shows
the graph representation of a tentative
domain model for the hospitality domain
with the dark lines indicating possible
relationships among entities, and thin lines
connecting attributes to entities.
The values of thresholds, performance of
the heuristics, as well as comprehensiveness of the heuristics remain a concern for
all heuristic approaches, and they are for
this research as well. Consider, for
example, use of properties such as most
recent tags (date (taggedrtu)) or information
Figure 3. A graph representation of
contained in the title (titler). As we move
a tentative domain model for the hospitality domain
further with this research, we expect that
implementations and experiments with real
Tags contributed by citizens will help us run experiments, calibrate parameters and understand differential
contributions of heuristics that can also provide indications of promise for the proposed approach.
Comparisons against expert-designed domain models can also be undertaken to test the usefulness of the
proposed heuristic approach. These remain on our future agenda.
5. Conclusion
This research has proposed a heuristic approach to identifying and extracting domain-level concepts from
Tags contributed by users to annotate resources on the World Wide Web. The heuristics are inspired by
work related to: (a) the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ which emphasizes the inherently distributed nature of
expertise; and (b) the ‘ontology of the artificial’ which argues that information systems contain artificial
constructs. Further research will implement, refine, and evaluate the heuristics, and conduct experiments
for determining parameters/thresholds.
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Appendix: Notation
Resources and Tags
s,t ∈ T
Tags
u,v ∈ V
Users
q,r ∈ R
Resources
titler
Title of resource r
tagrt
Resource r is tagged with Tag t {0,1}
taggedrtu
Resource r is tagged with Tag t by User u {0,1}
num (tagrt)
Number of Resources tagged with Tag t
num (tagrt) = ∑ (tagrt) ∀ r ∈ R
date (taggedrtu) Date on which Resource r was tagged with Tag t by User u
freq (tagrt)
Frequency with which Tag t is used to describe Resource r
co-occurstr
Tags s and t co-occur for Resource r
freq (co-occurstr) Frequency with Tag s and t co-occur for Resource r
co-existst
Tags s and t co-exist {0,1}
co-existst = 1 iff ∃ r ∈ R s.t. freq (co-occurstr) > 0
freq (co-existst) Frequency with which Tag s and t co-exist
freq (co-existst) = ∑ (co-occurstr) ∀ r ∈ R
Conversely, co-existst = 1 iff freq (co-existst) > 0
centralityt
A measure of centrality of Tag t in the network of Tags [0,1]
Identifying Domain-level Constructs
Probability that Tag t is a candidate domain-level construct [0,1]
candidatet
connectedst
Probability that Tags s and t are connected [0,1]
entityt
Probability that Tag t represents an Entity [0,1]
attributet
Probability that Tag t represents an Attribute [0,1]
Probability that Tag t represents an Attribute [0,1]
relationshipt
instancet
Probability that Tag t represents an Instance of an Entity [0,1]
valuet
Probability that Tag t represents a Value of an Attribute [0,1]
subsumest
Tag s subsumes Tag t {0,1}
Tags s and t are synonyms {0,1}
synonymst
hypernymst
Tag s is a hypernym of Tag t {0,1}
dominant-senset Dominant wordsense for a tag t {noun, verb, adjective}
For the purpose of this research, others are considered irrelevant.
mn
Probability indicator, m > 0, mn > mn-1 , n={0,1,2,…}
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Abstract
Understanding customers is crucial to companies’ decision-making. With the advent of Web 2.0,
more and mo re p eople ch oose to exp ress th eir feelin gs a nd a rticulate th eir a ttitudes th rough
online social communities such as blogs and web forums. These new sources of information offer
the potential to obtain large quantities of customer feedback using automated analysis techniques.
In th is pap er, we stu dy ho w p eople with d ifferent o pinions to ward a commerci al p roduct write
differently in their blogs. We define and extract four types of stylometric features – namely lexical,
syntactic, structural, and sentimental features – t o represent a blogger's writing style. Based on
multivariate analyses on a data set of iPod-relat ed blogs, we found vari ous writing style patterns
of bloggers. Our analysis shows that a b logger’s writing style is ma rginally related to his or her
opinion toward a product.
Keywords: Blog Analysis, Stylometry, Principal Components Analysis, MANOVA

1. Introduction
Understanding customers is crucial to companies’ decision-making. Traditionally, companies have relied
on expensive, time-consuming methods to collect customer feedback, including focus groups, surveys,
and professional evaluations. With the advent of Web 2.0, a growing number of people are sharing their
opinions about commercial products and services through online social communities such as blogs and
web forums. These new forms of communication offer customer feedback that is timely, abundant, and
amenable to automated text-mining techniques.
Our position is that the opinions expressed by bloggers toward a commercial product relate to the writing
styles in which they express themselves. A stylometric analysis of these bloggers may yield insights into
how automated techniques can be used to interpret customer feedback found online. In this study, we pose
the following research questions:



How do bloggers with different opinions toward a product differ in their writing styles?
What are the business implications of the writing style patterns found among different groups of
bloggers?

2. Literature Review
2.1 Stylometry Analysis
This study is closely related to a linguistic research area called stylometry, which refers to the statistical
analysis of literary style (Holmes 1998). The central task of stylometry is to extract a set of features that
can represent the writing styles of a particular author. These features are also referred to as “writeprints.”
Stylometry has been successfully applied to determine authorship of historical literature. For example,
Mosteller and Wallace (1963) used the frequency of content-free “function words” to attribute the
disputed Federalist papers to James Madison. Elliott and Valenza (1991) incorporated stylometric
features to discredit the Earl of Oxford as the true identity of William Shakespeare. In addition to
authorship identification, content analysis has been used for authorship characterization. Burrows (1989)
used function words to cluster sixteen novelists by gender and chronology.
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In recent years, stylometry has been directed toward the Web. Stamatatos et al. (1999) attributed essays
from a newspaper's website to one of ten authors using stylometric features. de Vel (2000) identified the
authors of emails based on stylometric and email-specific attributes including the use of attachments and
signatures. Zheng et al. (2006) used stylometric features to identify the authors of piracy-related
newsgroup and bulletin board system (BBS) messages. Abbasi and Chen (2008) developed a framework
for text analysis of computer-mediated communication (CMC) in which various stylometric features are
included.
2.2 Blog Analysis
Blogs serve as online diaries for people to document their life, express their views on various topics, and
form and maintain social relationships. Both content analysis and link analysis techniques have been used
to discover useful information from blog content and the blogosphere structure. In recent years,
stylometric analysis has been applied to blog content in order to characterize its authors. Burger and
Henderson (2006) explored features for predicting the age of bloggers, including stylometric features and
blog-specific features like links, images, profiles, and “friend links”. Yan and Yan (2006) combined
stylometric features with “non-traditional” ones, including background colors, fonts, and emoticons, to
classify the gender of bloggers. Nowson et al. (2005) examined the correlation between the frequencies of
different parts-of-speech and the personality traits of bloggers. Datta and Sarkar (2008) utilized
stylometric features to discriminate legitimate blogs from spam blogs.
From a business intelligence perspective, Chau and Xu (2007) explored the attitudes expressed in blogs
toward a commercial product using social network analysis. Their analysis showed that different opinions
toward a product do not keep bloggers from interacting with one another. In this study, we aim to build on
this work by looking at how bloggers with different attitudes toward a product write differently.
3. Data Description
Our corpus was comprised of blog entries authored by people who expressed sentiment toward Apple’s
iPod portable media players through their group affiliations. Blog entries were collected from Xanga, a
popular blog hosting website that supports “blogrings” - groups formed around a common interest or
circle of friends. An initial set of blogrings was identified by the use of the word “iPod” in their titles or
descriptions, and refined by discarding spam and other irrelevant groups. The resulting 201 groups were
then manually classified as having a positive, negative, or neutral sentiment toward iPods based on their
descriptions.
Members of these blogrings were assigned one of the three sentiment labels as expressed by their
membership to iPod-related groups. Bloggers in both a neutral and a positive (or negative) group were
assigned a positive (or negative) label. None of the bloggers were in a positive and negative blogring
simultaneously. From this set of bloggers, 1,990 bloggers that had posted 1,000 or more words of text
were selected. Notably, these authors seldom mentioned iPods in their blog entries despite their
membership in iPod-related groups (Chau & Xu 2007). Table 1 provides an overview of the corpus.
Table 1. Summary of Corpus

Sentiment
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Total
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Blogrings
Count
Mean Number
(Percentage)
of Members
104 (51.7%)
23.11
33 (16.4%)
7.85
64 (31.8%)
14.48
201 (100%)
17.86

Bloggers
Mean Number
Count
of Entries
(Percentage)
1,346 (67.6%)
68.96
159 (8.0%)
85.04
485 (24.4%)
76.14
1,990 (100%)
71.99
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4. Sylometric Feature Extraction
Individuals possess writing styles that remain consistent in their works, even across multiple topics. By
measuring characteristics of an author's writings, a "writeprint" can be created that captures his or her
unique writing style (Li et al. 2006). In our analysis, we measured 39 stylometric features that fall into
four categories: lexical, syntactic, structural, and sentimental.
The lexical features characterize a person’s writing style using six character-based features, such as the
frequency of special characters (e.g., ‘!’, ‘$’), and eleven word-based features, including the frequency of
hapax legomena (i.e., words that occur exactly once in an entry) and hapax dislegomena (i.e., words that
occur exactly twice). The syntactic features measure the use of five parts of speech as well as
comparatives (e.g., ‘better’, ‘faster’), superlatives (e.g., ‘best’, ‘fastest’), wh- words (e.g., ‘who’, ‘why’),
and function words. Function words are common words that have been identified as being content-free
and context-independent (e.g., ‘the’, ‘and’). The structural features describe the author’s organization of
content through the use of sentences and paragraphs. Lastly, the sentimental features indicate the direction
and degree of sentiment expressed by the words in the texts. These stylometric features are outlined in
Table 2 and explained in detail by Li et al. (2008).
Table 2. Stylometric Features

Lexical Features
Total number of words
Total number of distinct words
Average word length
Standard deviation of word length
7 Vocabulary richness measures
Total number of characters
Frequency of English characters
Frequency of uppercase characters
Frequency of lowercase characters
Frequency of numerical characters
Frequency of special characters
Structural Features
Total number of lines
Total number of paragraphs
Total number of sentences
Average number of words per sentence
Average number of words per paragraph
Average number of sentences per paragraph

Syntactic Features
Frequency of nouns
Frequency of proper nouns
Frequency of verbs
Frequency of adjectives
Frequency of adverbs
Frequency of comparatives
Frequency of superlatives
Frequency of wh- words
Frequency of function words

Sentimental Features
Frequency of subjectivity clues
Frequency of strong positive words
Frequency of weak positive words
Frequency of strong negative words
Frequency of weak negative words
Frequency of strong neutral words
Frequency of weak neutral words

5. Data Analysis and Discussion
After extracting the stylometric features from each blog entry, we calculated their mean values for each
author. This resulted in a matrix whose rows represented the bloggers and whose columns represented the
stylometric features. This matrix was analyzed using principal components analysis (PCA) and
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
5.1 Principal Components Analysis
We performed a PCA with varimax rotation in order to visualize and interpret the stylometric data in a
lower dimensional space. The 39 stylometric features were distilled into two principal components
accounting for 39.8% of the variance in the data. The PCA results demonstrate significant correlation
among the stylometric features, including between features of different categories. Figure 1 shows how
the features loaded on these principal components.
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Figure 1. Plot of Variable Loadings on Principal Components

The first principal component PCX represents a subjectivity dimension, with subjectivity words,
adjectives, and adverbs as positive contributors, and the more objective nouns, proper nouns, and
numerals as negative contributors. The second principal component PCY corresponds to the size of the
blog entries, with counts of words, characters, and sentences loading most positively. The vocabulary
richness measures lie on a diagonal, suggesting a third major component.
Bloggers from the three sentiment groups were plotted in the space defined by PCX and PCY. Figure 2
shows that the majority of bloggers are concentrated toward the bottom right. In other words, most
bloggers express personal viewpoints through relatively brief entries. However, a substantial number of
bloggers radiate above and to the left of this core, representing longer entries and more objective tones,
respectively.
Any further interpretations based on these principal components must be made with caution. Conclusions
drawn from stylometric analysis of books, articles, and other forms of edited text do not necessarily hold
for blogs due to their unrestricted nature. For example, typical uses of capitalization include names and
the start of sentences. These counts are often eclipsed, however, when bloggers use capitalization for
emphasis (e.g., “MY COMPUTER DIED”) or aesthetics (e.g., “DiNnEr WaS sO nIcE tOo”). These usages
underscore the difficulty in drawing meaningful conclusions of bloggers based on current stylometric
analysis techniques, and the need to develop features that better discern attitudes and intentions from text
found online.
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Figure 2. Plot of Bloggers by Sentiment

5.2 MANOVA
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to determine whether stylistic differences
existed between bloggers with differing sentiment toward iPods. The Wilks' Lambda value of 0.942 (p <
0.05) indicates that sentiment has a significant effect on stylometric features.
Helmert contrasts showed that the entries of neutral bloggers had, on average, 5.3 more lines, 3.4 more
paragraphs, and 1.2 more words per sentence than those of non-neutral (positive and negative) bloggers,
all significant at the 0.05 alpha level. Neutral bloggers predictably also had lower usages of strong
negative words than non-neutral bloggers. Between the two non-neutral groups, negative bloggers used
more subjectivity words with strong negative, weak negative, and surprisingly, strong positive polarities
when compared with positive bloggers. Finally, bloggers with positive sentiment used 11.4 more distinct
words per entry than negative bloggers, hinting at further patterns in vocabulary richness.
In short, MANOVA revealed that bloggers who expressed neutral opinions toward iPods tended to have
long entries with few subjective words, negative bloggers had short entries with many subjective words,
and positive bloggers were in between. Figure 2 offers some visual support for these results. Nevertheless,
there is a high degree of overlap between the different sentiment groups, echoing earlier findings that
"even if a blogger is negative (or positive) about iPod[s], he/she still interacts with other bloggers who
may be positive (or negative)" (Chau & Xu 2007).
It should be noted that the stylistic differences found among the sentiment groups do not manifest
exclusively in writings about iPods; rather, they correspond to the underlying personalities of the
bloggers. Some use blogs as a platform for expressing their opinions about a wide range of topics,
whereas others use blogs for posting more objective or reflective information. This raises questions of
how bloggers with different writing styles influence the opinions of others differently, and how shared
opinions can grow into trends online. Are bloggers who evaluate products passionately or dispassionately
more influential within their communities? Does one opinionated blogger with a negative sentiment
drown out the many positive bloggers? Further study is needed to understand these phenomena.
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6. Conclusion
In our study, we discovered that the writing styles of bloggers could be characterized in terms of
subjectivity and entry size, and captured using specific stylometric features. We extracted stylometric
features from the blog entries of people who expressed opinions toward a commercial product through
their membership in blogrings. We then used multivariate statistical techniques to analyze and visualize
these bloggers based on their writing styles, finding a marginal relationship between the writing styles of
bloggers and their attitudes toward a product.
These results are an early step in realizing the potential of data found in blogs and web forums for
business intelligence. Nevertheless, our results suffered from the gulf between blogring affiliation and
blog content. We hope to discover stronger patterns by incorporating more sophisticated stylometric
features and by applying our methodology to content more closely tied to the product of interest. Lastly,
we believe that by integrating our stylometric approach with topical and network analyses, a more
complete understanding of bloggers’ online expressions toward a product can be achieved.
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Abstract
Name translation often comes with high level of variability where there is more than one correct
translation. Even professional translators find it difficult to identify all variations during
translation. At the same time, the same translation can represent multiple person entities which
increase the ambiguities. Our research addresses these two problems by developing an intelligent
system that incorporates two components: an enhanced Hidden Markov Model to perform
transliteration and identifies multiple translation candidates, and a Gaussian Mixture Model to
cluster documents retrieved by all translation candidates. We tested our model under the situation
when English names are translated into Chinese and performed clustering on Chinese documents.
Our preliminary experiment results showed that in identifying person entities.
Keywords: name transliteration, Hidden Markov Model, unsupervised clustering, Gaussian Mixture Model

1. Introduction
Multilingual information available in global information systems is increasing rapidly. However, valuable
information generated from non-English-speaking regions is often neglected by English-speaking users
due to the language barrier. There are various circumstances when one need information in foreign
documents. An intelligence officer needs to track a suspect’s activity records in a foreign database
system; a financial analyst wants to look for foreign news to understand the global equity market; a
researcher seeks for foreign publications; or a regular customer searches international products.
Proper names, such as organizations, company names, product names, and person names play a most
important role in search queries and knowledge discovery. It was reported that 67.8%, 83.4%, and 38.8%
of queries to the Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, and Washington Post respectively involved
name searching (Thompson and Dozier 1997). Being able to handle proper name translation will
significantly improve search performance in a multilingual world and is especially important in today’s
global environment. However, it is in general difficult for humans to translate unfamiliar personal names,
place names and names of organizations (Lee et al., 2006). One major reason is the variability in name
translation. In many situations, there is more than one correct translation for the same name. In some
languages, such as Arabic, there can be as many as forty (Arbabi et al., 1994). Even professional
translators find it difficult to identify all variations. Besides the variation in translation, the same
translation can represent multiple person entities which we call a “same name” problem. For example,
“Phelps” can refer to Michael Phelps, the swimmer who won 8 Olympic Gold Medals, and at the same
time it can also refer to Edmund Phelps, the economist who won the Nobel Memorial Prize. Name
translation also evolves over time. One translation may be more popular than others because of a famous
person or breaking news.
Our research aims to build an intelligent model that not only discovers translation variations of a name,
but also identifies people entities associated with the translations using contextual information.
2. 2

Research Background

Name variation problem has been researched in the domain of database integration using Soundex
approach (Wang et al., 2004), similarity measure (Lutz and Greene 2003), and social network analysis
approach (Malin et al., 2005). With most name variations generated during foreign name translations, it is
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important to focus on name translation variations. Foreign names are often translated according to their
phonetic pronunciation, a process known as transliteration (Zhou, 2008). Transliteration can happen in
two directions: forward transliteration and back transliteration (Lin & Chen 2002). Given a pair (s, t)
where s is the original proper name in the source language and t is the transliterated word in the target
language, forward transliteration is the process of phonetically converting s into t. Back transliteration is
the process of correctly finding or recovering s given t. Forward transliteration is a one-to-many mapping.
Some transliterations might be more popular than others, but it is difficult to define one “correct”
transliteration. We provide an overview of name transliteration problem in Table 1 with examples in
English-Arabic and English-Chinese transliteration of both directions.
Table 1: Taxonomy of Transliteration Directions
Forward transliteration
Phonetically convert to a foreign language
One-to-many

Back transliteration
Recover the original name
Many-to-one, sometimes many-to-many

English name-> Arabic

Arabic
Names
in
English -> Arabic
Muhammed
Mohammed
ﻣﺤﻤﺪ
Muhammad

ادﺳ ﻦ
ادﻳﺴ ﻦ
Edison
ادﻳﺴ ﻮن
أدﻳﺴ ﻮن
Medium (to identify one)
High (to identify all)
High
English -> Chinese

Arabic name -> English
Muhammed
Mohammed
Muhammad

ﻣﺤﻤﺪ

Medium (to identify one)
High (to identify all)
High
Chinese-> English

High

High

Low

Medium
Chinese
Names
in
English -> Chinese
力骏
丽君
Lijun
莉军
High

High

Low

High

Edison

爱迪生
埃迪森
埃蒂森

姚明

Yao Ming

English
Names
in
Arabic -> English
ادﺳ ﻦ
ادﻳﺴ ﻦ
Edison
ادﻳﺴ ﻮن
(Eddison)
أدﻳﺴ ﻮن
High
Medium
English
Names
in
Chinese -> English
爱迪生
埃迪森
Edison
埃蒂森
(Eddison)
High
Medium

Table 2: Examples of same name problem with translation variation
English
Name
Phelps

Monroe
Johnson

Chinese
Translation
菲尔普斯
费尔普斯

Chinese Pinyin

Comment

Fei Er Pu Si
Fei Er Pu Si

弗尔普斯
菲尔普思
菲尔普丝
梦露
门罗
强生
庄臣
约翰逊
詹森

Fu Er Pu Si
Fei Er Pu Si
Fei Er Pu Si
Meng Lu
Meng Luo
Qiang Sheng
Zhuang Chen
Yue Han Xun
Zhan Sen

Most widely used translation of swimmer “Michael Phelps”
Most widely used translation of the economist “Edmund S. Phelps.”
The second most popular translation of “Michael Phelps.”
Correct translation, used as a character name in a novel
Correct translation, not widely used
Correct translation, often used as girl’s name
Refers to the actress “Marilyn Monroe”
Refers to the former president “James Monroe”
Translation of “Johnson and Johnson” company
Translation of “SC Johnson” Company
Translation used in Mainland China
Translation used in Taiwan

On top of translation variation, the problem of same name or referential ambiguity has become an
increasing concern especially with multiple documents (Fleischman and Hovy, 2004). However, little
work has focused on resolving this same name different entities problem across multiple documents.
Among the few existing studies, Mann and Yarowsky (2003) proposed a document clustering approach to
identify two referents (entities) of the same query name. Song et al., (2007) proposed topic based
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clustering using Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).
However, they only considered different entities associated with one name. In the context of translated
names, the ambiguity and variation level increase dramatically. For example, when one translates
“Phelps” into Chinese, there are at least 5 different translations as shown in Table 2. All five translations
are phonetically correct translations. Since the central media in China uses the first translation for Michael
Phelps and other media press follow this, it becomes the most widely used one. While this first translation
in Table 2 (菲尔普斯) is always used to refer to the swimmer, the second translation (费尔普斯) can be
used for either the swimmer or the economist Edmund Phelps. When results from the swimmer “Phelps”
are in a dominant position, a user looking for information on economist “Phelps” will find most results
irrelevant.
3.

A Name Variation and Person Entity Identification System

Based on our review, we propose a framework with two machine learning components to resolve name
variation problem as shown in Figure 1. In this study, we used English names as our original language
and study the variation situation of their Chinese translations. First, we adopted a Hidden Markov Modelbased transliteration approach to translate the original English name into Chinese and identify top-N
translation variations. Secondly, we retrieved Web documents with every translated name as a query. We
then applied document clustering using an unsupervised Gaussian Mixture Model. Chinese word
segmentation, Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging and Latent Semantic Analysis were used to transform the
retrieved documents into a feature vector. We hypothesized that the clustering results will represent
person entities. We explain each model in this section with an emphasis on the clustering model.

Figure 1: System framework of name variation and person entity identification
3.1

HMM-based Name Transliteration

We adopted a direct name transliteration using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to obtain top-N translation
variations in our system (N<8). During training process, probability distribution was generated based on
an existing corpus of paired English-Chinese translations. In the translation phase, a combined N-gram
HMM was used to obtain probability estimation of each possible translation. A Modified Vertibi search
algorithm was adopted to keep the top-N optimal paths generated through HMM. Each path represents a
translation candidate.
We then sent all translation candidates to a Web search engine to analyze the candidates’ occurrence on
the Web. By examining the popularity of all possible transliterations on the Internet, bad transliterations
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can be filtered and their online popularity can serve as an indicator of translation correctness. The final
rank of transliterations was derived from a weighted score of normalized Web frequency and the HMM
probability score. Details of transliteration process are presented in (Zhou, 2008).
3.2 Using Document Clustering to Identify Person Entities
We applied a document clustering technique on returned results from all top-N translations. Our rationale
is that the same person should have similar context information in document snippets. Clustering of
snippets should represent people entities on the Web. We used snippets instead of the entire documents
because snippets are sentences most close to the name and thus represent highly relevant information
(Zhou et al., 2006).
Preprocessing. We first sent all top-N translations to a search engine and collect 100 returned snippets
for each translation. Each snippet represents a Web document. Because our target documents were in
Chinese, we performed word segmentation using ICTCLAS toolkit (http://ictclas.org/) developed by
Institute of Computing Technology at China Academy of Science. The toolkit also provides POS
information. Single characters were ignored after segmentation.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). The underlying idea of LSA is that the aggregate of all the word
contexts provides a set of mutual constraints that that determines similarity of meaning (Landauer and
Dumais, 1997). By using LSA, we reduced the dimension of text documents.
LSA consists of two steps. The first step is to represent the text as a matrix in which each row stands for a
unique word and each column stands for a text passage (a snippet in our case). A term-snippet matrix T(i,
j) is formed with i being each term and j being each snippet. In the standard LSA, tij is term (single word)
frequency tf or tfidf. Alternatively, we can calculate tfidf based on phrases or 2-gram words to represent.
We can also add POS tagging as a feature set. Next, LSA uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to
reconstruct the matrix to a lower dimension. A new matrix Sk ,Vk , Dk is formed by selecting first k
columns as S, top-left k × k sub-matrix as V, and first k-rows as matrix D, where k is the dimension of
−1 '
conceptual space. tij is projected to a conceptual space with tkj = Vk Sk tij . In the projection

[ ]

[]

[ ]

[]

matrix tkj , each column represents a snippet in the conceptual space and each row now represents a

[ ]

concept. k is much smaller than the original matrix dimension. After projection, tkj is used to represent
term-snippet in the conceptual space. Each column represents the feature vector for a corresponding
snippet. The topical meaning is much clearer than the original matrix.
Unsupervised Document Clustering. Document clustering methods can be mainly categorized
document partitioning (flat clustering) and hierarchical clustering. Because there is no labeled input data
or predefined document categories or a list of topics available, accurately clustering documents is a
challenging task (Liu et al., 2002). Among unsupervised clustering methods, the Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) together with the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm has demonstrated superior
performance (Liu et al., 2002). We chose to use GMM in this research.
GMM assumes each document vector d is generated from a model Ө that consists of the known number
of clusters Ci where i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
P(d|Ө) =
And each cluster Ci follows Gaussian distribution:
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p (x | Ci ) = (2π ) −m / 2 Σ k

−1 / 2

⎡ 1
⎤
exp ⎢− (d − μ k ) T Σ k−1 (d − μ k )⎥
⎣ 2
⎦

With this GMM formulation, the clustering task becomes the problem of fitting the model Θ given a set
of N document vectors D. Model Ө is uniquely determined by the set of centroids μi’s and covariance
matrices Σi’s. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is a well established algorithm that
produces the maximum-likelihood solution of the model.
Figure 2 shows a projected feature space with the name “Phelps.” From the diagram, it is obvious that
there are two major classes project to different feature spaces. Table 3 illustrates the labels extracted from
each class. Three classes are generated with the first two classes clearly represent “Michael Phelps” and
“Edmund Phelps” by reading the extracted labels. The third class does not represent any meaningful
entities in this example. Labels are extracted by frequently appeared keywords.

Figure 2: Snippet clusters with translations of
“Phelps”

Classes

Semantic Features

Class 1

金牌(gold medal), 美国(America),
游泳(swim),奥运(Olympics), 2008年(Year
2008), 8月(August), 13日(13th),
中国(China)

Class 2

经济学(Economics), 诺贝尔(Nobel), 埃德蒙
(Edmund), 2006年(year 2006), 美国
(America), 10月(October), 教授
(professor), 瑞典(Sweden), 皇家(Royal),
科学院 (Academy of Science)

Class 3

其他 (others), 更加 (more), 预期 (expect),
人们 (people), 关系(relations), 完全 (total)

Table 3: Labels of three “Phelps” clusters

4. Preliminary Experiment and Results
To test the effectiveness of clustering method in identifying person entities, we conducted a preliminary
experiment based on three data sets derived from three English names: Robbinson, Moore and Phelps. We
first used our HMM to translate these three popular English last names and used the top-3 translations to
collect search results from Google. Only the top 100 returned results were considered in our clustering
task. Thus, for each English name, we obtained 300 documents.
We used two metrics to measure the performance: (1) Recall and Precision of clusters identified and (2)
Accuracy of documents clustered. Recall is defined as total number of correctly identified clusters over
total number of clusters. Precision is defined as total number of correctly identified clusters over total
number of clusters identified. Accuracy is defined as total number of correctly clustered documents over
total number of documents. During our experiment, we found that there were always 1-2 clusters that do
not represent a particular person. They are usually a mix of a variety of irrelevant documents ranging
from a random paragraph from a novel or from a blog. When judging the accuracy of clustering, we do
not take these irrelevant documents into consideration. We present our experiment results in Table 4. TFIDF-based GMM clustering performed better than TF-based GMM clustering in terms of identifying the
number of clusters. TF-IDF achieved recall of 0.64 and precision of 0.82. In terms of clustering accuracy,
they performed similar: 0.77 vs. 0.79. Despite the small dataset, the results are encouraging. It shows that
even with the high variability during name translation, document clustering has a great potential to
differentiate different name entities.
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TF
TF-IDF

Table 4: Experiment results
# of clusters (person entities)
Document clustering
Recall
Precision
Accuracy
0.58
0.78
0.77
0.64
0.82
0.79

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a framework to identify person entities with multiple translation name variation.
The framework consists of a HMM-based transliteration model and a GMM-based clustering model.
Experimental results showed that our system model is able to identify person entities even with multiple
name translation variations and achieved satisfactory performance
Our framework has practical usage in many application domains when foreign documents are of interest.
Besides, being able to translate names and identify foreign name variations will greatly enhance the
performance of current multilingual information retrieval and machine translation research. We plan to
incorporate more features into the clustering algorithm including POS and parse tree to boost the
performance. We also plan to conduct a more comprehensive experiment with more names and extend
our model to more languages.
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Abstract
Following the success of wikis on the internet (e.g. Wikipedia), corporations have begun adopting
wikis. Preliminary evidence suggests that wiki is a sustainable collaboration tool and that wikis
deployment is experiencing massive success. The objective of this paper is to provide a large scale
evaluation of corporate wikis life cycles. We analyze and categorize the temporal activity patterns
of more than thirteen thousand wikis in one multinational organization over a 29 months period.
This clustering problem poses some unique challenges, and required the development of novel
extensions to existing algorithms. We identified four clusters and their prototypical activity
patterns. Our findings show that, contrary to what has been suggested in previous studies, most
corporate wikis become inactive after a relatively short period, and less than 20% of wikis show
continuous activity. Implications for research and practice are discussed.
Keywords: Wiki, corporate, life cycle, activity patterns, clustering,

1. Introduction
Wiki, derived from the Hawaiian-language word for fast, is a web-based content authoring application
that is based on the principles of openness, transparency, and peer-based governance (Wagner 2004).
Users can jointly edit a wiki page such that at any point in time the most recent page version reflects the
cumulative contributions of all users that have edited the page until then. A wiki application can contain
many wiki pages. Wikis have already had a profound impact on the Internet, with Wikipedia being the
prominent example. An analysis of design principles and primary features of wiki suggest that wikis
could be applied to corporate knowledge management and alleviate the bottlenecks associated with
knowledge acquisition processes (Wagner 2004; 2006). To date, relatively little is known about the use of
wikis within corporate settings. The distinctive affordances of wiki technology give rise to new
collaboration forms, suggesting that there is a need to develop new theoretical frameworks to explain
wiki-enabled collaboration (Majchrzak 2009). Preliminary evidence suggests that wikis are sustainable
(Majchrzak, et al. 2006) and are being adopted at explosive rates (Arazy et al. 2009). These studies paint a
somewhat naïve and overoptimistic picture, which overlooks the fundamental differences between
internet and corporate settings. While the transparent nature of wikis may well suit the open internet
settings, it may not be appropriate in settings where users are driven by career advancement and
accountability is essential (Patterson et al. 2007; Arazy & Stroulia, 2009).
The objective of this paper is to study the life cycle of corporate wiki adoption. Users‟ wiki activity (i.e.
modifications of the wiki page or simply „edits‟) is automatically logged by the wiki engine, and this
paper we investigate the temporal edit patterns of corporate wikis. While a number of studies describe the
activity patterns of Wikipedia (Viegas et al. 2004), we are not aware of any prior works that studied the
life cycle and temporal activity patterns of corporate wikis. Open source software development is in many
ways similar to wiki-based collaboration (Wagner 2006), and in a study of this related area Crowston et
al. (2006) have identified several prototypical temporal activity patterns, including “consistency rising
teams” and “consistently falling team”. The aim of this paper is to characterize - both quantitatively and
through visualizations - wiki activity patterns, and explore whether these patterns resemble the patterns
observed for open source software development. We expect that our analysis would provide a glimpse
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into wiki-enabled collaboration processes. Those developing theories for wiki work processes could
employ our results to develop hypothesis regarding the factors that drive wiki activity.
2. Related Work
Very little is known about corporate wiki adoption. Some evidence regarding wiki adoption is provided in
studies that surveyed wiki users (e.g., Patterson et al. 2007). These studies shed light on the motivations
for contributing to wikis and on the perceived risks, which could affect activity levels. It becomes clear
that – notwithstanding their advantages – wikis are susceptible to quality threats and their transparent
nature gives rise to risk-avoidance behavior that is likely to inhibit wiki activity. These findings stand in
contrast to the all positive conclusion of Majchrzak et al. (2006) that corporate wikis are sustainable, and
to the results of Arazy et al. (2009) that illustrated how corporate wiki growth rates surpass those
experienced by Wikipedia. We expect that a large-scale investigation of temporal patters of wiki activity
logs would help to resolve these discrepancies and shed light on corporate wikis adoption lifecycles.
There are various approaches for modeling and visualizing activity patterns in collaborative projects.
While we are not aware of techniques that have been applied to study corporate wikis, prior studies have
described activity patterns in similar contexts. Studies of Wikipedia introduced visualization that revealed
the complexities of the collaborative authoring process (Viegas et al. 2004). These methods vividly
describe one extremely successful wiki application. However, they are less useful for the describing the
life cycle of a large number of different wiki applications. Classification and clustering techniques may be
more suitable for describing alternative prototypical behavior patterns. Each collaborative project could
be described as a time series, and projects could be grouped using various approaches. For example,
Crowston et al. (2006) described 122 open source software development projects by the size of the
developer group, and manually sorted the projects time series into six pre-defined classes: consistent
risers, risers, steady or not treading, fallers, consistent fallers, and dead projects. They found evidence for
all these patterns, the vast majority falling into the „consistent risers‟ category. Categorization of time
series could also be automated, by calculating the similarity (or distance) between any time-series pairs,
and then clustering the projects based on these similarities.
Calculating the similarity between a time series pair is a key challenge. Similarities are estimated by (a)
establishing correspondence between points along the two time series, (b) calculating the similarity
between corresponding points, and (c) aggregating the similarities. Once the similarities between all wiki
time series pairs is established, clustering could be performed using standard methods (e.g. hierarchical
clustering). Under the assumption of a one-to-one correspondence between points along the two time
series, a simple distance metric – e.g. Euclidian distance – could be used. This assumption, however, may
not be valid when matching wiki activity time series. Since each wiki activity log represents a unique
collaborative work process, each time series is expected to have a different starting points, length, and
range of values. The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) approach could be employed for estimating time
series similarity under such conditions (Keogh 2004). In DTW, the overall similarity between two time
series is formulated as a stepwise local optimization problem, in which non-linear one-to-many alignment
is permitted, hence relaxing the one-to-one correspondence constraint. It should be noted that while
warping is allowed in DTW, the temporal order of the points is preserved. Recently, the Longest
Common Sub-Sequence (LCSS) algorithm (Vlachos et al. 2006) has been suggested as a further
improvement of the DTW approach, which accommodates the formation of gaps (points that remain
unmatched). While these methods provide generic solutions for estimating time series similarity, the
unique characteristics of the problem at hand require some further enhancements. Some of these unique
characteristics include: the typical „birth-life-inactivity‟ project lifecycle, short temporal patterns, highly
„bumpy‟ patterns, and substantial variations in scale. For example, we wish to differentiate between shortlived wiki projects and those that experience a sustainable period before becoming inactive. The methods
proposed by DTW and LCSS allow for unconstrained wrapping that does not distinguish between these
two different temporal patterns.
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3. The Proposed Method
The sample for our study consisted of all of the wikis – 13,313 distinct applications – at IBM. IBM is a
global organization with over 350,000 employees that designs hardware, develops software, and engages
in professional services. Wikis are used at IBM for various tasks – from use as a simple web portal to
more complex applications, such as content generation (e.g., creating a product manual or FAQ database),
project management, and an application to support communities of practice (Arazy et al. 2009). Our data
included the monthly number of edits made to each wiki, from when the wiki infrastructure became
operational (September 2005) until the cut-off date of January 2008. Analyzing and clustering these time
series, and specifically estimating similarities, was a challenging task, due the distinct features of the wiki
activity time series mentioned earlier. In addition, the very large size of the data set presented
computational challenges. Our method included the following steps:
(a) Generating time series. The objective of this step was to construct, based on time-stamped edit logs,
a time series of wikis lifeline. In particular, we identified three key events in each lifeline: (i) Time of
Birth, the first month in which the wiki was launched; (ii) Time of Inactivity (TOI), a prolonged
period of time during which no activity was recorded. We determined TOI as the beginning of the
first period of consecutive 3 months during which the wiki was inactive (note that some wikis remain
active until our cutoff date, and thus do not include a TOI); and (iii) Time of End, the last period for
which data is available (the cutoff date). Thus, each wiki application was described as time series of
monthly edits, from month zero (Time of Birth) until the cutoff date. It should be noted that the TOI
detection method was chosen based on manual exploration of a randomly selected number of wiki
time series. Changes in the definition of the TOI did not have a substantial impact on our results.
(b) Denoting inactive wikis. We wanted to clearly distinguish between inactive wikis and those with
very low activity levels, and assigned a value of -50 to all periods after the TOI.
(c) Addressing differences in scale. How should wikis with very similar lifeline patterns but with
different scales of activity be regarded? Our answer was that when the differences in scale are not
large the wikis should be clustered together, but when activity levels are an order of magnitude apart
the lifelines should be treated as different. To accomplish this, we log transformed wikis time series.
(d) Similarity estimation. We calculated the similarity between each possible pair of wikis using an
enhanced version of the LCSS algorithm. We constrained the occurrence and size of gaps that are
formed between „matched‟ points, in line with the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Durbin et al.
1998).
(e) Clustering. Based on the pair-wise similarities, a distance matrix was computed for the entire data
set, and a hierarchical clustering (N=5) was applied using complete linkage.
(f) Visalization. We generated two visualizations. First, we produced a density plot for each cluster,
where we transformed wikis time series to an accumulator array, using a vector-to-raster conversion.
By accumulating the number of lines passing through each array cell, we computed the overall
density per period and activity range. Second, we produced a line plot for each cluster, where we
assigned a color to wikis time series according to their length.
4. Results
Below we report the results for two types of analysis. First, we analyzed wiki activity over time
(September 2005 – November 2007), looking at the set of all IBM wikis. We analyzed the total wiki
monthly edits and compared the frequency of „birth‟ and TOI events. Second, we described each wiki as
a time series starting with its inception (i.e. Period 0) and classified the wikis using our proposed
clustering algorithm.
Figure 1a below depicts the monthly edits. It shows a steady rise (except for a drop at holiday season)
until the end of our analysis period, where activity levels start to fall. Figure 1b compares the frequency of
„birth‟ versus TOI events. The similarity between the two graphs is striking, illustrating how the TOI
graph follows the „birth‟ graph with a 2-3 month delay. This suggests that many of the wikis become
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inactive shortly after their inception. We also notice that while at the initial period when wikis were
introduced birth rates were rose continuously, towards the end of our analysis period TOI rates surpass
„birth‟ rates.
Figures 1a and
1b: The figure on
the left (1a)
shows total wiki
monthly edits and
the one on the
right (1b)
compares the
frequency of
„birth‟ and TOI
events.

The first observation from the analysis of wikis‟ lifecycles is that wikis‟ time series depict highly irregular
patterns, with sharp rises and drops in monthly activity levels. I.e. the pattern is very „bumpy‟, as
illustrated in bottom of Figures 2a-2d below (in green).
The results for five high-level clusters reveal distinct lifecycle patterns. Clusters A (which included 2440
wiki applications; 18% of total wikis) and B (7679 wikis; 58%) show clusters that slowly decay until they
become inactive. While both clusters start at similar activity levels, Cluster B drops in activity levels
quickly, while the decay in Cluster A is more gradual. Another difference is that Cluster B maintains
activity much longer than Cluster A does. Clusters C (2182 wikis; 16%) and D (381 wikis; 3%) represent
wikis that are sustainable and remain active at consistent rates until the cutoff date. The main difference
between these clusters is that Cluster D represents higher activity levels (roughly at 50 edits per month,
versus 30 for Cluster C). Also, Cluster D initially grows in activity, while Cluster C reaches the pick at
the first period and then slowly drops in activity levels. Cluster E (631 wikis; 5%; not presented in the
figures) represent wikis that did not reach maturity and were artificially truncated because of the cutoff
date, and thus is an artifact of our data.

Figures 2a-2d: temporal activity patters for the primary four clusters. The X axis shows the periods since wikis‟
„birth‟ and the Y axis shows the number of edits (log transformed). For each cluster, the top graph represents the
density in number of wikis at each activity level (highest density in red; lowest in blue). The bottom graph shows the
time series for all wikis in that cluster.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
Prior research on wikis‟ affordances (e.g. Wagner 2006) was based on an investigation Wikipedia, and
proposed that corporations could adopt Wikipedia-like processes to alleviate knowledge acquisition
bottlenecks. This naïve view of wikis‟ capabilities was supported by recent surveys of corporate wiki
adoption (Majchrzak et al. 2006; Arazy et al. 2009). However, the clear disparity between volunteer based
self-governed Wikipedia and traditional command-and-control corporate governance suggests that wikis
may not be suitable for all organizational contexts. Are wikis, then, suitable, for corporate settings? To
date, little is known regarding the actual adoption life cycles of corporate wikis.
In this paper we‟ve tried to address this gap by proposing a novel clustering method for categorizing
temporal activity patterns of wiki edits. Existing approaches for estimating the similarity of time series
(i.e. DTW and LCSS) allow matching series of varying lengths by wrapping. However, the problem at
hand presented some unique challenges. In order to cluster wikis‟ temporal activity time series we:
determined clear „birth‟ and inactivity events, log-transformed the data, and constrained the wrapping to
distinguish between varying levels of activity decays. In order to visualize the differences between wiki
lifecycle clusters, we used both wiki lifeline plots and cluster density diagrams.
The principal findings from our analysis are that the majority of wiki applications are not sustainable over
a long time period, as opposed to what has been suggested in prior survey-based studies (e.g. Majchrzak
et al. 2006). We believe that the exponential growth in overall activity levels that were reported in prior
studies (e.g. Arazy et al. 2009) stem from the early hype period. However, as wikis are reaching maturity,
we observe that many applications become inactive. Towards the end of our analysis period the number
of total wiki monthly edits begins dropping, and TOI rates surpass „birth‟ rates. The delay between the
„birth‟ and TOI graphs suggests that often users experiment with the new technology and then soon
abandon it. Contrary to our expectation that wikis would exhibit relatively stable activity patterns, the
activity time series were extremely „bumpy‟. Our clustering analysis revealed four primary lifecycle
patterns: „fast plummet‟ (Cluster A), „slow plummet‟ (B), „constantly weakly-active‟ (C), and „constantly
highly-active‟ (Cluster D). The plummeting clusters (A and B) captured over 75% of the 13,313 wikis at
IBM, while the clusters with continuous activity (C and D) included less that 20% of the total wikis,
demonstrating that the majority of wiki application are active only for short periods. Interestingly enough,
these patterns are quite different from the temporal patterns reported for open source software projects
(Crowston et al. 2006). The differences may stem from a number of reasons (e.g., the type of project,
underlying technology, or the organizational setting), and could be explored in future research.
The primary contributions of this paper are in (i) enhancing our understanding of corporate wiki life
cycles and (ii) the extensions made to the method for estimating time series similarity. Our analysis
revealed some novel findings that stand in contrast to the results reported in earlier studies. Future work is
warranted in order to: enhance the time series clustering and visualization methods, analyze wiki
lifecycles over longer time periods, explain the discrepancies from previous results, and extend the
analysis to other settings. Specifically, in the future we plan to investigate what happens after wikis
become inactive (has the wiki-based project failed, was the wiki‟s purpose served, are users still accessing
the wiki such that the wiki is impacting organizational learning after becoming inactive), by analyzing
wiki page visits. In addition, we plan to explore the characteristics of wikis in each of the clusters (and
differences between clusters) by surveying the users of these wiki applications (e.g., are the motivations
of users in sustainable wikis differ from the motivations of the plummeting wikis?). In conclusion, wiki is
a promising technology that has the potential to transform knowledge management. However, much
research is needed for determining the specific situations in which such a decentralized collaborative
technology could succeed in corporate settings. Those developing theories for wiki work processes could
employ our results to develop hypothesis regarding the factors that drive wiki activity.
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Abstract
We hypothesize that articles on Wikipedia have “parents” who contribute a significant portion of
their ed its. We esta blish a notion o f in equality b ased on th e Gin i Co-efficien t fo r a rticles o n
Wikipedia and find support for the existence of this phenomenon of parenting. We base our study
on data co llected from th e Tagalog and Croatian Wiki pedias. Ultimately we cla im tha t ou r
research has sig nificant imp lications fo r policy fo r bo th Corporate Wikis a s a lso for Wikip edia.
We state these implications and also suggest directions for future research.
Keywords: Wikipedia, Inequality, Parenting, Knowledge Management, Corporate Wikis

1. Introduction
Wikipedia the online collaborative encyclopedia has captured the attention of not only scholars from a
variety of fields but also from mainstream media. One of the fundamental objectives of these
investigations has been to determine the reasons for Wikipedia’s ability to nearly match other respected
publications such as the Encyclopedia Britannica in terms of article quality (Giles 2005). A variety of
parameters based on page characteristics have been used to explain differences in article quality. These
range from simple parameters like word count (Blumenstock 2008) to more complex models linking
article quality to author authority and peer reviews (Hu et al. 2007).
Another important line of investigation has been to look at contributors themselves and explain their
behavior. At the very basic level authors have been classified based on simple properties like edit counts
and the period for which they have been active. A study by Kittur et al. (2007) for example uses this
distinction to examine the changing influence of “elite” and “common” users over time in Wikipedia. An
important study in this category has been the one by Anthony et al. (2005) which contends that two types
of users contribute significantly to article quality – the “Good Samaritans”, one time users who make high
quality contributions and the “Zealots”, committed users who have been contributing significantly over
the past.
The present study lies primarily in that class of papers which tries to identify a particular category of
contributors and links them to article quality. We call this category “parents”. In the following sections
we define what we mean by “parents” and list a few of the characteristics that parents demonstrate. We
then describe our methodology and use inequality measures to find support for the phenomenon of
“parenting”. In the concluding section we make suggestions about the implications of such a finding and
directions for future research.
2. Objectives and Hypothesis
In order to look for evidence of parenting in Wikipedia we draw from economics literature to apply the
concept of the “Gini Coefficient” introduced by Corrado Gini to measure the inequality of wealth
distribution in a population (Gini 1936). We use this parameter to define and measure the inequality in
contributions for a particular article. We define the number of contributions made by a particular
contributor to a particular article as his “wealth” and the total number of contributions to a particular
article as the “total wealth” of that particular article. We apply the Gini Coefficient defined in this manner
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to calculate inequality over a particular article and contend that a high degree of inequality for a given
article signifies that it is being “parented” by a few users.
To calculate the Gini Coefficient we first plot the Lorenz curve for a particular article. The Lorenz curve
is defined as “a graphical representation of the cumulative sum of contributions where we sort
contributors on the horizontal axis by their amount of contribution” (Ortega et al. 2008). For a population
with zero inequality i.e. one where all contributors have an equal number of edits, the Lorenz curve is a
straight line – the diagonal in a unit square with side equal to the total number of contributions. For any
other value of user contributions, the Lorenz curve will be convex and will lie below the imaginary line of
perfect equality. The area between these two figures is the Gini co-efficient. Thus for a perfectly unequal
situation (i.e. where one user makes all the contributions) the Gini co-efficient is one while in the cases of
perfect equality it is zero. In other cases it will lie between these two values.
The Gini Coefficient has so far been rarely applied to look at user contributions on Wikipedia. A recent
study by Ortega et al (Ortega et al. 2008) investigated over 10 different editions of Wikipedia looking at
the inequality in the distribution of the sum total of contributions for each edition. They find that
Wikipedia as a whole demonstrates a large degree of inequality which remains stable over time. There is
however nothing to be said about the differences in inequality among different articles and the inequality
in contributions for a given article, both factors important to make conclusions about the existence of the
notion of parenting.
The contribution of this paper is to use this inequality effect to look at article level inequality to find
support for the phenomenon of parenting.
3. Parenting in Wikipedia
In this section we shall describe our methodology and describe our results. We conducted our studies in
two stages. We first used the Tagalog1 Wikipedia, a small-medium sized Wikipedia for our studies. Once
we were reasonably sure of our claims we conducted further analyses on the Croatian Wikipedia, a much
larger edition. Our choice of Wikipedia editions was based on a variety of factors including the total
number of articles, the total number of edits, the total number of users, the total number of “active users”
and the “depth” of the edition. A latest estimate of these figures and their definition can be obtained via
the Wikimedia foundation2.
The entire dump of these versions of Wikipedia was downloaded as on 30th July 2009. The dump is
provided by the Wikimedia foundation3 and it lists each article and the history of edits made by all users
to each article along with other details like a timestamp of the edit and the username or the IP address of
the user if he is not registered. Once this dump was obtained we cleaned it to remove entries made by
bots. Bots are automated programs which troll Wikipedia performing a variety of functions like adding
missing reference sections and reverting vandalism. We also deleted non-article pages like discussion
pages or categorization pages. Further analyses were performed on these cleaned versions.
The Tagalog Wikipedia contained 29089 unique pages and 13859 unique user ids. While there were
~420k total revisions this number reduced to ~120k after the data was cleaned. This formed the dataset
for our analyses. On initial analyses we were able to verify a well known fact about Wikipedia – most
users would contribute only one edit. This is shown in Figure 1 where we plot the number of contributors
on the Y axis and frequency on the X axis.

1

Tagalog is a language mainly spoken in the Philippines

2

http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias

3

http://download.wikimedia.org/hrwiki
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Figure 1. Frequency Distribution of User Contributions

Apart from this, the Tagalog Wikipedia also contains a large number of articles which have only one edit.
80.99% of the articles have two edits or less. This is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Histogram of Number of Article Edits

Once we had established this overall level of inequality in the Tagalog Wikipedia we then turned to
looking for traces of parenting. As an initial investigation we looked at the top 4 articles by edits on the
Tagalog Wikipedia. These are as evidenced by their titles the most popular articles on this Wikipedia.
Topics like the country of the Wikipedia “Philippines” and its capital “Manila” are bound to attract editor
attention. Yet as shown in Table 1 parents are able to capture these pages and contribute to them in a
significant way. This gives us a starting point to trace such parenting features in a larger Wikipedia on a
more systematic basis.
Table 1. Top Pages by Total Edits in the Tagalog Wikipedia

Rank

Page Title

Parent

Parent Edits

Total Edits

% by Parent

1.

Unaang

Kampfgruppe

288

297

96.97%

2.

Maynila

DragosteaDinTei

165

234

70.51%

3.

talaan mga bansa

AnakngAraw

201

231

87.01%

4.

Pilipinas

Bluemask

79

196

40.31%
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In order to not restrict our investigation to finding the “top parent” we turn to the Gini Coefficient as
described above. By using “inequality” as a measure of parenting instead of simply the top user by edits
as shown above we are now able to capture a variety of cases where a few users might parent a single
page or where parenting as a feature is simply absent. We use this newly introduced measure to look at
the Croatian Wikipedia. The Croatian Wikipedia after cleaning was found to contain approximately 1.5M
user revisions and about 138k unique articles.
We now turn to measuring the inequality of pages in this Wikipedia. Wikipedia defines “Featured
Articles” to be the best quality articles on Wikipedia4. This classification is based on decisions taken by
contributors and must satisfy a stringent list of criteria5. We use “Featured Articles” to be a convenient
proxy for “high quality articles” and use the list of Featured Articles on the Croatian Wikipedia for further
analyses. As of July 30, 2009 there were 223 Featured Articles on the Croatian Wikipedia. We sampled
25 articles out of this list randomly. We also sampled a list of 25 non-featured articles randomly
controlling for mean number of article edits in the second case.
Now in order to calculate the Gini Co-efficient for these two sets we used the formula proposed by Angus
Deaton (1997) as given in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Formula to calculate the Gini Coefficient

In the above formula, G represents the Gini Coefficient for a particular page, N represents the total
number of edits for a particular article, u represents the mean number of edits, Pi represents the rank of a
particular contributor where Rank 1 is held by the “richest” contributor in terms of edits and Xi represents
the total number of edits or the “wealth” of a particular contributor. Using the above formula we are now
in a position to calculate the Gini Co-efficient for the two sets of randomly selected 25 articles. These
articles have an average of about 183 edits per article. The results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Figure 4 shows how a graphical representation of this calculation for the article “Zagreb”.

Figure 4. Lorenz Curve for the article “Zagreb”.
The area between the line and the curve is the Gini Co-efficient, in this case 67.44%

4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Featured_Article

5

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_article_criteria
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Table 2. Featured Articles

Table 3. Non-Featured Articles

Page Title

Gini
Coefficient

Page Title

Gini
Coefficient

Arnold Schanberg

72.86%

Asirija

77.01%

Adolf Hitler
Borema (nogomet)

68.22%
74.71%

Autizam

73.36%

Bosna i Hercegovin a

62.65%

Dioniz

59.13%

Britn ey Spears

67.02%

Filozofija

68.75%

Crn a Gora

62.56%

Francisco Franco

68.08%

Don ji Miholjac

59.07%

Gabriel Garcia Marquez

60.73%

Gru de

61.56%

Gospodar prstenova

65.97%

HNK Hajdu k Split

81.99%

Gospodarstvo Bocvane

85.97%

Hrvati

67.63%

Harry Potter i Darovi smrti

66.82%

Holokaust

59.58%

Hrvatska nogometna
reprezentacija

72.31%

Hrvatski jezik

70.27%

Hrvatska Republika HercegBosna

78.89%

Indijanci

88.99%

Hrvatski demo sastavi

65.50%

Jean-Paul Sartre

67.97%

Kosovo

65.28%

Jezik

65.89%

Livn o

65.80%

Nizozemski jezik

66.74%

Nezavisna Drin t

63.75%

Nordijska mitologija

81.46%

NK Dinamo Zagreb

79.10%

Odisej

66.85%

Nordijska mitologija

65.43%

Orgazam

72.43%

Osijek

67.76%

Sherlock Holmes

60.98%

Predlo

74.06%

Staroslavenski jezik

67.65%

Rijeka

66.78%

Ukrajinci

78.14%

RNK Split

76.08%

Vikinzi

61.21%

Slavon ski Brod

65.95%

William Shakespeare

60.75%

Sloven ija

59.19%

Zagreb

67.44%

Split

69.47%

Srbi

68.17%

Srbija

62.11%

The average Gini Co-efficient for Featured Articles is 61.44% (std. deviation 7.61%) while that for NonFeatured articles is 68.12% (std. deviation 6.15%). This finding strongly suggests that there is a high
degree of inequality in Wiki-pages; that is there is strong evidence for the presence of a small group of
users who “parent” articles. For our finding we have used pages of high quality (Featured Articles) and
pages with a high number of revisions. These are pages that are in some sense “popular” and would
intuitively be the hardest for a particular group of “parents” to dominate. Yet, we see that this is exactly
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what happens. We find support for the proposition that even in Wikipedia’s most popular parts parenting
exists. This is our contribution to the existing understanding of Wikipedia.
4. Implications and suggestions for future research
The major implication of our study is the suggestion that for well-established mature pages to develop the
phenomenon of parenting is inevitable. Pages develop and mature when they find a few people ready to
nurture it. This leads to two concrete suggestions, one for the business world and the other for Wikipedia
administrators. For corporate wikis there is undoubtedly a case to be made for an explicit allotment of
people to pages, hoping that such attention would cause the pages to mature. Wikipedia policy on the
other hand should look at easing this process of pages finding parents either by measures like explicitly
creating “parent” roles or “become-a-parent” suggestion boxes based on edit history.
As for future research, there is obviously the need to further investigate the importance of parenting in
featured pages achieving their status. This would strengthen the idea that parenting leads to higher
quality. Our study also opens up the possibility of using hybrid parameters to test page quality which
include the Gini Coefficient. Another interesting thing to do would be to conduct this study in an
orthogonal manner i.e. look at the inequalities among user contributions across pages. That could further
strengthen our hypothesis of contributors being parents of some articles and fleeting editors on others.
Lastly it would be interesting to test for a notion of “good” and “bad” parenting – parents who nurture
pages and moderate discussion as opposed to parents who impose their view on an article. Tying in this
perspective of parenting to previous literature like Anthony et al. (2005) could lead to interesting results.
By proposing and finding support for this phenomenon of parenting we have thus opened up a new
perspective which could lead to interesting results in the future.
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Abstract
Data quality in the Wikipedia is debatable. On the one hand, existing research indicates that not only
are people willing to contribute articles but the quality of those articles is close to that found in
conventional encyclopedias. On the other hand, the public has never stopped criticizing the quality of
Wikipedia articles, and critics never have trouble finding low quality Wikipedia articles. Why do
Wikipedia articles vary widely in quality? We investigate the relationship between collaboration and
data quality. We show that the quality of Wikipedia articles is not only dependent on the different types
of contributors but also on how they collaborate. Based on an empirical study, we classify contributors
based on their roles in editing individual Wikipedia articles. We identify various patterns of
collaboration based on the provenance or, more specifically, who does what to Wikipedia articles. Our
research helps identify collaboration patterns that are preferable or detrimental for data quality, thus
providing insights for improving data quality in Wikipedia.
Keywords: Wikipedia, collaboration pattern, data quality, data provenance

1. Introduction
There has been an interesting debate lately about the quality of Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia. Many
believe the quality of Wikipedia articles to be surprisingly good despite its seemingly bizarre everyone-can-edit
principle. A much discussed article from Nature (Giles 2005) compares Wikipedia with the Britannica
Encyclopedia and argues that despite its anarchical operation, the former comes close to the latter in terms of
the accuracy of its science entries. Nevertheless, critics keep attacking Wikipedia since “no one stands
officially behind the authenticity and accuracy of any information in Wikipedia” (Denning et al. 2005). After
all, only 2,587 out of a total of 2,994,903 articles on the English Wikipedia are slated to be featured articles articles that are “professional, outstanding and thorough” (Wikipedia 2009) .
Why are some Wikipedia articles of high quality while others are not? Most of the current research
considers collaborations as a critical reason for high-quality Wikipedia articles. Lih (2004) suggests metrics
such as “rigor” (total number of edits made for the article) and “diversity” (total number of unique editors for
the article) as measures of quality. An article with a large number of edits and editors is often of high quality
since “given enough eyeballs all bugs are shallow” (Lih 2004). However, research such as (Lih 2004) does not
consider the diversity of editors and their contributions. The fact that Wikipedia is easy to edit does not mean
that all contributors edit the same way, or with the same intensity. Anthony et al (2005) took a different
approach with their study. They believe that quality depends entirely on the types of contributors to Wikipedia.
High quality content has been shown to come from two types of users – zealots, registered users with a strong
interest in reputation and high level of participation and good Samaritans, unregistered, anonymous and
occasional contributors.
Drawing upon existing research such as (Lih 2004; Anthony et al. 2005), our research attempts to
investigate the relationship between collaboration and data quality in Wikipedia. We believe the quality of
Wikipedia articles is not only dependent on the different types of contributors but also on how they collaborate.
2. Overview of our research
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Figure 1 shows the theoretical model that forms the foundation for this study. Consistent with the McGrath
framework (McGrath 1984) that has been adopted by many collaboration researchers, we use an
input-process-output framework for identifying the key components in our research.
Each Wikipedia article has contributions from
many different individuals. The number and types of
contributions are known to vary from individual to
individual since each contributor is motivated
differently and has a different level of familiarity with
the topic. In our research, we first identify various
roles played by contributors for a given article. A role
consists of a set of expected and enacted behaviors of
a contributor. Using these roles we uncover
collaboration patterns. Each of the patterns represents a distinctive way in which a group of contributors who
play different roles collaborate. We identify the roles of contributors and collaboration patterns based on the
provenance (defined in the next section) of each Wikipedia article. We then examine the quality of the articles
to determine the impact of collaboration patterns on quality of the Wikipedia articles. In the rest of this paper,
we describe each of the components of our research in more detail.
Figure 1. Theoretical model of our research

3. Data provenance of Wikipedia articles
Data provenance refers to the source and processing history of data. We track and use the provenance of
Wikipedia articles. Ram and Liu (2007) have clearly defined the concept of provenance using the W7 model.
We employ a subset of this model by tracking every action that affects the life of a Wikipedia article from its
creation to the present time. We also use the information about the specific contributor who performed each
action, and the time the action occurred in the life of the Wikipedia article. There are many actions that can
affect a Wikipedia article as shown in Table 1. A contributor makes an edit to a Wikipedia article by
performing one or more actions.
Table 1: Definition of actions that can affect a Wikipedia article
Type of actions
Sentence creation
Sentence modification
Sentence deletion
Link creation
Link modification
Link deletion
Reference creation
Reference modification

Reference deletion
Revert

4.

Explanation
Creation of a sentence
Modification or rewording of an existing sentence
Deletion of a sentence
Linking of a word within an existing sentence to a article (a link to another Wikipedia article
or to external Internet articles)
Modification of an existing link (can be a change of the URL or the name of the link)
Deletion of an existing link
Adding a reference or creation of an inline citation
Modification of an existing reference
Deletion of a reference
Reverting a article to a former version

Identification of contributor roles in the Wikipedia

Identifying the roles played by each contributor helps us understand the sources of quality variance in the
Wikipedia. Extant research such as (Bryant et al. 2005) investigates contributors’ roles in the Wikipedia
community. However, a contributor’s role may vary from one article to another. We focus on contributors’
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roles specific to an article. We cluster users of each article based on their contributions to that specific article.
To do this, we employ the K-means clustering technique.
1. Inputs to clustering: If we use P to represent a set of Wikipedia articles and cp to represent a contributor
who has contributed to a article p P, then a sample going into the clustering can be represented as a vector









 = <  ,   …,   ,  >, where  ,  , ..,  represent the number of each of

the 10 types of actions (see Table 1) performed by the contributor cp to a given article p. We do not include

actions that were immediately reverted or deleted.  represents the total number of actions performed by the
contributor to the article, and  the number of days the contributor edited the article, which is derived from
the time associated with each action.
2. Data collection: The data set we used in this study consists of articles collected from the English
Wikipedia in June 2009. We took advantage of Wikipedia’s article assessment project, which has organized the
evaluation over 900,000 articles into various grades of quality ranging from “featured article” to “C-class
article” status. We randomly collected 1600 articles including 400 featured articles, 400 A-class articles, 400
B-class articles and 400 C-class article as our data set. As described above, each vector used in clustering
represents the behavior of a contributor on a given article. The randomly collected 1600 articles contain a total
of 1636801 such vectors. We also noticed that 90.78% of contributors had less than 4 actions for a given article.
We categorized these contributors as casual contributors for the article and did not include them in clustering.
As a result, the data used for clustering include 163576 vectors.
3. Repeated K-means algorithm: We used the well-known K-means algorithm as the base method to cluster the
sample data. A well-known disadvantage of K-means is that it requires the number of clusters, k, to be
specified a priori. To address this problem, we followed (Liu and Keselj 2007) and applied the K-means
method repeatedly using k values ranging from 2 to 10. Here, we set 10 as the maximum k value to avoid a
trivial classification of roles. For each k value, we first evaluated the quality of the clustering results using
evaluation functions proposed by (Niu et al. 2006), i.e., cluster compactness (Cmp), cluster separation (Sep)
and combined measure of overall cluster quality (Ocq), to evaluate both the intra-cluster homogeneity and
inter-cluster separation of the clustering result. The definitions of these functions are given below.
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), where 1 is the standard deviation of the data set X, C

is the number of clusters.  is the centroid of the cluster ci, d( , - ) is the distance between the centroid of
ci and the centroid of cj.
23 = 0.5 ×  + 0.5 × "#. The lower the Ocq value, the better the quality of the overall output
clusters.
In our study, 6 was the optimal number of clusters generated from the data set because Ocq had the
lowest value at k = 6. Table 2 shows a summary of the 6 clusters that were generated. We assigned a role label
to each of these clusters to designate the role played by the contributors. We categorized the contributors that
belong to cluster 1 as all-round contributors since they were engaged in almost all types of actions.
Contributors in cluster 2 were labeled as watchdogs since most of their actions were reverts. Cluster 3 included
contributors who created sentences while seldom engaging in other actions and were hence called starters.
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Contributors that belonged to cluster 4, on the other hand, not only created sentences, but justified them with
links and references. They were therefore classified as content justifiers. Both starters and content justifiers,
however, rarely modified existing sentences created by themselves or other people. Cluster 4 included copy
editors who contributed primarily through modifying existing sentences. Finally, those who primarily focused
on removing incorrect sentences, references and links were termed cleaners. Thus, a contributor for a given
Wikipedia article could assume one of these 6 roles or could be a casual contributor.
Table 2. Summary of contributors
Cluster #
1

2
3
4
5
6

Description of actions by contributors
Engaging in many types of actions including sentence creations, modifications, and
deletions and link and reference creations, modifications and deletions. Performing
actions more frequently than an average contributor
Focusing on reverts. Performing actions more frequently than an average contributor
Focusing on sentence creations and seldom engaging in other actions. Performing
actions less frequently
Focusing on three types of actions: sentence creations, link creations and reference
creations. Performing actions less frequently
Focusing on sentence modifications
Focusing on removing sentences, references and links

Role Label
All-round Editors

Watchdogs
Starters
Content Justifiers
Copy Editors
Cleaners

5. Identification of collaboration patterns
As the next step, we wanted to investigate how contributors assuming different roles collaborate with each
other for each Wikipedia article. For instance, there may be Wikipedia articles where starters create a large
chunk of text and then casual contributors are relied upon to modify it; or articles where all-round contributors
form a core group that insert much of the content and then continuously modify their own and other people’s
insertions. We attempted to identify collaboration patterns among the contributors with different roles. We used
clustering to group Wikipedia articles based on roles and actions performed by contributors in these articles.
We used the 1600 randomly selected Wikipedia articles described in Section IV as the data set. We
identified collaboration patterns by examining who does what for these articles. The collaboration among


contributors with different roles for the article p is represented as a vector  = < :/  >, < = 1. .11, > =

1. .7, where  , i = 1..11, represents the total number of one type of action (e.g., sentence creation) that

occurred to the article, and :/ , j = 1..7, the total number of one type of action (e.g., sentence creation)
performed by one type of contributor (e.g. all-round contributors) to the article. We constructed the vectors for
all of the selected 1600 articles and use them as input to the repeated K-means clustering algorithm described in
section IV. We set k, the number of clusters, to vary from 2 to 10. The repeated K-means algorithm resulted in
5 as the optimal number of clusters. Table 3 shows the characteristics of the 5 clusters, and each cluster is a set
of articles and has a corresponding collaboration pattern.
Table 3.Description of clusters and their corresponding collaboration patterns
Cluster#
1

2

3
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Collaboration pattern description
Content justifiers dominated in sentence creations (account for, on average, 72% of sentence creations),
reference creations (67%), and link creations (77%). Casual contributors played an important role in sentence,
link and reference modifications.
All-round contributors conducted 44% of sentence creations, 40% of sentence modifications, 47% of
sentence deletions and 70% of reference creations, 51% of reference deletions, 36% of link creations, 34% of
link modifications, and 41 % of link deletions. Starters also perform 23% of sentence creations.
Compared with other clusters, casual contributors played a more important role. Casual contributors
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contributed 48% of sentence creations and 56% of sentence modifications. They also created many references
and made reference modifications (58% and 50% respectively). Cleaners carried out 58% of sentence
deletions and 51% of link deletions.
4
All-round contributors dominated. They made 75% of sentence creation, 58% of sentence modifications,
74% of deletions, 90% of reference creations, 69% of link creation and 63% of link deletions. In addition,
copy editors made 24% of sentence modifications.
5
Starters dominate sentence creations (53%). Causal contributors played important roles in reference/link
creations and modifications and they are also responsible for 44% of sentence modifications. Meanwhile,
copy editors also contributing 24% of sentence modifications.
Note: Reverts and watchdogs were not included in the pattern description since watchdogs performed most of the reverts
(at least 78%) for pages in all of the clusters.

6. Relationship between collaboration patterns and data quality
Next, we examined the quality of articles in each cluster described in table 3. We examined the correlation
between the Wikipedia designated quality value and the collaboration pattern for each article in each cluster.
The collaboration patterns and data quality are strongly correlated (Kendall’s Tau-c = .15, p <.001) as shown in
Table 4. For instance, articles
a
Table 4. Relationship between collaboration patterns and data quality
that belong to cluster 4(where
all-round editors dominated)
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
are of high quality with 50%
Amount
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
of them being designated as
Featured 17
8
62
23
4
2
315 50
2
1
featured articles and 42% as
A-class
48
21
71
26
10
4
265 42
6
3
A-class articles by the
B-class
58
26
93
34
119 46
20
3
110 50
Wikipedia. The quality of
C-class
102
45
47
17
123 48
26
4
102 46
articles in cluster 3 (where
Total 225
100 273 100 256 100 626 100 220 100
casual contributors played a
a. Kendall’s Tau-c = .15, p < 0.001
dominant role) and in cluster
5 (where starters dominated sentence creations), on the other hand, is often questionable.
We then conducted pairwise Kruskal-Wallis
Table 5. Results of pairwise Kruskal-Wallis tests
tests to determine if the difference in data quality
Clusters in comparison
Chi-square
p-value
between pairs of collaboration patterns was
Cluster 4 vs. Cluster 2
141.58
.000
significant. As summarized in Table 5, the
Cluster 2 vs. Cluster 1
47.76
.000
differences in quality between these patterns
Cluster 1 vs. Cluster 3
7.15
.007
(except between cluster 3 and cluster 5) were
Cluster 3 vs. Cluster 5
0.04
.842
statistically significant (p <0.01).
7. Discussion and Conclusion
Lih (2004) proposed two of the most widely used quality indicators of Wikipedia articles, “rigor” (number of
edits) and “diversity” (number of unique editors). Although the idea that edits correspond to an increase in
article quality is in general true, different contributors may contribute in different ways. Hence, the path to
quality improvement may differ from one article to another. We believe that in essence, data quality depends
on different types of contributors, i.e., the roles they play, and the way they collaborate.
In our research, we identified various roles a contributor may assume for a given article in the Wikipedia.
Our research differs from (Anthony et al. 2005; Bryant et al. 2005) on two aspects. First, we define a
contributor’s role specifically for a given article, rather than for the Wikipedia community as a whole, since a
role can vary from article to article. Secondly, we propose a novel approach to identifying roles by mining the
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provenance, i.e., various actions carried out by a contributor on an article. Our research is also the first of its
kind to identify collaboration patterns based on provenance in terms of who does what. We illustrate the impact
of different collaboration patterns on data quality and identify patterns that are preferable or detrimental for
quality: Articles developed using patterns where all-round editors played a dominant role are often of high
quality, while patterns where starters and casual contributors dominate are often associated with low data
quality.
Why do different collaboration patterns impact data quality differently? It is worth further studying the
characteristics of different patterns and their impact on data quality. As a first step, we made two observations.
First, a conspicuous problem with certain patterns is the lack of references in the articles. The reference ratio
(ratio between the number of reference creations and sentence creations) is only 0.11 for articles in cluster 5
(where starters dominated sentence creations) while it is 0.42 for those in cluster 4 (where all-round editors
dominated). A possible reason can be that the starters who dominated sentence creations for articles in cluster 5
tended to create sentences without citing sources, while other people often did not bother (or were unable), to
identify the sources of these sentences. Secondly, articles developed in patterns where all-round editors
dominated (including cluster 2 and cluster 4) have a much higher edit ratio (ratio between the number of
sentence modifications and sentence creations) than those developed in other patterns. This is probably because
unlike starters and content justifiers, all-round editors not only create sentences and justify them with links and
references, but also modify the sentences created by themselves. This kind of “self policing” accounts for 31%
of modifications made by all-round editors. The present quality control mechanism in the Wikipedia focuses on
peer review. Our observations show that “self justifications” and “self policing” are equally important since it
takes extra effort to add references and correct errors in sentences created by other people. Our observations
call for a software tool that alerts contributors to justify their insertions by adding links and references. It is also
necessary to develop mechanisms that motivate the contributors to revisit and modify their inserted sentences.
Our research goes beyond past research that attempts to automatically assess the quality of Wikipedia
articles. Rather, our research focuses on understanding the relationship between collaboration patterns and data
quality, thus providing insights to develop mechanisms that may guarantee and improve quality. We believe
our research paves the way for developing new software tools for collaboration for the Wikipedia to encourage
specific role setting and collaboration patterns to improve the quality of articles.
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Abstract
Various process reference models have bee n developed by system ve ndors, consulting firms, and
academic resea rchers t o fa cilitate b usiness p rocess d esign. Althou gh these referen ce mo dels
complement each other in terms of scope and contents, research on leveraging multiple reference
models to su pport process desig n has been sca nt. In addition, it is d ifficult to efficien tly sea rch,
discover, a nd sha re pr ocess knowledge i n t hose ref erence mo dels, w hich gre atly hi nders t heir
usability. Th is resea rch gap is la rgely due to a la ck o f in novative too ls fo r man aging process
knowledge. I n t his pa per, w e bri dge t his gap by desi gning and dev eloping a We b 2. 0 Pr ocess
Repository (W PR) to integrate and manage proc ess knowledge from multiple sourc es. Several
innovative features of WPR, such as a collaborative multi-facet process classification framework
and case -based pr ocess des ign support, are di scussed. A pr ototype syst em is dev eloped to
demonstrate WPR.
Keywords: Business process management, business process design, case-based design, process
reference model, collaborative work, web 2.0

1. Introduction
Today, business process management (BPM) systems have become an integral part of modern
enterprises’ IT infrastructures as indicated by the fast growing BPM software market estimated to reach
$6 billion in 2011. Process design is the foundation and most critical component of BPM, where new
business processes are developed to meet specific business problems and/or existing processes are revised
to improve their performance. Current process design practice usually refers to process designs from
some industry standards as the starting point instead of completely starting from scratch or only looking
at as-is processes (Reijers et al. 2008). Over the past several decades, researchers and practitioners have
packaged their process design knowledge and best business practices in different industries in the form of
process reference models, such as SAP Process Reference Model (http://help.sap.com/content/
bestpractices/baseline/), Oracle Best Practice Processes (http://www.oracle.com/applications/industryreference-models.html), MIT Process Handbook(http://ccs.mit.edu/ph/), and RosettaNet Partner Interface
Processes (PIPs) library (http://www.rosettanet.org), and various business process templates from BPM
software vendors. In this paper, we use process reference model in a broader sense to include any set of
organized process design knowledge. Based on our case studies as detailed in the next section, we found
several issues with existing reference models. For example, it is difficult to explore those models to find
most relevant process information to the current process design need due to the limitation of keywordbased search. It is also not easy to find similar process designs across different reference models due to
their diverse ways of classifying process designs. These issues greatly hinder the usability of existing
process reference models. As such, a more efficient and innovative solution for managing process
knowledge in various reference models is an imperative for business process management.
In this paper, we provide a solution by developing an innovative process knowledge management system
named Web 2.0 Process Repository (WPR). Our contributions are three-fold: first, we identify several key
research issues with existing process reference models in terms of process design support. Second, we
study process design using collaborative knowledge management theory to provide design guidelines for
1
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our process repository in order to address the research issues. Third, we implement a prototype system of
WPR and discuss its unique features.
2. Case Studies on Process Reference Models
In our previous research (Wang and Wu 2009), we conducted a case study of three process reference
models, i.e. MIT Process Handbook (PH), SAP Process Reference Model (PRM), and RosettaNet PIPs,
which are freely available and represent process reference models from academia, system vendor, and
standards organization respectively. Based on that case study, we collected and analyzed additional data
on process reference models including Oracle Best Practice Processes and PwC Best Practices
(http://globalbestpractices.pwc.com/), which are commercial products. In our case studies, we compared
different reference models according to a set of features such as the business functions covered, process
modeling notation used, technical details provided, number of process models included, and real world
customer cases presented. In this section, we briefly report our findings on these process reference models
that motivate our research.
Research I ssue 1 : Although different process reference models complement each other in terms of
contents and scopes, research on leveraging multiple process reference models for better process design
has been scant. Different reference models often have different emphasis and scopes, e.g. SAP reference
model is developed around ERP applications, and RosettaNet PIPs are designed to facilitate B2B ebusiness. At the same time, process reference models also overlap in contents, e.g. order handling process
is included by SAP, Oracle, and RosettaNet. Therefore, the union of multiple process reference models
provides a much larger process knowledge base than each individual ones. Given the diverse process
design requirements, a certain process design need might only be best supported by more than one
reference model. In addition, different reference models usually provide their unique perspectives even
for the same business process. However, based on our literature review, we found that research on
leveraging multiple process reference models for better process design has been scant.
Research Issue 2: There is no standard classification scheme used by existing process reference models to
categorize their process designs. SAP, Oracle, MIT and RosettaNet classify their processes into different
business functions, such as sales, marketing, accounting, etc. However, the number of business functions
and function names are not consistent. For example, sales processing is categorized in SAP's reference
model under “Order to Cash” category, while a similar process is categorized in Oracle's model under
“Sales”. Other classification schemes are also used. For example, MIT also classifies their processes
using a “process compass” with four dimensions, whereas PwC uses the process classification framework
developed by APQC (http://www.apqc.org) to categorize its best practices into 13 relatively general
business processes. We argue that a standard and multi-facet process classification framework is
necessary in order to efficiently combine and organize process knowledge from different sources.
Research Issue 3: There is very limited support for e fficient searching, discovering, and sharing process
knowledge in existing process ref erence models. The process reference models we studied are provided
mostly in the form of text documents and process maps classified into a tree-like hierarchy according to
their classification schemes as either linked web pages, e.g. reference models from SAP, MIT,
RosettaNet, PWC, and Ultimus or packaged software components, e.g. reference models from Oracle and
Tibco. In order to find a certain process design case, the users usually have to understand how the case is
classified or use keyword-based search to locate the case, which often does not return the most relevant
results based on our testing on the web-based reference models from SAP, MIT and RosettaNet. Thus, it
is not a trivial task to find most relevant process information to the current process design need.
Therefore, a more efficient and innovative mechanism for exploring process knowledge in various
reference models is necessary.
Research Issue 4: Limited private process information in process reference models verses massive public
process know ledge on the Internet. Although some of the process reference models we studied can be
accessed free of charge, e.g. models from SAP, MIT, and RosettaNet, all models are mostly created and
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maintained privately by internal experts from their organizations.. However, this “closed” approach to
managing process knowledge has drawbacks such as limited process information, infrequent updates, and
no user participation and feedback. We found that Internet provides massive public process knowledge.
For example, searches on keywords such as “sale order processing” and “human resource management
process” on Google return hundreds of relevant web pages with process maps. The public process
knowledge on Internet offers more diverse process design scenarios, covers broader scopes, and
represents experience from a much larger group of experts than any individual process reference model.
Therefore, how to leverage process knowledge on Internet and harness social intelligence to better
support process design is a challenging research issue.
These research issues motivate us to develop an innovative process repository to better support process
design. Next, we study process design from a collaborative knowledge management perspective to
provide a theoretical foundation for the design of our process repository.
3. A Knowledge Management Perspective to Process Design
In Nonaka’s classic “spiral” model for organizational (social) knowledge creation (Nonaka 2005),
knowledge is created through a cycle of four intertwining modes of conversion between tacit and explicit
knowledge: internalization, externalization, socialization and combination. Internalization refers to the
conversion of explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge, which corresponds to the traditional notions of
learning, understanding or sense-making. Externalization refers to the expression of tacit knowledge as
explicit knowledge, which corresponds to the traditional notion of codification. Socialization refers to
creating tacit knowledge through social interactions and shared experience. Combination refers to
creating explicit knowledge from other explicit knowledge, through merging, categorizing, sorting, or recontextualizing. Process design can be studied using Nonaka’s spiral model of knowledge creation.
Process designers “internalize” by exploring and learning from past designs. They “externalize” by
documenting their design knowledge. They “socialize” through collaborating in designs or other means of
interaction. They “combine” by categorizing, reusing and assembling past designs. Through a cycle of
these knowledge conversions, the organization (or community) builds up its process knowledge base from
individuals’ knowledge. Therefore, a good process repository n eeds to support all forms of knowledge
creation modes and foster spiral knowledge creation cycles.
Motivated by our theoretical framework of process knowledge creation, we propose several key
requirements for our process repository, which help address the research issues presented in the previous
section as shown Table 1. These five features collectively support all four modes of process knowledge
creation. As far as we know, no existing process repository has these features. We show next how we
leverage Web 2.0 technologies to realize these features in our process repository to address the four
research issues identified in Section 2 and provide better process design support.
Table 1. Key Features of Proposed Web 2.0 Process Repository
Legends: Internalization (I), Externalization (E), Socialization (S), Combination (C)
Key Features of Proposed Process Repository
Knowledge
Creation Research
Mode(s) Supported
Addressed
Collaborative Classification and Tagging
E, S, C
1, 2, 4
Advanced Search and Exploration
I
3
Design Classification and Recommendation
C
1, 2, 3
Collaborative Process Modeling
I, E, C
1, 4
Feedback and Reputation Management
S, C
3, 4

Issue(s)

4. The Web 2.0 Process Repository (WPR)
In order to harness the social intelligence for supporting process design, we design and develop a Web 2.0
Process Repository (WPR). The key novel features are discussed in this section.
4.1 A Collaborative Multi-facet Process Classification Framework
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As noted in the Research Issue 2, existing process reference models classify process designs according to
different classification schemes (facets) (Prieto-Diaz 1991). In addition, even if the same facet is chosen,
e.g. business function, the categories within the facet defined by different reference models usually do not
agree with one another. We propose a collaborative multi-facet process classification framework to
address this issue. In particular, there are three key tasks in order to implement our framework:
1) Consolidating classification categories within a single facet from different sources. SAP, Oracle,
RossettaNet and MIT all classify their process designs according to business functions, such as sales,
marketing, production, etc, but the number and names of business functions used are quite different.
For example, the numbers of top-level business functions defined in each reference models are as
follows: SAP (9), Oracle (20), RossettaNet (7), MIT (10). We manually consolidated the business
function categories from those four datasets using the approach informally described as follows: a)
we take the set of categories C = {c1, c2, …, ci} from one dataset as a starting point, then b) we go
over each category from another dataset c’j  C’, C’ = {c’1, c’2, …, c’j} and determine whether there is a
category ci  C that is semantically equivalent to c’j. If yes, ci and c’j are merged into ci, otherwise add
c’j to C. c) repeat step b) for all remaining datasets and the resulting C is the set of consolidated
categories. By consolidating the business function categories from the aforementioned four datasets,
we get a total number of 14 categories for business function facet. We are in the process of
consolidating subcategories for more detailed process classification based on business functions.
2) Developing baseline multiple classification facets with initial categories. A process design usually has
multiple perspectives. Therefore, a multi-facet process classification is needed to represent those
perspectives and support exploration of process designs based on multiple perspectives. We have
identified several process classification facets as the baseline as discussed below:
 Business function: we have discussed this in task 1.
 Industry: business processes are industry dependent. For example, processes from the same
business function, such as R&D, could be very different between telecommunication companies
and pharmaceuticals companies. We use the business categories from the Open Directory Project
(http://www.dmoz.org/Business/) as the baseline industry categories for this facet, which has 27
categories in total.
 APQC’s process classification framework: This framework has been widely used to benchmark
process performance, where processes are classified into operating processes with 7 subcategories
and management processes with 6 subcategories.
 Supply Chain Operations Reference-model (SCOR) (http://www.supply-chain.org/): SCOR is
another well-known classification scheme for supply chain processes, which is based on five
distinct management processes: Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, and Return.
Note that additional facets can always be added to provide additional classification perspectives.
3) Utilizing social tagging and classification in maintaining and evolving the multi-facet process
classification framework. Tasks 1 and 2 showed that a multi-facet process classification takes a lot of
efforts to build and maintain and predefined categories may not be sufficient to classify some process
designs. Social tagging and social classification are new fields that have attracted significant research
interests (Wu et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2007). Social tagging allows metadata to be created
collaboratively by data consumers versus data producers. In our WPR, users can develop new facets
and categories through social classification. Users can also add free-form tags to process design
documents to add additional information for process design exploration and reuse. The tags can be
used later to classify process designs into facets and categories. In this way, our process classification
framework can be maintained by leveraging social intelligence.
Compared to keyword-based searches found in most existing process reference models, our multi-facet
classification allows users to contribute structural knowledge, in addition to knowledge that can be
embedded in tags or textual description. The classification system allows users retrieve information
through recognition of category names instead of recall of query keywords, where recognition is far easier
than recall.
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4.2 Process Design Classification and Recommendation
Based on the initial multi-facet process classification framework, WPR supports “guided classification”,
using novel interfaces to guide users to manually categorize process design documents into the
framework. However, for a large growing process design repository like WPR, human efforts alone will
not be sufficient to keep the design documents “fully” classified. WPR also classifies process design
documents automatically based on their contents and metadata. We have evaluated a number of
automated classification techniques for WPR and found the Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique to
be most effective based on preliminary results. The system-made classifications can be approved, rejected
or modified by users via feedback mechanisms. With guided classification, automated classification and
feedback mechanisms, WPR allow users collaboratively evolve a rich, multi-facet process classification.
Design recommendations address the information overload issue in a large design repository. Exploring
and reusing past solutions as a problem-solving approach is called case-based reasoning. Case-based
reasoning has been applied in many fields, such as software design and reuse (Wu and Cao 2008). We
apply case-based reasoning in WPR to allow users to post their design requirements, request for design
recommendations and recommend relevant existing designs to each other’s problem situations. As a
recommender suggests an existing business process design to a problem situation, the system will ask the
recommender to specify the facets along which they are related to each other. In other words, the system
will ask recommender to categorize the past design into categories related to the current situation. The
recommender who has suggested design cases also in effect suggest perspectives (facets) along which the
design space can be further explored. In addition, such a recommendation mechanism enriches the
process repository by classifying existing design cases and help design reuse in the future. In addition to
user recommendations, WPR will also provide systematic recommendations based on a combination of
inputs by leveraging research in recommender systems.
4.3 Collaborative Process Modeling and Other Supporting Features
Collaborative design promotes the best practice and produces high-quality designs. We are developing a
web-based process modeling tool that allows users to collaboratively develop process models. This tool
also allows users to develop situational business processes by reusing and assembling existing process
segments (Mirbel and Ralyte 2006). Feedback and reputation management are important to any online
knowledge communities. User feedbacks help improve a design, or help determine a design’s quality and
reusability. A reputation system helps motivate a user to contribute to the design repository. WPR utilizes
user feedbacks, reuse statistics and user interactions to manage user reputation.
4.4 A Prototype of WPR
We have built a prototype of WPR based on a set of open-source tools. Figure 1 shows the screenshots of
the system. One the left, you can see the main page of WPR, where advanced search and navigation
function based on multi-facet process classification framework is provided. One the right, you can see the
detail page for each uploaded process design document. On this page, the users can classify process
design into different facets and categories, add custom tags and provide feedback to the design and
classification. Currently, we have 277 process design documents uploaded and classified in the system.
WPR can be used internally by organizations to better manage their process knowledge or implemented
as a public repository to capture process design knowledge from the community.
4.5 Evaluation Plan
It is important to thoroughly evaluate the utility, quality and efficacy of our WPR. We will test some
common hypotheses about the utility of WPR, such as WPR will reduce the process design efforts /time,
and WPR will improve the process design quality, measured by expert rating or customer feedback. We
are designing experiments with student groups. For example, students will be divided into the test group
and control group. Both groups will be assigned the same process design tasks in a limited period of time.
Only the test group will use WPR. Domain experts will evaluate the results from the two groups on
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aspects such as quality and completeness of the designs. It is anticipated that the test group will perform
better than the control group by being able to explore, reuse and collaborate on designs more effectively
through WPR. We will collaborate with industry vendors to evaluate and apply WPR in real business
settings, such as enhancing vendors’ process classifications using WPR’s user-generated classification
scheme, and benchmarking one vendor’s process reference model against its competitors' using WPR.

User ratings for
the
process

Summary of process
design documents

User-defined tags

Design navigation based on
multi-facet classification

Users can add facets Process classifications
and categories
with user ratings

Figure 1. Screenshots of WPR

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we identified several issues with existing process reference models in terms of process
design support based on case studies. Then, we proposed a collaborative knowledge management
approach to designing and developing a Web 2.0 Process Repository (WPR) to address those issues. To
the best of our knowledge, WPR is the first process repository that leverages Web 2.0 technologies to
combine and manage process knowledge from multiple sources. We are continuously enhancing WPR’s
features and will conduct experiments to thoroughly evaluate WPR.
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Abstract
The recent quality scandal in Chinese dairy industry has revealed a serious problem: the quality
inspection processes are lack of effective methods to avoid inspection errors when suppliers
deceive in order to maximize their profit. The solution to this problem relies on incorporating
domain knowledge into the inspection policies that guide an inspection process. However, domain
knowledge cannot be captured in the traditional mathematical or statistical models used in quality
management. To fill this void, we propose a belief-desire-intention modeling approach to factor
the domain knowledge of the inspection environment, the inspection capability of various
measurements, and the associated risks for inspection errors. The proposed model can be used as
a foundation to design intelligent systems to monitor and detect quality problems timely and
effectively.
Keywords: Quality management, inspection policy, belief-desire-intention model, tainted milk scandal

1. Introduction
In quality management, inspection is widely used to determine the conformance of product quality to the
required specification. However, errors can happen when a supplier deceives in the inspection to conceal
the real quality through producing a “conforming quality” that satisfies the requirement. An inspection
error may lead to serious consequences. For example, in 2008, some suppliers for Sanlu, a well-known
Chinese dairy manufacture, diluted milk for profits and added melamine to dupe an inspection for
determining protein content, affecting some 294,000 infants and killing six (Xin et al. 2008). This tragic
scandal can be attributed to the inspection error of accepting nonconforming units.

Figure 1. Quality Inspection Process

Inspection errors can be classified into sampling errors and diagnostic errors (Starbird,et al. 2006). Figure
1 describes the inspection process (Kim et al. 2007). Based on the quality requirement, the inspection
policies determine the set of product attributes to be measured and the samples to be selected. Through
measuring activities, each attribute is assigned a value for a particular sample of product, indicating the
quality. If those values meet the specifications, the sample can be regarded as having conforming quality.
Sampling error occurs when the selected samples do not represent the entire product and diagnostic error
occurs when the attributes of a sample are incorrectly measured. The traditional statistic models always
focus on developing effective statistic models to eliminate the sampling errors, with the assumption that
there exist no diagnostic errors or diagnostic errors are regarded as a known function (Mandroli, et al.
2006). Currently, there is no effective method to deal with diagnostic errors. However, in reality,
diagnostic errors are unavoidable for two reasons. First, in some domains, the quality requirements are
hard to be directly measured due to the limitations of available technology. Furthermore, since different
inspection methods incur different costs, a method for indirect measurement is usually adopted for cost
saving purpose. For example, when measuring the quality of dairy products, a buyer has a quality
requirement on protein. However, it is costly and impractical to directly measure the protein content.
Thus, according to testing policy decision - Kjeldahl method, the nitrogen content is used as the measured
attribute to evaluate the protein content (Wikipedia: Kjeldahl_method).
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Consequently, diagnostic errors are difficult to avoid and should be considered in effective quality control.
The solution to this problem relies on incorporating domain knowledge into the inspection policies that
guide an inspection process. However, domain knowledge cannot be captured in the traditional
mathematical or statistical models used in quality management. To fill this void, we propose a beliefdesire-intention (BDI) modeling approach to factor the domain knowledge of the measuring environment,
the inspection capability of various measurements, and the associated risks for inspection errors. The
proposed model can be used as a foundation to design intelligent systems to monitor and detect quality
problems timely and effectively.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II presents the model components. The method for
reasoning is discussed in Section III. In section IV, we conclude with our contributions and the future
research direction.
2. Model Components
To identify the possible ways to conceal the real quality, we need to represent the domain specific
knowledge from the supplier’s perspective. With the domain knowledge, a supplier comprehends the
various means to fulfill the requirements of quality inspection. As a rational being, the supplier is driven
by its best interests, i.e., its desires, to choose an optimal approach to satisfy the inspection. Thus, we
adopt the theory of rational agent and model suppliers as a rational agent with information of the
inspection environment, certain objectives to accomplish, and reasoning capability for actions achieving
those objectives. In the BDI model we propose, we model what suppliers know about the inspection
domain as “belief”, what suppliers want to achieve as “desire”, and the actions they intent to perform as
“intention”. Under this belief-desire-intention model, belief and desire act as inputs and the intention is
derived using a deliberating mechanism from a set of beliefs and desires.
To capture the domain knowledge in the BDI-model, we adapt the concept of possible world widely used
in rational agent modeling (Cohen et al. 1990; Rao et al. 1991; Rao et al. 1998). A possible world consists
of a sequence of states indicating the past, a state indicating the current, and several alternative paths to
the future states. Each state occurs at a certain time point and can be characterized by a set of logic
propositions specifying what holds true at the time point. Each logic proposition is composed of (1)
primitive propositions representing knowledge of entities and relationships in the quality inspection
domain and (2) logic operators including propositional operators and temporal operators, whose symbols
and meanings are as follows
Propositional operators
Symbol Meaning

Temporal operators
Symbol Meaning

Symbol

Meaning

¬
logical not
◊{}
eventually
U{}
until
∧
logical and
□{}
Always
Optional{} Some optional path in the future
∨
logical or
○{}
next
Inevitable{} All paths in the future
Here we give an example to illustrate how to model the state of a raw milk supplier, denoted by Sini,
occurring on August 3, 2006. At this state, the raw milk supplier has domain knowledge of inspection
process, including what buyers require and how the inspection is taken. Also he knows the cost of making
a good quality product, and benefits he can obtain if the product meets the requirements. To represent the
knowledge available, values are assigned to primitive propositions of inspection process and those of cost
and benefit. If the knowledge is available on approaches to deceive in the inspection, values are assigned
to primitive propositions of deceiving approach. Table 1 shows some examples on these primitive
propositions.
More specific, if the supplier knows the quality requirement of protein content is inspected via measuring
the Nitrogen content with a specification range of “>0.46”, then a value “inspection_policy (Kjeldahl
method, Protein, Nitrogen, >0.46)” is assigned true in this state. If the knowledge of the deceiving
approaches is not available, then the corresponding primitive propositions are null. 
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Category

Primitive
propositions of
inspection
process
Primitive
propositions of
cost and benefit
Primitive
propositions of
deceiving
approach

Table 1. Examples of Primitive Propositions
Primitive
Notes

Inspection policy (Ip) refers to the decision of which attribute (At)
inspection_policy(
to be measured, its corresponding specification set (SL) for a
Ip, Qr, At, SL)
specific quality requirement (Qr).
measuring_value( Measuring value (Mv) refers to the value of measured attribute
Mv, At, G)
(At) for a particular product (G).
production_cost(
Production cost (Cp) refers to the costs spent in a product (G) to
Cp, Mv, G)
obtain a measuring value (Mv) during the real quality production.
Revenue (R) is a function of price (P), penalty (Pn), cost (C),
revenue(R, P, Pn,
production cost (Cp), and deception cost (Cd) for a particular
Cp, Cd, G)
product (G).
Deception (Da) refers to the approach to using a certain deceiving
deception(Da,
material (Dm) to deceiving in the measurement of a measured
Dm, At)
attribute (At).
deception_cost(C Deception cost (Cd) refers to the costs spent in a product (G) to
d, Da, Mv, G)
obtain a measuring value (Mv) during the quality deception (Da).

Primitive
maximize_revenu Maximize revenue (MaxR) is a predicate. It is true in a state when
propositions of
e(MaxR)
the revenue in this state is more than other state.
goal
Note that the evolving of a state to a new one can be triggered by an event. The happening of an event e is
denoted by happens(e). The path from state si to state sj is the sequence of states that need to be gone
through during the transition from si to sj, denoted as Path (si, sj). For example, Sini can be evolved to a
new one denoted by Stra, triggered by an event of “real quality producing.” In the new state, the supplier
produces a product “milk” with a value of “0.5” in Nitrogen content. Given that the supplier knows the
production cost is $5, the primitive propositions of “measuring_value(0.5, Nitrogen, milk)” and
“production_cost($5, 0.5, milk)” are assigned true in Stra.
Using a combination of propositional and temporal operators, knowledge or estimations about the future
can be represented in a particular state. Take the above example, in the Sini, the supplier knows “real
quality producing” is one of his choices. If he takes this action, he will spent $5 to obtain 0.5 of Nitrogen
in his product. Thus, the propositions of “optional ○ {measuring_value(0.5, Nitrogen, milk)}” and
“optional○{production_cost($5, 0.5, milk)}” can be assigned true in Sini.
Next, we formally define the concept of possible world.
Definition 1: A possible world w is defined to be a 5-tuple, w=<S, L, E, H, sc>, where S is the set of states,
L is the set of truth assignments to the primitive propositions Φ at each state s∈S in w, i.e. L={L(w,s): Φ
→{true, false},s∈S}, E is a set of atomic events, H is a set of relations on the states S and events E, i.e. H
 كS×E×S, and sc∈S is the current state of the world w.
The possible world is a temporal concept. Each possible world is marked by the time point of the current
state and it can be represented as a time tree, with the nodes of the tree representing the states S and the
links representing the relations H. Each node is associated with a set of the truth assignments L(w,s)∈L.
Each link is associated with an event e∈E.
Figure 2 shows an example of possible world of a raw milk supplier, denoted by Bini. Bini is marked by the
time point of current state Sini, i.e., August 3, 2006. There are three options for the supplier to choose,
leading to three future states. With the different assignment of primitive propositions in future states, the
supplier knows he may generate a revenue of $5, $-12.5 or no revenue after he performs one of the
optional actions.
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Figure 2. Possible world Bini

To model what a supplier believes, desires, and intents, we use belief-, desire-, and intention- accessibility
relations, respectively, to link different possible worlds. When the world evolves, we say the world is in a
new state in which new facts hold and the sets of belief-, desire-, and intention- accessible worlds have
been altered. In other words, beliefs, desires, and intentions have changed. A BDI model can be formally
defined as follows.
Definition 2: A BDI model M is defined to be a 5-tuple, M=<W,B,D,I, Sc>, where W is a set of possible
worlds w, and B, D, and I map the actual world to the belief, desire, and intention-accessible worlds,
respectively, i.e. B كW×Sc×W, D كW×Sc×W, and I كW×Sc×W, where Sc is the set of the current states
shared by the actual world and the belief, desire, and intention-accessible worlds.
A proposition φ is said to be believed in a current state, denoted BEL(φ), if and only if it is true in all its
belief-accessible worlds in the current state. So are similar with desires and intentions, denoted by DES(φ)
and INTENDS(φ).

Figure 3. A BDI Model in State Sini

Figure 3 shows a part of BDI model of a raw milk supplier. On August 3, 2006, Sini is the current state
shared by actual world Aw and the belief-accessible world (Bini), desire-accessible worlds (Dini1, Dini2),
and intention-accessible world (Iini). In all its belief-accessible worlds, the facts such as inspection policy,
optional get revenue, and optionally get punished, hold true. Thus, these facts are believed by the supplier
in Sini. The supplier has two desire-accessible worlds, Dini1 and Dini2. The proposition of getting punished
holds true in one desire-accessible world, while false in the other. Thus, the supplier doesn’t desire to be
punished since the proposition of getting punished does not hold true both his desire-accessible worlds.
Moreover, there’s one intention-accessible world Iini, in which the supplier intends to do quality
production.
As time goes by, say on April 2, 2007, the actual world is in a new current state Smel where new
knowledge, such as the deceiving approach of melamine, becomes available. New possible worlds Bmel,
Dmel, and Imel will be mapped to actual world by belief-, desire-, and intention-accessible relations
respectively.
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3. Execution Procedure and Deliberating Mechanism
In this section we discuss how to identify the actions a supplier may take to meet the inspection
specifications through reasoning from a BDI model. Since the knowledge of a supplier changes along
with the time, the belief- and desire-accessible worlds in the BDI model are different at different time
points. Therefore, we develop an execution procedure to update the knowledge in the belief- and desireaccessible worlds at different time points. At every time point, the procedure uses a deliberating
mechanism to determine a supplier’s intension from its beliefs and desires. Next, we first discuss the
execution procedure and then the deliberating mechanism.
BDI-interpreter
Initialize-state();
Repeat
belief-set := belief-updating(event-queue);
// reads the event queue and updates the belief sets.
desire-set := desire-updating(goals);
// updating the desire sets with new goals.
selected-intentions := deliberate(belief-set, desire-set);
// generates a set of intentions.
update-intentions(selected-intentions);
// push these selected intentions onto stack.
screen-for-deceiving-intension();
// execution of intention stack to monitor deceiving actions.
End repeat
Figure 4. Execution Procedure

Figure 4 shows the details of the execution procedure. The procedure constantly updates the knowledge in
the belief- and desire-accessible worlds through a loop. At the beginning of the loop, the new facts of the
inspection environment are collected to update the belief-accessible world. Those facts can be manifested
by the relevant events such as the identification of previously unknown deception approaches and the
changes of inspection policies. The new facts lead to the evolving of the actual world to a new state
associated with new belief- and desire-accessible worlds. The knowledge in the desire-accessible world is
also updated with the supplier’s new goals such as “food safety policy concerns” and “avert loss”. Next,
the knowledge in the intention-accessible world is derived using the deliberating mechanism. If the
procedure identifies that supplier intends to take certain deceiving actions, an alert is signaled.
The deliberating mechanism uses the knowledge in the belief- and desire-accessible worlds as input to
derive the intension-accessible world, which shows all the actions for the supplier to accomplish its goal.
The basic idea is as follows. If a supplier has a goal φ and s/he believes that event e leads to φ then the
supplier intends to do e. This rule can be formulated as follows:

v, (w, s0, v) ∈D and M, Pathv(s0,s1) ٧ maximize_revenue(MaxR)
v’, (w, s0, v’) ∈B , s1∈Sv’, and M, Pathv’(s0,s1) ٧ happens(e)
ـ
M, ws0 ٧ INTEND (happens(e))
where Pathw(s0,s1) denotes the path from state s0 to state s1 in the world w; ٧ denotes the satisfaction of
formulas; and  ـmeans implies. The expression M, Pathw(s0,s1) ٧φ is read as “the path from s0 to s1 in the
world w of the BDI model M satisfies φ.” The expression A  ـB means “if A is true then B is also true.”
Here we use the example used above to illustrate how the BDI model be reasoned to identify the actions a
supplier may take. On August 2006, the knowledge of inspection environment and supplier’s goal
“maximize_revenue(MaxR)” is captured and represented by belief-accessible world Bini and desireaccessible worlds Dini1 and Dini2. As shown in Figure 3, the supplier wants to “maximum_revenue(MaxR)”
at state stra in the desire-accessible world Dini1 and he believes the event quality_producing will lead to
state stra in his belief-accessible world Bini. By deliberating mechanism, the procedure can determine that
the supplier intends to do quality production.
Without finding deceiving intentions, the BDI model will repeat the loop to collect new knowledge of
inspection environment and supplier’s desires. There’s no new knowledge for update until April 2, 2007,
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when the knowledge of melamine as a deceiving approach become available in the reports on “2007 pet
food recalls.” As shown in Figure 5, the world is in a new state Smel with new belief-accessible world Bmel
and desire-accessible world Dmel. Primitive propositions such as the deception approach, deception cost,
are assigned values based on the knowledge of melamine. The revenue in Stra and Seva can be calculated
by the function of price, penalty, production cost and deception cost. Because the deception cost of using
melamine is less than the cost of traditional quality producing, MaxR is true in Seva. Moreover, the
supplier believes that Seva (evade the inspection) can be achieved by quality_deceiving using melamine.
Therefore, via the deliberating process in Smel, a quality_deceiving intention is determined and identified.
An alarm will be triggered for the deceiving through melamine. Note that using our approach, the
knowledge available from other domains, such as the pet food domain in this example, can be
incorporated to identify the new deception approach that can be taken by a supplier.

Figure 5. Deliberating Process in Smel

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a BDI modeling approach to model the domain knowledge of quality
inspection. Moreover, the reasoning procedure we developed can help analyze the actions a supplier can
take in the inspection process. This model provides a foundation to design intelligent systems to monitor
and detect quality problems timely and effectively. We are currently in the process of extending this
research in several directions. First, we will do a simulation to validate our approach. Second we will
implement these models into agent based systems for automatic detecting quality problem and reducing
the inspection errors.
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Abstract
Process control mechanisms may not always succeed in producing desired outcomes. We propose
an itera tive app roach that (a) a pplies data mining classification techn iques in order to discover
the conditions under which a controlled process produces undesired or sub-optimal outcomes and
(b) uses this information to improve the control mechanism. While this approach shows promise
for application in a variety of process control problem domains, in this paper we illustrate its use
by a pplying i t t o a chr onic di sease ca re pro blem i n a heal thcare m anagement or ganization,
specifically th e trea tment o f p atients with typ e 2 d iabetes mellitu s. In particular, the p roposed
iterative approach is used to improve a canonical treatment strategy (based on clinical guidelines)
by predicting and elimi nating treat ment fai lures, w hich delay or prevent patients from reac hing
evidence-based goals.
Keywords: process control improvement, data mining, simulation.

1. Introduction, Motivation, and Related Work
In a process control framework (Figure 1), a control mechanism attempts to manage a system so that it
produces desired outcomes. A system to be controlled has
an internal state that is affected by actions coming from the
control mechanism (and typically is also affected
independently by environmental conditions or through
internal processes in the system). The control mechanism
checks the resulting state of the system (feedback) and takes
Figure 1. Process control framework.
further action if the system is not in a desired goal state.
In this paper, we model the control mechanism as a control strategy , i.e., a set of decision rules
intended to bring the system to a desired state. However, a control strategy may not succeed in bringing
the system to goal (control failure). We propose an approach to (a) identify specific conditions in which a
failure to control occurs and (b) amend the control strategy to achieve desired outcomes. We demonstrate
this approach by applying it to a setting of chronic disease care, specifically to the treatment of type 2
diabetes mellitus.
In prior work, process control has been extensively studied in manufacturing contexts, especially
chemical manufacturing (Seborg et al. 2004). Sadoyan et al. (2004) recognize that data mining offers
potential for improvement in this domain and have developed a data mining technique that applies to
manufacturing process control. Brehmer (1990) has applied process control to a wider set of problems
that rely on dynamic decision making,1 such as fire-fighting. Chronic disease management also falls
within this realm. Control failures occur in all these domains, making the problem of finding a general
way to improve process control of broad interest. We propose the application of a general inductive
machine learning algorithm, such as a decision tree classifier (Quinlan 1993), for process control
problems independent of their domain.
Decision-making contexts are dynamic if a series of decisions is required, the decisions are path-dependent, and
the environment changes in response to actions implemented on the basis of decisions as well as autonomously
(Brehmer 1990).
1
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In this paper, for the purposes of illustration, we choose an example in the medical domain to
demonstrate the power of this approach by taking existing information, e.g., from electronic medical
records, to discover how treatment outcomes can be improved. O’Connor et al. (2005) show that the use
of electronic medical records (EMR) correlates with an increase of lab tests being ordered, but the
outcomes of treatment may not be improved. The proposed approach is one way to address the issue of
using EMR information in order to customize care and intensify treatment for specific sub-groups of
patients who would not otherwise reach goals.
In Section 2, we provide a general description of each step of the process improvement approach and
simultaneously illustrate each step using an example in the diabetes care domain. In Section 3, we
present and discuss the results of applying the approach to diabetes care. Conclusions and some
opportunities for future work are outlined in Section 4.
2. Proposed Approach to Improving Process Control
A control strategy is successful it if brings a system to a goal state. However, a given control strategy
may not bring all aspects of the system to a goal state under certain conditions. The conditions under
which the strategy fails may be discovered through the application of machine learning techniques. Once
these conditions are identified, the strategy can be adjusted accordingly to take additional or corrective
action.
Chronic disease care example. We illustrate this approach by applying it to a process control problem of
chronic disease care, namely the care of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Diabetes requires the
long-term management of patients in order to prevent adverse events, such as heart attacks, strokes,
kidney failure, blindness, or amputations. This is achieved by bringing blood sugar (glucose) and blood
pressure below levels established by evidence-based medicine.2
A diabetes patient can be described as a system consisting of state variables, such as blood glucose
and blood pressure. Measurements of these variables consist of blood tests for glycosylated hemoglobin
A1c3 and cuff readings of systolic blood pressure (SBP). Each of these measures has an associated
evidence-based goal, and treatment is indicated until the levels are brought to or below these goals.
Physicians have two types of actions available to bring patients to goal: (a) treatment moves and (b)
scheduling moves. Treatment moves include prescribing diets, exercise regimens, oral medications, and
insulin; scheduling moves let physicians decide how often they will see a patient in order to evaluate and
adjust treatment.4 Treatment and scheduling moves are determined by a control strategy.
Initial control strategy. In the discussed process control framework, a system is controlled by a strategy
we seek to improve. This control strategy CS consists of a set of available actions and a set of rules
stating under which conditions what actions are invoked. These rules can be formulated as "IF...
THEN..." clauses.
A clinical treatment guideline can be considered such a control strategy. It contains rules of the form
“IF the patient has high cholesterol and has not been treated THEN prescribe an initial dose of a statin
medication.” The initial control strategy we adopt is based on the Staged Diabetes M anagement (4 th
Edition) (SDM) guideline (Mazze et al. 2005). This treatment guideline was formulated by a committee
of physicians, including diabetes specialists, and is considered an intensive treatment strategy, treating
multiple conditions at the same time and involving frequent visits (e.g., every two weeks). Recent
findings, such as those from the Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes (ACCORD) clinical
2

Cholesterol is also commonly treated in this context, but the treatment typically does not require complex
treatment strategies and, thus, contributes little to the illustration of the proposed process improvement approach.
3

A1c can be conceptualized as a 2-3 month moving average of the sugar levels in a patient’s blood.

4

For this study, patients are assumed to be perfectly adherent to treatment, i.e., they comply with prescribed diet and
exercise regimens and take all prescribed medications on time. The proposed approach can be adjusted to
incorporate assumptions about patient adherence.
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trial, provide indications that very intensive treatments may result in higher fatality when adverse events
such as heart attacks occur5 (ACCORD Study Group 2008). In addition, unnecessarily frequent office
visits are costly. Therefore, we examine a more conservative strategy as a starting point, apply the
proposed approach to identify conditions for which this strategy fails, and intensify treatment only under
these conditions, in effect creating a customized treatment strategy. While the proposed approach is
general and a number of different strategies could be chosen as a starting point, for the purposes of
illustration, we selected an initial control strategy that schedules visits every 90 days and only treats the
condition (blood glucose or blood pressure) that is farthest from goal.
We perform a simulation-based experiment (details in Step 1 below) using this initial control strategy
to treat a population of 10,000 synthetic patients (generated with the same characteristics as a real-world
population of type 2 diabetes patients managed by our partner healthcare organization) for one year. The
treatment outcomes are rated to identify failures; machine learning is applied to identify a condition for
which the initial control strategy fails; and the strategy is adjusted for this condition. The experiment is
then repeated using the resulting improved strategy for several iterations to demonstrate that repeated
improvement is possible.
We now describe the general steps of the proposed approach in detail. The description of each step is
accompanied by an example and description from the chronic disease care simulation experiment.
Step 1. Data collection. In order to improve the control strategy, its performance must be assessed. To
do this, data must be collected from either running the process in the real environment or simulating it.
While running or simulating the process, the observable state variables of the system to be controlled are
recorded along with the actions taken by the control strategy at different points in time. For each
processed instance, we obtain a state vector Vt = {v1, …, vn}. Based on the information in this vector, the
proposed approach identifies conditions for (a subset of) Vt under which the control strategy does not
produce desired outcomes.
For the chronic disease care example, simulation is the method of choice for obtaining data (since one
cannot easily experiment with real patients). Simulation allows estimating within-patient differences of
various treatment strategies and enables the creation of a large number of treatment cases in a short
amount of time. To be of value, the simulation must be based on a plausible model of the diabetes
patient. We use the model described in Dutta et al. (2005), which can be represented as Vt+∆ =
PatientModel(Vt, At, ∆), i.e., the model takes patient state Vt at time t and treatment actions At (e.g., diet,
exercise, oral medications, and insulin) as inputs and provides the resulting patient state Vt+∆ at a future
point in time t+∆. The vector Vt includes, for example, patient characteristics (A1c, SBP, etc.), and
current doses of medication.
Step 2. Quality measures. We define a quality measure Qt as an indicator of whether the state of the
system has improved or deteriorated between a prior point in time and t. For instance, success could be
defined as ||Vt-1 – G|| > ||Vt – G||, i.e., the system moved closer to goal, where G represents a vector for the
goal state.6
Quality measures correspond to the desired outcomes a control strategy should achieve. The
proposed approach uses quality measures to flag instances for which the strategy must be improved. To
illustrate this in the context of the chronic disease care problem, we define two quality measures: a longterm measure (Q1), in which success is defined as bringing a patient to evidence-based goals within one
year of treatment (i.e., A1c < 7% and systolic blood pressure (SBP) < 130 mmHg (Mazze et al. 2005));
The blood glucose arm of the ACCORD randomized clinical trial was terminated early out of safety concerns
relating to treatment intensity (ACCORD Study Group 2008).
5

6

Many other definitions are possible; e.g., if a specific rate of progress is desired, the quality measure could be
defined as ||Vt-1 – G|| > ||Vt – G + M||, where M represents a vector containing the desired minimal progress for each
component. Furthermore, quality measures can be calculated over different periods of time, not only from t-1 to t.
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and a short-term measure (Q2), which defines success as bringing the patient closer to goal between two
successive visits.
Step 3. Data mining problem statement. We can now state the data mining problem for process control
improvement as follows: Find a function f(Vt) to predict QT (where T is an arbitrary point in time such that
t < T, e.g., T = t+1 or T = 1 year). In natural language, the question is: Are there consistent patterns,
which indicate conditions at time t that result in a failure to control the system at time T?
Using (Q1) in the diabetes example, the data mining problem can be stated as: What initial health
characteristics (such as blood sugar levels, blood pressure, weight, etc.) and medications are predictors of
a patient not reaching evidence-based goals within one year of treatment? Using (Q2), what information
predicts the patient not making sufficient progress towards goal by the next visit?
Step 4. Data mining: decision tree induction. Since the goal of this process control improvement
approach is to identify and improve the control strategy for particular conditions under which control
failures occur, we use a decision tree algorithm for interpretability (Quinlan 1993). The decision tree
uncovers the components of system state V that have the greatest predictive power for whether the control
strategy will succeed.7 Rules can then be constructed by following the tree from the root to the leaves and
conjoining each intermediate node with a logical AND (Quinlan 1987).
Figure 2 shows a fragment of the decision tree constructed from the
diabetes patient example using the C4.5 decision tree algorithm (Quinlan
1993) and quality measure (Q1). An example rule for the shaded node
would be: “IF the patient initially has a systolic blood pressure (SBP) less
than 160 mmHg AND is already on more than 1,500mg Metformin8 for
glucose treatment, THEN the patient will not reach goal within one year of
treatment using the current treatment strategy.”
Step 5. Rule selection. After enumerating all the rules contained in the
decision tree, a rule specifying the conditions for which the control strategy
will be improved must be selected. Intuitively, to gain the most from
adjusting the strategy, this rule should have a large number of true positives
(TP) and a low number of false positives (FP). Improving the control
strategy based on the false positives would not be productive; similarly, a
rule containing a small number of cases could be idiosyncratic (spurious).
Figure 2. Example
In our example, we select the rule with the highest accuracy (defined as
decision tree.
TP/(TP+FP)). In the decision tree shown in Figure 2, this rule is “IF the
patient has an initial SBP greater than 160 mmHg THEN the patient will not be treated to goal within one
year.”
Step 6. Strategy update. The IF part of the selected rule provides the set of conditions for which the
control strategy needs to be improved. What remains is to select an appropriate action (for the THEN) so
that the new rule can be added to the control strategy CS, creating CS'. The identification of appropriate
actions depends on the specifics of the application domain. Below, we illustrate how this can be done for
the diabetes care example.
Given that the initial control strategy does not provide for sufficient treatment to bring the patient to
goal, an intensification of treatment is necessary. There are three options for intensification: (a) increase
number of visits resulting in more opportunities to treat, (b) increase number of medication doses given
for a condition (blood glucose or blood pressure) at a given visit, or (c) treating more than one condition
at a single visit. To ensure medical plausibility the proposed intensification can be derived from the
7

10-fold cross validation was used for the derivation of the decision tree.

8

Metformin is a widely used insulin sensitizer and often the first glucose drug prescribed for type 2 diabetes (Mazze
et al. 2005).
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treatment guideline SDM (Mazze et al. 2005). For option (a), the initial control strategy for diabetes
patients schedules visits every 90 days. SDM allows for blood pressure treatments every 30 to 60 days.
Thus, according to the above-mentioned rule, we conservatively increase scheduling to every 60 days, but
only for patients with an initial systolic blood pressure greater than 160 mmHg.
Step 7. Iterate. Having implemented this new rule, we can repeat the improvement process by running
the modified control strategy CS', collecting data, determining the quality measures, creating a new
decision tree, selecting a rule predictive of treatment failures, and updating the control strategy again.
This approach can be used iteratively to create CS'', CS''', etc., until there are either no more actionable
rules to be discovered, in which case the classification technique provides the boundary conditions of the
control strategy, or a desired level of performance has been achieved.
In summary, we have proposed an approach to improve strategies for process control. While the
initial strategies are feedback strategies, with each iteration the proposed approach is in effect introducing
feedforward-type anticipation to the process by examining preconditions to control failures (Seborg et al.
2004). We demonstrate this iterative improvement process by presenting the results from three iterations
of improving the initial treatment strategy in the diabetes example.
3. Empirical Results
3.1 Results for quality measure (Q1): improving treatment outcomes in one year
We have applied the initial treatment strategy to a population of 10,000 simulated patients (iteration 0).
The strategy brings 7,556 patients to goal in one year. We then applied the proposed approach. Iteration
1 has been described in detail in the previous section, producing the decision tree partially displayed in
Figure 2 and the rule inserted in Step 6. The results are presented in Table 1, along with the two
additional iterations and an application of SDM for comparison.
Table 1. Results for (Q1) after one year of treatment for the initial treatment strategy (iteration 0), three
iterations of improvement using the proposed approach, and intensive treatment according to SDM.
N = 10,000 patients

Discovered rule

Patients at goal (Q1)
Number of visits
Mean A1c intensity
Mean SBP intensity

Iteration 0
(Initial
treatment
strategy)
7,556
40,000
0.707
11.61

Iteration 1
Increase
scheduling
for initial
SBP > 160
mmHg
7,883
41,128
0.712
11.84

Iteration 2
Increase
scheduling
for initial
A1c >
9.2%
8,232
43,380
0.756
11.87

Iteration 3

SDM

Treat blood pressure and
glucose at the first visit
if initial A1c > 7.2% and
initial SBP > 135 mmHg

(Intensive
treatment
guideline)

8,482
43,380
0.781
12.57

9,542
52,555
0.895
14.32

The proposed approach brings more patients to goal than the initial strategy with relatively small
increases in the number of visits and treatment (A1c and SBP) intensity.9 SDM brings more patients to
goal, but requires significantly more visits (mean of 5.25 visits per year compared to 4.34 in iteration 3)
and higher intensity, which can be a significant cause for patient safety concerns (ACCORD Study Group
2008). The proposed approach provides cost savings compared with SDM by requiring fewer visits.
3.2 Results for quality measure (Q2): sufficient progress
We have shown that the proposed approach can modify a treatment strategy by intensifying treatment for
sub-groups of patients with certain initial characteristics (such as A1c and SBP). To demonstrate the
flexibility of this approach, we show that improvements can also be made from one visit to the next. The
quality measure for this case (Q2) is defined as making sufficient progress towards goal, i.e., the patient
9

Intensity is a measure of how fast patients’ blood glucose and blood pressure are lowered and is defined as the drop
in A1c or SBP respectively within the first 6 months of treatment. Intensity is presented as mean across all patients.
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experiences at least a pre-defined drop in both A1c and SBP consistent with what would be expected from
the given treatment.
In this case, the initial treatment strategy results in
3,456 visits after which patients make insufficient
N = 40,000 visits
Iteration 0 Iteration 1
progress towards goal. Applying one iteration of the
3,456
317
Insufficent progress (Q2)
process improvement approach resulted in the
1,687
317
- A1c drop <= 0.25%
identification of the following condition for which an
1,901
0
- SBP drop <= 2.5mmHg
improvement is necessary: “IF A1c at last visit > 9%
7,556
7,799
Patients at goal
and current SBP > 135mmHg”. Subsequently, the
0.707
0.734
Mean A1c intensity
selected intensification was “treat both glucose and
11.610
11.970
Mean SBP intensity
blood pressure during these types of visits.” The
results are presented in Table 2. The resulting strategy reduces the number of visits without sufficient
progress to 317, a more than 90% improvement. Insertion of this single rule has increased the number of
visits after which sufficient progress is made from 91.36% to 99.21% with relatively small increase in the
overall treatment intensity, e.g., from 0.707 to 0.734 in mean A1c intensity, and from 11.61 to 11.97 in
mean SBP intensity (while SDM had 0.895 for A1c and 14.32 for SBP).
Table 2. Results for (Q2) 1 year of treatment.

4. Conclusions
We have presented an iterative approach to using machine learning to identify conditions under which
process control strategies can be improved and demonstrated its use in the context of an important
healthcare management problem. More finely tuned strategies were produced – for both a one-year time
horizon and on a visit-to-visit level – that brought significantly more patients to goal with only minor
increases in intensity and cost. In our future work, we plan to: use cost-sensitive classification techniques
(e.g., as proposed in (Zhao, 2007)), apply this approach to other problem domains, and show that further
automation is possible, particularly if options for intensification are formally specified.
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A Novel Recommendation Framework for Micro-blogging
based on Information Diusion
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Abstract. Micro-blogging is increasingly extending its role from a daily chatting tool into a
critical platform for individuals and organizations to seek and share real-time news updates during
emergencies. However, extracting useful information from micro-blogging sites poses signicant
challenges due to the volume of the trac and the presence of extensive irrelevant personal messages and spams. In this paper, we propose a novel recommendation framework to overcome this
problem. By analyzing information diusion patterns among a large set of micro-blogs who play
the role of news providers, our approach selects a small subset as recommended emergency news
feeds for regular users.

We have evaluated our diusion-based recommendation framework on

Twitter during the early outbreak of H1N1 Flu. The preliminary results show that our method
leads to more balanced and comprehensive recommendations compared to benchmark approaches.

1 Introduction
Micro-blogging is experiencing rapid growth and gaining explosive popularity worldwide. Compared to traditional blogging, micro-blogging allows a more instant and exible form of communication. Micro-blogging sites typically restrict the length of posted messages. These messages
can be published/received via a wide variety of means, including the Web, text messaging, instant messaging, and other third-party applications. Such a exible and broad-based architecture
signicantly lowers the threshold for participation, and encourages users' frequent updates. Consequently, micro-blogging is widely adopted by the public to share/seek real-time information,
especially during emergency events.

For example, at the early stage of the recent H1N1 Flu

(Swine Flu) outbreak, the volume of H1N1 Flu-related messages on Twitter - one of the most
popular micro-blogging sites - has increased 1500 times over four days (Apr 24Apr 27), and accounted for nearly 2% of all Twitter trac in that time period [1]. Meanwhile, a large number of
people turned to Twitter searching for latest updates of the outbreak, causing the keyword Swine
Flu listed as the top trending topic on Twitter Search consistently.
On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly dicult to nd contents of interest from microblogs generated by the exponentially-expanding micro-blogging community. During emergencies,
the seeking of accurate and timely information can be even harder. In this paper, we formulate
the task of navigating micro-bloggers to their desired information as a recommendation problem.
There exist numerous micro-bloggers who play the role of news reporters (self-claimed or volunteering) during emergency events, by posting instant news stories on their micro-blogs. As such,
instead of letting users actively perform searches, we aim to identify a small number of quality news reporters and recommend them to information seekers as emergency news feeds. We
∗
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demonstrate that such a task is distinctly dierent from standard content-based and link-based
recommendation, as investigated in the blogging domain.

A novel information diusion-based

framework is proposed to deal with the specic characteristics and requirements of micro-blogging
recommendation. We empirically observed that these news reporters operate in social settings:
they re-broadcast and refer to news stories from one another, facilitating rapid diusions of news
stories. Our hypothesis is that through an understanding of the news diusion process, one can
eectively measure the importance of each news reporter from various diusion-related perspectives (e.g., volume and response time) and in turn make relevant recommendations. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, we briey review recommendation techniques

in a blogging context and highlight what is special about micro-blogging recommendation.

A

diusion-based micro-blogging recommendation framework that utilizes information diusion patterns is then proposed and its practical value is evaluated through a computational experimental
study presented in Section 3. Conclusions and future directions are discussed in Section 4.

2 Information Diusion-based Recommendation
To our knowledge, this paper represents the rst attempt on micro-blogging recommendation.
The closest body of literature is on blog recommender systems. There are two basic types of blog
recommendation techniques: content-based and link-based [2].

In content-based approaches, a

blog article is represented as a topic vector and a scoring system is used to calculate the degree
of match between this article and user interest.

Link-based recommendation relies on implicit

or explicit network structures extracted from the blogging community.

In a simple example of

friendship network, two users sharing a broadly common set of friends can be considered as having
similar interests and the articles viewed by one can be recommended to the other [2].
Information management concerning micro-blogs in emergency contexts is markedly dierent
from that concerning regular blogs. (a) The lightweight design of micro-blogging tends to generate
an overwhelming volume of message streams which are inecient to process [7]. (b) A substantial
proportion of these messages are of a personal conversational nature with little value to the general
public. (c) There exist numerous news reporters who regularly post latest news stories on their
micro-blogs, mostly on a voluntary basis. These reporters provide important information ltering
and amplication services and can be eectively leveraged for recommendation. In the next section,
we introduce our information diusion-based recommendation framework for micro-blogging. By
examining the dynamics of information ows, we construct a graph summarizing diusion patterns
and make recommendations using this graph.

2.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
Information diusion through online social networks has recently become an active research topic
[3]. In blog communities, the propagation of information from one blog to the next is frequently
observed, as a result of low-cost information sharing and publishing [5]. Such diusion patterns
are also prevalent among micro-blogs.

On Twitter, rst-hand news stories normally originate

from a limited number of professional news agencies (e.g., BBC and Reuters), though exceptions
exist. These stories then spread across the community through the process of reposting/copying
or commenting.

In a news story's diusion process, any micro-blog that has posted this story

is called a participant who captures the story.
recommending no more than

k

Now, if we raise the following question as to

micro-blogs as emergency news feeds (k is an exogenous parameter

which is reasonably small to avoid information overload), these diusion patterns could be helpful
because they reveal how each micro-blog participated in the past diusion processes. Intuitively,
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a micro-blog is more likely to be favored and recommended during emergencies if it captures news
stories of interest more accurately and rapidly. More specically, we use the following measures
to quantify various aspects of this valuation process.

(1) Story Coverage (SC): Multiple news

stories regarding one broad topic could simultaneously spread. For example, when the H1N1 Flu
outbreak occurred, CDCEmergency reminded the public that they would not get infected from
eating pork, while ForbesNews was concerned about the Flu's impact on nancial markets. The
SC measurement describes the number of stories of interest captured by micro-blogs under study,
and stronger recommendation is given to micro-blogs that have higher SC with other conditions
(2) Reading Eort (RE): Certain micro-blogs can be crowded with messages.

being identical.

However, too many messages compromise readability and raise the cognitive eort to lter out
irrelevant contents.

The RE measurement describes the expected number of messages one has

to read, in order to discover SC stories of interest from selected micro-blogs.
(DT): The postings of one news story

s

(3) Delay Time

on micro-blogs are time-stamped. The DT measurement

describes the time passed from the rst appearance of

s

in the community until

s

is captured by

one of selected micro-blogs. A delayed capture is certainly undesirable in our application setting.
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Figure 1: (a) Diusion Paths (b) Diusion Graph (c) Term Frequencies (larger font size indicating
higher term frequency)

In this paper, we focus exclusively on these three basic measures. The above discussions are
illustrated in Figure 1(a) where rounded rectangles represent micro-blogs, and solid/open shapes
represent news stories relevant/irrelevant to the user interest. Directed links indicate the ow of a
news story, and each link is associated with a numeric label representing the units of time spent.
We dene a diusion path as the route through which a news story ows from its source to other
micro-blogs. In Figure 1(a), three diusion paths co-exist with each corresponding to a news story.
In terms of recommending micro-blogs, many combinations turn out to have the highest SC, such

(M 1, M 2, M 3), (M 3, M 5), and (M 7). However, (M 1, M 2, M 3) is relatively weak in
RE, and (M 7) has the longest DT in capturing each story. As a result, (M 3, M 5) becomes our best
as the sets

choice. In real-world scenarios where a large number of diusion paths exist, the recommendation
task can be quite complex. In the next subsection, we will present an automated method.

2.2 A Diusion Path-based Approach
Inspired by the work of Krause et.al. [6] on outbreak detection in water distribution networks, we
have developed a diusion-based recommendation approach using diusion graphs.
graph

G = (V, E)

represents an aggregation of a set of diusion paths. The node set

A diusion

V

represents

micro-blogs that have appeared on at least one diusion path, and each directed edge in the edge
set

E

indicates the ow of a news story. For simplication, we assume that each micro-blog has

one and only one immediate predecessor from which a specic news story is obtained [8]. In case
when such a predecessor is not traceable, we create a dummy Real World node [5] and view it
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as a general source.

Since a diusion graph can contain multiple diusion paths, it is possible

s ows into
−−→
node i via edge e, we assign a score vector bi (s) = (bi(SC) (s), bi(RE) (s), bi(DT ) (s)) to e indicating
the benet incurred after node i captures story s. As described in Section 2.1, bi(SC) (s) = 1 as s
is captured; bi(RE) (s) equals the average number of messages one has to read from micro-blog i in
order to discover s, which can be estimated from i's historical messages. We assume that bi(DT ) (s)
−λ·DT
drops exponentially with increasing DT, following bi(DT ) (s) = e
. Figure 1(b) illustrates such

for two micro-blogs to be connected by more than one edge. Finally, if a news story

a diusion graph corresponding to the diusion paths shown in Figure 1(a).
We now formulate the micro-blog recommendation problem in an optimization framework.
Given a diusion graph

|I| 6 k

G = (V, E),

we aim to identify a set of at most

k

micro-blogs

I⊂V

and

s captured by I , we dene an associated benet score
−−→
P
bI (s) = (bI(SC) (s), bI(RE) (s), bI(DT ) (s)) = (maxbi(SC) (s), bi(RE) (s), maxbi(DT ) (s)). The

to recommend. For each news story

vector as

i∈I

i∈I
i∈I
objective is to recommend a set of nodes that optimizes the benet score vector over all news stories

diused on the graph. As these three criteria might be in conict, we use the Pareto optimality. A

I is called Pareto-optimal on story s if there exists no another recommendation J
bJ(M ) (s) > bI(M ) (s) for all measurements M ∈ (SC, RE, DT ), and bJ(M 0 ) (s) > bI(M 0 ) (s)
0
for at least one measurement M ∈ (SC, RE, DT ). One common approach for nding such
Pareto-optimal sets is scalarization [4]. By choosing weights λSC , λRE and λDT , we can optimize
P
PP
an objective function B(I) =
bI (s) =
λM bI(M ) (s) instead. Any solution that optimizes
recommended set
such that

B(I)

s
s M
is guaranteed to be Pareto-optimal, and by adjusting

λM ,

a recommendation can take full

consideration of all aspects while allowing varying preferences. Finding exact Pareto-optimal sets
is NP-hard, but an adaptive greedy algorithm was developed in [6] as an eective heuristic solution
for nding close-to Pareto-optimal sets. Our method (Figure 2(a)) is fashioned after this algorithm,
which starts with an empty set, and repeatedly adds a micro-blog attempting to maximize the
benet score. The algorithm stops once

k

micro-blogs are selected or the incremental benet is

less than a predened small value. In the next section, we evaluate this recommendation method
using a recent emergency scenario on Twitter.

3 An Empirical Study
We collected data from Twitter.com using its API from May 10 to May 16, 2009. We used keywords
swine u and h1n1 to query Twitter every 15 minutes throughout the week. Each time Twitter
search provided up to 1,500 latest published messages. We identied 1,034 unique accounts who
had mentioned either keyword for more than 10 times during that week. In Twitter, each user
maintain a list of friends and followers.
published by a Twitter user), and

u's

u can

u can follow the tweets of u's friends (a tweet is a message
u's followers. We then proceeded to

tweets are followed by

retrieve each user's all available tweets (up to 3,200 historical tweets), and their lists of friends and
followers. In our data set, for a majority of users, 3,200 tweets are more than adequate to cover
two month-worth of postings, indicating that we were able to collect these users' near-complete
tweets since the outbreak of H1N1 Flu (late April, 2009). In the end, a total of 1,308,800 tweets
from 1,034 candidates were collected, among which 35,091 tweets contain keywords swine u, or
u, or h1n1. We refer to these tweets as H1N1-related tweets thereafter.
Our detailed experimental design is shown in Figure

2(b).

We rst divided all H1N1-related

tweets into two groups by their published time (week 1 and weeks 2 & 3).

For each group of

tweets, we conducted a term frequency analysis after removing stopwords and stemming. Term
frequencies for tweets in Group 1 are visualized in Figure 1(c). We only considered frequent terms
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Algorithm: An Adaptive Greedy Algorithm for
close-to Pereto-Optimal Solutions
Function: AdaptiveGreedy (G = (V , E ), B, k)
I ←φ ;
While ∃i ∈ V \ I :| I ∪ {i} |≤ k do

1st week
Tweets (h1n1)

All Tweets (h1n1)
Tweets
Clustering
Identify Important
News Stories

i* ← argmaxB(I ∪{i})
I ← I ∪ {i*}

Diffusion
Network
Construction

Make
Recommendations

E l ti
Evaluation
Diffusion‐based
Network‐based
Search‐based
Heuristics‐based

An Adaptive Greedy
Al i h ffor close‐
Algorithm
l
to Pareto‐Optimal
Solutions

……

return I

2nd, 3rd week
Tweets (h1n1)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a)An Adaptive Greedy Algorithm (b)Experimental Design

that have appeared 5 times or more. Each tweet is then represented as a term frequency vector.
We then applied hierarchical k-means clustering to segment these vectors into dierent clusters,
with each generated cluster containing tweets describing one news story. The clustering results
were quite reasonable owing greatly to the fact that tweets are short in length. We subsequently
selected by hand important stories in each group which have been posted by 5 or more distinct
users. For Group 1, 49 important stories were identied. For Group 2, 52 were identied. Each
story was stored with a rich set of metadata: users who have posted this story, friend/follower
relationships among these users, and time of posting. In the next step, we used these metadata
to construct diusion paths for each story and then aggregated them into a diusion graph.
Various methods have been developed to identify information diusion paths from the history
of user interactions [3]. We adopted the following rules to approximate a diusion path for each
news story

s.

(a) Explicit referring: in Twitter, a tweet can include the use of @username as an

indication that this tweet refers to one of username' s tweets before, or sometimes, the symbol @
is omitted or replaced by other symbols. As such, if user

v

referred

u's

username explicitly,

according to [3], if user

v
v

u

to

v

posted story

is then assumed to ow from

follows user

then we assume diusions from
satised, we assume that

s

v.

u,

and

v

u

to

v.

s

after user

u

did, and

(b) Implicit referring:

frequently posted same stories after user

u

did,

(c) Unknown referring: when neither condition above is

received the story from the dummy Real World node. As a result, we

obtained a 167-node diusion graph for news stories in group 1 containing 49 diusion paths. We
then calculated benet scores for each edge on the graph as described in Section 2.2. All scores
of SC, RE and DT were normalized by a Z score transformation. For the experiments reported
here, the total benet scores were calculated by placing equal emphasis on these three aspects.
Given this real-world diusion graph, we selected a close-to Pareto-optimal set of

k = 3 micro-

blogs using the Adaptive Greedy Algorithm. Meanwhile, we also selected another 6 recommended
sets using benchmark methods. The performance evaluations for all candidate sets using the news
stories found in Group 2 are listed in Table 1. Our proposed diusion-based method has obtained
the highest benet score, with a balanced performance in all three measures. As a benchmark,
we built a friend/follower graph for all 1,034 candidates and made recommendations by the top 3
Authority/Hub scores generated by HITS algorithm. Although these authority and hubs were
structurally important, they delivered only moderate performances partly because they were not
as active in posting news. For example, CDCEmergency had more than half a million followers,
but only posted two tweets per day. We next used Google Site Search and Twitter Find People to
select top 3 ranked results using the query swine u. Both search engines performed reasonably
well, but their results had relatively large delays for not considering the temporal factor. Lastly, we
made recommendations by using two simple heuristics. From the 167 users in the diusion graph,
we rst selected accounts by their number of followers. These accounts turned out to be traditional
mass media that captured news stories very fast but performed poorly in coverage. Another set
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of users were selected by their number of rst-week tweets. This set performed surprisingly well
due to the highest volume of tweets, but this advantage was oset by the low RE scores.
Story Coverage (SC) Reading Effort (RE)
Methods

Heuristics- Search- Networkbased
based
based

Diffusion-based
Recommendation
HITS (authority)

normalized
score

raw

raw

Delay Time (DT)
Benefit
raw
raw normalized
Score
normalized
score
average median
(B(I))
score
(λ = 0.1)
(hrs)
(hrs)

48

106.50

561

-17.40

12.91

0.93

61.07 150.17

31

60.62

351

-2.42

20.89

1.97

30.48

Top 3 Users Selected (I)

'swineflu2', 'PandemicWatch', 'SwineFluUpdate'

88.67

'CDCEmergency', 'h1n1info', 'swineflu_help'

35.00

'swinevirus', 'h1n1info', 'SWINE_FLU_INFO1'

36.48 101.07

'stopswineflu', 'swineflualerts', 'swineflu_news_'

HITS (hub)

11

6.64

91

27.45

43.41

11.32

Google Search

39

82.21

564

-17.62

16.61

7.10

Twitter "Find People"

35

71.41

331

-2.30

19.37

5.98

30.55

99.66

'swineflubrk', 'SwineFluTicker', 'DrSwineFlu'

3

-14.96

303

1.01

9.39

0.71

15.26

1.31

'nytimes', 'sanjayguptaCNN', 'bbcbreaking'

48

106.50

1084

-43.41

13.62

0.95

59.97 123.06

'h1n1swineflu', 'swineflu2', 'swineflualerts'

# of Followers
# of Total Tweets

0.91

Table 1: Evaluation Results

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Directions
In this study, we propose a novel diusion-based micro-blogging recommendation framework,
aiming to recommend micro-blogs during critical events.

We have developed a set of measures

assessing the value of micro-blogs from a diusion standpoint and a diusion path-based optimization formulation. The preliminary evaluation using a real-world dataset indicates that this
approach outperforms several other commonly-used approaches. Our ongoing research is focused
on (a) an extensive evaluation of our approach with dierent parameter settings and additional
real-world scenarios, and (b) ecient computation of Pareto optimal sets.
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Abstract
Online product review as a form of online Word of Mouth (WOM) and User-Generated Content
(UGC) has attracted much attention recently. This study analyzes how online movie user ratings
are generated through a complex interrelationship between product information, marketing effort,
and social influences. In particular, we examine the effect of comparable WOM from the crowd or
friends on user ratings. Our multilevel analysis indicates that, on average, higher predecessors’
ratings increase the likelihood of a subsequent user providing a high rating, or, in other words,
herding occurs. On the other hand, prior reviews by friends act to reduce this herding behavior.
We show that the degree of herding behavior induced by the crowd’s ratings can be significantly
different across movies due to movie level heterogeneity.
Keywords: UGC, Recommendation system, Herding, Multilevel model, Latent variable

1. Introduction
Online user generated reviews can provide valuable information about products and can significantly
enhance the “Buzz” effect surrounding certain products in a market. In recent years, firms have deployed
new services and business models to leverage user-generated content. In March 2009, Netflix announced
that it would be integrating with Facebook to let users link their accounts at the two sites and share movie
user ratings (Tirrell 2009). Similarly, some startups have been developing new recommendation services
by aggregating scattered user generated content across various online communities. For example,
Nanocrowd analyzes user generated reviews and ratings data from various sources on the Internet and
creates a list of customized movie recommendations for users (Glockner 2009).
Existing work in this area has analyzed the designs and performance of eBay and Amazon-like
online recommendation systems (see a survey in Dellarocas 2003). Specifically, most studies on online
reviews focus on the ex-post valence and dispersion of online reviews and their relationship with sales
(Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006). Another school of research is about the motivation for user generated
reviews on the Internet. Social psychologists have for long been studying emotional sharing (for reviews,
see Rimé et al. 1998). The work on online reputation systems has primarily focused on the consequence
of peer recognition (Jeppesen and Fredericksen 2006). Self-verification is another important driver of
online contribution (Hornsey and Jetten 2004).
Regardless of the motivations of user-generated reviews and their relationship with product sales,
intuitively, positive online review posts encourage other consumers to adopt products whereas negative
opinions discourage them. However, prior reviews may not always lead subsequent online reviewers to
generate similar reviews. People may be disgruntled by other reviews or overreact toward more positive
(negative) reviews. As such, it is not clear how and to what extent prior reviews transfer information and
private opinions about product to the subsequent reviewers. This becomes more complicated when each
review is summarized into a rating and its underlying tone or reason cannot be easily revealed like text
reviews. Therefore, online reviewers encounter a problem of rating under imperfect information from
prior user ratings and their own private signals.
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In this study, we characterize the user behavior in terms of review generation and examine the
informational cascading in sequentially generated ratings. In particular, we use publicly available data
from an online movie social networking community website, Flixster.com, 1 to construct measures of
user-generated movie ratings. Movie characteristics also are available for us to control for relevant factors
which could potentially affect user ratings.
Our multilevel analysis is designed to answer the following questions in user rating generation
process: First, when a reviewer observes the average rating of prior reviewers for the same movie, how
does the information affect the reviewer’s own rating? Second, a reviewer is more likely to read the
detailed text reviews of a “socially close” predecessor such as an online friend. As such, we examine how
prior ratings by friends affect a subsequent reviewer’s rating behavior. Third, we study the impact of other
factors such as firms’ marketing efforts and critics’ ratings on user rating generation process and this in
turn enables the effects of the social influences to be correctly identified. We use the average valence of
others’ ratings as a proxy for observable prevailing opinion about a movie before a subsequent reviewer
generates a review. As a comparable piece of information, the average valence of friends’ ratings on the
site is a proxy for the observable local (i.e. within the social network) opinion for the movie. Following
Zhang (2009), we define the former as Silence Word-of-Mouth (SWOM) and the latter as salient Friend
Word-of-Mouth (FWOM).
By applying “generalized linear latent” approach with a multilevel model to address the
heterogeneities of reviewers and movies, our findings suggest that, on average, subsequent reviewers tend
to follow SWOM strongly while FWOM leads relatively less herding behavior. In other words, more
favorable predecessors’ ratings will lead successors to choose higher rating. We also show that the degree
of herding behavior can be significantly different across movies due to movie level heterogeneity. We
organize the rest of the paper as follow: First, we explain our data. Third, our models are presented and
applied to the data. Fourth, the results of multilevel analysis with latent variables are used to explain user
rating generating process. Finally, we conclude.

2. Data
Our data consists of movie level data and online user review level data. First, we collected movie specific
data from several public websites 2 and sampled only movies released in 2007. Second, we gathered user
level data from Flixster.com based on the sampled movies. It also provides friendship information among
the users in the community. Hence, it provides a partially observed friendship network among reviewers
on the sampled movies. We chose movies which have more than 1,000 user ratings within first four
months periods after release to make sure there are large variations in user rating. Our final sample dataset
contains 20,473 individual users who reviewed and rated at least one movie among 17 movies and 30,628
rating observations with variables listed in Table 1.
The valence of user rating for a movie is our dependent variable. Each user rating contains the
time-stamp of when the rating was created and, this gives an advantage to keep track of the changes of
user ratings overtime. In Flixster.com, the rating is on ten scales from 0.5 to 5.0 and we multiply rating by
2 to make values integer in our estimation.
For the independent variables in our model, we consider an information set based on other
reviewers’ ratings, firm’s action, and critics rating. SWOM is the calculated average ratings of all others
(including online friends) who have rated the same movie which a subsequent reviewer would rate at the
next observation day. Similarly, FWOM were calculated by the ratings made by a corresponding
reviewer’s online friends. Therefore, zero FWOM indicates the reviewer has no friends who rated the
same movie before. The information set also includes distributor’s cumulative advertising spending and
1

Flixster is one of the largest movie rating website with about 15 million unique visitors and about 2 billion movie
user ratings.
2
BoxOfficemojo.com, ImDB.com, Numbers.com, Metacritics.com, and Ad$pender.
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critics’ ratings. 3 In addition to the set, we also control for the observed relevant factors at the user and
movie levels as shown in Table 1 in order to consistently estimate the effects of the elements in the
information set.

Movies (17 obs.)

Reviewers (20,473Obs.)

Level

Dimension
Demographic 4
Profile in
Flixster.com

Ratings &
Reviews
Characteristics
Advertising
Performance

Table 1. Data Descriptive Statistics
Description
Sex
Dummy for sex (Female=0)
Age
Reviewer’s age
MemberFor
Membership days
ProV
Profile viewed by others
NumF
The number of friends
NumR
The number of ratings history
NumRE
The number of reviews history
Rat
Rating for movie (x2 to discretize)
SWOM
Avg. rating of predecessors
FWOM
Avg. rating of precedent friends
NumFR
The number of preceding friend reviews
%FR
% of friends who rated the same movie
RunT
Running time in minutes
CR
Metacritic.com’s average critic rating
NR
Weekly volume of Reviews
Acc.Ad-Spending Acc. weekly adv. spending in million $
LOWT
Log (opening weekend theaters)
LWkth
Log(Weekend Theaters)
Rank
Weekly Ranking
Variable

Mean
0.41
24.64
657.92
258.5
33.17
700.03
91.33
7.90
8.09
8.04
2.95
0.01
115.24
6.45
461.916
13.70
8.12
6.66
18.44

Min
0
13
237
0
0
1
0
1
6.99
1
1
0
87
3.5
7
4.03
7.13
3.09
1

Max
1
108
1286
258,795
830
68,310
55,667
10
9.17
10
114
1
168
8.5
1608
22.73
8.38
8.38
65

3. Model
We develop a latent response model to explain online movie ratings generation. The latent response R*i,j,t
is a true rating for movie i by reviewer j at time t for the error-prone observed rating Ri,j,t due to the
various noise factors that a reviewer has and the restrictive scale of ratings (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh
2004). We assume that the information set Αi,j,t directly affects reviewer’s rating behavior. In addition to
this, we include two random intercepts to explain individual heterogeneity and time related variation. This
makes our model a three-level hierarchical model as:
(3)
Ri*, j ,t = X i′, j ,t β + Α′i , j ,t δ + ζ (2)
+ ε i , j ,t ,
j ,t + ζ t

Ri , j ,t

(1)

⎧1 if Ri*, j ,t ≤ κ1
⎪
*
⎪2 if κ1 < Ri , j ,t ≤ κ 2
=⎨
⎪ # #
⎪10 if κ < R*
i , j ,t
9
⎩

3

The correlations among SWOM, FWOM and critics rating in our dataset are low and this emphasizes the
explanatory powers of our independent variables.
4
Since there is 8% of missing sex values in our sample individuals, we exclude the individuals of missing sex.
However, 25% of included individuals have still the missing values of age. Therefore we imputed missing age
values.
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where ζ(2)j,t is an individual level random intercept, ζ(3)t is a time (weeks since movie release) specific
random intercept and εi,j,t has a logistic distribution. We further assume ζ(2)j,t ~ N(0,ψ(2)) and ζ(3)t ~ N(0,ψ(3)).
Xi,j,t contains control variables. Αi,j,t contains the information set. We also include interaction terms
between each movie dummy and SWOM in Αi,j,t. This gives us two benefits that first it captures the direct
effects of SWOM on each movie and second it greatly reduces the correlations of movie dummies with
other movie specific covariates. As a consequence it addresses multicollinearity issue. 5 As mentioned
earlier, Ri,j,t, are generated by the threshold model which represents cutoff values. We assume that κs,
s=1,…, 9 are the same for all movies. 6

4. Estimation and Results
We implement generalized linear latent variable and mixed models (GLLAMM) 7 to estimate our model
parameters. This allows maximizing the likelihood of the conditional density of the response variable
given the latent and explanatory variables with the prior density of the latent variables with adaptive
quadrature.
Table 2. Regression Results for the Variances of Random Intercepts 8
Single Level
Two Level
Parameters
Est.
(SE)
Est.
(SE)
Reviewer-level
ψ(2)
2.356*** (0.104)
Time-level
ψ(3)
-56679.912
-55768.037
Log-Likelihood
Note. Standard errors in parentheses. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

Three Level
Est.
(SE)
2.355***

(0.214)

0.004 (0.003)
-56513.934

Empirical evidence of unobserved heterogeneity
Using the techniques described in Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2004), the estimated variances of random
intercepts, ψˆ ( 2) and ψˆ (3) of a simpler model of equation (1) in three different specifications are shown in
Table 2. Single-level represents single level ordinal response model without any random effect. Two-level
includes only reviewer specific random intercept and three-level contains both random intercepts of
reviewer and time. In the two-level model, ψˆ ( 2) is estimated at 2.36 and significant. The log-likelihood
becomes significantly greater than single-level. However, the estimated variance component for times is
nearly zero and insignificant in the three-level specification 9 . Therefore, we only consider the unobserved
heterogeneity in reviewers in our further estimation. Nevertheless, we includes a time variable (weeks
since release) in the model to keep track of the effects over weeks.
Direct impacts of others’ rating on a user rating

5

The interactions between FWOM and movie dummies are not included in Αi,j,t due to multicollinearity and
statistically insignificances.
6
Rating scheme is fixed for all movies and therefore each threshold is homogenous in the sense that reviewers
choose the thresholds in the fixed values for every movie.
7
GLLAMMs are a class of multilevel latent variable models for (multivariate) responses of mixed type including
continuous responses, counts, duration/survival data, dichotomous, ordered and unordered categorical responses and
rankings (see Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh 2004).
8
The estimates of interaction terms and threshold parameters are omitted.
9
We also tried other models in Table 2 and the results are virtually identical.
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We run our model (1) with the different sets of control variables. In Table 3, Column 1 includes all
available movie and reviewer specific variables which have no high correlations between the variables
without movie dummies. Column 2 excludes all movie specific covariates but includes movie dummies.
Column 3 has interaction terms between movie dummies and SWOM, reviewer variables, and two movie
specific variables, weekly volume of reviews and critic rating, which are not highly correlated with other
variables in this specification.
After we run Column 1, 2, and 3 specifications by ordered logistic regression without any random
effect, Column 3 is the best-fit specification by log-likelihood (and also VIF 10 < 10). Column 3 is reestimated with the random intercept of reviewer and the results are in Column 4. Again, ψˆ (2) is
significant and its log-likelihood is much greater than the others. Hence, Column 4 fits the model (1)
better and the results are similar to Column 3.
Table 3. Regression Results for Ordered Logistic Model (1) 11
Column 1
Column 2
Column 3
without
with
with
Variables
Movie Dummies
Movie Dummies
Interactions
β1 [Sex]
-0.575 *** (0.021) -0.586 *** (0.021) -0.584 *** (0.021)
β2 [Age]
-0.014 *** (0.001) -0.015 *** (0.001) -0.015 *** (0.001)
β3 [Memberfor]
-0.001 *** (0.000) -0.001 *** (0.000) -0.001 *** (0.000)
β4 [Prov]
0.002 *** (0.000)
0.002 *** (0.000) 0.002 *** (0.000)
***
***
β5 [NumF]
(0.004) -0.022
(0.004) -0.022 *** (0.004)
-0.022
***
***
β6 [NumFR]
(0.006) -0.021
(0.006) -0.022 *** (0.006)
-0.022
***
***
-1.453
(0.264) -1.460
(0.264) -1.475 *** (0.264)
β7 [%FR]
***
*
-0.028
(0.007) -0.010
(0.005) -0.016 ** (0.007)
β8 [Weeks]
δ1 [SWOM]
1.087 *** (0.024) 0.523 *** (0.165)
1.361 *** (0.138)
***
*
δ2 [Acc.Ad-Spending]
-0.016
(0.005) -0.014
(0.007) -0.005
(0.005)
δ3 [FWOM]
0.018 *** (0.004) 0.018 *** (0.004)
0.018 *** (0.004)
δ4 [SWOM ×Weeks]
-0.003
(0.005) 0.000
(0.005)
0.000
(0.006)
***
**
δ5 [Acc.Ad-Spending×Weeks]
0.003
(0.001) 0.002
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
δ6 [FWOM ×Weeks]
0.002 ** (0.001) 0.002 ** (0.001)
0.002 ** (0.001)
Variance( ψ (2) )
2.79
10.48
VIF
-56012.415
-55994.909
Log-likelihood
Note. Standard errors in parentheses. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

6.29
-55999.691

Column 4
Two-level of
Column 3
-0.743 *** (0.033)
-0.021 *** (0.002)
-0.001 *** (0.000)
0.002 *** (0.000)
-0.038 *** (0.007)
-0.016 ** (0.007)
-1.455 *** (0.345)
-0.009
(0.006)
1.679 *** (0.169)
0.000
(0.007)
0.026 *** (0.005)
0.003
(0.007)
***
0.003
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
2.004 *** (0.096)
-55290.616

The overall effect of SWOM is very positively related to subsequent reviewer rating ( δˆ1 =1.68 in
Column 4). This indicates that the odds of high versus low ratings are about three to one. For example, a
subsequent reviewer with higher SWOM is about 3 times more likely to generate ratings 5 or 4 versus 1
to 3, or ratings 2 to 5 versus 1 than a reviewer with lower SWOM. Therefore, we can interpret that a
higher average prior rating of others would lead a higher subsequent reviewer’s rating. This indicates
strong tendency of following “consensus” of others in generating ratings.
Interestingly, even though FWOM is positively related to rating directly, the overall effect of
FWOM is negatively related. NumFR takes the number of friends who rated the same movie and %FR
shows the proportion of online friends who rated the same movie. Therefore, as more friends rated the
same movie, a user tends to lower his rating. This indicates that herding in rating behavior becomes
10
11

Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) are calculated after running OLS for each column.
All other estimated coefficients of covariates are omitted due to space.
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moderate if more friends rated the same movie. This is because it is easier for a user to observe the private
signals of friends’ ratings by text reviews and replies in this social networking site. As such, user learns
not only from other rating choices but also from the private signals of friends, which results in reducing
the herding (Vives 2008).
The effect of accumulative advertising spending is insignificant in Column 4. This demonstrates
that the advertising does not impact the rating behavior of reviewers who have already been informed
during the adoption process (buying a movie ticket) which, may turns out to be driven by marketing
efforts rather than social contagion (Van den Bulte and Lilien 2001).

5. Conclusions and Future Research
We uncover how different social contagions can influence user ratings by applying multilevel analysis
and latent variables approach to explain unobserved factors such as heterogeneity in movies and
reviewers. Although there are differences across movies, our findings suggest that herding in online user
rating can exist since the higher crowd’s ratings increase a subsequent user’s probability of choosing a
higher rating versus a lower rating. However, more friends’ ratings moderate the herding due to actual
learning (private signal flows). Therefore, it might be an optimal policy for producers to put more effort
into generating higher ratings in the early stage of movie release.
As we described earlier, observed rating may not convey perfectly the private signal of a reviewer.
If we can capture the private information along with discrete rating to represent perceived quality, we
would be able to fully explain how user ratings deviate from each other. Hence, our next step is to extract
private information from text reviews to test whether its role is different with discrete scale ratings in
recommendation systems.
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Abstract
Aggregate-level ratings have been studied in recommender systems and have been shown to improve
predictions of ratings of individual items for individual users. Similarly, individual-level ratings have
also been used for the estimation of aggregate-level ratings for groups of items and users. In this paper,
we combine these approaches and present a novel method for estimating unknown aggregate-level ratings from the known individual- and the aggregate-level ratings corresponding to different levels of the
rating aggregation hierarchy. We show both theoretically and empirically that this combined approach
outperforms the alternative methods that do not include the ratings from different levels of the rating
aggregation hierarchy.
Keywords: recommender systems, predictive models, aggregate ratings

1

Introduction

Modern recommender systems, such as the ones deployed by Amazon.com and Netflix, typically recommend individual items to individual users. In contrast, aggregated ratings assigned to groups of users and
items, such as the fact that graduate students rated adventure movies as 5.3 (out of 7), have not been fully
utilized by recommender systems. However, in various critical recommendation applications, it is important
to work with aggregate ratings which may allow to determine customer preferences at aggregate levels. For
instance, consider the following example based on a true story. One of the major financial services companies was planning to launch a new group of mutual funds, and one of the objectives of these funds was to
protect their customers against inflation. Clearly, senior management was interested in how different groups
of customers would like various funds in that group. It later turned out that these funds were particularly
popular among the economists. Using recommender systems terminology, the management was interested
in estimating aggregate ratings that various groups of customers (such as the economists) would give to
different types of mutual funds in that group. In particular, the management was interested to know that the
economists would give high ratings to that type of mutual funds.
Although there has been some work done on incorporating aggregate rating information into the recommendation process that can be classified into the top-down and bottom-up approaches (Adomavicius et al.
2005), each of these methods offers a limited view on the use of aggregated ratings in the recommender
systems. In the top-down approach (Bollen 2000; Masthoff 2003), aggregate rating information is only used
for improving estimations of individual ratings. In contrast, the bottom-up approach (O’Connor et al. 2001;
Jameson and Smyth 2007) uses individual ratings only in order to estimate the aggregate rating for a group.
Nevertheless, even with this limited view, it was shown in (Umyarov and Tuzhilin 2007, 2008) both theoretically and empirically that the top-down approach can improve the quality of recommendations for different
types of models and experimental conditions.
In this paper, we integrate all of these approaches and present a method that estimates aggregate ratings using a linear combination of the top-down, bottom-up and the traditional same-level approaches. This
integration approach is novel to the recommender systems literature to the best of our knowledge, and the
real-life performance of this method as well as a theoretical justification of the achieved superior performance is of the key interest for the field of recommender systems.
An example of such approach would be the task of estimating the unknown aggregated average rating
that the females in the age category 18 to 24 give to the drama movies. In order to estimate it, we may want
to use the known aggregate ratings information pertaining to the drama movies, college students, female
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college students and so on, as well as known individual ratings by individual females for individual drama
movies.
We also provide a theoretical justification why the chosen approach of linear combination of all these
methods provides the best rating estimation method vis-a-vis the cases when any of the three of these methods is missing. Further, we validate this theoretical result on the MovieLens and another dataset and empirically demonstrate that this is indeed the case. As a result, the proposed method can be particularly useful in
those applications requiring accurate estimations of aggregate ratings, such as the aforementioned financial
services application.

2

Prediction of multi-level ratings

2.1 Model specification
(0)

Assume that we have a set of N users and M items and let ri0 j0 be a rating of individual user i0 for individual
(1)

item j0 (either known or unknown). Also let ri1 j1 be an aggregated average rating given by group i1 of users
to group j1 of items. We refer to this aggregate rating as a 1st-level aggregate rating for the reasons that
will be clear below. Assume also that group i1 of users is a subgroup of a larger group i2 of users and group
(2)
j1 of items is a subgroup of a larger group j2 of items. Assume ri2 j2 is an aggregated average rating given
(2)

by group i2 of users to group j2 of items. We refer to ri2 j2 as a 2nd-level aggregate rating since it is a
superset of 1st-level aggregate ratings. Further, we continue this process and define the m-th aggregation
level inductively in terms of the aggregate ratings at level m−1 for all m = 1, . . . , M . When m > k, we say
(m)
(k)
(m)
that {rst } are upper-level ratings relative to rating rij ; when m < k, we say that {rst } are lower-level
(k)

ratings relative to rating rij ; and when k = m, we say that the two ratings are at the same level. Also, we
define the pair (i, j) as a segment when i is a group of users and j is a group of items.
One way to formally represent the resulting hierarchies (taxonomies) and the corresponding aggregate
ratings is by using the OLAP-based approach (Adomavicius et al. 2005), where the corresponding OLAP
cube would have only two dimensions Users and Items, and ratings r would be its measure.
For instance, continuing the example from Section 1, we can define a taxonomy of users (based on age
and gender), taxonomy of movies (based on genres) and aggregate ratings according to these taxonomies. In
this case, 0-level would be ratings by individual users i0 of individual items j0 . At 0-level, each user forms
her own group i0 and each item its own group j0 . Further, the 1-level of aggregate ratings would constitute
aggregated average ratings given by users of a certain gender and certain age category to certain sub-genres
of movies. For instance, an example of group i1 of users will be all males under 18 years and an example of
group j1 of items will be all comedy movies that form together a segment (i1 , j1 ) consisting of ratings given
(1)
by males under 18 years for comedy movies. In this case ri1 j1 will be the aggregated average rating of all
males under 18 years for all comedies. Similarly, the 2-level would be the aggregate ratings given by users
in certain age categories to certain genres of movies and so on. At the top of the hierarchy (level M ) would
be one aggregate (“grand total”) rating given by the whole population of users to all the movies.
(m)
Assume that we are given a set of known multi-level ratings {rst } for some segments (s, t) at some
(k)
levels m. Then our goal is to provide a method for estimating an unknown multi-level rating rij , given the
(m)

(m)

set of known multi-level ratings {rst }, where some of these ratings {rst } may have m < k, some m > k
and others m = k. If the aggregation hierarchies are specified using the OLAP technology, then, intuitively,
the goal of our method is to fill-in the entire OLAP hierarchy of aggregate ratings based on the set of known
aggregate and individual ratings.
In conclusion, we need to produce the whole hierarchy of ratings for different levels of m = 0, . . . , M ,
starting from the individual-level ratings for m = 0 and reaching the most-aggregated (“grand total”) rating
for m = M , with some of these multi-level ratings being known, while others remaining unknown. In the
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rest of the paper, we focus on estimating these unknown ratings.
2.2 Our approach
In our approach we propose to consider known multi-level ratings as estimators for unknown multi-level ratings and combine them in the optimal way. We, first, present the simplest estimation cases in this subsection
and then describe the optimal combination strategy in Section 2.3.
Case 1: Only upper-level aggregate information is available. Assume that all we know is an upper(m)
level rating rst given by a group of users s to a group of items t at level m, and we would like to estimate
(k)
rating rij at a lower level k (k < m) given by a smaller subgroup i of that group of users such that i ⊆ s to
a smaller set of items j ⊆ t.
(k)
(k)
Denote r̂ij an estimator of the unknown quantity rij . A natural choice for that estimator is
(k)

(m)

r̂ij = rst
i.e., we estimate the smaller subgroup aggregated average rating just as the larger group average rating. It
turns out that, under certain probabilistic assumptions, this approach is the best, as the following theorem
states, where by the “best” we assume here and throughout the paper the estimator with the smallest value
of the mean squared error (MSE) of predictions.
Theorem 1. Assume that all the ratings in the subsegment (i, j) are generated by independent random
draws uniformly from the ratings in the segment (s, t). Then the best estimator of the unknown average
rating in the subsegment (i, j) is the known average rating in the segment (s, t).
Sketch of the proof. The statement of the theorem follows from the fact that the uniform independent random draws from segment (s, t) follow a multivariate hypergeometric distribution (Umyarov 2009).
Case 2: Only lower-level aggregate information is available. Assume that we only know some aggre(m)
gate rating rst for some subsegment (s, t) of a larger segment (i, j) and that we need to estimate aggregate
(k)
(m)
rating rij from rst for segment (i, j) that is at the upper-level (k > m). For example, assume that we
(m)

know the aggregated average rating rst of all the males in the age group 18 to 29 for the movie “Mada(k)
gascar” and we need to estimate the aggregated average rating rij of all the males across all the age groups
(m)

for that movie. Since we assumed that we have no other information except the rst , it is natural to predict
the unknown average rating for a larger group just as the known average rating for a smaller group. More
formally, we define the estimator:
(k)

(k)

(m)

r̂ij = rst

The following theorem shows that r̂ij is the best under certain probabilistic assumptions, and its proof
is similar to the proof of Theorem 1:
Theorem 2. Assume that all the ratings in the subsegment (s, t) are generated by independent random
draws uniformly from the ratings in the segment (i, j). Then the best estimator of the average rating in the
large segment (i, j) is the average rating in the subsegment (s, t).
Note also that Case 2 is not as limited as it seems to be. If we know multiple aggregate ratings at level
m < k, then, within the assumptions of Theorem 2, this situation is exactly the same as if we knew one
aggregate rating for the union of all the known segments.
Case 3: Only the same-level aggregate information is available. This case corresponds to the rating
estimation methods used in the traditional recommender systems. In this case, we may define each group of
users as some artificial user and each group of items as some artificial item and apply the traditional rating
estimation approaches of recommender systems, such as collaborative, content-based filtering methods and
their hybrids (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005).
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In this section, we considered only the basic types of estimators. In the next section, we show that when
ratings at multiple levels are available, there is an optimal way to linearly combine them.
2.3 Optimal combination of estimators
We now show theoretically that, under certain assumptions, the linear combination of several individual
estimators from Section 2.2 outperforms any of those single estimators or any of their subsets, thus demonstrating the power of combining all the estimators into a single model.
Theorem 3. Assume x̂1 , x̂2 , . . . , x̂n are linearly biased correlated estimators of some unknown quantity x
with the following properties:
E x̂i = ai x + bi ,

Var(x̂i ) = vi

cov(x̂i , x̂j ) = cij

∀i, j ∈ 1, . . . , n

(1)

where a1 , a2 , . . . , an , b1 , b2 , . . . , bn , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn and all cij are known values, and Ex is the expected
value of random variable x. Also, let estimator x̂ be a linear combination of all estimators x̂1 , x̂2 , . . . , x̂n ,
that is
x̂ = α0 + α1 x̂1 + α2 x̂2 + · · · + αn x̂n
(2)
Then, there exist weights (α0 , α1 , . . . , αn ) such that
Var(x̂) ≤ min(Var(x̂1 ), Var(x̂2 ), . . . , Var(x̂n ))

(3)

Therefore, the combined estimator always performs better (not worse) than the best performing estimator
in the set of estimators {x̂i }. The fact that lower variance leads to better predictions is well-known in
statistical theory (Bishop 2006) since it can be shown that the best unbiased estimator in terms of MSE of
predictions is the estimator that achieves the lowest variance.
(k)
When Theorem 3 is applied to our problem to estimate the unknown rating x = rij , the particular
(m)

known aggregate ratings rst at different levels m can be used as estimators x̂i as described in Section 2.2.
Then, Theorem 3 states that there exists a linear combination of all these estimators that improves estimation
(k)
of the unknown rating x = rij .
Unfortunately, Theorem 3 does not tell us how to find the optimal weights (α0 , α1 , . . . , αn ) when values a1 , a2 , . . . , an , b1 , b2 , . . . , bn , v1 , v2 , . . . , vn and cij are unknown. However, since the theorem claims
the existence of such weights and better performance of the weighted estimator, we can apply Theorem 3
indirectly by estimating the weighting scheme (α0 , α1 , . . . , αn ) empirically by “letting the data speak for
itself” to determine the best weighting scheme.
To summarize, in this section we described our approach from the theoretical point of view. In the following sections, we describe the datasets and training/testing procedures that we used to verify our theories
and report the results that we obtained on the real-life rating datasets.

3

Experimental settings

To learn the weights (α0 , α1 , . . . , αn ) and to compare performances of the linear estimator described in
Section 2.3 with alternative approaches, we used the following datasets:
• MovieLens Dataset [Individual-level ratings] (http://www.grouplens.org). This dataset consists of more
than 1 million individual ratings of 3900 movies provided by 6040 users. It also contains demographic
information about users, such as their age and gender.
• Movie Dataset from (Adomavicius et al. 2005) [Individual-level ratings]. We also used the data from the
study (Adomavicius et al. 2005) on 61 users that provided 1110 individual ratings for 62 movies. The
dataset contains demographic information about users such as user’s age, gender, and the home ZIP code.
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• IMDB Dataset [Aggregate-level ratings] (http://www.imdb.com). In order to introduce multi-level rating information from the external sources into the individual-level rating datasets described above, we
extracted the following average ratings for every movie in those datasets from the IMDB database: (1)
total average rating for a movie, (2) average rating among males and average rating among females, (3)
average rating among different age groups, (4) average rating among males of different age groups and
average rating among females of different age groups.
As the dependent variable in equation (2), we have chosen the 1st-level aggregate rating, that is the
gender-age level data from IMDB. An example of an instance of this variable is the average rating of males
under 18 years for “Terminator 2” movie taken from IMDB.
As independent variables in equation (2), we use the following estimators of aggregate and individual
ratings at different granularity levels of the ratings hierarchy:
• x̂0 = 1: constant term estimator
• x̂1 : the lowest level estimator. This is the estimator based on average rating computed from the external
individual-level data, such as, for example, the average rating computed from MovieLens dataset for all
male users under 18 years old for “Terminator 2” movie.
• x̂2 : the 2nd level estimator. This is the estimator based on gender-level data taken from IMDB, such as,
for example, the average rating of all females for “Titanic” movie.
• x̂3 : another (parallel) 2nd level estimator. This estimator is based on age-level data from IMDB; for
example, the average rating of all users under 18 years for “Titanic” movie.
• x̂4 : the 3rd level estimator. Based on the average across all users from IMDB for each movie.
• x̂5 : the traditional user-based collaborative-filtering estimator (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005) applied
on all the 1st level ratings from IMDB.
The dataset was randomly split into 3 sets: 1) training set #1 (40% of the data); 2) training set #2 (40%
of the data); 3) test set (20% of the data). The training set #1 was used to compute estimators x̂1 , . . . , x̂5 ;
the training set #2 was used only to learn the optimal weights (α0 , α1 , . . . , αn ) using the ordinary linear
regression; and the test set was used to verify the resulting performance. The procedure was repeated 10
times to avoid dependencies on a particular sample.

4

Experimental results

The results of our experiments are presented in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). On the x-axis, we plot the cumulative
number of independent variables included in the prediction task. On the y-axis, we plot the root mean
squared error (RMSE) predictive performance of each of those models. More specifically, the 0-th tick
corresponds only to the x̂0 estimator included in the model, the 1st tick of x-axis corresponds to both x̂0 and
x̂1 estimators, and so on up to the 5-th tick of x-axis that corresponds to all the 6 estimators of model (2).
Figure 1(a) corresponds to the MovieLens dataset and Figure 1(b) to the Movie dataset.
As we can see from Figures 1(a) and 1(b), consecutive addition of extra levels of aggregate information
indeed improves predictive performance of the linear model (2). This empirical result confirms the same
theoretical finding, reported in Section 2.3. Moreover, as Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show, the combined estimator significantly outperforms the simplest model, such as predicting the aggregate rating using only the
averaging of individual ratings of some external dataset.

5

Conclusions and future work

We proposed an approach of combining top-down, bottom-up and the-same-level methods that is novel in
the field of recommender systems for estimation of aggregate average ratings. We showed empirically that
the resulting combined approach outperformed each of the individual methods. Moreover, we provided
the theoretical justification for this effect. Another important advantage of this new method is that exactly
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Figure 1: RMSE improvement
the same logic can be used to compute any unknown aggregate (and also individual) rating in terms of the
known aggregate and individual ratings, thus filling in the entire hierarchy of unknown aggregate ratings and
thus allowing us to compute any individual and aggregated rating in the taxonomy. The proposed method
can be used in various business applications requiring accurate predictions of aggregate ratings, including
the financial services application described in Section 1.
As a future work, we plan to address the question of predicting the full aggregate distribution of ratings
instead of predicting only aggregate average rating. For the prediction of full distribution, as demonstrated
by our current experiments that are beyond the scope of this paper, the linear techniques do not fit as natural
as for the task in this paper and more complicated non-linear models are required to fully formalize the task.
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1. Introduction
Organizations are increasingly using collaboration technologies such as WIKI’s, blogs, and online
communities to move towards collaborative inter-organizational network structures. While collaboration
has many benefits, risks pertaining to knowledge sharing may arise when exposed valuable knowledge
assets are transferred to other projects that may benefit competitors. Thus, the critical issue in such
scenarios becomes the identification and assessment of knowledge sharing risks to help organizations
design effective knowledge sharing strategies and protect strategic knowledge assets.
In this paper we describe a prototype DSS that implements our risk assessment framework for
assessing knowledge sharing risks in inter-organizational networks (Aljafari and Sarnikar, 2009). It
implements multi-criteria decision analysis algorithms to help rank strategic knowledge assets and
probabilistic algorithms to help estimate risks.
2. Risk Assessment Framework
The risk assessment framework lays the foundation for a systematic process through which project
managers can identify, value, and secure their knowledge assets. The following table illustrates a
summarized description of the framework and the corresponding components and functionality of the
prototype DSS.
Table 1. Risk assessment framework for knowledge assets
KM Risk Assessment Processes
Identify Inter-organizational
Knowledge Sharing Practices
Identify and value knowledge assets
Identify collaboration technology
Identify vulnerabilities/threats to
knowledge assets and evaluate risk

Prototype DSS Components and Functionality
Knowledge asset questionnaire and knowledge-base
Asset rating system and MCDA based algorithms for ranking strategic
assets
Technology Knowledge Asset Matrix
Knowledge-based approach to identifying vulnerabilities and probabilistic
algorithms for estimating risk

3. Prototype DSS
We have implemented a Decision support system that automates the risk assessment process through
capturing, organizing, and analyzing important information about specific knowledge sharing scenarios.
The prototype is implemented on a .NET platform using VB.NET and offers analytical capabilities such
as ranking valuable knowledge assets and evaluating risks associated with sharing these assets. The tool
helps evaluate knowledge sharing risks given particular business processes, collaborators, and
collaboration technologies. In addition to implementing the previously described risk assessment process,
the DSS also consists of a knowledge base for helping managers assess knowledge sharing risks.
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Community software development (e.g., www.kuali.org) is a new paradigm of software development,
which focuses on supporting collaboration and knowledge sharing among geographically distributed
teams during software development. In such teams, special knowledge needs to be shared for executing
tasks among team members. However, unmanaged knowledge flows are often inefficient for supporting
group works due to the lack of 1) efficient mechanisms to coordinate knowledge sources, and 2)
knowledge sharing mechanisms and platforms. Solutions for highly efficient and effective knowledge
logistics (e.g., who needs which knowledge resources, when, how, and why) require new technological
concepts, which go beyond current software systems such as groupware, workflow, and knowledge
management systems. In this prototype system, we showcase a knowledge flow management system that
integrates workflow and knowledge management via an Event Management System (EMS).
Knowledge flow refers to knowledge transfer processes from one individual to another in an
organization. A knowledge flow management system has three parts: knowledge content, sender, and
receiver.

Users

Knowledge Flow System Portal

Figure 1. Architecture of Knowledge Flow Management System
The architecture of knowledge flow system is shown in Figure 1. The workflow component controls
the overall software development process and the forum component is used as a communication platform.
One major challenge in the design of knowledge flow management system is how to trigger knowledge
flow. An event management system is developed to manage knowledge flows among participants. The
knowledge discovery system is used to retrieve knowledge (e.g., documents, discussion threads and
registered experts) from the forum based on the knowledge requirements in the software development
process. For example, a project manager needs some knowledge about SOA when making a project
scheduling decision. The workflow system will send a knowledge request to the EMS. Then, the EMS
will trigger a knowledge flow as an event based on given parameters. The knowledge discovery system
will be invoked to find useful SOA-related discussion threads in the forum and relevant experts who
register in the forum. Then the project manager could use the discovered knowledge and interact with the
experts via the forum. The knowledge flow event is terminated when the knowledge requirement is
satisfied.
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1. Summary
The net neutrality debate has brought out economic rationale for and against a variety of proposals of the
broadband service providers (BSPs) to differentiate among different classes of users. Broadband users are
characterized by the differing amounts of content they request online, as well as their valuation for such
content. A BSP has two potential instruments for user discrimination – price discrimination and traffic
prioritization (or degradation). We model four different pricing and prioritization options that cover many
of the strategies that actual BSPs have adopted in the marketplace. By comparing these options, we find
that imposing net neutrality may decrease the BSP’s profit. If net neutrality is not imposed, however, the
BSP might degrade the heavy users or charge them more for a preferential data delivery depending on the
various parameter values. These results are useful both for the broadband service providers as they mull
over the introduction of the different pricing strategies and for policymakers who are dealing with the net
neutrality issue.
2. Model schematic
The schematic shows the two different aspects of the net neutrality debate. The heart of the net neutrality
debate is at the local loop of the BSP. Here, the BSP can charge either the content providers or the end
consumers in order to make a data packet “non-neutral”. We explore six different strategies that the BSP
might employ for user discrimination.
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With net neutrality in place, the BSP would prefer to charge a two-part tariff for Internet access, but
without net neutrality, a BSP may choose to charge a uniform price and degrade heavy users or else
charge a higher price to high type users for preferential delivery of their data packets, depending on
the characteristics of users’ valuations for content and their usage patterns.
Without net neutrality in place, we find that degrading the experience of the heavy users increases
social welfare.
Under certain conditions, the BSP’s user discrimination choice deviate from the social optimum.
These conditions can be used to establish the criteria under which the social planner might wish to
regulate the BSP’s actions in order to maximize the social surplus.
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Data provenance refers to the source and processing history of data. We have clearly defined the
semantics of provenance using the W7 model in our previous research (Ram and Liu 2007). We
have designed and developed a PROvenance VIsualization System for the WikipedIA (PROVISIA)
to harvest and visualize the provenance of Wikipedia articles. We use a subset of the W7 model
by tracking the what, how, who, when and why of Wikipedia articles. In the Wikipedia context,
what or events that affect a Wikipedia page are primarily creation, modification and destruction of
the page. Other events may include “quality assessment” (e.g., a page may be designated as a
featured page) or change in access rights (e.g., a page may be locked to prevent editing by
anonymous editors). The “how” construct for a page may be sentence insertion/update/deletion,
link insertion/update/deletion, reference insertion/update/deletion, reverts, etc. These are actions
made by editors that may lead to the modification of a page. Who represents the editors of a
Wikipedia page. When refers to the time an event occurs. Why, i.e., justification for a change, is
recorded in the “comment” field in Wikipedia.
The architecture of PROVISIA is shown in Fig. 1. The Provenance Capture Module automatically
harvests provenance from the Wikipedia. The harvested provenance is recorded in the provenance
knowledge base which is implemented using a relational database. The Provenance Navigation
Module consists of two major components: a provenance browser and a trend analyzer. The
provenance browser visualizes the provenance of a Wikipedia page by tracking the various events that
affected the page as well as details about these events. It allows the user to navigate to other Wikipedia
pages based on data provenance. For instance, the visualization of the page “genome” indicates that an
editor named AdamRetchless inserted 8 sentences on Nov.30th, 2002. The provenance browser
then allows a user to navigate to other pages edited by this person or even other pages created
around the same time period. The trend analyzer shows how Wikipedia pages evolve over time. It
allows visualization of the trail of changes for a specific page, in terms of the number of editors or
the number of inserted sentences during its lifetime. It can also be used to compare the evolution
paths of multiple Wikipedia pages based on the number of editors, the number of sentence
insertions, and other provenance-related information.
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As a result of the knowledge economy the university as an institution is becoming increasingly important.
Students are getting academic education in diverse phases of life including off-campus and part-time.
Further, large portions of the contemporary university IT architecture emerged throughout the 1980:s and
1990:s when the computing capabilities in academia were technologically superior to compared to the
average consumer setting and hence often heavily utilized by its students (Shields, 1995). However, as a
result of the massive societal digitization these capabilities are now available in the homes or mobile
phone of most citizens, decreasing incentives for students to utilize these systems. In many cases, as a
result of the loosely coupled structure of universities (Weick, 1976), the information important for
students reside in numerous isolated islands, often available by a device-independent hypertext interface
but where semantics have been stripped. Hence, the coordination of this digitized information required
remains a manual task for students. Using this backdrop of university IS, there seems to be plenty of
incentives for universities to become more attractive by innovating on existing information systems and
making them more available to students. Yet, building end-user services for all users and their devices
may seem a Sisyphean task. Drawing upon theories of digital innovation, a modular service-oriented
architecture is now being established. The functionality to enable by such architecture has previously
been elicited through a number of workshops and surveys after a prototype was built (Albinsson et al.
2006) and evaluated (Lind & Rittgen 2009). The evaluation showed that for the prototype to be more
useful, more services needed to be induced in the platform. E.g. a lot of existing university-related
information (e.g. changes in class scheduling) is isolated from the everyday tools of the student (e.g.
Google Calendar). Hence, we have built a platform that is based on the concept of a toolkit (von Hippel &
Katz 2002), enabling users to modify and transfer information previously considered “sticky”. Moreover,
since universities are lacking resources to produce all end-user services themselves, this toolkit will be
made publically available (Chesbrough 2005) allowing users and third-party vendors to produce new
plug-ins as new technologies are diffused by students and new sources of information are being published
by universities enabling students (Sanchez & Mahoney 1996).
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1. Purpose and Motivation
Purpose of the prototype is the merger of contacts and its possible visualization within online social
networks. Especially driven by the trend of using web 2.0 techniques, individuals are supported managing
their private and business driven social networks. The aim is to develop a prototype that enables a user to
administrate his contacts within diverse online social networks supported by a graph-driven GUI.
2. Prototype Description (Functional)
Especially in science the use of visualization is a common technique to describe complex relations and to
offer a deeper understanding of these relations. The fundamental work on the visualization of social
networks was done by Moreno (1932) by pointing out five principles when constructing an image of
social networks:(1) draw graphs, (2) draw directed graphs; (3) use colors to draw multigraphs; (4) vary
the shapes of points to communicate characteristics of social actors; (5) show that variations in the
locations of points can be used to stress important structural features of the data (Freeman 2000). These
principles are obtained setting up this prototype. At the current state of development the prototype is able
to import data from online social networks, display the networks featuring all diverse social network
services with nodes and lines and offer the user the opportunity to merge identical persons existing in
separated online social networks into one single node. Furthermore a search query can be conducted and
the visualization is multi layered according to the different social network services using different colors.
3. Prototype Description (Technical)
Java SE 1.5 was used as programming language. Several java-based frameworks provide additional
functionality, such as the prefuse visualization framework for interactive and dynamic visualization of the
social networks and their actors, the facebook-java-api as a means to query Facebook for user data, and
the open-social-java-api to access social networks which are members of Google’s Open Social Initiative.
4. Future Plans
First, basic statistical information may enable analysis of multidimensional relationships between friends.
Another enhancement of the prototype will be the implementation of a three dimensional visualization
that might improve clarity of inter-network relations. Furthermore a data crawler is planned which
continuously reads-out user data from networks and stores them persistently. This data could then be
visualized in a cumbersome timeline-like fashion, enabling users to explore what their contacts were
doing at a certain moment (for which data was recorded by the crawler) back in time.
Literature
Freeman, L. 2000. “Visualizing Social Networks” Journal of
http://www.cmu.edu/joss/content/articles/volume1/Freeman.html.
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Moreno, J. L. 1932. Application of the Group Method to Classification . New York: National Comitee on
Prisons and Prison Labor.
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AN INTEGRATED MODEL FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT:
A QUEUEING ANALYSIS
Wael Jabr†, Radha Mookerjee†, Yong Tan‡, Vijay Mookerjee†
†University of Texas at Dallas, ‡University of Washington
wmj051000@utdallas.edu, radham@utdallas.edu, ytan@u.washington.edu, vijaym@utdallas.edu
1. Background
User forums are fast becoming a popular way for firms to support their software products. These forums
supplement the traditional customer support tools such as help desks and online knowledge bases. Both
the firm and the user derive utility from such forums. Users receive quality and timely responses through
peer-to-peer support. Firms see some support requests being channeled away from the help desk thus
reducing their costs of providing support through costly channels. It is therefore in the firm's interest to
ensure that user forums stay resourceful and vibrant and to divert user support away from the help desk.
2. Methodology
To analyze the tradeoff between the user forum and the help
desk, we model the user forum as an M/G/1 PS system and
derive the delay incurred by users when arriving. The help desk
is modeled as an M/M/1 queue with an infinite waiting room for
which we derive the corresponding delay.
A user with an issue that requires resolution has the option of
visiting the forum or the help desk. Each of these options is
coupled with a disutility the user incurs due to waiting for an
answer (figure 1).
Disutility in the Forum = D(τF)=d*τF
Disutility in the Help Desk = D(τH)=D*τH
The firm’s objective function is to minimize the costs of its
technical support which are incurred by running both the help desk and the user forum. It also aims at
minimizing the delay costs incurred by users. The firm can manipulate the flow (p) of issues to the forum
or the help desk by adjusting the delays.

MinCosts H  ForumDelayCost  Help _ DeskDelayCost  HelpDeskOperationCos ts
We model two scenarios: 1) the user has the choice between the forum and the help desk and 2) once the
choice is made between the forum and the help desk, the user who arrives to the forum can find her issue
already posted and join the queue waiting for an answer or she initiates a new thread.
3. Findings
For both scenarios, we derive the delays in the help desk, in the initiators queue and in the joiners queue.
We also derive the optimal processing rate at the help desk (μH) that minimizes both the firm costs and
the delays.
4. Implications
The technical support manager can easily derive the optimal processing rate in the help desk that
decreases the overall costs and delays in both the help desk and user forum. Given the pool of answerers
in the forum, managers can strike a balance between the costly use of the help desk and the mostly free
use of user forum.
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Traditionally, negotiation has been very much a human enterprise. We created an agent-based negotiation
engine which provides software agents that serve as surrogates for human negotiators in bounded business
tasks. As computerized agents can unambiguously capture a negotiator’s decision variables necessary for
forming a negotiation strategy, the research prototype was used to effectively manipulate the effects of
key strategy variables in agent-to-human negotiation experiments (Yang et al., 2009). Furthermore, the
prototype was developed in a “software-as-a-service” model that allows an e-business owner to make use
of negotiation services through an easy-to-follow web portal. This demonstration illustrates how to create
and configure the negotiation agent as well as to embed the agent to an e-business owner’s web storefront.
Suppose A is an e-business owner dealing with multiple business partners. Instead of employing human
sales personnel, A can choose to subscribe to a software agent provided by the negotiation service to
handle routine negotiations on his/her behalf (Figure 1). To do this, 1) A logs in the negotiation service
portal and creates one (or multiple) agent(s). The web interface shows four negotiation service modules:
“Name Your Agent”, “Assign Your Agent the Negotiation Task”, “Tell Your Agent the Negotiation
Strategy”, and “Specify Service Parameters”. The first three modules guide A to create a name for his/her
negotiation agent, to set up task information (e.g., define issues, elicit preference and construct utility
functions), and to customize strategy parameters (e.g., define bottom line utility, target utility, concession
pattern, message accompanying offers) respectively. The last module instructs A to copy/paste a set of
HTML code that embeds the agent in A’s web storefront. 2) These key strategic parameters are then
stored in a repository. 3) These parameters are used with a strategy algorithm pool. 4) If a business
partner B browses Party A’s web catalog and decides to use the negotiation function, B will be redirected
to the negotiation service which handles the actual negotiation process with B on behalf of A. Once
negotiation is completed, the service returns B to A’s website for confirmation.

Figure 1. Overall Architecture of the Negotiation Service Engine for e-Business Owners

Yang, Y.P., Singhal, S., and Xu, Y. (2009). “Offer with Choices and Accept with Delay: A Win-Win
Strategy Model for Agent-Based Automated Negotiation”, In Proceedings of the 30th International
Conference in Information Systems, Phoenix, Arizona, 15-18 December 2009.
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USING “CASH FOR CLUNKERS” AND OTHER CURRENT CASES TO
TEACH DATABASE CONCEPTS
Steven Alter
University of San Francisco
alter@usfca.edu
1. Goal and approach
A key difficulty in teaching database topics in introductory IS courses is that the examples are trivial and
uninteresting. The students get lost quickly in details of database software such as Microsoft Access and miss the
big picture about why data organization and access through database technology is important to business. A double
whammy: They never attain fluency in using database software and they never see the importance of the topic.
A different approach to databases starts with real-world database problems and asks the students to identify the
relevant data, the difficulties in obtaining or accessing that data, the relevant data integration issues, and the
challenges in assuring or least evaluating the accuracy of the data. A recent example is the “cash for clunkers”
program in which the US government paid up to $4500 to individuals who would trade in old gas guzzlers for newer
cars that obtain much better mileage. Newspaper articles reported substantial frustration by car dealers who were not
receiving reimbursements in a timely manner. (e.g., Mitchell, J. and Linebaugh, K. “Clunkers Plan Needs a
Tuneup,” Wall Street Journal, Aug. 14, 2009) An interesting exercise for students is to read several of those articles
and apply them from a database perspective, even though they were not written as database articles. (Similar
exercises can be done with newspaper or magazine articles about health care, customer loyalty cards, JetBlue's
problems on Valentine's Day2008, annual job performance appraisals, and news or business topics.)

2. Learning Goals and Summary of a Sample Exercise





Understand how data requirements in real world situations derive from work systems.
Learn to identify data requirements in real world situations, and conceptualize those data requirements in
the form of a relational database.
Recognize data integration issues when data comes from multiple sources.
Recognize data integrity issues, especially when data comes from multiple sources.

Sample business problem: The “cash for clunkers” program encountered many complaints about late payments
to auto dealers offering rebates for purchases involving the trade-in of an old gas-guzzling car. Keeping track of the
purchase and rebate transactions required a database, at least conceptually.
Hands-on component: Produce a prototype of the database using Microsoft Access. Include tables such as auto
dealer, buyer, transaction, trade-in car, purchased car, and automobile type (brand, model, and year)

3. Teaching note
Students read one or two newspaper accounts of the cash for clunkers program. (They can do this in class or before
class.) Working individually or in teams, they identify problems that were encountered. Prodded by the discussion
of the problems, they summarize the work system through which people in various roles authorize, perform, record,
and check the transactions. A good template for doing this is a one-page work system snapshot (the work system’s
customers, products and services, processes and activities, participants, information, and technologies). Since
newspaper or magazine articles about this topic are not designed for this exercise, and do not explicitly identify all
of the relevant steps, participants, or information, the students must make assumptions about how the process occurs
and what information is used. Different individuals or teams make different assumptions, and produce different
summaries of the work system, including the information that is required. The discussion emphasizes that a real
world analysis would involve interviews rather than just making assumptions for the purposes of a classroom
exercise. A classroom discussion moves to integration issues and integrity issues involving the source of some of the
information. For example, this work system seems to require DMV (Department of Motor Vehicles) information
from 50 states. How would that information be obtained and validated? Separately, individuals or student teams set
up a database prototype including at least four tables. A follow-on discussion compares prototypes and identify data
omissions and to clarify requirements, noting that a real-world analysis and design effort would require much more
to go beyond simply making assumptions about the requirements.
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TYSON FOODS, BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE VIA SAP’S BEX ANALYZER
David Douglas & Paul Cronan
University of Arkansas
1. Learning Objectives:




Be able to compare/contrast Data Warehouse terminology with SAP’s Data Warehousing terminology
Be able to construct important business intelligence problems/opportunities with SAP Tyson’s Frozen
Food cubes hosted at the University of Arkansas (UA)
Be able to find solutions to business problems/opportunities using SAP’s BEx Analyzer against
Tyson Frozen Foods cubes hosted at the UA

2. Target Audience


Business students or other students involved in decision making in their curriculum-- with or without
data warehouse background

3. Business Context
The UA hosts a SAP Business Intelligence instance consisting of cubes derived from a R/3 dataset from
Tyson Foods, Inc. Business cases can be constructed for IT students or students with some SAP
background as well as other students involved in decision making.
Case 1 for students with some SAP background: Using the Frozen Foods Inc. Profitability Analysis
Cube, construct a diagram of the ETL data flow to create the cube. Explain the purpose of each phase and
transformation of the process diagram in this specific ETL process
Case 2 for decision making students: Using the Frozen Foods Inc. Profitability Analysis Cube create
BEx analyzer queries to answer Tyson management questions.
Management question 1: Tyson Management wishes to know which sales organizations had the highest
Gross Sales and Net Sales for Protein 1 and Protein 61.
Management Question 2: Tyson management wishes to know the following for May 2004–June 2004:
o
o

o

Question 2.a Which Ship-to-party that bought Protein 21 had the highest increase in gross sales
between May 2004 and June 2004 and the amount of the increase?
Question 2.b Show the top 5 Profit centers that had the highest increase in gross sales between May
2004 and June 2004 including amount of increase for each profit center. Also, show the bottom 5
Profit centers that had the largest decrease in gross sales between May 204 and June 2004 including
the amount of decreases.
Question 2.c The top three customers in terms of highest gross sales increase between May 2004 and
June 2004for each product group.

4. Hands-On IT skills
Hands-on can be directed to students that have some background in SAP BI or any students involved in
decision making. They use the UA SAP BI system and BEx Analyzer – Excel based.
5. Teaching Note
Prior to class, review data warehouse concepts, demonstrate BEx; form groups and determine solutions to
case questions.
6. IS/IT Domains
Business Intelligence/Data Mining, Database Warehousing
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AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO TEACHING
IT GOVERNANCE, RISK AND CONTROLS
Justin Greis and V. Ramesh
Ernst & Young and Indiana University
Justin.Greis@ey.com and venkat@indiana.edu
1. Summary of Learning Objectives
The objective of the course is to blend practical industry business and technology issues with the rigor of
academic analysis in the areas of IT Governance, Risk and Controls. The key objective of this exercise is
to enable students to clearly understand the issues in Identity and Access Management (IAM), the link
between IAM and Logical Access Controls as well as the factors to consider in making a business case for
[and choosing to invest in] IAM in an organization.
The primary challenge lies in making the business case both for and against implementation of Identity
and Access Management as a means of addressing both tactical control deficiencies and enablement of
key business initiatives. Students are required to prepare both a CIO and CFO perspective and debate the
issue in front of a simulated executive board; however, they are not told which side they will be
presenting until minutes before the debate begins.
2. Target Audience
Primarily graduate students in Information Systems Master’s programs or as a module in an MBA core
course. It is also possible to use this in a senior-level undergraduate IS course on Security or Information
Assurance. No pre-requisite knowledge is assumed, although some exposure to security, business case
analysis and/or control concepts can be helpful.
3. Business Problem
Investment decisions in enterprise automation and control technologies are often made without fully
exploring the tangible (i.e. cost savings, revenue generation, etc.) and intangible (i.e. efficiencies,
productivity, SLA optimization, etc.) benefits of the investment. Identity and Access Management
solutions are typically implemented in response to audit findings/issues as a means of strengthening the
control environment yet are rarely linked to the strategic enablers that IAM can offer such as customized
customer/vendor portals, workflow, business intelligence, CRM and other organizational drivers.
Executives are realizing that controls can be embedded in strategic enabling technology such as IAM in
order to achieve compliance, embed governance and enable the business. This exercise is designed to
familiarize students with arguments for and against making such an investment. It forces them to think
like CFO and CIO in order to defend both the fiscally conservative and technologically progressive
positions on the issue.
4. Teaching Notes
The case on IAM is delivered in the following format:
1. Students are assigned a set of reading materials on how to make a case for IAM. They are also
introduced to leading practice control frameworks such as COBIT and ISO27001.
2. Two groups (4 – 5 students) are assigned the case and are given the week to prepare positions for and
against the investment in IAM, each representing the CIO and CFO respectively.
3. Students must submit a presentation and summary memo for both sides of the debate; but sides are
chosen through a coin toss at the beginning of class.
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4. The groups make their presentation to the CEO (played by the instructor) and the board of directors
(the rest of the class). One group represents the CIO (proponent of IAM), while the other represents
the CFO side (opposed to the investment in IAM technology).
5. The groups that are not presenting are given an individual assignment that forces them to gain a good
understanding of the core issues in the case. This allows them to be active participants during the Q &
A portion of the debate.
6. The instructor serves as both debate moderator and leads the Q&A session after closing arguments
have been delivered by both student teams.
7. After the key issues in the case are brought via the debate, the instructor and/or a guest speaker
presents key materials around the concept of Identity and Access Management reinforcing the key
issues in the case:
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IAM satisfies both compliance/controls as well as enables strategic objectives of an organization.



Benefits of IAM are often cost savings that are difficult to quantify. Strategic benefits of
enabling key organizational drivers are even more difficult to measure and quantify.



IAM satisfies one of the most fundamental IT governance concepts: identifying the “who has
access to what” and thereby embedding accountability in key IT controls.
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EXTENDING BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CURRICULA
WITH DASHBOARD DESIGN
Sonja Hecht, Jörg Schmidl, Holger Wittges, Helmut Krcmar
Technische Universität München
{hecht|schmidl||wittges|krcmar}@in.tum.de
1. Motivation
It is a well known fact that the fate of an organization largely depends on its managers’ ability to make the
right decisions. In the last decades an evolutionary line of tools has been developed to support the
decision making process. Management Information Systems have been deployed, that collect decisionrelevant data. In the beginning they provided static lists that were generated in batch runs, today
sophisticated Business Intelligence (BI) tools allow for real-time drill down into operational and strategic
information as well new ways of analyzing the data. While the acquisition, cleansing and distribution of
data are supported by the new generation of tools quite well, there is still need to focus on “the last mile”
to the user: visualization of the results. Most tools have means to represent data, but only few of them
offer a suitable tool for easily creating visualizations that aggregate all the information in one spot and
allow interaction with the data through a visual interface. While it might look like yet-another BI front
end solution, dashboards facilitate the interaction with the data and offer a direct feedback channel to the
user, that allows to interactively explore the data and its relation. Something that has the potential to
change the way managers derive their decisions. Due to these developments, we present this curriculum
to motivate the extension of traditional BI curricula by dashboard design. In spite of the fact that current
dashboard tools often require no coding and are promoted to be end user tools, designing dashboards that
really do increase user productivity in decision situations still remains an expert activity and should be
taught as part of a comprehensive BI curriculum.
2. Learning objective
Learning objective of this teaching module is to
-

understand capabilities and limitations of dashboards for data visualization and decision support,

-

understand and be able to apply the various steps of the dashboard development process, from
requirements analysis up to physical implementation and its relation to the overall BI process,

-

understand the importance of HCI aspects in the design of dashboard applications.

3. Curriculum details
Table 1. Curriculum details
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Target audience

Graduate Information Systems students

Business problem

Students are in the role of a sales assistant of a company producing bikes. One
of the company’s objectives is to reach a profit margin increase of 15 percent
for all product lines. A business intelligence application is required that allows
for a simulation of the profit margin that depends on three major factors (sales
volume, discount granted, and costs of goods sold).

Hands-on ITskills component

Design and implementation of a dashboard for sales simulation, using the
dashboarding software SAP Business Objects Xcelsius 2008
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BUSINESS PROCESS INTEGRATION PROJECT USING SAP
Bipin Prabhakar
Indiana University
bkprabha@indiana.edu

Enterprise Resource Planning Systems are widely used in Fortune 5000 firms and are also being
increasingly deployed in mid-market enterprises. Forrester Research estimates that in 2008, the ERP
applications market had total revenues of $38 billion with a projected growth rate of 6.9% reaching $50
billion in 2012 (Hammerman, Leaver and Donnelly, 2008).
Teaching ERP systems is challenging because it is difficult to get the students to go beyond point-andclick to understand how business processes are integrated by these systems. ERP teaching material
available from the SAP University Alliance (SAP UA) can be used to teach students how to use SAP
systems as well as how to configure the system. The Business Process Integration course material (as well
as other configuration courses available through the UA) walks the student through the process of
configuring an ERP system through a series of exercises. After completing the exercises, students will be
familiar with the configuration of the various core modules of SAP. In order to help students integrate this
knowledge, they need to be able to configure a system based on business process descriptions rather than
configuration instructions. This can be achieved by assigning students a project requiring them to use a
business scenario as the basis for configuring a system.
Teaching objectives: Enable students to 1) develop business process blueprints from a business scenario
2) translate these business blueprints to SAP configuration based on best practices and 3) develop an
understanding of the integration necessary between functional modules to support business processes.
Pre-requisites: Understanding of business processes. SAP configuration using one of the configuration
courses available through the SAP University Alliance
Target Level: Graduate
Project Description: Students are given a business scenario based on a client engagement by a consulting
company. The scenario given is significantly more complex than the company they configured using the
SAP UA materials. The new company is global and is both a trading good and manufacturing
organization with sourcing done from multiple global plants. The company also uses multiple currencies
and is liable for taxes in multiple jurisdictions. Students work in teams to develop SAP business
blueprints and create a straw-man organizational structure for the organization. Then they review SAP
best practices for each of the business process for the industry sector of the company. Finally, they
configure the SAP from scratch.
A completed project will be demonstrated at the conference. Business blue prints developed by students
will be available for review at the conference.
References
SAP University Alliance available at: http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/uac
Hammerman, P. D., Leaver, S. and Donnelly, M. “ERP Applications 2008: The Battle Goes Vertical”,
Forrester Research, June 23, 2008 (Updated July 2, 2008).
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TEACHING CASE ON SOA AND WEB SERVICES IN A SYSTEM ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN COURSE
Harry Jiannan Wang
Assistant Professor of MIS
Department of Accounting and MIS
Lerner College of Business and Economics
University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716
hjwang@lerner.udel.edu
http://udel.edu/~hjwang/
This teaching case is part of a MBA/Graduate elective course titled “System Analysis and Design”
offered by the Department of Accounting and MIS at the University of Delaware.
Target Audience: MBA/Business Graduate Students
Pre-requisite Knowledge: basic concepts of system analysis and design and knowledge of using business
process management systems
The learning objectives are:





Understand the basic concepts of SOA and Web Services
Understand how system integration can be easily implemented by leveraging SOA and web
services techniques
Learn how to orchestrate web services using process engine to provide added business value
Learn how to browse web service repository (or web service catalog) to understand the basic
functionalities of services (WSDL address, inputs, outputs, data types, etc.)

Teaching Note:





The first part of the lecture should be using the lecture slides to introduce the basic concepts in
SOA and Web Services, which should be about 45 minutes.
The second part of the lecture is a lab session, where the students complete an exercise on service
orchestration using process management systems. This lab offers students hands-on experience
with Web Services and helps them understand how SOA and Web Services can provide addedvalue to businesses with minimal programming effort. This lab can be completed in 45 minutes.
The deliverables from the lab are evaluated as a graded assignment.

Appendix A: Lecture Slides
Appendix B: Lab Instructions
Appendix C: Assignment Instructions
Appendix A, B, and C can be downloaded at SSRN：
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1494564
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A New Development and Distribution Model for
Enterprise Software in Education
Chris Coppola, Anthony Potts
Kuali Foundation, Sakai Foundation, rSmart
chris.coppola@rsmart.com, anthony.potts@rsmart.com

Introduction: In the past seven years colleges and universities have devised a new model for
developing and distributing mission-critical enterprise software systems. This new model—Community
Source—can be described as a convergence of the Cathedral and Bazaar models described in Eric
Raymond’s seminal paper, The Cathedral and the Bazaar.
The Community Source model is exemplified by
the Kuali and Sakai communities. It blends the
open, collaborative nature of open source projects
with the rigorous planning and management that
is typical of proprietary software development.
This new model is changing the very nature of the
way software is produced and consumed in
education.

Best of Breed Application: This
demonstration will focus on two topics—first, the
structure of the Kuali community, and second on
the Kuali Rice middleware. The Kuali
community’s governance and organizational
Figure 1. The Kuali Community Organization
patterns exemplify the Community Source model.
The Kuali Foundation is a not-for profit organization
that provides infrastructure and coordination
mechanisms to facilitate effective community collaboration. Within the Kuali Foundation major software
projects are organized to build mission-critical systems such as financials, student services, and research
administration. Each of these projects has a similar governance structure and community development
methodology.
Kuali software is built on a common set of software services and middleware. The project that produces
this middleware stack is called Kuali Rice. This demonstration will show the Kuali Rice architecture and
the use of enterprise workflow technology.

Demonstration: The best-of-breed demonstration will deal with community governance and
organization and the Kuali and Sakai software systems produced using this model.

Contribution: The Community Source model and the open software that is now being produced using
this model contribute a unique and effective solution for coordinating IT investments in support of
education.

References:
Kuali Community - http://www.kuali.org/
Sakai Community - http://www.sakaiproject.org/
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A DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH TO IT COST OPTIMIZATION
Craig Crawford, Bob Leto and Todd Smyth
Ernst & Young
Craig.Crawford@ey.com, Robert.Leto@ey.com, Todd.Smyth@ey.com
1.

Introduction

As a component of our overall Enterprise Cost Reduction (ECR) service offering, we have developed an
innovative approach to IT Cost Optimization (ITCO) using a highly data driven methodology to prioritize
and quantify areas of focus within the IT organization. To meet the data needs of this approach we have
built a custom analysis framework to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the engagement teams
performing the analysis. This tool leverages company data from various sources in order to paint a
holistic picture of cost optimization opportunities, often overlooked by traditional cost reduction
initiatives.
2.

IT Cost Optimization Methodology

Our methodology utilizes a phased approach to assessing areas of focus for cost reduction, redirection or
reinvestment. The first phase involves a rapid assessment of the client’s operations via data requests.
The nature of the data received drives additional client conversations and fact gathering. After the first
wave of data is received, analyzed and compared against industry and competitive spend levels, a
checkpoint is held with project sponsors to assess the appropriateness of the initial conclusions. The
second phase consists of a deep-dive into the underlying IT spend drivers across the organization (as
conveyed via data and client interviews). The service culminates with a series of quantified and
actionable recommendations for areas of change. Our teams are structured with several key roles
including the data liaison, data manager and data consumers. The roles have been structured to maximize
the efficiency of teams. As a professional services firm, we have designed our approach to minimize
rework and maximize data consumption; thus allowing us to quickly show value and achieve the
immediate needs of our clients.
3.

Spend Analyzer® Methodology

We have leveraged several best-in-class products and consolidated them into a common framework.
Source information is rendered in such a way that the end-user is presented a consistent format to analyze
client information regardless of source. Real-time updates are enabled via web delivery of the shared
interface. End-users are presented with an intranet interface which allows them to modify and share
results with the rest of the team in a collaborative environment. The Spend Analyzer® presents data in
numerous formats to best suit the needs of the practitioner: grids, pivot tables, pivot charts (linked to pivot
tables) and dynamic reporting interfaces. The tool was designed to be leveraged not just across the IT
optimization reviews, but also across any data driven project with highly unique data inputs. The ultimate
power of the tool lies in its ability to consolidate and link massive amounts of structured and unstructured
data to show a business-centric view of IT and the various areas of cost savings. Since the
recommendations are based on actual company spend data, results are indisputable and provide a clear
roadmap for organizational change based on the report outputs.
4.

Spend Analyzer® Tools

The current iteration of Spend Analyzer® leverages technology including Microsoft SQL Server,
Analysis Services, Reporting Services and Office Web Components in a .Net framework. The tool
presents user information in a cleansed analysis view as well as in a benchmark comparison report using
3rd party data.
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5.

Demonstration

We will present our methodology for a data-driven IT Cost Optimization project.
demonstrate the Spend Analyzer® tool including the various data and user interfaces.
6.

We will also

Contribution

This methodology demonstrates a highly data-driven approach to IT Cost Optimization. Unlike
traditional approaches to cost optimization initiatives, heavily leverage qualitative client interviews, our
approach is supported by organizational data and industry benchmarks to support the qualitative
stakeholder interviews. The tool demonstrates the enablement of data-driven analysis crossing numerous
source systems in a common framework.
7.

Results

Using our proven ITCO approach, methods and tools, we have demonstrated results in the real economy,
identifying IT cost saving ranging from 15% to 30% for our clients. The Spend Analyzer® accelerates the
data discovery and analytic process, allowing us to identify actionable IT cost opportunities within the
first few weeks of an engagement.
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COMMUNITIES OF INFLUENCE AT WORK:
UNIVERSITIES AND SAP
Heather Czech Matthews
SAP University Alliances
1. Introduction
ERP applications are integrated software suites that are becoming mature technologies in many
organizations today. There is some evidence that nearly 80% of all world business transactions are
conducted either directly or indirectly (through the supply chain) on an ERP system. Accordingly,
students in today’s universities need to understand this important technology and students with an
understanding of the integrated nature of ERP systems in general have been valued in the job market.
The Business Suite from SAP AG is used in over 900 universities globally to enhance the education of
students.
The challenges in today's economy have hit universities as well as the business community, yet the job
market for SAP-literate graduates remains strong. Within the first month of opening the University
Alliances job board over 150 jobs were posted there and there are estimates that the global need for SAP
literate graduates is about 30,000. In all organizations, including universities, people are being asked to
do more with less, be transparent and accountable, and partner with each other to achieve common goals.
SAP calls this the Clear Enterprise and the University Alliances (UA) Team works to help universities
become part of this program. In addition to the free use of the software, the UA provides extensive
curriculum, free training to faculty and numerous networking opportunities for member schools.
This session highlights the mission and benefits of the SAP University Alliances program in North
America. We present examples of schools who have successfully incorporated SAP products into classes
across the Business and Computer Science curricula. We demonstrate the value proposition to 1) Deans
through networking opportunities with key SAP customers and partners, 2) faculty to enhance their own
skill sets while they build the marketability of students, and of course, 3) students who receive the
ultimate benefit of a good job upon graduation. We have evidence that SAP literate graduates not only
receive more job offers but are among the highest paid graduates of their programs. Whether the student
has a functional knowledge of the use of ERP to complete integrated business processes or has more
depth in the technical aspects of ERP systems administration or development, data show that these
students receiving job offers even in this challenging economy. Please check us out and join our public
community today for free at http://uac.sap.com or contact us at uap.na@sap.com.

Key Features of our Presentation
1) SAP University Alliances Program -- what is it, how do schools participate, what do students learn
about SAP?
2) Benefits to UA members
3) Call to action -- next steps: how to join and how to incorporate SAP products into business and IT
courses
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PANEL - APPLICATION AWARE IS RESEARCH:
IMPACTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Chair: Alan Hevner
University of South Florida
ahevner@coba.usf.edu

Panelists:
Ram Gopal, Matthias Jarke, Sandra Slaughter, Iris Vessey
University of Connecticut, RWTH Aachen, George Tech, University of Queensland
ram.gopal@business.uconn.edu, jarke@informatik.rwth-aachen.de, sandra.slaughter@mgt.gatech.edu,
i.vessey@business.uq.edu.au

Abstract
Relevant research in Information Systems must address opportunities and problems in real
application domains. An application domain consists of the people, organizational systems, and
technical systems that interact to work toward the goals of a well-defined field of endeavor. The
dilemma arises when the researcher attempts to generalize the results of the research beyond the
application domain into broader theory. Does research rigor demand that ‘good’ research always
result in general theory contributions beyond the application domain of the research project?
What are the right research trade-offs between specific impacts to the application domain and
general contributions to the IS field?
Keywords: Application domain, IS research, rigor, relevance, theory, practical impact

1. Panel Challenge
An application domain can drive effective IS research by presenting real-world opportunities and challenges for
which current methods and technologies are inadequate. Examples of important application domains are: ecommerce; healthcare and medicine; energy and the environment; education; entertainment; science/engineering
fields; and all other critical domains amenable to information systems solutions. For a specific application domain, a
research project should present a clear problem statement whose objectives and challenges are not met by current
systems and technologies. The research must pose a vision for achieving both domain goals and theory contributions
to the field accompanied by plans to evaluate the progress and success of the new solutions. Research with the
greatest impact will lead to measurable improvements in the targeted application domain.
During my recent assignment at the National Science Foundation, I had the opportunity to discuss strategic research
directions with many of the thought leaders; academic and industrial; of the computer and Information science and
engineering (CISE) community. The role of the application domain in research was frequently addressed. Much
current research is criticized for being too unrelated to the messy realities found in complex application domains. An
emerging research trend is the design and development of domain-specific system architectures, models,
development methods, programming languages, and web (cloud) services. The call is for multi-disciplinary research
that addresses real-world problems and provides solutions that can be demonstrated in key application domains.
The objective of this panel is to discuss the role of the application domain in top-quality IS research. The following
issues will be addressed by the panel and audience:
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How important is the application domain for good IS research? How do you balance the specific
(relevance) and the general (rigor) in your research?
How do you build multi-disciplinary research teams for the application domain? How can you find
industrial collaborators for your research projects?
What application domains are currently of greatest importance and interest to the IS community?
How do you generalize from specific application domain research to general IS theory? Is this essential in
order to publish domain-specific research in top IS journals?
Can you publish in the top journals of the application domain (e.g. healthcare) and still have the IS
community recognize the visibility and value of the publication?
How do you attract external funding to domain-specific projects? Is this an advantage or disadvantage to
agencies such as the NSF and NIH?

2. Ram Gopal Position Statement
A fundamental axiom is that IT does not create value in its own right, but rather it creates the potential for derived
value. This value is actualized when the information system is embedded in an application context. While this notion
is generally accepted and used as a barometer to evaluate research, challenges do arise, both when a particular
research has potential impacts across multiple application domains and when it when it is focused narrowly within
an application setting. The evidence does point to the fact that both types of research papers are being published in
the top journals. The key is ‘the strength of the contribution’ – if a research effort has multi-domain appeal then it is
assessed based on the theoretical contribution, and if it is application specific then on whether it unambiguously
addresses critical issues present in the domain of interest. As the extent of IT usage is increasing dramatically, it is
not surprising that there is much interest in application domain specific IT research. Some visible examples of this
can be found in the entertainment industry, health care, and marketing. Many of the top scholars in the field have
published this type of research in both IS journals and journals dedicated to these application domains. This is very
healthy for our field as it is a testament to the quality and caliber of our work, and our ability to contribute to
advances in related disciplines.

3. Matthias Jarke Position Statement - Domain-Specific IT Research Rejuvenates IS Research
Information systems research was the first big success story of domain-specific ICT research, so it is strange and
self-damaging for the IS field (and the business schools in general) to shy away from going a bit further, while at the
same time retaining and further strengthening the core competencies developed.
On the one hand, globalization directs attention to cultural specifics and inter-cultural phenomena; as just one
example, requirements engineering methods specifically for China are being studied, as well as information systems
for areas with largely illiterate population. On the other hand, the vision of ubiquitous computing is getting closer
and closer to reality; alongside, while RFID and related sensing technologies begin to link IS directly to the real
world, they become less and less visible to end users who interact with whole environments through all kinds of
devices rather than clearly visible human-computer interfaces. Taken together, both trends imply that focusing on
generic IS alone sounds almost like focusing on the detection of the world formula.
In their recently defined new high-tech strategy, the German government (similar also the European Union) have
thus decided to re-direct research funding on those specific industry, business and society domains where domainspecific ICT and IS solutions can strengthen existing competitive advantage or address direct societal needs;
examples include embedded systems, electro-mobility, efficiency gains in healthcare management, international
logistics/internet of things, and the like. While basic research funding, e.g. by the German DFG or the European
ERS, has remained formally unrestricted, there is an interesting trend here coming from the researchers themselves:
from the domain-specific experiences, extremely interesting new fundamental research questions for computer
science and information systems emerge; they stimulate new theory solutions which often turn out to be useful
beyond their initial domain. To give just a few examples: Research in RWTH Aachen University’s Excellence
Cluster on Mobile Information and Communication has challenged IT security researchers to come up with novel
energy-aware encryption algorithms and multiprocessor concepts such that your security will not eat up the battery
of your mobile phone. Fundamental research also showed that model checking approaches from theoretical
computer science generate optimal battery usage strategies in multi-battery mobiles that can double the time until
reload. In larger scale IS research, simulation showed that RFID-based self-organizing agent systems where
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suitcases negotiate with each other while traveling from the check-in desk to the plane, are far superior to centralized
optimization methods in large airports; shouldn’t such a result be of interest to organizational theory?
Summarizing, IS emerged from the confluence of business and ICT, and was in this sense the first success story of
domain-specific ICT research. Adding the spice of culture-, technology-, or context-specific challenges and
knowledge is not only a value in itself (drawing industry and society interest beyond the IT sector), but is also
emerging as a major contributor to general knowledge in future ubiquitous and globalized information systems.
Working out the implications for education, research training and publication strategies in this new world is a nontrivial task but in my opinion unavoidable.

4. Sandra Slaughter Position Statement – A One Size Development Process does not Fit All
Application Domains
Software development processes include the activities, methods, practices, and transformations that are used to
develop and maintain software. Decisions on software development processes include choices relating to project
organization and staffing, methodologies, techniques, tools, and architecture.
Both research and practice have suggested the benefits of a “one size fits all” or “best practices” approach to
software development in which a standard approach is used to develop software applications across all domains. For
example, a firm could leverage a standard waterfall methodology to develop applications for all of its business units.
Using one standard approach to software development can be less costly, leverage economies of scale, and simplify
project management, knowledge transfer, and performance measurement (Austin and Devin 2009).
On the other hand, there are many different approaches to software development today. Further, these different
approaches are often quite different and have divided research and practice. For example, flexible methodologies
like agile methods compete with plan-based or more traditional waterfall approaches, and there are strong advocates
for each approach.
I argue that we need to move beyond a “one size fits all” mentality in software development and move to a more
nuanced view. Given the many different approaches to software development, it may not always be effective for
firms to standardize on one approach across all application domains. Indeed, researchers and software development
specialists have suggested the potential performance benefits of process customization (Slaughter et al., 2006).
Process customization or tailoring involves adapting, particularizing, or selecting different software processes to fit
the needs of different application contexts. For example, Motorola tailors software development methods to fit
different industries, organizational units and projects (Fitzgerald, et al., 2003).
Although customizing processes could be more costly or complicate project management, the potential benefits of
tailoring a particular software development process to fit a particular application domain could include more
effective use of resources and higher quality outcomes.
There has been little research that provides evidence in terms of how and when process customizing should occur,
and what is the actual value of process tailoring. Research is needed to help identify the general factors that would
make software development process tailoring more or less beneficial for particular domains and to provide insight
into how such tailoring should occur. Example research questions include: what software development processes are
more effective for particular domains, and why? What elements of a process should be tailored, and which should
not? How should a process be fit to a particular domain? What is the trade-off of process tailoring by domain versus
a one-size-fits-all approach? Can different processes co-exist effectively in the same domain or project? Research to
study such questions is imperative to help move toward a contingency perspective of software development.

5. Iris Vessey Position Statement
Application domain-specific approaches to IS research are traditionally based in notions of alignment, fit, or
matching, with the overriding premise being that matching the solution to the problem results in strong problemsolving approaches, which, in turn, results in better outcomes than weak, or general problem-solving approaches.
Such an approach requires, however, a characterization of the problem or application domain that aids the researcher
in choosing an appropriate solution approach. But, how do we define “domain”? What are the aspects of a domain
that are important to its solution? At what level are we seeking a problem / solution match? Is it at the nominal
level of e-commerce, healthcare and medicine, entertainment, etc? Or is it intrinsically related to the nature of the
problem, as in, for example, transaction processing or decision support? Or any number of other potential things?
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The approach outlined above is essentially a deterministic one. However, is this realistic? As a research community
we have spent enormous amounts of time on studying alignment. However, in addition to traditional views, we have
seen alignment described in terms such as tinkering, bricolage, and improvisation. Does this represent a more
realistic view of how we might work within a world that we cannot predict? Our world is continually changing and,
at the same time, becoming more complex. How do we define an application domain in this context?
Perhaps we need new ways of thinking about these issues. In developing IS to meet the needs of our constantly
changing and ever more complex world, perhaps we should turn our attention to how to develop IS that co-evolve
with the environment in which they exist. Such an approach would be bottom-up or evolutionary in nature as
opposed to our current top-down approach. Furthermore, it would involve notions of fit on multiple levels and
across a range of disciplines. I will explore notions of complexity theory in an attempt to illustrate the potential of
this approach to notions of fit or alignment, as well as exploring the role of the application domain within this
context.
Time permitting; I will also share with attendees my current attempt to challenge traditional notions of
generalizability which champion weak approaches.

6. Panel Schedule
The panel chair will set the stage by introducing the topic and the panel discussants. Each discussant will take 10
minutes to state their position and views on the topic. The remainder of the panel session will be a question-answer
format moderated by the panel chair.
References:
Austin, R.D. and Devin, L. “Weighing the benefits and costs of flexibility in making software: Toward a
contingency theory of the determinants of development process design,” Information Systems Research, 20:3, 2009,
462-477.
Fitzgerald, B., Russo, N., and O’Kane, T. “Software development method tailoring at Motorola,” Communications
of the ACM, 46:4, 2003, 65-70.
Slaughter, S.A., Levine, L., Ramesh, B., Pries-Heje, J., Baskerville, R., “Aligning software processes with strategy,”
MIS Quarterly, 30:4, 2006, 891-918.
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PANEL - EMERGING IT CHALLENGES IN THE LIFE SCIENCES,
BIOTECH, AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES
Chair: Sudha Ram,
McClelland Professor of MIS
University of Arizona
ram@eller.arizona.edu

Panelists:
Brian Ellerman, David J Kempson, Dan Stanzione, Edward Suh
Tucson SIS Site Head – Sanofi-Aventis, Vice President and CIO – Maricopa Integrated Health System,
Co-Director – iPlant Collaborative, CIO – TGen

Abstract
Life Sciences, biotechnology, and pharmaceutical industries are recognized globally as key
drivers of modern economic progress, offering enormous potential for linking basic research
innovations with new market opportunities. The impact of the progress in the biosciences is being
felt particularly across the United States, as demonstrated by bioscience job growth, up 5.7
percent between 2001 and 2006, and the number of bioscience establishments, up 15.7 percent
nationwide during the same time period. A key to development of this industry is information
technology. This panel will explore the emerging IT challenges faced by healthcare, biotechnology
and pharmaceutical organizations.
Keywords: biotechnology, healthcare, pharmaceutical, IT

1. Panel Summary
Healthcare, biotechnology, and pharmaceutical industries are recognized globally as key drivers of
modern economic progress, offering enormous potential for linking basic research innovations with new
market opportunities. Advances in human, plant, and animal biosciences have led to the growth of
companies in many areas, from drug development and molecular diagnostics to biomaterials and biocomposites, bio-fuels, and other bio-related products. New discoveries are increasingly finding their way
into new applications and products leading to new medical treatments, new sources of energy, and new
industrial products made out of bio-based materials. Recognizing this, countries around the world are
investing to create a business climate that supports the specific needs of the biosciences sector. These
efforts focus on technology, talent, and capital, the key ingredients needed to grow a bioscience-driven
economy.
The impact of the progress in the biosciences is being felt particularly across the United States, as
demonstrated by bioscience job growth, up 5.7 percent between 2001 and 2006, and the number of
bioscience establishments, up 15.7 percent nationwide during the same time period. This growth is spread
across the United States with clusters of bioscience firms focused on specialized niches of the biosciences
found in states and regions. States are supporting the development and commercialization of bioscience
discoveries by investing in bioscience R&D and in R&D facilities and infrastructure, supporting
programs aimed at attracting and retaining world class academic researchers, creating and maintaining
mechanisms to encourage collaborations between bioscience companies and academic researchers, and
facilitating the commercialization of university intellectual property. A key to development of this
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industry is information technology. This panel will explore the emerging IT challenges faced by
biotechnology, life sciences and pharmaceutical organizations.
2. Sudha Ram, McClelland Professor of MIS, University of Arizona
Sudha Ram is McClelland Professor of Management Information Systems in the Eller College of
Management at the University of Arizona. She received a B.S. degree in chemistry from the University
of Madras, a PGDM from the Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta, and a Ph.D. from the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.. Dr. Ram has published articles in such journals as Communications of
the ACM, IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, Information Systems, Information
Systems Research, Management Science, and MIS Quarterly. Her research deals with issues related to
Enterprise Data Management. Her research has been funded by organizations such as, IBM, Intel
Corporation, Raytheon, US ARMY, NIST, NSF, NASA , and Office of Research and Development of the
CIA. Specifically, her research deals with Interoperability among Heterogeneous Database Systems,
Semantic Modeling, BioInformatics and Spatio-Temporal Semantics, and Business Rules Modeling, Dr.
Ram serves on several journal editorial boards. She is currently a Senior Editor for Information Systems
Research. She has chaired several workshops and conferences supported by ACM, IEEE, and AIS. She
is a cofounder of the Workshop on Information Technology and Systems (WITS) and serves on the
steering committee of many workshops and conferences including the Entity Relationship Conference
(ER). Dr. Ram is a member of ACM, IEEE Computer Society, INFORMS, and Association for
Information Systems (AIS). She is also the director of the Advanced Database Research Group based at
the University of Arizona.
3. Brian Ellerman, Tucson SIS Site Head, Sanofi-Aventis
Brian Ellerman holds a bachelor’s degree with honors from Marist College in Medical Technology (1994)
and a master’s degree in Management Information Systems from the University of Arizona (2000). He is
currently pursuing a PhD in Organization and Management, with an emphasis on Leadership, at Capella
University. Brian’s professional career began in clinical pathology, working for numerous hospitals,
physicians, and reference laboratories in New York, Los Angeles, and Tucson over a period of 6 years.
During this time, he started P³ Computers, a computer sales and repair business that gradually grew into a
second company, Pacharimay, focused on IT consulting. In August of 1999, he stepped down as senior
medical technologist for clinical chemistry at St. Mary’s Hospital, merged the two companies he owned
into a new entity, Siesta Consulting, and completed the prototype of an electronic medical record and
patient scheduling system for care-provider offices. That fall, Brian architected the development of the
system into a commercial product, and Siesta Software was born. The venture was short-lived, however,
due to the impending implementation of HIPAA, so Brian sold the product and company to a larger
competitor and returned to consulting full-time. In February of 2000, he took on the role of Strategic
Solutions Architect for Maddenmedia, a Web solutions developer. While there, he led the development of
an intranet portal for a Fortune 500 company and architected a new business venture in online banking.
The following year, he moved to Sunquest Information Systems, soon to become Misys Healthcare
Systems, where he served as Implementation Manager for the company’s clinical laboratory product.
During that time, Brian successfully led a division initiative to reduce implementation time by 25% while
also managing the largest ever contract for laboratory systems in the U.S. In the fall of 2002, Brian joined
Aventis as a consultant, and was hired as an associate the following year. As program manager with what
is now Sanofi-Aventis, the third largest pharmaceutical company in the world, Brian directs the Scientific
Computing and Information Program. His responsibilities include championing the strategic use of
information, finding innovative approaches to analyzing and interpreting data, ensuring the support of
local and global scientific applications, and managing a diverse portfolio of informational projects that
greatly impact the company’s pursuit of novel therapeutic compounds.
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4. David J Kempson, Vice President and CIO, Maricopa Integrated Health System
David J. Kempson is Vice President and CIO of Maricopa Integrated Health System (MIHS), an
integrated healthcare delivery network in Phoenix, AZ. MIHS had revenues of $370 million in 2008 and
employs more than 4000 people in Maricopa County. Mr. Kempson is also an Adjunct Professor with the
Arizona State University Department of Biomedical Informatics and is currently serving as a Lieutenant
Colonel in the Arizona Air National Guard Medical Corps. Mr Kempson received a Masters Degree in
Business Administration from the University of Arizona and a Bachelor’s of Science in Mechanical
Engineering from Lehigh University. Mr Kempson has also held certification as a Project Management
Professional (PMP) since 2003.
5. Dan Stanzione, Deputy Director – Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) at The University
of Texas at Austin and Co-Director – iPlant Collaborative
Dr. Stanzione is the deputy director of the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) at The University
of Texas at Austin. He is the Co-Director of “The iPlant Collaborative: A Cyberinfrastructure-Centered
Community for a New Plant Biology,” an ambitious endeavor to build a multidisciplinary community of
scientists, teachers and students who will develop cyberinfrastructure and apply computational
approaches to make significant advances in plant science. He is also a Co-PI for TACC’s Ranger
supercomputer, the first of the “Path to Petascale” systems supported by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) deployed in February 2008 (at the time, the largest open science supercomputer in the world). Prior
to joining TACC, Dr. Stanzione was the founding director of the Fulton High Performance Computing
Institute (HPCI) at Arizona State University (ASU). Before ASU, he served as an AAAS Science Policy
Fellow in the Division of Graduate Education NSF. Dr. Stanzione began his career at Clemson
University, his alma mater, where he directed the supercomputing laboratory and served as an assistant
research professor of electrical and computer engineering. Dr. Stanzione's research focuses on parallel
programming, scientific computing, bioinformatics, and system software for large scale systems.
6. Edward Suh, CIO, TGen
Edward Suh is the Chief Information Officer of the Translational Genomics Research Institute (TGen),
where he leads and manages Biomedical Informatics, Software engineering, Information Technology and
High Performance Biocomputing programs. Dr. Suh and his team develop and provide data mining and
data management systems, computational algorithms and application software, and high-performance
biocomputing and secure information technology infrastructure for rapid collection, integration, analysis
and dissemination of biomedical data for the discovery of novel biomarkers and diagnostics, leading to
the treatment of diseases. Dr. Suh has served multiple NIH grants in the capacity of a PI, IT director and
an investigator. Dr. Suh began his career in electrical engineering. After earning a Doctor of Science
degree in computer science, he married the two career fields and now specializes in the application of
computational science and engineering methodologies to biomedical data management and high
performance biocomputing. Dr. Suh authored and co-authored numerous articles in journals such as
Science, Journal of Computational Biology, Bioinformatics, and Cancer Research.
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CREATING SOLUTIONS FOR THE LIFE SCIENCES INDUSTRY: THE IT
CHALLENGE
Alisa Wright
CEO, BioConvergence
Alisa.Wright@bioc.us

Abstract
Twenty years ago, the life sciences industry was comprised of very segregated diagnostic,
pharmaceutical and medical device companies focusing on acute disease in developed nations. As
we gained knowledge and technology to understand the fundamentals of disease around the world
and particularly chronic disease, we had to break down our silos as no one company or sector
could go it alone. Doing so has created linked solutions designed to more effectively diagnose
and treat diseases. Our current exploration will not only build on this new foundation but require
new solutions to expand the continuum to distributers, healthcare providers and patients. All of
these improvements have something in common – using new information technology and
communication systems to achieve our healthcare goals.

Biography
Alisa Wright is Co-founder and Chief Executive Officer of BioConvergence, a women-owned small
business serving the life sciences sector. She grew up on a small farm in southern Indiana, received
degrees in pharmacy and engineering from Purdue University and has worked at Eli Lilly, NNC, Cook
and Baxter. She serves on several boards including Purdue’s School of Pharmacy, Indiana University’s
School of Informatics and Kelley School of Business Supply Chain and Global Management Academy.
In addition to her career, she is committed to improving science, technology, engineering and math
education (STEM) for K-12 students by serving programs such as the Indiana STEM Resource Network
and Project Lead The Way.
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